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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR TESTING
Introduction

This book is intended to give a general outline of the methods
and precautions to be followed in test. Every one making tests
must become familiar with its contents, and will be held re-
sponsible for carrying out tests in accordance with the methods
and regulations outlined. If, after reading the description of any
test, the tester is doubtful about specific points, he should refer
the matter to the Head, or Assistant Head of the Section for
further instructions before undertaking the work.

Instructions regarding wiring, starting, and operating
machines as given in this book must be followed out carefully
and conscientiously, and under no circumstances will deviations
be allowed unless permission has been first received from those
in authority. The importance of carefulness must be realized
at the outset, since practically all accidents likely to happen to
men or apparatus are due to carelessness or lack of appreciation
of operating conditions. The Company does not hold itself

responsible for such accidents, and any man doing careless work,
or taking any risks that may have serious results, renders him-
self liable to discharge. No one must handle any wiring,
connect or operate any switchboard or apparatus unless
he is entirely familiar with all the conditions having refer-

ence to the test. In addition to being thoroughly familiar
with the contents of this book, every one is expected to keep
himself informed regarding instructions that are issued from
time to time by the Heads of the Testing Department. Such
instructions are posted, when issued, on the various section and
general bulletin boards provided for that purjjose.



TESTING EQUIPMENT
Electrical Power

In order to test apparatus under operating conditions it is

necessary to provide power at various voltages and frequencies

so that either direct current or alternating current apparatus

may be readilv operated. Direct current power in the Testing

Department is' obtained either direct from the steam plants in

the works located in Building No. 13 and Building No. 61, or

from synchronous motor generator sets installed in the various

testing sections, the motors of which operate from the 40 cycle

alternating current shop system. The regular direct current

shop circuits furnish power at 125 volts, 250 volts and 500 volts.

By using other shop generator sets connected in series with the

above circuits, intermediate and higher direct current voltages

may be obtained where testing conditions so require. These
shop generators are commonly known in the Testing Depart-

ment as "boosters" or "exciters." These generators alone may
be used for furnishing small and moderate amounts of power
at variable voltages and where close and variable voltage

control is required. The regular shop circuits carry a fluctuating

factory and railway load and, therefore, cannot be relied upon to

give close voltage regulation. The latter must be used, however,
wherever large amounts of power are required, in which case the

voltage regulation must be effected by means of shunt boosters
in series, the fields being controlled so as to maintain the proper
terminal voltage.

Direct current power at 1200 volts is used chiefly for the
testing of high voltage direct current railway motors, and is

obtained by boosting the 500 volt shop circuit by an aux-
iliary generator. In all cases where it is not necessary to

have one side of the 1200 volt circuit grounded it should be so

wired that there will not be more than 600 volts between either

side of the circuit and ground, since the 500 volt shop circuit is

permanently grounded on one side, this condition can be readily

obtained by connecting the boosting generator to the grounded
side of the shop circuit. It must be understood in this connection
that, in all testing work, no ground is to be used as a return
circuit; that is, all circuits must be metallic. The 250 volt shop
circuit has a grounded neutral; the 125 volt shop circuit is

obtained between either side of the 250 volt circuit and the
grounded neutral. All direct current shop circuits are wired
through circuit breakers and switches permanently mounted on
switchboards in each testing section. These circuit breakers
and switches control the whole power in their section; they
must, therefore, all be opened whenever power is no longer
required

.

Each of the principal testing sections is equipped with a
number of small direct current generators capable of giving a
variable voltage for testing work which are known as "exciters,

"

liecause they are used frequently for field excitation. These
generators are direct motor driven, steam turbine driven;
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engine driven, or belted sets. Turbine driven sets'consist of a
Curtis Turbine driving one or two generators. When the turbine
drives twoj generators, the switchboard is arranged so that
the two armatures can be connected in series or multiple.
Belted sets are considered as temporary testing sets and are only
used in emergency, since their use requires greater care and
attention. Their operation is also a possible source of danger, in
consequence of the possibility of slipping or breaking belts, etc.

When an exciter runs in series with a power circuit in order
to "boost" or "buck" the voltage the following points require
careful consideration. Under no circumstances must the source
of driving power be disconnected while the exciter carries load.
Therefore, no machine must ever be used in such cases unless it

is equipped with a speed limiting device in good working order,
which will automatically open the circtiit breaker of its armature
circuit, should the machine begin to operate at excessive speed.
Particular care should always be taken to see that all safety
devices, in operation with s\ich machines, are in good working
condition before using them. All permanently installed motor-
generator sets have a speed limiting device and low voltage
release installed on the motors and generators. These are
wired in series, so that in case the speed rises suddenly, both
motor and generator circuit breakers will be automatically
opened and the set shut down. For the same reason, if the
power supply from which the sets are driven fails all breakers
will be opened automatically. On direct current turbine driven
sets the circuit breaker tripping coils are wired so that, when
the emergency governor operates, their circuits are broken and
the breakers in the generator armature circuit are opened.

All speed limiting devices on shop apparatus are adjusted
to operate at 10 per cent, above normal speed. All such devices

must be tested regularly at least once each week. The head of

the testing section must see that this is done. Turbine driven
generators should not be used to "buck" the shop voltage,

since engine driven and turbine driven sets rely only on their

friction and windage losses to prevent their speed from increasing

when the direct current generator is "motoring"
Measurement of ohmic resistance is one of the most common

tests and it frequently requires much skill to obtain consistent

results. The Testing Department is equipped with special

measuring booths located in the various testing sections, fitted

with measuring sets provided with d'Arsonval galvanometers.
The resistance bridges and resistances used are especially

adapted to the work. The measuring sets are supplied with
storage batteries to furnish current for making the measure-
ments. Care must be taken when charging the batteries to see

that they are not charged at too great a rate, also that a high

discharge rate does not last for too long a period. Occasionally

the battery acid should be tested to see that it maintains the

proper specific gravity. This test is made by a hydrometer.
_

In order to prevent vibration, the galvanometers are carried

on piers, having no connection with the building foundations.



It is essential that the galvanometers are carefully protected
from . vibration or shock,- otherwise, resistance meastirements
cannot give accurate results.

The Testing Department has alternating current generators
and motor-generator sets for generating and converting alter-

nating current power at the various voltages and frequencies
required in testing apparatus. Taps, from the 40 cycle alter-

nating current shop circuit supplying 110 volts, are located in

the principal testing sections. These are generally used for

supplying power for the excitation of high potential testing
transformer sets. As this power is supplied at a constant
voltage of 110 volts, a potential regulator is employed with the
high potential testing transformer, in order to obtain the high
potentials necessary for the various types of apparatus tested.

The wiring arrangement of a high potential testing set is shown
in Fig. 1.

rVWVVW^

Fig. 1

WIRING ARRANGEMENT OF HIGH POTENTIAL TESTING SET

The Testing Department uses a 2000 Kw. 2.1 -cycle, 13,200
volt turbine driven generating set located in Building No. 61
for miscellaneous power tests. From this set power is dis-
tributed by means of high tension lines to Buildings Nos. 16,
12 and 114. This set is also used for supplying power to the
railway at Wyatts Crossing and a considerable amount of
railway testing is done by its agency. When such work is
being carried on, an extensive system of high tension lines is
connected to this machine, consequently the circuit has con-
siderable capacity. When this circuit is in use, therefore, testers
should be cautioned not to come in contact with any part of the
circuit, or with the leads attached to it, since its capacity may
give rise to a voltage sufficient to produce fatal results.
No one working on this circuit, or other circuits of high voltage
in the Testing Department, should approach nearer than 12
mches to the circuit, because actual contact is by no means



always necessary in order to receive a dangerous shock. Due
to liigh static capacity and other peculiar conditions, it is extreme-
ly important that the head of the section investigate thoroughly
other sections which have taps to these lines and make sure that
they are not, and will not be in use, before anyone is allowed to

operate this machine. This must be done in order that all taps
may be properly protected when not in vise, and also that no
accidents may occur, due to misvmderstandings. No wiring
whatever should be done on this circuit while it is alive. In all

Fig. 2

FRONT OF HIGH TENSION FLOOR PANEL

cases, tests being operated from this circuit must have oil

switches interposed between the test wiring and the hues so

that connections to the Hues may be made through these

switches. Wherever temporary switches become necessary they

must either be located at such a height or be protected by a

mechanical barrier so that men cannot accidentally come m
contact with them. Oil switches, permanently installed m the

different testing sections for connecting to the lines mentioned



above, must be ke[jt locked ojien when power is not being

drawn from tlie lines. The head of the section is responsible for

seeing that these matters are attended to.

The Testing Department motor-generator sets, with the

exception of those already mentioned, may be operated for the

conversion of direct to alternating current or vice versa.

The armature terminals of all alternating current generators are

connected to high tension switch panels. By this means, the

Fig. 3

HIGH POTENTIAL FLOOR STAND SHOWING
INTERIOR WIRING AND CONSTRUCTION

armatures, when their windings permit, mav be readily connected
Y or zL three-phase, or two-phase. Although such switch-
board panels are insulated for 15,000 volts, the same caution,
nevertheless, should be observed in operating them as though
the lines were bare conductors. The armature coil terminals
are each marked on the terminal board. One of the panels is

shown in Figs. 2 and 3. When three-j)hase Y is desired, plugs
are i.ilaced in the terminals marked Y, whereas if three-phase
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delta is required, plugs are used at the terminals marked delta.
Terminals marked L-1, L-2 and L-3 are connected to the high
potential transfer switchboard.

Steam Power

A considerable amount of steam is used for the testing of
steam turbines, marine engines and for driving turbine and
engine driven exciter sets, steam pumps, etc. Steam is supplied
to the Testing Department from power houses located in Build-
ings Nos. 13 and 61 and is conveyed to the Testing Depart-
ment through underground mains in the yards. The steam pipes
are placed overhead in all buildings. These mains are well
lagged with asbestos covering and contain a sufficient number
of expansion joints to take care of all expansion and contraction.
Gate valves are located in the mains at the boiler houses and
also just inside the buildings in which the testing section is

located. Motor operated emergency valves are installed in the
important mains, so that the steam supply may be shut off by
closing a. switch in the testing section. Each man working in

the steam test should know where these switches are located,
so that he may be able to close these valves quickly if necessity
arises. These valves must be regularly tested at least once a
week to insure certain operation. Steam separators and traps
are connected in all mains at the proper points to take care
.of condensed water. Steam is distributed from the mains to
the various section testing stands by leading off pipe branches.
These branches are of sufficient size to test any machine that
will be placed in the particular testing stand. At each stand the
branch steam mains are fitted with two steam valves, viz: a
special Globe Valve, which may be used to throttle steam
for machines under test, when necessary, and another valve
which is never to be used for throttling. This arrangement
prevents any steam leaking through the branch when not in

use. Each valve is furnished with a handwheel of sufficient

diameter, so that no additional leverage should be necessary
in opening or closing.

All steam valves must be tightly closed, using the hand-
wheel fitted to the valve, the handwheel should then be given a
slight backward turn in order to free the stem sufficiently to

take care of expansion and contraction. If these precautions
are observed the valve may always be easily operated by the
handwheel. Each branch main valve is furnished with a small

by-pass valve. When it is possible to obtain a sufficient supply
of steam through these by-pass valves to operate a test, they
should be used in preference to throttling with the large valve.

Drip cocks are in all cases located between the main valve and
the machine or throttle valve. These drip cocks must always
be open when steam is not flowing throtigh the main in which it

is located, and should be left open until steam is flowing freely

through the main. That is, wherever condensed water can
collect in dead end mains, a drip should be provided to carry

this water away as fast as it collects, in order to prevent a
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water hammer in the tnain. A water hammer may produce
enormous stresses in a steam main, hence, great care must be
taken to prevent its development. If water is likely to

collect in the main, the supply of steam should be entirely

shut off and all water must then be removed before re-opening

the steam valve and attempting to use the main again.

In each section having large stearn mains, regularly appoint-

ed men are located, whose duty it is to operate all valves with

the exception of the throttle valve at the machine under test.

The tester should, therefore, ask these men to operate any valve
except the throttle valve, which may be operated by the tester

himself. Small by-pass valves should also be used in every case

to gradually warm up a steam main before allowing steam to

flow into it through the opening of the main valve. By using the

by-pass valve in this manner, with all drips open, the main can be
gradually brought to its running temperature, after which the

large valve giving the full flow of steam may be opened.
All exhaust steam piping is arranged to permit the exhaust

steam being passed into the heating system of the factory,

into the atmosphere direct, or into surface condensers. Wher-
ever possible, condensers should be employed in order to

economize steam. Whenever steam heat is required, however,
exhaust steam may be passed into the heating system. Steam
should only be exhausted into the atmosphere direct in excep-
tional cases where it cannot be utilized as just mentioned,'

Shop Motors and Generators

The Testing Department equipment includes a large number
of 125, 250, and 500 volt direct current machines of various sizes,

which are always available for driving generators under test.

They can also be used as a load for motors receiving test, in

which case they are run as generators. Many of these machines
are shunt wound; a large number, however, are provided with a
series field winding. Some of the larger sizes are also equipped
with commutating poles. Ordinarily when using such machines
as motors, they are operated as shunt machines. Sometimes,
however, these motors have to operate in multiple, it is then
necessary to use a certain proportion of the series field on one
machine in order to give the proper speed equalization. Such
cases, however, are special and definite instructions should be
obtained before operating the combination.

When operating as motors machines should never be separ-
ately excited, unless the test requirements so demand. In such
cases, precautions must be taken to prevent loss of motor field,

due to the fields being excited from one source and the armatures
from another. When shop machines are operated as motors
they must have the speed limiting switch mounted on the shaft,
connected to the trip coils on the breakers placed in the armature
circuit, so that in case a motor begins to run too fast it will be
automatically shut down.

When using direct current machines as compound wound
motors, which is necessary when running the motors in multiple,
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the following precautions must be observed. The series fields
must not be connected differentially. They must have only
sufficient series field to give the required regulation. Should
excessive series field be used and the shunt field adjusted under
full load conditions to give normal speed at normal load, the
speed may rise to a dangerous point if the load falls suddenly.
When machines are so used or when they are being used as
"boosters", great care should be exercised in operation to
prevent any condition occurring which may give a dangerous
rise in speed. When such special conditions occur in test it

must be clearly understood that some one man connected with
the test must watch the machine continuously. He is responsible
for seeing that accidents, due to excessive speed, cannot occur.

When using the shop apparatus, it is as important to take
the same precautions in wiring and starting for test as are taken
in the case of the apparatus for production. These precautions
are detailed in the following pages.

Several of the shop motors used by the Testing Department are
alternating current synchronous motors. In most cases, these
are permanently connected to a direct current generator. It is

often necessary, however, to erect and operate synchronous
motors temporarily for production tests.

When starting a synchronous motor the precautions must be
observed that are explained in the section on Synchronous
Motors. They must always be run in the Testing Department
at unity power factor, unless the special requirements of the
test are such that this cannot be done. Since the greater number
of these motors are occasionally operated under variable loads,

the value of the field current should be watched to see that
the armature current is of the proper value for unity power
factor. Should a motor fall out of synchronism, in consequence
of excessive overload, or otherwise, the armature circuit must be
opened immediately to prevent injury to the winding from
overheating. Where using shop generators and motors, their

lubrication must be always inspected at starting and also at
definite intervals during operation to keep the bearings cool and
prevent overheating. In addition, the instructions on bearings
given later must be observed.

Safety Devices

Speed limiting devices must be installed on all shop apparatus
in the Testing Department in which excessive speed is possible.

These speed limiting devices are permanently installed wher-
ever possible. Wherever this cannot be done they should be
used temporarily.

All speed limiting switches and their circuits which are con-

nected to generators and motors must be regularly tested at

least once each week. All emergency governors on shop turbines

should be tested at least once every day to see that they trip

properly.
Safety valves and atmospheric relief valves are also per-

manently located wherever necessary on permanent steam
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piping. The)' shrjiild he installed whenever necessary on tem-

porary Jjiping m order to insure safety. Great care must be

taken in locating these devices in reference to steam mains, air

compressor work and air tanks. The tests and apparatus given

abo\'e are vitall)' important for the safe operation of the testing

equipment, and the head of the section must insist that they are

closely followed.

Switchboards and Floor Stands

Section switchboards are connected to the permanent wiring

to obtain flexibility. These are so designed as to minimize the

amount of temporary wiring as much as possible. The switch-

boards are of two classes; ws. those connected to high voltage
circuits (7.10 to 1.1,000 volts), and the low vf)lta,ge switchboards.

Fig. 4

FRONT OF HIGH TENSION SWITCHBOARD PLUG TYPE

The high voltage switchboards consist of a number of slate

panels provided with high tension insulators, to which the
perinanent wiring terminals are attached leading from the
permanently installed alternating current generators, trans-

formers, and "floor stands." At some distance behind the
slate front of the board, a second set of high tension insulators
is carried on an iron frame, which are also fitted with terminals
connected to lateral buses running throughout the length of the
board. Since with this arrangement, generators, floor stands,
and transformer terminals are liicated m vertical lines, whereas
bus bar terminals are located laterallv, it is ])ossible to pass from
one panel to any other panel on the board by inserting switches
between the front and back sets of terminals. The metallic
terminals used on these boards fcirni the contact ]ioints for plug

14



switches. These plug switches are designed so that having re-
moved or inserted a plug, all live parts are thoroughly-
protected.
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No plug switch must he used for connecting or disconnecting
the front and back systems of contacts if there is any voltage on
them. The switching system must he considered merely as a transfer
scheme and must always he operated as such.

It will be readily seen by referring to Fig. 4 and to
diagram, Fig. 5, that great flexibility is obtained, since any
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generator connected to a switchboard may be readily trans-

ferred to any "floor stand" or to any bank of transformers.

Furthermore, any "floor stand" may be immediately connected
with any other "floor stand" by merely inserting plug switches

at the board.
"Floor stands" are so located in each testing section that

all high voltage apparatus may be installed near them, thus
reducing the length of high tension cable which is required for

the machine in test to a few feet. The floor stands carry dis-

connecting switches and oil switches, through which the final

connections can be made between their terminals and the

terminals on the high tension switchboard panel.

Green and red tell tale" lights are located on all switch-

board panels and also on the "floor stands". They are auto-
matically operated whenever an oil switch on the "floor stand,"

or a plug switch on the switchboard is opened or closed. When a

red lamp is burning either at the "floor stand " or on the switch-
board panel, it indicates that the terminals are in use, and
connected to another circuit. If red lights are burning, it is,

therefore, necessary to carefully investigate all panel con-

nections before making any changes. When, however, a green
lamp is burning it indicates that the panel, or "floor stand," is

free, and may therefore be used. For example: A red light

burning on the "floor stand" indicates that the oil switch has
been closed on the corresponding "floor stand" panel and that
the terrninals of the "floor stand" panel are alive. Again, if a

red light is burning on the "floor stand" its switcnboard panel
has been connected by the plug switches to another panel,

consequently, the "floor stand " terminals may be alive. Hence,
the red light acts as a danger signal. It should never be entirely

trusted, however, and the same care should always be taken
as though "tell tale lights" did not exist.

Connections are brought out at the top of the "floor stands"
through high potential bushing insulators to terminal blocks
mounted on the insulators. All this wiring is permanent.
From the terminal blocks, temporary lines must be run to

the high potential testing table. A second row of insulators is

provided on the top of the "floor stands" which must only
be used as strain insulators. The temporary cables running
to the testing table must be securely fastened to these insulators.
By this means the strain on the connections at the terminal
blocks is relieved and wires cannot drop on to the floor if they
become disconnected. The insulators are arranged so that
cables can be taken off at any angle with a safe distance between
them.

If temporary wiring has to be carried some distance, high
potential pedestals must be used to support the spans as shown
in Fig. 6.

The testing table shown in Fig. 6 is the standard type of
high potential table used in the Testing Department. These
tables are constructed so that all high potential wiring is pro-
tected, and it is impossible to make contact with it when the
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table is in use. High voltage and low voltage circuits within
the table are placed in separate compiartments and insulated
from each other. Tables are built of asbestos, wood, angel
iron and expanded metal. The A.C. compartments contain
an oil switch. ].iotential transformers, curreiU transforiners,
and a special transfer switch which has fciur different operating
positions, viz.: (1) short circuit (_') svnchronizing (?>) three-
phase (4) i|uarter-phase nv three-phase and neutral. This

Fig. 6

HIGH POTENTIAL PEDESTAL AND TESTING TABLE

switch is interlocked with the oil switch so that it cannot be
switched to the short circuiting position without first opening
the oil switch. The alternator field must always be opened
before turning the switch to short circuiting jiosition.

High voltage connections are made at the toj) of the table

as employed on high potential "floor stands". The secondaries

of the current and ]>otential transformers are cr)nnected to

binding posts in their resjjective com]iartmcnts, forming the



terminals ii£ the ])ermanent wiring leading to the meters on
the front or operating side of the test tables. All current trans-

formers should have a capacity of 5 ainperes for the secondary,
and the potential transformers used should be enclosed in an
iron case and oil cooled. Transformer secondaries should be
kept grounded on one side when in use. A detailed jjrint of
the wiring circuit will be found inounted on each table. All

meter switches and terminals are properly and plainly labeled
showing their readings at each position of the transfer .switch.

All table wiring is piermanent and insulated for a maximum
working voltage of 15,000.

The D.C. compartment is wired for all the circaiits of two
D.C. machines for voltages not exceeding 750 volts. The
table is furnished with double-pole 500 amjjere lidO volt
circuit breakers. For all currents above :JOO amperes, terminals
are provided for the standard ammeter shunts tised in the
Testing Dejiartmcnt. When using currents abri\-e 500 amperes

Fig. 7

FRONT OF D.C. SECTION SWITCHBOARD

the circuit breaker on the talile must be cut out of circuit and
breakers of larger capacity wired in the circuit external to
the table. When D.C. currents are read direct, ammeter jacks
are provided which ahow the insertion or removal of the meter
in circuit without interrupting the circuit.

Though these tables arc fitted ivith safety devices a)id interlocks,
etc., in order to render all /Protection possible, operators must
treat them as if no protection exists. In other words, threat attention
must /)r gii'oi to all details of operation, a)id in no case should
connectious be changol by ihrowini: sioitches, etc., unless the
operator feels certain of the'correctness of so doing.

All D.C. switchboards recently installed are nf the plug
terminal type, but they differ radicallv from the A.C. plug
boards. The older D.C. boards are equipped with bolted termi-
nals. Fig. 7 and Fig. ,S .show the front and back views respec-
tively of a direct current switchboard of the plug type. These
boards carry terminals, circuit breakers and switches for all

18



D.C. shop circuits. Switchboards are interconnected with
each other and by means of underground cables are connected
to small "pit switchboards" or "posts" or "floor stands"
conveniently located. These are generally fitted with plug
terminal connections, and are connected permanently to the
D.C. switchboards. All exciter sets are also connected to the
D.C. switchboards. Hence, any "stand," "pit," "exciter,"
etc., can be readily connected to anj' part of the test desired.

Where it is necessary to connect tw^o cables together an
insulated coupler should be used where possible. These couplers
are intended to carry a maximum current of 000 amperes
continuously. A greater current must not be carried continu-
ously, otherwise overheating will result. Where it is necessary

Fig. 8

BACK VIEW OF D.C. SECTION SWITCHBOARD

to carry more than 600 amjjeres, two or more cables must be

used in multiple.
In making connections on any of the "plug boards" plugs

must not be allowed to strike the slate panels and chip or crack

them. See what connections are reciuired, then carefully insert

the plug in its receptacle, entering it to the locking position.

If these precautions are taken the least damage will be done

in case of short circuit. The ampere rating of each switch-

board terminal is placed above it. No cables or terminal must

be overloaded.
All field plugs must be carefully locked on insertion so

they cannot accidentally be pulled out.

All "pits" and "stands" must be kept clean and free of

rubbish.
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Cables with defective insulation or having defective plug
terminals must not be used, but must be sent by the head of

section to the repair shop as soon as the defect appears. All

cables must be kept on cable racks when not in use.

It is often necessary in testing to dissipate electrical energy
through a resistance. When it is necessary to use resistances

as a load for large machines, the water box has been found
most convenient. The water box, as used in the Testing Depart-
ment, is an iron box mounted on porcelain insulators. Suspended
above the box by insulators is a triangular iron blade which
can be lowered into the water box. When the water box has
been filled and the resistance adjusted by the addition of salt,

the resistance may be varied by lowering or raising the plate in

the liquid which is admirably adapted to close adjustment.
The box is mounted on porcelain insulators; it should,

however, always be considered as grounded. In connecting
the boxes to grounded, shop circuits, the grounded side should
be connected to the cable leading to the box, and the ungrounded
side should be connected to the water box plate. When using
water boxes as a load on three-phase circuits, the cables leading
from the box should be connected together to form a Y con-
nection, and the phase cables should be connected to the plates.

Before loading a machine on a water box, the salt solution
must be adjusted for the voltage and current required. To
do this, apply a low voltage to the box and note the current.
If this is not possible add fresh water to the solution until

the resistance is stifficiently high to prevent an excessive rtish

of current when the bottom of the plate enters the solution.

The majority of water, boxes in the Testing Department
are equipped with hydraulic cylinders for operating the triangular
plate. This consists of a vertical cylinder fitted with a piston
and piston rod from which the plate is suspended. Water
is forced into the cylinder, or released from it by two electrically

operated valves, one for raising, and the other for lowering
the plate. Small cables run from the electrical valves to a
small distributing switchboard, whence leads may be carried
to any of the testing tables, and connected to operating switches.
Water boxes can be operated from any section by this method
of remote control. If it is desired to operate water boxes in

multiple, the cables leading to the control valves .must be
connected in multiple, and a, single operating switch will control
any number of boxes.

The Testing Department is equipped with many wire resist-

ance boxes of small and moderate current capacity. The
majority of these are field resistances of the standard enclosed
card and tube type. These resistances are not grounded upon
the frame, but should always be so treated in order to insure
safety and freedom from accident. For this reason, the frames
.should always be insulated from one another and also from
ground. All boxes are marked with their resistance and
maximum current carrying capacity, so that the proper resist-
ance for a test can be readily selected. Defective rheostats
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must never be used in test, but must be immediately sent
by the head of the section to the repair shop. Permanent
motors are generally equipped with their own starting resistance.

When starting motors for test, series resistances of large current
carrying capacity must often be used. In such cases the water
box is the best type of resistance. When starting motors with a
water box the voltage drop across the resistance must be reduced
to a small value before the motor is thrown directly across the
line.

Unless special permission has been received more than
2300 volts must not be connected to water boxes unless they
are especially insulated.

The standard water box used will dissipate 75 kw. continu-
ously without excessive heating. If the water in the boxes is

allowed to boil, the resistance regulation becomes very unsatis-

factory. Arcing may then occur and set up electrical surges.

Hence, the temperature of water boxes must always be kept
well below the boiling point, either by allowing cold water to.

run into them continuously while under load, or if necessary
by reducing the load.

To prevent arcs and therefore excessive voltage rises, water
boxes must never be used to open alternating current circuits.

Each test section is equipped with permanent transformers.
Additional transformers are also available for special tests,

or for use when the regular transformers are in operation. Per-
manently installed transformers should be used whenever
possible to save wiring cost and time and to obtain the advan-
tages and safety afforded by permanent wiring. On the per-

manent banks of transformers the primary and secondary termi-

nals are brought out to terminal boards with the plug switches

for making the various transformer coil connections required

with the cables leading to and from the bank. The primary
terminal boards are insulated for lo.OOO volts between
lines, and any combination ordinarily desired can be obtained
by inserting plugs in the proper terminals. The plug switches

must be considered only as a ready method of connecting up
the transformer coils. They must not be used for connecting

or disconnecting live circuits. The boards are thoroughly insu-

lated, but must always be treated as unprotected, when high

voltages are used.

The secondary coils are connected to a low tension plug

type switchboard where they may be connected by plug ter-

minals to cables running to any part of the test. Each plug

terminal is labeled so that no wrong connection should be
possible, if ordinary care is observed.

If temporary transformers are used, they must be properly

installed and wired so that safe operation is secured. All cases

must be grounded by substantial ground wires or cables, the

case and ground terminals must be in good condition and fitted

so that they cannot work loose. Never sit or stand on the top

of a transformer when connecting or disconnecting it. Always



use step ladders for this purpose and see that the transformer is

not alive before touching its leads or terminals.

The following example illustrates the general procedure to be
followed in the wiring of high voltage alternating current circuits.

To connect a shop alternator to a high voltage machine on the
testing floor near the high potential "floor stand", see that the
oil and disconnecting switches are open, then connect the
alternator using the armature terminal board to give the proper
voltage and phase combination. Connect the machine by
temporary wiring to the high potential terminals on the "floor

stand '

' . When the machine is ready to start a transfer bus should
be selected which is not in use on the high potential switch-

board. The alternator armature is then plugged in on the
transfer bus, after noting that the alternator oil switch is open.
Next plug the panel connected to the proper floor stand to the
same bus, and close the alternator oil switch. On closing the
circuit at the "floor stand" panel, a red lamp lights up and
indicates that the connection of the alternator has been made
up to this point. The disconnecting switches should then be
closed at the floor stand. Finally, the oil switch on the floor

stand is closed and a red light burns on the corresponding panel
of the high potential switchboard, showing that the panel is

connected through the high potential floor stand to the circuit.

The oil switch in the test table must be employed to open and
close the high tension circuits, if required during the test. In all

cases oil switches should be used to "make" or "break" alter-

nating current circuits, where such circuits carry an appreciable
amount of current.

In all high voltage work proper precautions should always be
taken to insure against accident in handling circuits. In all cases
where temporary circuits of high voltage are used, they must be
thoroughly protected by mechanical barriers and danger signals;

and white tape should be ^^sed wherever it is advantageous as
an additional warning.

Blocking

The cast iron bases, blocks, beams, etc., used to furnish
temporary test foundations for machines in test, are called
blockings.

In setting up self-contained machines the only blocking
required is that necessary to raise the stator off the floor. The
blocking should be located so that the bearings and frame are
well supported. The blocking should be as low as possible and
the necessary height should be obtained in as few sections as
possible.

Many machines are built without base, shaft or bearings,
and the test blocking must be arranged to meet such conditions.
All blocking must be securely clamped or bolted in place, the
latter method being preferable. The height of blocking is

determined by measuring the distance from the supporting
foot to the bottom of the stator.



Shafts

All self-contained machines are tested on their own shafts.
The assembling of the shaft in the rotor will be discussed later.

Machines without base, shaft or bearings require the use of a
temporary or shop shaft and bushings of the right size to fit the
shaft and the bore of the rotor.

In assembling shop shafts in rotors, care must be taken to
see that the shaft and the bore are clean and free from burrs.
Lubricate the shaft, and cover well with oil or a mixture of white
lead and lard oil, and put one bushing on the shaft. Insert the
shaft into the rotor and slip the other bushing in from the other
end of the rotor hub.

On all shop shafts the revolving armature or field is kept in

place by some form of clamp collar on the shaft. This collar

must not obstruct the air passage through the armature spider.

In assembling the shafts in the rotors of a self-contained machine
take the same precautions as given above. The rotor is con-
veniently located on the shaft by measuring the distance of the
end of the shaft from the hub, but since the hubs are not ma-
chined exactly to dimensions it is important to measure the
distance from several points on the center line of the punchings
to the back end of the hub, and then from this information lay

out on the shaft the position the hub will occupy -ivhen in place
on the shaft.

The shaft is usually started into the bore with a heavy ram.
A piece of fibre or other .suitable substance must be used be-

tween the end of the ram and shaft to prevent injury. The
shaft and rotor are then placed in a hydraulic press and ar-

rangements made for pressing. The pressure applied should

be watched and when the shaft reaches the exact location in

the rotor the pressure must be instantly cut off.

The usual pressure used on shafts is about five (5) tons per

inch of diameter of shaft. If a pressure of only four (4) tons is

required it will pass. Below this amount the superintendent
responsible must decide whether it will pass or whether to put
set screws through the hub into the key or employ some other

method to hold the rotor securely on the shaft.

Allowances for the fit of shafts are given on the following

blueprints.
M 181183 Master Sheet
M 205170 Ry. Motor Shafts
M 215205 D.C. Machines
M 181182 Turbine Shafts
M 215201 Miscellaneous
M 215203 Journals
M 208908 Horizontal A.C. Machines
M 208903 Vertical Machines
The bore is usually made to a standard pin gauge, and these

tables show how much larger a diameter than the bore the

shaft should have to give the required pressure.

It frequently occurs that a shaft carries an extension beyond
its bearing housings which is fitted with key and keyway.
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X is then essential, for safety, that the ends of the shaft should

3e protected by a mechanical guard. The key must either be
emoved from the shaft or securely held in position. If shafts

;arry one-half coupling, pulley with set screws, bushings,

;lamps or collars with projecting edges they must, in all cases,

56 protected with barriers, to prevent injury from contact with
hem.

Bushings

It is necessary that test shaft bushings be bored .002 larger

.han the shaft and that their external diameter be .002 smaller
;han the bore of the rotor. Hence the shaft will fit loosely in

.he rotor. This, though immaterial on most large machines, is

;ometimes troublesome on small ones, especially small direct

current machines. For this reason, a shaft should be used
vithottt bvishings wherever jjossible.

Couplings

Shop couplings are usually a loose fit on test shafts and they
;hould always be secured in place with a set screw. Wherever
wo shafts are to be direct connected by a flange coupling, the

ace of the coupling should be trued up in a lathe after the
;oupling is on the shaft. Standard dimensions of C.I. coupling
nay be found on General Electric Company Drawing M-21.5200.
\n connecting two shafts by a flange coupling the face of each
'oupling revolves in a plane perpendicular to the center line of

;he shaft, and the center line of one shaft is a continuation of

;he center line of the other. The fir.st condition is insured by
acing ofT the coupling after it is pressed on the shaft, the shaft
jeing turned on centers in a lathe. The second condition is

jbtained in various ways. For example the bearings in which
;he shafts turn may be located and lined up by stretching a
ine wire between the centers of the two outboard bearings and
idjusting the position of the other bearings to this line. In
;his case, allowance must be made for the natural sag of the line,

vhich depends on the length and tightness of the line. For
;ables of sag and method of using steel wire for aligning shafts,

;ee article by A. H. Nourse in the American RIachinist of March
jth, 1908.

The usual method in the Testing Department of lining
ip two shafts with flange couplings, is to bring one coupling
ip to the face of the other and as nearly into the correct position
IS can be judged by the eye, and then to move the pillow block
3y a bar or jack until the faces of the couplings are exactly
parallel to each other. This condition can be determined b)'

gauging the distance between the faces. If a gauge can just
3e inserted in the space between the coupling at several dif-

erent points, the faces are parallel. The height can be adjusted
/ery readily as it is usual to have the couplings made with a
projecting ring on the face of one half and a corresponding
ecess in the face of the other one. Care should be taken to
lee that the coupling bolts are a good fit in the holes, otherwise
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each bolt may not be equally stressed and some bolts may
shear off.

Several designs of flexible couplings exist ; but two types
are much used in the works. One coupling consists of two parts
of four arms each, the arms of one part interlocking with those
of the other. These arms are separated by rubber buffers. The
other type has its two parts laced together by a leather belt.
This coupling is shown on drawings:

M 217661 M 217674
M 217662 M 217675

In flexibly connecting two shafts together the shafts need
not be exactly in line, although they should be so adjusted
as closely as possible, without spending too much time on the
alignment.

Leather Belts

Leather belting is much used in the Testing Department,
and a considerable amount of power is often transmitted by
belts. In no case, however, should more than 400 kw. be trans-
mitted by a belt unless special permission has been received.
Wherever possible endless belts should be used. If laced belts
are necessary the laces must be carefully examined before
starting the test, and if they are used for any considerable
length of time, at or near their normal rating, the belt should be
frequently examined to make sure that the lace is holding
properly. The breaking or parting of a belt when large amounts
of power are being transmitted may seriously damage appar-
atus, or injure men working about the test. Belts must, there-
fore, always be regarded as a source of danger and possible
accident.

Whenever belts are running near an aisle, or passage way,
guards must be so placed that men cannot be thrown, fall, or
drawn into them. The testing tables should never be set in a line

with a running belt and work should be so arranged that an
employee need not work continuously in line with belts, unless
proper mechanical guards are provided. A defective belt must
never be used in testing work. Whenever a belt is found de-
fective, it must be returned to the Repair Shop for repairs.

Care should be taken to see that belts of proper capacity are
selected for a given load. Fig. 9 and the Data Sheet on page 26
show the carrying capacity of leather belts of various widths
and thicknesses when running at speeds of from 1000 to 5000
ft. per minute. It is not permissible to operate a belt in the
Testing Department at a higher velocity than 5500 ft. per
minute.

When a belt is started for the first time it must be very
carefully watched to see that it runs properly on the pulley,

and has the proper tension. Under no circumstances must an
employee lean against, sit or stand upon, or pass through a
belt even though it is not running. It is equally important
that neither tools, nor articles of any description should be
laid upon belts after they are located on the pulleys.



DATA IN CONNECTION WITH WIDTH OF LEATHER BELTS

The curves in Fig. 9 have been plotted from the following
lata:

Coefficient of friction = .4.

Arc of Contact =165°.
Weight of leather belting= 56 lbs. per cubic foot.

Centrifugal force= .012 V' (with velocity in ft. per second).
T=l. r„ = .316.

T
Ratio tight over slack side = —! = 3.1643.

Torque or pull = T, - T^ = . 684.

Greatest tension = r, + .012 V".

Average thickness per ply = ^ in.

Working tension per sq. in. = 275 lbs. for laced belting.

H.p. or kw. per inch in width of j^ in. thick.

1.05

1.56

2.03
2.46
2.855
3.18
3.447
3.63
3.73

.783
1.163
1.514
1.835
2.129
2.372
2.57

2.71
2.78

for 1000 ft. per minute,
for 1500 ft. per minute,
for 2000 ft. per minute,
for 2500 ft. per minute,
for 3000 ft. per minute.
for 3500 ft.

for 4000 ft.

for 4500 ft.

for 5000 ft.

per minute,
per minute,
per minute,
per minute.

Width of Belt Curves Plotted with the Following Thickness

Up to 6 in. 1 ply belting varying from ^ in. to ^ in.

6 in. to 20 in. 2 ply belting varying from ^ in. to il in.

20 in. to 40 in. 3 ply belting varying from ^ in. to fj in.

40 in. to 60 in. 4 ply belting varying from fj in. to §} in.

60 in. to SO in. 5 ply belting varying from j| in. to 1^ in.

Up to 2 in.

2 in. to 5 in.

5 in. to 10 in.

10 in. to 36 in.

Above 36 in.

Belts are to be Used in the Following Widths

varying by ^ in.

varying by j in.

varying by 1 in.

varying by 2 in.

varying by 4 in.

Up
2 in.

5 in.

10 in.

24 in.

Above 36 in.

Pulley Face to Exceed Width of Belt

to 2 in.

to 5 in.

to 10 in.

to 24 in.

to 36 in-.

i in.

n.

+
+
+
+ 1

+ U in-

+ 2 in.
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Before starting a belt, the man responsible for the test must
see that no one is in contact with the belt and that nothing
has been left lying upon it or where it may fall into it, while
running.

Be/6 /6 ZO Zt 28 32 36
mc/th -iZply^- 3p/y

44 48 -SZ Je 60 64 68 ?Z
_ o o
SO/nches

Fig. 9

WIDTH OF LEATHER BELTS

Care of Testing Instruments

All measuring instruments for testing work must be obtained
from the general instrument room, or from branch instrument
rooms located in several of the testing sections. The instruments,
while in this instrument room, are in the charge of a man who
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is responsible for their condition and calibration before being
given out for testing work. When instruments are taken
from the instrument room by the tester he must receipt for

them to the man in charge of the instrument room, and be
responsible for the proper use and care of same. In all cases,

the man signing for testing instruments must be responsible
for their return to the instrument room in as good condition as
they were received by him. In case instruments are damaged,
a report must be immediately made out by the man in whose
charge they are and turned in with the instrument to the man
in charge of the instrument room.

In order that results of tests may be consistent and
accurate, all instruments must read as nearly correct as possible.

Constants and curves must also be at hand for correcting
instrument readings and reducing them to absolute values.
Many instruments are provided with permanent magnets
which must be maintained at constant strength to insure
accuracy. None of these instruments must therefore be carried

through strong magnetic fields.

Practically all indicating instruments have their movable
parts supported by jeweled bearings, hence, these instruments
must be handled as carefully as a watch. When using meters
the wiring should be so arranged that they are out of circuit

when readings are not required, otherwise heating errors may
arise.

When a meter is switched into circuit its maximum scale

reading must not.be exceeded, otherwise the needle may be
bent and distorted. D.C. instruments must be connected so

that the needle deflects in the proper direction when connected
to a direct current source to prevent the needle being thrown
in the wrong direction and bent.

Many electrical instruments used for testing work are
affected by stray fields. The ordinary indicating wattmeter
is extremely sensitive to such influences. Care should be taken,
therefore, when using meters to see that readings are not influ-

enced by stray fields.

These precautions apply in general to the use of electrical

instruments, but do not include all the precautions which
must be taken. Intelligence must always be used when using
meters and meas^iring devices. Precautions which apply
especially to certain types of apparatus will be noted in the
following pages referring to various instruments employed.
It must be noted that, while the metallic case of a testing instrument
is presum.ably insulated from terminals and current carrying
parts, it may become accidentally grounded. When using such
instruments, therefore, on high potential circuits, the tester should
always remember that this condition may occur. He should,
therefore, consider that the case is at the same potential as its ter-

minals. He should never touch the metallic case of instruments
when they are connected to high potential circuits. If it becomes
necessary to tap an instrument case to see if the needle is sticking,
small insulating rods must be used.
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Phase Rotation Meters

The general form of phase rotation meter is shown in Fig.
10.

It consists of a laminated iron ring with four windings
about 90° apart.

For two-phase all four windings are used, while for three-
phase but three are used. The terminals are stamped 1, 2, 3, 4,

and should be connected to corresponding terminals on the
A.C. machine under test. These meters are intended to run
from the residual magnetism of the machine alone.

The rotor consists of a bar pivoted at the center. This
bar should rotate in the same direction as the machine under
test. While this is the general principle of the meter, there
are several forms used in the department. They should all

Fig. 10

PHASE ROTATION METER

be operated, however, from the residual magnetisrn of the
machine.

The above sketch, though somewhat out of proportion,
shows the general construction of the meter. The phase angles
are not absolutely correct but are sufficiently accurate for prac-
tical purposes.

The Compass or magnetic needles tised for indicating polarity
are of the ordinary commercial type. This instrument is not
used very frequently in the testing department since there is

danger of its polarity being reversed in strong magnetic fields.

Care must therefore be taken when using.
Steam Engine Indicators are of the standard commercial

type and are used to take indicator cards generally on marine
engines. The following points must be considered. The con-
necting cord must not stretch, the indicator cylinder must
move freely, the paper must be smooth and held firmly on the
cylinder, and the pencil must mark plainly and move freely.
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The size of spring used in the indicator must be selected

so as to give as large a card as possible. Generally speaking,
the larger the card the more accurate the results. The spring
must be kept in good condition and must be frequently calibrated
in order to insure accurate results.

A Planimeter should be used to measure the area of indicator
cards.

In using it always set the vernier and scale at zero. The
pivot point should be securely located and the tracer moved in

one direction around the indicator card back to the starting

point. The roller wheel should roll on a flat unglazed surface

to secure accurate results.

Balances and Scales

In using balances and scales the no load position should
always be noted, as a zero error may exist. Always hold bal-

ances, when measuring, by the hook at the top. After using
platform scales the beam should always be either dropped or

locked to avoid damage to knife edges, which a blow may other-

wise cause. All scales and balances used for important readings
must be frequently checked against standard weights in order
to insure accuracy.

Manometers and Air Meters

Manometers are used for measuring low air pressures, i.e.,

up to 4 or 5 ounces. For measuring pressures up to 2 ounces
they consist of two vertical glass cylinders located parallel to

each other upon a proper base through which a connection is

made from one leg to the other. The glass cylinders or "legs"
are partially filled with water. In some cases the two legs have
a cross section ratio of 10 : 1. When pressure is applied above
the water in one leg the water is forced downward and the
water in the other leg rises a corresponding amount. Hence,
when the cross section of the legs is the same the pressure is

equivalept to the difference in level between the water in the
two legs, whereas if the ratio of cross sections is 10 1, a, water
rise in the small leg will measure a pressure equivalent to a
water column 1.1 times the height read. Such an arrangement
permits of accurate observation of pressures. The difference in

water levels is generally read on a "hook" gauge provided with
a properly arranged screw and corresponding scales.

The common " U " tube, consisting of a glass tube bent in the
form of a letter "U," is frequently employed. One side of the
tube carries a scale, by which the difference in height of water
in the two legs can be read. In all cases the zero point must be
carefully noted, before applying pressure. This reading must
be added or subtracted, as the case may be, from pressure
readings.

Anemometers are used to measure the velocity of air.

Such meters are not very accurate even at their best and must
not be used where accurate results are desired. In such cases
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the calibrated orifice or " pitot " tube method of making air

meastireinents must be eniploved.

Pressure and Vacuum Gauges

Pressure gauges must not be sub)ected to extreme heat,

.therwise their accuracy will be affected. With steam pressure
gauges, "U" shaped or circular loops must be used in the
pressure pipes leading to the gauge. These form a trap that
holds sufficient water to fill the operating spring of the gauge,
thus protecting it against the high temperature of the live

steam and keeping it comparatively cool. Vacuum gauges must
also not be subjected to extreme heat. All gauges must be
regularly checked with standards to make sure they are correct

when used on important work.

Fig. 11

SLIP MEAStTRING DEVICE

The Hydrometer is used to measure the specific density of

liquids. It is generally used in the testing department in con-
nection with storage batteries to insure that the electrolyte is

kept at the proper densit}-.

Slip Machine

For accurately measuring the slip of an induction motor, for

all conditions of load, the slip indicator shown in Fig. 11 is

employed. This indicator mechanically compares the angular
velocities of two revolving shafts, one of which is driven at

constant speed by a synchronous motor, and the other at the
speed of the motor under test, to which it is connected l)y a

flexible coupling.

The indicator is mounted on a slate base, fitted with a

handle at each end, for carrying or handling it. The synchronous
motor is very simpjle in construction. It has a bipolar stator,

and a four-pole rotor without winding. The .shaft carries a
fly-wheel on one end and on the other a 32 tooth brass gear
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wheel, which may be made to mesh with any one of a nest of

seven gears, mounted on a parallel shaft, by shifting the motor
on the brass plate. By loosening two screws passing through
slots in the sole plate of the motor, the latter may be shifted

to any desired position, exact alignment being secured by dowel
pins. The various gears are provided to enable the synchronous
motor to drive the parallel shaft at different speeds, thus adapt-
ing the instrument for testing motors with various numbers
of poles.

The parallel shaft is equipped at its other end with a bevel
gear wheel meshing with two pinions of a differential gear.

Meshing with these pinions on the other side is another bevel
gear, carried on a shaft the other end of which carries the flexible

coupling by which it is connected to the machine in test. A
short auxiliary shaft behind the differential gear has, on one
end, a gear wheel meshing with the large wheel of the differential

gear, and on the other end a small handwheel by which to

hold this shaft.

A clutch, operated by a lever, connects the auxiliary shaft
to a cyclometer which registers the number of revolutions of

the auxiliary shaft. The gear ratio makes one revolution of

the auxiliary shaft equal to one-half revolution of the differential

gear.

The indicator is used as follows

:

With the voltage normal and the speed of the alternator
held constant at normal frequency of the motor, the indicator
is connected to the induction motor shaft by means of a "split
tip" The bevel gear, on the shaft carrying the split tip, is

driven at the speed of the induction motor. By holding the
large gear of the differential stationary by grasping the hand
wheel on the auxiliary shaft, the synchronous motor is mechani-
cally brought up to the speed of the induction motor by power
transmitted through the other side of the differential and the
nest of gears. On closing the line switch on the synchronous
motor it will immediately fall into step with the alternators
and run at synchronous speed. Should it fail to do so on
the first trial, a second or third trial in the same way will

usually be successful. With the synchronous motor running
and driving one bevel gear of the differential at synchronous
speed, and the induction motor driving the other bevel gear
at the speed of the induction motor, the large gear of the differen-
tial will rotate and drive the auxiliary shaft and cyclometer.
In this way, the difference between synchronous speed and
the speed of the induction motor is mechanically recorded,
and it is only necessary to read the cyclometer for some definite
length of time (usually one minute) to know the exact number
of revolutions by which the two speeds differ.

In Fig. 11 the gear wheel of the synchronous motor shaft
is shown meshed with the gear wheel of the "nest" having the
same number of teeth (32), adapting the indicator to test a
four-pole induction motor, since the rotor of the synchronous
motor has four poles. The other gears of the "nest" have
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16, 48, 64, 80, 96 and 112 teeth, respectively, providing for
testing induction motors with the various numbers of poles,
commonly built.

The Ballistic Galvanometer
The Ballistic Galvanometer when used to measure magnetic

flux or electric quantity must be supported on a pier to elim-
inate vibration. It may be located either beside the apparatus
under test, if a pier is available at that place, or at a distance,
usually in the laboratory.

In measuring magnetic flux an exploring coil, usually of a
few turns only, is employed enclosing the flux at any convenient
point. As the exploring coil voltages are ordinarily very low,
no particular care is required for insulation except to guard
against mechanical abrasion.

The method for obtaining the necessary change of flux may
be either by withdrawing an exploring coil, by reversing the
current producing the flux, or by making or breaking the current.
For permanent magnets the first is the only way possible.
For electromagnets the second method is the more usual, the
exploring coil being wound permanently in place. If the current
is broken without reversal, the measurement is subject to an
error due to residual magnetism; which in a continuous iron
circuit (no air gap as in a stack of ring punchings) sometimes
gives a remanence of over three quarters of the whole flux (as

may be seen in a hysteresis loop). Similarly if the current is

made an error only occurs if the flux does not start from zero
value.

The expression for computing the flux is F = kRD/N, where
k is the constant of the galvanometer, R the resistance (external
-I- galvanometer resistance), D the observed deflection, N the
number of turns of the exploring coil. If the galvanometer is

one with considerable damping, k will vary greatly with the
resistance, being constant only at high resistances, and the
curve or table giving the K values must be referred to. If only
relative values of flux are required, for instance, the variation
of flux with generator field current, no value of K need be
obtained, the flux being proportional to RD, the product of

resistance and deflection.

In computing the flux it is necessary to note carefully
whether, as is usually the case, the constant of the galvanometer
is given for a reversed current, and whether the observations
correspond. For instance, in calibrating, the current is usually
reversed, and flux observations of a permanent magnet made
by withdrawing the coil must always be multiplied by two, if

the ordinary K of the galvanometer is used.
When observing quantitatively, see that the whole flux

change occurs before the galvanometer coil has moved through
any considerable portion of its swing. This is readily tested by
waiting a fraction of the galvanometer period, perhaps a second
or two, before pressing the key, after which there should be no
deflection.
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The swing of the galvanometer coil is stopped either by-

short circuiting through a proper key, if the galvanometer is

damped considerably, or by a counter torque obtained by
applying a small fraction of the voltage of a cell through a
suitable reversing key in the proper direction.

The calibration of the ballistic galvanometer is usually
accomplished by reversing the current in a long air solenoid
with an exploring coil surrounding the middle. The flux at the
middle of the solenoid is 4;r»A//10, where n is the number of

turns of the solenoid per cm., A the area and / the current
(in ampere.s)

.

SPEED AND FREQUENCY
The primary standard for speed is an accurate speed counter

and a reliable chronometer. The Company's chronometer is

checked by Washington time, as time record is made on the
laboratory through a special wire, daily at noon.

Secondary or Working Standard

The Company's working standard is a liquid tachom-
eter having a scale 36 inches long and graduated from 300 to

1200 revolutions per minute. This tachometer is coupled to a
small motor which can be run in either direction. The tachom-
eter to be tested is connected to the other end of the motor.
In case it is desired to read speeds above or below this range, a

system of gears is employed for increasing or decreasing the
speed. This working standard is checked semi-monthly by the
standard speed counter and a watch which has been compared
with the chronometer.

The secondary or working standard for the frequency
indicator is a current interrupter of the vibration type, operated
by the working standard tachometer and motor. For the
Thomson station type, a machine running at the required
frequency, checked by a speed counter and watch, constitutes
the working standard.

Tachometer and Frequency Indicators for Testing

The Company has in use the following types:
Veeder Liquid ; Schaeffer & Budenburg (portable) ; Niagara

(portable), and Vibration Tachometer for frequency indicators,
the Hartmann and Kempf portable frequency indicator; for

testing stands, etc., the G.E. Type H Thomson Frequency and
Speed Indicators.

In using any portable tachometer care should be taken to
have them checked by running in both directions, as it is fre-

quently found that they differ somewhat in their calibration
whether run clockwise or counterclockwise. By clockwise is

meant clockwise rotation of the tachometer shaft looking from
the spindle end.

Tachometers like the S.&B. and Niagara types when run
continuously need oihng every 3 or 4 hours. The best grade of
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clock oil only should be used on them. This type, although it is

apparently strong and compact, is nevertheless a delicate
instrument and should be handled as carefully as any other
measuring instrument.

The Veeder liquid tachometer is a centrifugal pump arranged
to pump the liquid from a small reservoir into a glass tube,, the
height of the liquid in the tube rising or falling with the speed.
This type of tachometer has a small plug that can be screwed
into or out of the reservoir, changing the level of the liquid in
the reservoir and tube by displacing some of the liquid in the
reservoir and thereby adjusting the zero. In the later types of
Veeder tachometers, the zero is the lower surface of the inverted
cone at the foot of the glass tube in the reservoir. The meniscus
of the liquid in the column should be level with the lower surface
of this cone. The liquid used is grain alcohol slightly colored
with red aniline dye. Wood alcohol should not be used as it

corrodes the shaft, causing the bearings to leak. If the tachom-
eter leaks, it should be returned to the Standardizing Labor-
atory to be repacked.

There are two kinds of vibration tachometers; one is tuned
to respond to the vibration of the machine, due to the speed;
the other is an electromagnetic type operated on 110 volts.

The former, however, is not satisfactory where more than one
machine is running, as the reeds respond to the vibration of a
machine adjacent to the one being tested. Electromagnetic
type can be used conveniently when an accurate speed measure-
ment is required at some distance from the machine. Not more
than the rated voltage sho^ild be applied, as excessive voltage
will cause a burn out.

G.E. Type H Frequency and Speed Indicators

These are a switchboard type of instrument, convenient
for use on testing stands. The two instruments differ in

the scale only, one being graduated to read frequency and the
other the normal speed and a certain high and low percentage
of the machine speed on which it is used. In using these in-

struments, adjustments for wave shape must be made by shift-

ing the arms on the resistance box used with the instrument
before beginning a test. This can be done by measuring the

speed of the machine by means of a speed counter and watch,
and moving the arms until the instrument reads correctly.

Both of these types are iron clad (shielded) instruments, and,
therefore, they are not affected by stray fields.

Hartman and Kempf Frequency Indicators

These are similar to the electrically operated vibration

tachometer, but are graduated to read frequency. They have
a voltage range from 2.30 down to 50 volts, a small button
being provided on the end for cutting in or out resistance.

When connecting, the button should always be in the 230
volt position, and after connection is made, the button should
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be turned until the right amount of resistance has been cut
out to correspond to the voltage applied.

Wave Meters

Wave shape is taken either by wave-meter or by oscil-

lograph.
In the wave-meter a synchronous motor is used carrying

a contactor which makes contact at one point on the cycle,

charging a condenser to the potential of the corresponding
point of the wave; the condenser discharges through a photo-
graphic galvanometer, when the contactor brush is not at the
charging point. The charging point is moved slowly (about
one minute) through a cycle, the condenser receiving charges
proportional to the potential of successive points on the wave,
and the galvanometer deflection varying proportionately.
The plate is connected mechanically to the contactor frame
and is pulled slowly along as the charging point moves forward.

The instrument is mounted permanently in the laboratory
(Building No. 4), and potential must be transmitted over the
lines provided.

Voltage required is about 110 volts (90 to 150 volts).

It is necessary to provide for a current of about 4 amps.
(at 110 volts) for the synchronous motor, not allowing a drop
of more than a few per cent, in voltage. A good arrangement
where practicable is to provide two potential tansformers,
each connected separately to the laboratory. In this case a
considerable voltage drop in the synchronous motor circuit

does not affect the wave on the other circuit.

In taking wave shapes the speed and voltage must be held
at their proper values without changing their values suddenly,
to prevent hunting of the synchronous motor.

The Oscillograph requires a current of about 2 amps., at a
voltage of about 110 volts. When, however, occasion requires
the voltage can be within wide limits, as 20 to 200 volts.

The instrument is portable, and when no line to the labora-
tory is available, it can be located near the machine. A d.c.

source at about 125 volts (90 to 150 volts) is necessary for

the lantern arc and galvanometer field, which will give a current
of about 6 amperes.

Wave Shapes in General

The term wave shape is used to denote the generator poten-
tial wave, at no load. Generator potential waves at various
loads of unity or other power factors are sometimes required,
and potential waves may be required on any portion of a circuit.

Current waves are generally taken with an oscillograph
connected across a shunt (as is the case in a millivoltmeter)

.

The resistance of the shunt should be selected to give a shunt
potential drop of at least .2 volts.

The flux distribution on generator or motor pole faces is

determined by obtaining the potential wave of a narrow explor-
ing coil, usually of only a few turns, on the armature.
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When two or even three waves are required together, taken
in their proper phase relation, such as the potential and current
waves of a reactance coil, the oscillograph is used. (The instru-
ment is regularly built as a three-element oscillograph, i.e.,

has three independent elements or circuits). The insulation
between the elements is sufficient to stand several times the
ordinary 110 volts.

The oscillograph is generally used for wave shapes, except
when taking generator potential waves. Where a series of waves
is required, the oscillograph is usually brought near the machine
or apparatus under test.

RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS
Unit employed

(International Ohm)

Medium
.01 to 1000000

Low
Below 5

High
above 50000

(Primary Std.)

(Working Std.)

Wheatstone Bridge

Slide Wire

Thomson Bridge

Drop Method

(Coils from N.B.S.)

(Current Carrying Stds.)

P.O.

Dial or Decade
Ohm Meter

Special Bridges

Voltmeter and Ammeter
Quick Period Galvanom-
eter
Low Resistance Outfit

r High Resistance D.C. Voltmeter
t Insulation Measuring Outfits

Unit Employed

The unit employed is known as the "International Ohm".
It is represented by the resistance offered to an unvarying
electric current by a column of mercury at deg. C, 14.4521
gm. in mass, of a uniform cross-sectional area, and 106.3 cm.
in length." The cross-sectional area of this column is approx-
imately 1 sq. millimeter.

Primary Standard

The Company's primary standards consist of two 1 ohm
units which are occasionally compared with the Government
standards at Washington and certified to by the Bureau of

Standards. The certificates give the temperature at which
the units are correct and also the temperature coefficient, i.e.,

a correction factor to apply when the temperature of the unit
differs from the standardizing temperature.

Working Standards

These consist of several current carrying units of various
current capacities and resistance values. They are frequently
compared with the primary standards referred to and also
with each other.
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CLASSES OF RESISTAKCE MEASUREMENTS
There are three general classes into which resistance measure-

ments may be divided. These are "Medium," covfering a
range from .01 to 1,000,000 ohms; "Low," covering a range
below 5 ohms; and "High," covering a range above 50,000
ohms. It will be noted that the division line between the
classes is not very definite, i.e., the several ranges overlap
each other.

Medium
For the measurement of medium resistance the "Wheat-

stone Bridge" and the "Slide Wire Bridge" are used.

WHEATSTONE BRIDGE
Two types are in use, the "Post Office" pattern and the

"Decade" type. Both operate on the same principle. In the
"Post Office" type the resistances composing the rheostat are

all connected in series and the reading is obtained by adding
all the values of the plugs that are OMi when a balance is obtained.
In the "Decade" type (also the dial type) only one plug is

used for each decade, and the reading is obtained directly, by
noting the values against the plugs that are in when a balance
is obtained. It is, of course, understood that in both cases

proper account must be taken of the ratios as plugged in the
"arms" of the bridge. Also, in both cases, only one plug in

each arm must be used and the values must be taken from the
plugs that are in. The following remarks will apply to both
types of bridge.

Good Contacts

All plugs and other contacts should be kept clean and
bright. The plugs should be cleaned every time the bridge is

used or, if in constant use, at least every day. This may be done
by wiping them with a piece of soft cloth or waste applied with
the finger. Never use emery cloth nor polishing powder. The
key contacts may be cleaned by putting a piece of heavy paper
between them, pressing the key and pulling the paper out.

If very much corroded, a piece of worn crocus (not emery) cloth

may be used.
It is essential that all plugs should be tight. It is not neces-

sary to use much force, in fact this should not be done. The
plug should be given a slight rotary motion, at the same time
applying a gentle pressure. In removing the plugs, give them
a rotary motion in the same direction as ^vhen they were inserted.
The rotary motion should be in a clockwise direction, to prevent
unscrewing the plug heads.

Using Keys
To open the keys (if they are in proper condition) only a

firm steady presstire is necessary. Pounding the keys must not
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be allowed, since it ruins them. This applies to all testing keys,
as well as to bridge keys.

Choice of Ratios

In using the Wheatstone Bridge, it is best that the resistance
in the arms and the resistance in each of the four bridge arms
should be as nearly equal as possible, as this gives the most
sensitive arrangement.

Most bridges have a capacity of 1 to 9999 or 10,000 ohms
in the rheostat, with ratios for multiplying or dividing the
rheostat plugging by 1000. It is not advisable where other
means are at hand to use the 1/1000 or 1000/1 ratios, except
on a bridge of unusually accurate resistance adjustments, as
the 1 ohm coils are not as accurate as those of greater resistance.
Avoid using 1 ohm coils as far as possible.

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT
For ordinary bridge work in the factory and in general work

(outside of the laboratory) the temperature coefficient of the
bridge may be neglected, as it is too small to be appreciable
'within the limits of the work under consideration. The temper-
ature coefficient of the material in test, however, must always
be considered, i.e., it must be decided whether it should be
allowed for or not; in the former case make the proper allowance.
Apparent disagreement between different departments frequent-
ly arises which on investigation will often be found to be due to
a disregard of the temperature coefficient of the apparatus in

question.
Should it be necessary to make a temperature correction

for the bridge, great care must be taken to measure the temper-
ature of the bridge coils correctly. A thermometer placed in the
bridge box often does not nearly indicate the correct temperature
of the coils, especially if the surrounding temperature is rapidly
changing. The bridge should be kept in a nearly constant
temperature and the indications of the thermometer in the box
should remain substantially constant for an hour at least,

better for two or three hours.

SLIDE WIRE BRIDGE

This is a modification of the Wheatstone Fridge, the slide

wire forming two arms of the bridge and corresponding to the
ratio arms in the Wheatstone.

Ohmmeter
The so called "Sage" Ohmmeter is essentially a slide wire

bridge arranged for portable use where approximate values are
sufficient.

This instrument is useful for special jobs and is found very
convenient, especially on outside work, i.e., where no fixed
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bridge is available, such as in a power station, car barns, etc.

Its sensitiveness and consequently its degree of accuracy is

largely dependent on the hearing of the observer and the con-

dition of the dry cell batteries forming a part of the instrument

o
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and supplying the necessary current for making a measurement.
A telephone receiver of the "watchcase" pattern is used on
this bridge in place of a galvanometer to determine when balance
is obtained.
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Instructions already given regarding contacts and plugs
apply. In addition the slide wire and "contact finger" should
be given proper attention. The wire can be wiped off with the
finger or a soft cloth when dirty. The contact finger may be
cleaned with crocus cloth.

Under no circumstances use any emery or crocus on the slide

wire as this will ruin the bridge. The bridge should be tested
before starting on an outside job, to see if it is in working order,
as the batteries deteriorate even when standing idle. Never leave
the bridge connected, as metallic dirt or conducting material
sometimes collects in the plug holes which may short circuit
and spoil the battery if the receiver switch is not in working
order, as occasionally happens. This switch should receive
occasional attention.

The so called Weston ohmmeter is a low range voltmeter
with a scale graduated to read in ohms. It will give fairly

accurate results if the potential employed is constant and its

value properly taken into account. The inverse ratio of de-
flections of the instrument without and with the unknown
resistance connected in series is a measure of the resistance in

ohms. It is further described under the Section on High Resist-
ance by D.C. Voltmeter.

The "Evershed" ohmmeter is a true ohmmeter, because the
scale readings are directly given in ohms and are independent
of the current or voltages used. This outfit is not to be discussed
here as its use has not been adopted. It is a valuable device
for certain purposes; for further information refer to the
makers or agents.

A comparison of the Evershed with the methods used in the
Sage and Weston ohmmeters show why the two latter are not
true ohmmeters. The Evershed apparatus is also used for high
and insulation resistances.

LOW RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS
Under this heading are included the "Thomson Bridge,"

sometimes called "Double" Bridge, and the "Drop Method,"
using an ammeter and voltmeter or their equivalents. See Fig.

12.

The Thomson Bridge

This is a modification of the Wheatstohe Bridge and is

suitable for use with low resistances, as its arrangement removes
the objection to the former, viz., the resistance of connections
and plugs. It is also a modification of the "Drop Method"
discussed later, but the accuracy of the results is not directly

dependent on the value of the current employed. As this device
is in the nature of a permanent fixture and a special operator is

generally employed for its use, further explanation is not con-
sidered necessary.

The instructions, already given, in reference to contacts,

plugs, slide wire, etc., also applies here. If a slide wire bridge
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is not provided Jwith a roller the contact must not be movec
until it is released from the wire. Failure to observe this wil

soon ruin the wire, especially if of small diameter.

Drop Method (Direct Current)

For this method current and potential measuring instrumenti
of suitable ranges are required, simultaneous readings being

taken on each; from these readings the resistance is calculated b)

E
Ohm's Law (i?^-^-).

The principal points for consideration are the general in

structions relating to the location of the instruments, theii

influence on each other, etc., as given under the heading " Genera!
Precautions in Using Instruments," and also relating to the

proper choice of the capacity of the instrument for a given
purpose. The Current Standard must be connected in series

with the resistance to be measured, and, where practicable, a

suitable adjustable resistance for controlling the current. The
volt standard is connected across the resistance to be measured,
so as to measure its potential drop. A non-inductive resistance

may be connected in series with the voltmeter to alter its sen-

sitiveness if required. This resistance should have a current
capacity equal to that of the voltmeter.

The instruments should be so chosen that the deflections

obtained are reasonably large, in order to reduce the error of

observation as much as possible. The current used should be
sufficient to give a good deflection on the ammeter. It must not,

however, be great enough to heat the resistance under test

and thereby change its resistance. This point .is very important
and frequently overlooked; the greater the temperature coeffi-

cient of the material of the resistance the more important it

becomes. If the current employed in making the measurement
is not steady, two observers should take observations, one
reading the ammeter and the other the voltmeter. Simul-

taneous readings should be taken, each reading being repeated
several times, the average reading being used to determine the
final result. Neglect in considering the ratio of the resistance

of the voltmeter used to that of the apparatus under test some-
times introduces errors. If the ratio is large (2000 or more) the
law of divided circuits can be neglected and the result obtained
from Ohm's Law as previously stated. If the ratio is small,

allowance must be made, since a part of the current is shunted
through the voltmeter, which is also measured by the ammeter.

To illustrate this point take the following example, as per
Fig. 13.

.5
By Ohm's Law, Rx=j^= .005 ohms. If allowance is made

for the current shunted through V the true value for Rx will be
altered Rx X .005 times or .02 per cent, error, which is too small to
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consider. This is found as follows : The current Vv through V
E .5

is equal to— or -^qq-=.00o amps. Now ix=I-ii: or 100-.005

J 5= 99.995. Since the value of Rx is equal to -r- R^ = nn 905
=

.0050025 the value as given above. Again suppose for illus-

tration ry=l. Then following the same reasoning, we have
Rj;=.OO5025 or .05 per cent, error which is too large to be
neglected.

HIGH RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS
Under this heading "High Resistance D.C. Voltmeter," and

"Insulation Resistance Measuring Sets," are considered.

D.C. Voltmeter

A high resistance instrument (50,000 ohms or more) is gen-
erally used for high resistance measurements. For lower

ry = /oOor/
ffeacf/h^ or? /'^yo/^

Fig. 13

resistances, lower voltages and a lower resistance voltmeter
may be used. The Weston ohmmeter belongs to this class.

In these cases on the voltmieter, deflection is directly pro-
portional to the current flowing through it, and inversely
proportional to the resistance of the circuit with constant
potential across it.

A constant potential of about 500 volts is usually employed.
This voltage reading is determined by connecting the terminals
of the supply directly to the voltmeter. The resistance to be
measured is then connected in series with the voltmeter and a
second reading made and noted. The resistance X is then given

by the formula,,

—

7~v ="T7 ; where Rm ^ X — —;=;

—

t<-m+

^

V Urn

Rm = resistance of the voltmeter used; Dm the deflection of

the voltmeter with resistance in series; V the voltage of the
supply when taking reading Dm, and X is the resistance sought.
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If the value of X. is large relative to Km it is not generally
necessary to subtract Ryn to get X, and this is not usually done.

In making these measurements do not attempt to use a
voltmeter which reads lower than the voltage of supply, as in

case the resistance is omitted the instrument is likely to burn
out. Do not try to get results by this method unless the supply
is steady and constant or a second instrument is available
connected directly to the line all the time with a second ob-
server for taking simultaneous readings. When two instruments
are used do not get their resistance values mixed ; the resistance
of the instrument reading the voltage is immaterial.

A suitable reflecting galvanometer calibrated to read in volts
may be used in place of the voltmeter. The method and cal-

culations are the same as described above.

INSULATION RESISTANCE TESTING SETS
The principle of operation is similar to that of the D.C.

voltmeter, a shunt box being added to increase the range of the
galvanometer which is used in place of the voltmeter in the
other method.

DxSxRX

C

The galvanometer constant K =
in° v<" ^^^ *^® ^^"

sistance = t-. c. where D = deflection of galvanometer when

taking constant; D^ when making observation; 5 = multi-
plying factor for shunt; R = resistance in series when taking
constant ; C and C^ = number of cells used when taking constant
and observation respectively.

Complete instructions are furnished with the portable outfit

when sent out. The permanent outfits work on the same
principle and are generally installed with other testing apparatus
where a special operator is available.

The following points should be mentioned. The various
parts of the entire outfit, including the connecting wires (both
internal and external), must be properly insulated from each
other and from earth to prevent leakages. If this is not done,
leakage currents may pass through the galvanometer and not
through the resistance being measured, thus falsifying the
results.

If the resistance being measured lies between the earth and
some conductor, as is the case with a lead covered cable, one
side of the galvanomieter should be connected directly to earth,
taking precaution to insulate the rest of the circuit well. To
form an earth, a bare wire may be used grounded to earth, to
which one side of the galvanometer is connected. With this
arrangement, if any leakage occurs, the leakage current is

shunted by the galvanometer and does not affect the readings.
Where possible, leakage should be eliminated, but reasonably
correct results can be obtained by testing, changing over the
connections and averaging^the results.
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When making insulation tests on cables tests should be made
for earth currents. To do this, disconnect the battery and
short circuit the terminals to which the battery was connected.
Then, connect to ground and to line and observe the galvanom-
eter deflection. If there is no deflection no leakage currents
exist, if there is a deflection of constant direction and amount
a dead resistance equal to the internal resistance of the battery
can be substituted in place of the short circuiting wire and the
amount and direction of the galvanometer deflection can again
be observed. This deflection is added or subtracted from the
deflection obtained when making the test, before dividing into
the constant. Since the battery resistance is small compared to
the resistance under test, it can usually be neglected and the
deflection used as obtained with the short circuiting wire. If

the earth currents are very appreciable or unsteady in amount
or direction the test should not be taken until the conditions
are more suitable.

Chloride of Silver Dry Cell Batteries are generally used to

supply the current for these resistance measurements.

These cells are very quickly ruined by short-circuiting or

using them on too low a resistance. The cells should never have
less than 5000 ohms per cell connected in series with the circuit

connected to them.

Never put wires or other material into the battery covers,

which could short circuit the cells. The space between the

covers and cell tops may seem to be a convenient place to

carry spare wire but this practice causes trouble. Abrasion of

the insulation on the lead wires supplied with the batteries may
short circuit the cells, and must not be allowed.

The cells should be tested before using to see that they are

in good order (giving about .8 to 1 volt) . In any case the e.m.fs.

of the two cells must be sufficient to allow the operator to get

correct results. The resistance of the voltmeter used should be
at least 5000 ohms, or if several cells in series are tested at

once, the voltmeter resistance in ohms must be at least 5000
times the number of cells tested in series.

It frequently happens that some of the cells in a battery
give only a fraction of their proper voltage; in such cases the
voltage of each individual cell must be considered when making
a test, and the total voltage must not be estimated merely from
the number of cells in use.

Wherever possible, cells below normal voltage should be
rejected and replaced by new cells.

When an outfit is permanently installed, the No. 4 Columbia
Dry cell is satisfactory for insulation work if a considerable
number of tests have to be made or heavy currents are required,

as they will withstand rough usage. As the voltage of this cell

is higher (being about IJ volts) than that of Chloride of Silver

cell, fewer are required.
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Measurement of Electromotive Force

The primary standard of e.m.f. for the Standardizing Labor-
atory is the Clark Cell. This is made according to the United
States specifications prepared by theJNational Bureau of Stand-
ards at Washington. Its e.m.f. is 1.434 voltsat 15° C. It has,

however, a large temperature coefficient, and for practical work
is replaced by the Weston standard cell, whose e.m.f. is deter-

mined at intervals by comparison with the Clark cells. To
compare an e.m.f. directly with the standard, the potentiometer
is used.

In the potentiometer the e.m.f. of the standard cell is balanced
against the drop of potential caused by passing current through
the potentiometer shunt from a storage cell. This shunt consists

of a series of adjusted resistance coils and a slide wire marked
to scale. By setting the contacts of the circuit containing the
galvanometer and the standard cell at scale points indicating

the exact voltage of the standard cell, and adjusting the storage
battery until the circuit balances and the galvanometer reads
zero, the potentiometer becomes direct reading. Any external
voltage not exceeding 1.5 volts may then be read by balancing it

against the drop across a suitable part of the potentiometer
shunt. For extreme accuracy a small correction is made to

allow for known variations in the resistance of the various
sections of the slide wire. To measure higher voltages a multi-
plier is used which will reduce 15, 150 or 750 volts to the 1.5 volts

required for the potentiometer.

For a working standard of direct voltage a' G.E. laboratory
standard voltmeter is used, and for alternating voltage a Weston
standard voltmeter. These are frequently calibrated to the
primary standard. In the case of the A.C. instrument, reversed
readings are made in calibration, to insure agreement between
A.C. readings and D.C. calibrations. The instruments to be
calibrated are compared with the working standards, by means
of a system of multipliers which give the necessary range to the
working standard.

For the measurement of direct voltages, two kinds of volt-

meters are used, Weston, and Thomson D.P. These give a
range from 1 to 750 volts with full scale reading. Both operate
by the torque produced on a movable coil carrying current
located in the field of a permanent magnet. A very powerful
stray field may, however, partially demagnetize or cross magnet-
ize the instrument and permanently change its calibration.
Some voltmeters are shielded and some are not. The non-
shielded meters are easily affected by stray fields. Weston
instruments are ironclad and D.P. are not easily affected. Both
types are also made as millivoltmeters with low resistances,
reading from .200 millivolts up.

Never connect any instrument marked " Millivoltmeter " or
"Special Meter" across higher voltage than it reads otherwise
the instrument will burn out. To measure voltage higher than
the capacity of the instrument a multiplier may be placed in
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series with it. Then if E is the corrected reading of the volt-
meter, V the voltage to be measured, Rv and Rm the resistances
of the voltmeter and of the multiplier,

Rv
or, two voltmeters may be placed in series and careful simul-
taneous readings taken; the sum of the two corrected readings
is the voltage to be measured. One of the two voltmeters may be
considered as a multiplier for the other; then if £, and E^ are the
corrected readings on the two instruments at one point, and E
is the corrected reading on the first instrument at any other
point,

For all D.C. instruments, the Standardizing Laboratory
gives a constant K, such that if V = corrected voltage and E =
reading of the instrument,

V=KxE
V

From this E=
X̂V

Therefore, to obtain the reading on the instrument which
corresponds to the voltage required, divide the correct voltage
by the constant of the instrument. Since these constants are
never far from unity, the equation

is nearly true. This is the most convenient method for getting
the proper reading.
Illustration: 110 volts required K= 1.003

£=y+(i-iqxy
= 110-t-(l- 1.003) X 110
= 110-.003X110
= 109.67

Most instruments used in the test are provided with a mirror
under the needle. To eliminate parallax and obtain the correct
reading, sight the needle when it exactly covers its mirror image,
then without altering the position, read the intersection of the
needle with the inner scale circle. It should be remembered
that while the scale on most D.C. instruments is equally divided,
so that the errors of observation are nearly the same in actual
amount in all parts of the scale, the percentage error varies
inversely with the deflection. Hence when accuracy is required,
the instrument must not be read at a low point on the scale.

Before using any instrument, it should be carefully inspected
to determine whether the needle is free and rests at zero. No
instrument which sticks at any part of the scale should be used
nor should an instrument be used which has a zero error. D.C.
voltmeters should be disconnected from field circuits while the
field switch is being opened, because of the inductive kick,
which frequently bends the needle. They should also be dis-

connected from synchronous motor or rotary fields, while the
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machines are starting from the A.C. side because of the high
alternating voltage developed by transformer action in the
field windings during starting. This voltage will sometimes
puncture or burn out a voltmeter.

A voltmeter should always be connected through a double-
pole switch, and should be kept out of circuit when not in use,

as its readings may change with long continued heating. The
cover glass should never be rubbed before reading on account of

the electrostatic effect on the needle. If a cover glass shows
electrification, it may be discharged by moistening it with the
breath. No moisture should be allowed to reach the inside of

the instrument.

Two types of Thomson voltmeters are generally used for

the measurement of alternating voltage,—Type P and Type P.3.

The P3 instrument may also be used on direct current voltage
without sensible error, but the P instrument must not be so

used for accurate work unless nearly full scale readings are

taken on instruments with a range of from 15 to 750 volts full

scale reading.

On account of the spreading of the scale through the upper
part of the range of the instrument, A.C. instruments cannot be
used with accuracy as low on the scale as D.C. instruments.
In general a P instrument should not be used below J its maxi-
mum reading. The P instruments, containing no permanent
magnets or shields, are also sensitive to the action of stray
fields, especially if this field alternates at the same frequency
as the voltage applied to the instrument. They should, there-

fore, be kept away from masses of iron and from cables carrying
heavy currents, and should be placed at least two feet from other
instruments. The P3 instruments are much less sensitive to

stray fields, and may be placed within two inches of one another
without sensible error.

Cables carrying heavy currents, whether D.C. or A.C,
should be kept close together. They must never pass on opposite
sides of a machine standing on an iron floor. If an instrument
reads alike in four positions 90° apart, it is unaffected by stray
fields. Protection from stray fields is sometimes obtained by
placing the instrument in an open topped iron box. This is an
efficient protection as far as the stray fields are concerned, but
the.readings of the instrument may be slightly changed by the
proximity of the iron to the field of the instrument.

For all A.C. instruments the Standardizing Laboratory
furnishes curves of calibration, in which the instrument reading
is plotted against the reading of a correct standard. These
curves should be used to correct readings and to determine the
proper reading for any voltage required.

Potential Transformers

For most commercial alternating voltages a 130 or 150 volt
voltmeter is used in connection with a potential transformer.
The following transformer voltages are in common use:
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Oil insulated, iron case.

Primary volts Secondary volts
13200 110
11000 no
6600 110
5500 110

Dry insulated, wooden box.
550/1100 110/220
1100/2200 110/220

All these transformers are designed for use from 25 cycles
upward. They are calibrated with a load of a single instrument,
and should not be loaded with more than two instruments nor
used at 25 cycles above the normal rated transformer voltage
of the particular connection employed if accurate results are
desired. When used below 25 cycles, the voltage at which
reasonable accuracy may be secured varies directly with the
frequency. The transformer primary must be connected to the
lines and the secondary to the instruments.

In the wooden box type there are four primary and four
secondary terminals, from which three voltage ratios may be
obtained; viz., series multiple, series series, or multiple series

connection. For series connection, the two inner terminals are
connected and the lines or instrument leads are connected to the
two outer terminals. For multiple connection, the two terminals
on one side are connected to one line or lead and the two on the
opposite side are connected to the other. The cases of the iron

potential transformers should always be grounded. No changes
should ever be made in connections with the high potential on.

Care should be taken that voltage leads are always connected
to the points between which the difference of potential is to be
read. Thus, in reading volts across the armature on a compound
wound D.C. machine, the leads should be attached to the

brushes, while in reading volts across the machine they should
be attached to the outer end of the series field and the brush
ring of opposite polarity. In any circuit where voltage drop is

measured, the resistance of an extra connection in the main
current circuit included between the voltmeter contacts is

often sufficient to cause serious error. Only the voltmeter
current should flow through the voltmeter leads.

Measurement of Current

The primary standard of current is the silver voltameter,

which is used for comparison occasionally. The practical

standard used is a set of standard resistances very accurately

calibrated . The voltage drop across these resistances is measured
by the potentiometer, the result being a direct measure of

current. Slight corrections are made for the slide wire and the
resistance of the external shunt.

A special standard millivoltmetei; with a set of shunts attach-

ed constitutes the working standard of direct current. The
working standards for alternating current include a series of

Kelvin balances covering a wide range of currents. The working
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standards are calibrated from the potentiometer, reversed
readings being used for the balances. The portable instruments
are compared with the working standards.

The D.C. ammeters used in the test are Weston or Thomson
Type D.P. instruments. They range from .150 ampere to 300
amperes. For reading larger currents, a shunt is used in con-
nection with a millivoltmeter. The following shunts are used:
the 500, 1000 and 2000 ampere, air cooled. Manganin shunts
may be used with any standard Weston Millivoltmeter, which
are designed for a .400 volt drop at ratio amperes, giving a full

scale reading.

The 5000 ampere air cooled Thomson shunts give .060 volt

drop, and must be used with an instrument designed for this

reading. This combination has an appreciable temperature
coefficient, and should not be used for accurate measurements
without special instructions from the Standardizing Laboratory.
There are also several 5000 ampere oil cooled shunts having
.200 volt drop, which must be used. with an instrument of this

range. Small station shunts with .200 volt special meters are
also used for the measurement of current in low resistance
circuits, such as the current through commutating pole fields.

In reading a special meter attached to a shunt, assume the
end of the scale to represent the rated amperes of the shunt, and
read the result accordingly. To correct for instrument error,

multiply by the instrument constant. To correct for the shunt
E

error, multiply by y^-,where £ = rated volts drop of the shunt,

/ = rated current of the shunt, and R = actual resistance of the
shunt. This correction is very small, and may usually be
neglected.

For measuring current beyond the capacities of the instru-
ments at hand, two ammeters may be placed in multiple; but
both instruments must be read simultaneously at every point.
If two shunts are used in multiple, special meters must be con-
nected to each and readings taken on both.

For the measurement of alternating current. Types P and P3
are used. The general statements as to voltmeters apply equally
to ammeters of the same type. The ammeters are somewhat
more likely to produce stray fields, especially the high current
instruments. Ammeters should be protected by a short circuit-

ing switch, which is kept closed except when reading.

The usual method of measuring high alternating currents is

by using current transformers in connection with low reading
ammeters. The standard commercial G.E. transformers have
a 5 ampere secondary. Some of these are in use as permanent
apparatus in the test. Portable wooden boxed transformers
of 500:50 and 5000:100 amperes capacity are also in use.
Current transformers have a core and windings like a low voltage,
high current power transformer, but are insulated to stand
considerable voltages, except when of the wooden box type.
The ratio given by the Laboratory for a point is accurate at that
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point, but the ratio varies somewhat for lower or higher currents.
The secondary should not carry more current than that required
by two instruments. The secondary circuit of a current trans-
former must never be open while current flows through the
primary. If this precaution is not taken, there is danger of
the transformer overheating and thereby breaking down the
insulation. There is also danger to anyone handling the second-
ary, owing to its high voltage. All these transformers can be
used on circuits operating at 25 to 125 cycles.

To measure the currents in a three-phase circuit, two equally
rated current transformers and three ammeters are necessary.
The primaries of the two transformers are placed in two of the
lines; the secondaries are connected with like polarities together
(straight connection) ; a common connection is added so as to
short both secondaries. One ammeter is placed in each separate
transformer secondary circuit; the third ammeter goes in the
common line, and reads the current in the third phase.

Measurement of Power
There is no primary standard of electrical power in practical

use. Wattmeters are used which are calibrated from the stand-
ards of current and electromotive force. For D.C. calibration,

100 volts, as given by a laboratory standard voltmeter, is

applied to the potential circuit of the wattmeter, and current
measiured on a standard ammeter is sent through wattmeter
current circuit. The product of the volts and amperes gives the
true watts, which are plotted against the readings of the instru-

ment. For A.C. calibration at unity power factor, readings
are taken direct and reversed and the average reading is used

.

If a calibration at low power factor is required, the phase position
of the voltage on the instrument is regulated by means of a
phase shifter while the readings are compared with those of

a calibrated dynamometer.
P and P3 instruments are used on the test. Their potential

circuits are for 150 volts, with current circuits ranging from 1 to

200 amperes. The full scale readings range from 150 to 20,000
watts. The P instruments are the more sensitive to stray fields.

Never apply more than the rated voltage to the potential

circuit. The current circuit will carry up to three times the
rated amperes for a short time. The accuracy of the wattmeter
depends but slightly on the ratio of current and potential

applied. To correct a reading of a wattmeter, compare with the
calibration curve. Current and potential transformers may be
used with wattmeters where current or potential is larger than
rated. If R^ is the reading of the wattmeter, C the ratio of the
current transformer, and P the ratio of the potential transformer.

True watts = PxCy.Rw

When wattmeters are used with current or potential trans-

formers, the potential circuit, current circuit, and case of the
wattmeter should be connected together with a light fuse wire,

to prevent differences of potential between the coils and case.
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If a wattmeter potential circuit is not absolutely noninductive,
the current in it will have a slight phase displacement relative to

the voltage across the wattmeter terminals. This is equivalent
to a change in the phase angle between the voltage and current
of the main circuit as read on the wattmeter. Hence, wattmeters
are subject to an error, from which ammeters and voltmeters
are free. If a current and a potential transformer are used,
there is usually a further phase difference between primary and
secondary current in the former, and between primary and
secondary voltage in the latter. The result of these three
angular changes is a change in the phase relation in the watt-
meter. The total change rarely exceeds 2°, and is frequently
less than .'50'. At or near unity power factor its effect on the
reading is inappreciable; but at a very low power factor large

errors may result. Where special accuracy on wattmeter work
on low power factor is required, the matter should be referred
to the laboratory.

In measuring the watts in a two-phase circuit, each phase
should be considered as a separate single-phase circuit. The
sum of the readings on two wattmeters gives the total watts.

In a three-phase circuit two wattmeters should be used. The
current coils should be placed in two of the phases and each
potential coil connected from that phase in which its current
circuit is placed, to the third phase. The algebraic sum of the
wattmeter readings gives the total watts. The higher reading
wattmeter is always positive; the lower reading is positive if the
power factor is above .5, negative if it is below. .5. To determine
by test whether the reading is positive or negative, open the
phase to which the wattmeter in question is not connected.
This leaves a single-phase circuit on the wattmeter; if the
wattmeter still reads forward, it will give positive values on the
three-phase connection. If it reads backwards, it gives negative
readings on three-phase.

The watts in a three-phase circuit may also be read with
three wattmeters. In this case a Y-box consisting of three equal
resistances starting from a common or Y point is connected to
the three lines. The Y point then becomes a neutral point for the
three lines. A wattmeter is connected in each line, and its

potential circuit is connected from its own line to the Y point.
When reading a small power at a moderately high voltage

on a wattmeter, the wattmeter reading may be affected by the
losses in the instrument itself. If the current flowing in the
voltage circuit of the wattmeter passes also through the current
coil, the wattmeter reads the losses in its potential coil. If a
voltmeter is similarly connected, the wattmeter reads its losses
also. If E is the applied voltage and R the resistance of the loss
circuit, then, since the circuit is practically noninductive,

loss = -H"'

If the wattmeter and voltmeter are so connected as to
prevent the current in the potential circuits from flowing through
the current coil, the wattmeter reads the losses in its current
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coil, and the voltmeter reads the drop through the wattmeter
current coil in addition to the voltage across the load. These
errors are nearly always neghgible. If the wattmeter reads the
losses in potential circuits, a measure of the amount of the losses
may be had by reading the wattmeter, after opening the load
dr.cuit so as to leave all instruments connected to the main
lines. This is called reading stray power, and is a good check
for leakage losses.

Measurement of Power Factor

Watts
The power factor of a single-phase circuit = —rr-r:

'

>= '^ volts X amps.
There is no single-phase power factor meter which is independent
of frequency through any considerable range. The power
factor is therefore usually obtained by the use of voltmeter,
ammeter and wattmeter.

In a balanced three-phase circuit, the power factor may be
obtained from the two wattmeter readings. If a is the phase
angle, the power factor= coi a, and R is the ratio of the smaller
to the greater wattmeter reading,

1~R ,—
Tan a= , . pV .3

1 + R
(5

The principle of the G.E. balanced three-phase power factor
meter uses this fact. The elements of two wattmeters are so
combined into one instrument that the position of the pointer
depends on the ratio of the watts. The instrument is quite
accurate, and practically independent of frequency.

The volt amperes in a balanced three-phase circuit are
equal to the product of the amperes per line, the volts between
lines, and the square root of three.

STEAM FLOW METERS
The following is a description of flow meters and includes

the methods of installation and operation of the various types
of meter.

Principle of the Meters

A plug, containing two sets of funnel openings, is screwed
'into the main, the flow in which is to be measured. The pres-
sures existing in these openings are transmitted to the surfaces
of the working fluid in the meter itself and cause differences
in the surface levels. Mercury is employed as a working fluid

when measuring steam flow, while water may be used in special

cases. These differences in level, which vary with the flow, are
utilized for the operation of the meter.

Installation of Funnel Plugs

The funnel plugs can be installed in vertical or horizontal
pipes. Figure 14 shows the positions of the funnel plugs for
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either vertical or horizontal mains, and also a convenient form
of gauge for measuring the inner diameter of the pipe. The
funnel type and the size of pipe for which each plug is designed
are stamped upon the head of the plug. The arrow at the same
place should point in the direction of now.

The entire .system of piping and valves must have no leaks.

The water columns in the meter piping should contain no
air, as unequal heads in the two pipes affect the accuracy of the
calibration.

The meters are tested after the finishes are applied and the
Testing Department is responsible for injury before shipment.

Gou^e /orMea^uri'n^
Inside P/jpell/hmef^r.

ffR^Arraw o/iHeadof^ P/ufmust Point in

theDirecim of

Vertieo/ Fife

Fig. 14

Care should be taken not to spill the mercury when filling

a meter, as it corrodes the parts containing brass or aluminum.

Type I, Form B
Meter Adjustments

Remove the plugs P (Fig. 15) at the top of the meter and
pour in mercury with the tubes in approximately a vertical
position, until each leg is about half full.

Tilt the meter sideways so that most of the mercury is in

one leg.

Fill with water up to the plugs P.

Remove any air bubbles by inserting a broom straw. Do
not use wire for this purpose.

Insert the plugs P.
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Operation of the Meter

Set the meter in a horizontal position by means of the level

and take care that the piping to the funnel plug does not throw
it out of level.

These pipes should be connected in accordance with Fig.

14, and can be of any desired length.
Care should be taken that no air trap is formed in the piping

between the meter and the funnel plug.

To Check Zero on the Meter

With the valve C open and the valves L and T closed, remove
the plugs A and B at the top of the piping

r\.L /7 B

Fig. 15
FLOW METER

Pour in water at A and B until the piping is full.

Close the valve C.

Set the sleeves surrounding the glass tubes so that their

centers are opposite the ends of the mercury columns.
The pointer should now indicate zero flow on the cylinder.

If it does not read at zero there may be air in the piping or the
meter may not be set level or the glass tubes may not be straight.

Always open the valve C and msert the plugs A and B before

opening the valves L and T.
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To Cut in the Meter

"ii.
Open the valve C.
Open the valves L and T.
Close the valve C.

Caution

Never open or close either valve L or T unless the valve C is open.

To Read the Meter

Release the clamp at the bottom of the meter.
Loosen the set screw inside the inner handwheel on the

shaft. Bring this set screw opposite either of the numbers
1, 2 or 3 (on the handwheel), depending on the part of the
superheat scale to be made accessible. Then tighten the set

screw.
Rotate the inside scale disc until the value corresponding

to the measured inner diameter of the steam main is opposite
the corresponding number, 1, 2 or 3 (on the lower head of the
meter)

.

Observe the pressure and superheat of the steam.
Rotate the inside handwheel until the values corresponding

to this pressure and superheat are opposite each other on their

respective scales.

Tighten the clamp.
Rotate the outer wheel at the bottom of the meter until the

center of the sleeve surrounding the right hand tube is opposite
the end of the mercury column.

Set the sleeve on the left hand glass tube opposite the end of

the mercury column.
The reading now indicated by the pointer, multiplied by

the constant K, and by the pipe area in sq. in. will give the flow
of steam in lbs. per hour.

This constant K is shown at the small hole at the top of the
post supporting the meter.

To Cut Out the Meter

Open the valve C.

Close the valves L and T.

Glass Tubes

These tubes should be occasionally tested with a straight
edge to be sure that they have not warped.

To replace warped or broken glass tubes, remove the plugs P
at the top of the meter. Loosen the stuffing boxes and pull the
tube out through the upper head of the meter. Insert the new
tube taking care to replace the rubber packings, the glands and
the tubes in the correct order.

To Change the Angle of the Meter

Loosen the unions 1, 2, 3. and 4.

Set the meter at the desired angle.
Tighten the unions.
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Mercury

Use only clean mercury in the meter. To clean mercury,
treat it with dilute nitric acid and wash with running water.

Caution

If the funnel plug is inserted in the main near a flanged
joint, do not allow the gasket to extend inside the pipe.

Setting Correction Scales

Set 6 on the pipe diameter scale opposite the number 1, 2 or 3
on the lower head of the meter. Set the set screw inside the
inner handwheel opposite the corresponding number 1, 2 or 3
(on the handwheel). Set 100 on the pressure scale opposite 5
on the superheat scale. The pointer should now register at the
point marked on the cylindrical chart at a distance of 2 inches
above the zero line.

INDICATING AIR METER

Type I, Form F
Meter Adjustments

The meter should be set in a horizontal position by means of

a level and care should be taken that the piping to the meter
does not throw it out of level.

Care should he taken that no water trap is formed in the piping
between the meter and the funnel plug excepting at the place where
the drip chancers are inserted.

Location of Meter

The meter may be located at any desired distance above or
below the point at which the funnel plug is inserted. If the
meter is above this point the piping must have an upward slope
all the way from the drip chambers to the meter. If, on the
other hand, the meter is below the plug the piping must slope
downward toward the meter.

To Check Zero on the Meter

With the funnel valves L and T closed, open the crossover
valve X, shown in Fig. 16.

Attach the float and the counterweight to the cords furnished
with the meter. Remove the cover plate at the top of the meter
casting. Hook the cords over the drums in their proper positions,

the float hanging from the larger drum.

Fill the meter with water until it rises to a height of approxi-
mately 7| inches below the top of the casting. See the distance
V in Fig. 16. If too much water is poured in, remove the plug
near the bottom of the casting and allow water to run out until

it stops flowing.
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Rotate the dial so that the needle reads zero flow.
Insert the plug and replace the cover before opening eithei

funnel valve.

To Cut in the Meter

With the crossover valve X open, open the funnel valves
L and T. Then close the crossover valve.

Fig. 16

FLOW METER

Caution

Never open or close either funnel valve L or T unless the cross-
over valve X is open.

To Read the Meter

Set the actual measured diameter of the air pipe, on the
.scale H, opposite the point O.

Set the observed air pressure, on the scale J, opposite the
actual temperature in the main on scale H.
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Tii;hten the sul screw F and ri)tale llie wheel W until the
pointer D is direelh" uver the needle.

The pointer will now read tlie How of free air in eulne feet

per minute at a temperature of 70° F. for one sq. in. of pipe area.

Multiply the reading bv the pipe area to obtain the total rate
of flow.'

To Cut Out the Meter

0]ien the crossover valve X and close the funnel valves L
and T.

Fig. 17

CURVE DRAWING STEAM FLOW IMETER.

Drip Chambers
This meter is furnished with drip chambers in the piping to

the funnel plug. These chambers should be located between
the funnel valve and the funnel ]jlug, one in each pipe.

Caution

Xcvcr bloiL' out these drip chambers unless both f-unncl valves

L and T are closed.

If tlie funnel plug is inserted in the main near a flanged

joint, do nrit allow the gasket tf) extend inside the Jjipe.

Setting Correction Scale

The settings for the correction scales depend upon the range
of dial and pressure scales employed on any particular meter.



CURVE DRAWING STEAM METER

Type R, Form D
Meter Adjustments

Remove the plugs P at the tops of the mercury cups, Figs.

17 and 18, and pour in L'.o lbs. of mercury with the cups in ap-
proximately a vertical position.

Fill with water through the top of each cup until water
flows out of the pipes extending through the meter casing.

Close the outside ends of these small pipes with the finger
while replacing the small plu.gs.

Installation of the Meter

vSet the ineter in a horizontal position by means of a level on
the floor of the casing and take care that the piping to the funnel
])lug does not throw the meter out of level.

Fig. 18

CURVE DRAWING STEAM FLOW METER.

These pipes should be connected in accordance with Fig. 14,

and can be of any desired length.

Caution

Care should be taken that no air trap is formed in the piping
between tite meter and the fiivnel plus,. :.vi-^

To Check Zero on the Meter

With the valve C open and the valves L and T closed,
remove the plugs A and B at the top of the reservoirs near the
funnel plug.

Pour in water at A and B until the piping and reservoirs are
full.

Close the valve C.

The pen should now indicate at the zero flow line on the
chart. If it does not register at zero, adjust the adjusting screw
vmtil it does.
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Always open the valve C and insert the plugs A and B before
opening the valves L and T.

To Cut in the Meter

Open the valve C.

Open the valves L and T.
Close the valve C.

Caution

Xever open or close either funnel valve L or T unless the valve
C is open.

Setting of the Correction Weight

The position in which the correction weight should be set
depends upon the range of pressure and flow for which the meter
is intended.

The meter will now record the true rated flow of steam in lbs.

per hour provided the proper record chart is used.

To Cut Out the Meter

Open the valve C.

Close the valves L and T.

Mercury

Use only clean mercury in the meter. To clean mercury,
treat it with dilute nitric acid and wash with running water.

Caution

If the funnel plug is inserted in the main near a flanged
joint, do not allow the gasket to extend inside the pipe.

FREQUENCY INDICATORS—REED TYPE

Frequency Indicators of the reed type are based on the
following principle: A reed having a definite natural period of
vibration will be thrown into more or less violent vibration
when acted upon by an impulse of the same frequency. Hence,
in the construction of these meters a number of reeds are arrang-
ed which will correspond to various frequencies. These reeds
are made up of magnetic metal. An iron cored electromagnet
is located close to this line of reeds. When the magnet is excited
with an alternating or pulsating current, magnetic impulses act
upon all reeds in the scale and throw into violent vibration that
reed whose natural period corresponds to the period of the
impulse. The scale reading gives the natural period of vibration
of the reed corresponding, or some multiple of that period.

The type of frequency indicator which is employed in the
Testing Department carries two scales, one reading from 45 to
60 cycles per second, the other from 60 to 90 cycles per second.
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If a frequency has to be kept constant or read on an alternating
current circuit, the meter is connected across the circuit. A
switch is located on the end of the meter case with 7 contact
points. By turning this switch a varying resistance is introduced
in series with the magnet coil. Consequently the amplitude
of vibration of the reeds may be controlled and adjusted to that
sufficient for a careful observation. At the same end of the case

are located two thumb screws actuating two permanent magnets
within the case. When these permanent magnets are rotated
so that they act upon the reed they damp out one-half of each
cycle, and consequently change the scale indication for a given
reading by one-half. In other words, when these magnets are in

operation the meter will read one-half the frequency impressed
at its terminals.

These meters can be used in place of the ordinary centrifugal

or liquid tachometer. They possess important advantages
over tachometers of other types since they may be located at the
testing table so that meter readings and speed control can be
done by one man. They can be read more accurately and are

not influenced by the direction of rotation. The calibration

is also very permanent.
In order to use meters to read speed on a direct current

machine, or on machines which are unexcited, a small direct

current interrupter has been placed on the spindles of centrif-

ugal tachometers. This interrupter is provided with binding
posts which must be connected in series with the frequency
meter and a 125 volt circuit. The interrupter may be used
with a single or double contact point. In case it is used with a
single contact point, the frequency indication on the meter
corresponding to a given speed should be calculated on the
assumption that the interrupter is a four-pole alternator.

When the double contact combination is used, the interrupter
must be considered as an eight-pole alternator.

It is not safe to use these frequency meter.s for measuring
the speed of a machine under test when it is first started, since

they cannot always distinguish between 20 cycles or 40 cycles,

in consequence of the fact that both a 20 cycle and a 40 cycle

reed will vibrate at 20 or 40 cycles. Hence, the speed should
be roughly set to that desired, by reading the tachometer
dial, after which it can be exactly adjusted by the frequency
meter. Diie to the many advantages of these instruments theyf
should be employed wherever possible, in place of the ordinary'-?

tachometer for testing work.

STATIONARY TORQUE RECORDER
Some alternating current motors have a starting torque

which varies considerably according to the position of the rotor
at starting. In many cases, therefore, the variation of starting
torque at different rotor positions has to be measured.

This information can be most satisfactorily obtained by
using a graphic recording torque meter. Fig. 19 is a sketch of an
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instrument that is successfully employed in the Testing Depart-
ment for quickly and accurately obtaining this torque. In
this sketch G represents a form of lever commonly used. It is

clamped around the pulley or the shaft of the motor under test.

A wooden disc H is provided, of triangular cross section radially.
On its conical surface a series of i in. grooves are located to
accommodate the cord K. This cord rotates the drum E of a
steam engine indicator on which a record of the variations in the
torque is traced. The post A supporting the indicator is hollow,

Fig. 19

STATIONARY TORQUE RECORDER

and a rod connected to the lever B at the lower end and bearing
against the spring of the indicator, transmits any movement of
B to the spring, and in turn to the pencil bearing upon the drum.
The lever B is provided with a number of holes so that it can be
attached to the stirrup R at various distances from the fulcrum
S, by which means different leverages can be secured. By this

adjustment, and by clamping the complete apparatus to the
lever arm at different distances from the motor shaft, the
maximum travel of the recording pencil on the drum can be
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kept within the Hmits normal for the indicator spring used
The shaft and crank P are supported at right angles to the levei

B by an iron pipe frame not shown in the sketch. The spring

balance L is used only in calibrating the apparatus and is ther
disconnected and the rope Z connected directly to the stirrup R
The calibration of this instrument should be made as follows

With no tension on the rope, pull the cord K and revolve thf

drum E, thus recording the zero line on the paper record. Raisf
the outer end of the lever above the horizontal position and wit!
the cord K in that groove on H which gives the proper rotatior

to the drum E, slowly lower the lever by means of the crank F tc

a position considerably below the horizontal plane passing
through the axis of the motor. This line gives the value W -F
Where W is the weight of indicator lever arms, etc., tending tc

rotate the rotor and F is the friction of the motor bearing. Thf
lever is now slowly raised to a position correspondingly above
the horizontal plane and a third line obtained on the indicatoi

drum, measuring the value W+F. The lever is now blocked
and held in a horizontal position and the crank F turned until

the spring balance reads 10 lbs. By means of a cord, the drum
is rotated and a line drawn upon it corresponding to 10 lbs. pull.

This may be repeated and the indicator card calibrated through
the range required.

After the indicator calibration record has been made the

spring balance is removed and the rope Z connected directly tc

the stirrup R. Having determined the direction of rotation of the
motor when supplied with power, the line switches may be
closed, using about one-half normal voltage on the rotor. By
means of the crank F and the rope Z the lever arm is rotated
through an arc equal to that employed in obtaining the friction

curve and a record made. Make a similar record while lowering
the lever through the same arc. While the lever is ascending, the

record measures the value W^+ F-j- T, where T is the torque oi

the motor under test; descending, the record gives W- F^T.
From the five curves, so obtained, the torque at any position is

readily obtained.
On these motors the cycle of torque variation usually repeats

itself regularly during a revolution. It is, therefore, only nec-
essary to continue the record throughout one of these cycles.

The indicator card has blanks for recording the machine rating,

number, and all other information necessary in connection with
this test. These cards should always be filled out clearly before
being sent to the Calculating Department.
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PREPARATION OF APPARATUS FOR TEST
Inspection

Every machine during iind after its asseml>ly sliould receive

a thorough inspection for defects, mechanical or electrical.

Fig. 20

METHOD OF LIFTING STANDARDS—TIGHT HITCH

The following are some that may appear: Copper bridges

formed between the bars over the side mica of the commutator,
due to imjjroper turning; bent end conductor or commutatfir
leads: damaged insulation of armature and held spools; broken
insulation Ijoards on held; insufficient clearance between Vjare
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electrical terminals, or conductors and ground; loose terminals;
brush pigtails long enough to touch either a stud of opposite
polarity or the commvitator, or to ground on some part o£ the
frame; too little clearance between a brush stud or various
parts of fittings, and ground.

It should be noted that laminated pole tips are not bent
and that cast pole tips are of approximately a uniform thick-

ness on all the main poles of the machine. Oil rings should

Fig. 21

PROPER USE OF SLINGS

be visible in each bearing through the bearing cap oil cover,
and the bearings should be properlv filled with oil.

Air gap measurements should be made from iron to iron
wherever possible and never from the wooden wedges of the
armature to the pole jiieces. When measuring the air gap on
any machine with laminated pole pieces, or laminated ])ole
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faces, "when the laminations are riveted together, the meastu'e-
ments must lie taken between the rivets; since the ga]) may
be slightly reduced under the rivet, and therefore a measuremenl
at this point would not represent the true working gap of the
machine. If the gap is measured where the binding bands
project above the laminations, a small piiece of steel, pro-
vided for the piurpiose, should be used over the laminations
and under the air gap gauge, in order to obtain the true air

ga]) from the armature iron to the pole piece.

Fig. 22

METHOD OF LIFTING LONG BASE USING WOODEN STRUT

The inspection as outlined above, together with that neces-
sary, due to the special characteristics of the apparatus, should
be carefully made. Should defects be discovered as the result

of this inspection, or conditions arise that may render the
operation of the machine or apjparatus unsafe or the results

of its test inaccurate, such defects or conditions must either

be satisfactorily corrected by the tester, or repjorted immedi-
ately to the Head of his Section for instructions before the
machine is started running for its test.



Assembly

ApparaUis delivered from the Manufacturing De]jartment
to the Testing Dejjartment can Vie divided into two general
classes, viz.: Self-contained machines which are delivered
completely assembled. Machines which may or may not be
self-contained, but which are delivered to test partially or
wholly disassembled. It is usually the jjractice to line up
and center all machines carrying their cnvn base in the machine
shop before delivery to test, whether they are delivered com-
pletely assembled or not. It is, therefore, important to con-
sider the jjrecautions and methods which have been found
necessary in assembling aj.qjaratus for test.

Fig. 23

METHOD OF LIFTING ARMATURE TO ASSEMBLE IN BEARINGS

Cast iron bases, especially those used in connection with
medium size and large apparatus, do not possess the necessary
stiffness to allow them to be erected without proper support
on the iron floor or testing blocks. Care mvist, therefore, be
taken to see that there are no chips, or lumps, vinder the block-
ing or base when setting inachines in the testing stand, which
may spring the base or destroy the alignment. It is well to

measvire the distance between pillow blocks after the base and
lower half of frames are in ]ilace (in the case of split frame
machines), before the rotating parts arc placed in the bearings.
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If the distance l^etween the bearings is shurter tliaii that i_';iven

by the drawings, the base has been distorted, and its luiiter is

lower than the ends. To remedy this, shim tip tinder tlie base
until proper alignment and therefore bearing spacing is oVitained.

Before placing the shaft in its bearing," the surface of bear-
ing and journals should be well oiled. After the shaft carrying
the rotating parts has been assembled, a measurement should
be made of the air ga].. If the air gap is not uniform, nr does
not agree with the drawings of the machine, the trouble must
be rectified. The ,gap can be equalized on top and br>ttom by
inserting shims under the frame feet. If the gap docs not
equalize laterally it is usually corrected by shifting the frame
and redoweling the frame feet to the f^ase.

Fig. 24
METHOD OF LIFTING LOWER HALF OF STATIONARY ARMATURE

WITH WINDINGS
All reference luarks or assembly marks (usually ntimt'crs)

on machines, e.xcept on those of the yertical type, will fie found
at the right hand side of the machine when facing the com-
mutator or connection end. When the machine therefore is

properly assembled, all inarks should ajijjear on that side.

When erecting large apparatus for test, methods of handling
and transportation are of prime imyjortance. Each piece of

apparatus must of course fje handled with reference to its

special construction. The following obseryations, howeyer,
apply to the handling of apparatus in general.

Bases with pillo\y blocks attached, are usually lifted by
hitching about the jjiUow filocks, as shriwn in Fig. L'O. A long
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base, or one of light section, should not be lifted by means of

the pillow blocks until a strut of timber has been secured between
the tops of the pillow blocks, to prevent them collapsing when
lifted- See Fig. 1*2. As long a sling as jjracticable should be
used to prevent undue stress in the slings themselves, since

the stress increases rapidly with increase of angle between
the slings. The proper apjjlication of a sling is shown in

Fig 21.

Fig. 25

METHOD OF LIFTING MOTOR-GENERATOR SET

Wherever eye bolts are provided in frames or machine
parts for lifting, the direction of the pull of the sling on the
eye bolt must always be along its center line, otherwise a bend-
ing stress is produced which may fracture or bend the eye
bolt, even under a load that it should easily carry if applied
properly. Where the proper pull on the bolt cannot be obtained,
a spreader must be employed between the slings. The spreader
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must be secured so that it cannot slip out of position. A spreader
should also be used to jjrevent slings, or ropes, from coming
in contact with armatures or other parts of apparatus that
can be damaged. Armatures are usualh' handled by passing
the sling around the shaft. In case the armature has no

Fig. 26

METHOD OF LIFTING AND TURNING REVOLVING FIELDS
FIRST POSITION

shaft, a wooden mandrel is used in its place. Care must be
taken to see that slings do not injure the end windings, or
clamp ring insulation, on direct current armatures.

When lifting the top half of a direct current machine, the
sling is usually passed around the top frame between two
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spools. Care is necessary to ijrevent slings froin pressing against
the spool winding or veneer flanges and damaging them. A
thick, soft pad of canvas, leather, or similar material can be
often used to advantage, when making such lifts. It must be
understood, however, that this is not a certain preventative
against damage. Unless great care is taken, spools may be

Fig. 27

METHOD OF LIFTING AND TURNING REVOLVING FIELDS
SECOND POSITION

damaged by the slings rubbing against them ^^hen turning
the frame from a horizontal to a vertical position. Some sta-

tionary armatures are equipped with two eye bolts through
which an iron bar can be passed. The slings should be attached
to the ends of the bar in lifting.

In all cases, ropes and slings must Vie protected by pads
to prevent chafing on casting surfaces, or edges. Figs. 23 to
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27, inclusive, illustrate the more important hitches which are
commonly employed.

Wiring

Though a great deal of the wiring in testing work is tempo-
rary, it must always be done as neatly as possible, due regard
being paid to safety. All circuits should be protected by signs,
or barriers, where there is danger of any one coming in contact
with them. Conspicuously lettered danger signs are used in
the Testing Department indicating the nature of the circuit.

In addition to this, white tape is used around cables or apparatus
carrying high voltages. After a tester has completed the wiring
of a machine, he should notify the Head of Section, or Assistant
Head of Section, to inspect the same. The Head of Section,
or Assistant Head of Section, must then assure himself that
it is satisfactory, and if so, enter his approval upon the testing
record sheet and sign his name.

The following general rules should always be followed in

wiring apparatus for test. First procure the print of connec-
tions, which will be furnished by the Head of the Section.
The apparatus must then be connected up in accordance there-
with. A copy of this print is sent to the customer with the
apparatus, to help him in the installation of the apparatus.

Checking the wiring during test serves the double purpose
of detecting errors in the print, or wrong connections in the
apparatus. It is consequently of considerable importance.

In wiring apparatus for test, all the wiring should be com-
pleted before any of the circuits are connected to the source
of power, to prevent the necessity of handling live circtiits

while wiring. Where possible, one hand only should be used
for connecting or dis-connecting low voltage live circuits

where an intervening switch cannot be used, for making final

connections. It must always be remembered that any circuit

may become grounded and that some circuits are permanently
grounded. The 125, 250, and 500 volt direct current shop
circuits are permanently grounded. Hence, in all cases, circuit

breakers must be wired on the positive side of the " 125 volt

and 500 volt shop" circuit. As the "250 volt shop" is a part
of the three wire system with grounded neutral, a circuit

breaker must be used on each side, unless the permanent switch-

board of the section carries two breakers, when a circuit breaker
need only be connected on one side.

Opening direct current motor and synchronous motor
fields is likely to break down the insulation of the apparatus,
and in the case of a D.C. motor, the motor will run away. Wher-
ever binding posts and connectors, as used for rheostats and
small fields, are employed, a length of unbroken insulation

should be stripped from the end of the temporary field' wire,

so that the portion stripped can be passed through the binding
post and bent back over the terminal. A complete loop is thus
formed which prevents the circuit being broken, even though
the clamping screw in the binding post or terminal works loose.
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It is not safe to insert the bare end of a wire which has previ-

ously been used in the binding post, since it may be fractured.

When a motor field is wired through the field ammeter
switch, the wire leading to the switch terminal and thence to

the ammeter should be continuous, the switch simply serving

to short circuit the leads near the ammeter terminals. Motor
field circuit breaking switches must be located so that they
cannot be opened accidentally. The field switches must be
provided with a holding clip, or other fastening. Single-pole

switches should always be used in all field circuits in prefer-

ence to double-pole switches.

In all cases, circuit breakers must be used for breaking
direct currents of appreciable value. Oil switches must like-

wise be used on all alternating current circuits, when currents
and voltages of any magnitude are in question. Never break
an alternating current circuit either by water box, or by an
ordinary air break switch. By so doing abnormal voltages
may be produced and strain the insulation of the apparatus.
All direct current generator and motor armature circuits must,
therefore, contain a circuit breaker of sufficient capacity to

open the maximum current delivered by the machine under
test. When "feeding back" tests are made on direct current
machines, two circuit breakers must be used, one in the supply
circuit, and one in the motor-generator circuit through which
the load energy is exchanged between the machines.

All transformers with iron cases must have their cases
grounded by a substantial wire, or cable, leading to ground.
This lead must be substantially connected to the transformer
case and to ground, so that it cannot be accidentally discon-
nected.

Temporary switches, circuit breakers, etc., should never
be attached to a test table or switchboard which is permanently
equipped. They should be mounted on rheostat stools, or
temporary stands. All temporary cables and wiring must
be properly insulated from iron floors, frames, and ground.
High voltage alternating current lines must be carried at a
sufficient height so that they cannot come in contact with
men walking under them. This also applies to disconnecting
and oil switches. Cables must be kept a sufficient distance
apart to take care of the potential difference between them.
They must be mechanically supported so they cannot drop
from their fastenings to the floor. High tension wires must be
carried to the testing table from the rear. They must not be car-
ried over the heads of men working at the test table. All high
voltage wires and circuits (600 volts and over), must be regarded
as dangerous. Even alternating and direct current circuits
below this voltage may give rise to serious shocks or burns. No
one must approach closer than 1 foot to high voltage circuits;

since many circuits possess sufficient capacity or voltage to arc
over before contact is made.

After finishing high voltage tests all oil and disconnecting
switches must be opened before the, high potential testing
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cables leading to the apparatus are handled. All temporary
and high potential testing cables must be disconnected from
the testing transformers or high voltage source at the con-
clusion of the test.

Carbon Brushes

In preparing commutating machines for test, the brushes
must be equally spaced around the commutator, 180 electrical

degrees apart. The brushes on a stud must align properly
with each other, and with the commutator bar from the front
to the back end of the commutator. To space the brushes

Fig. 28

RADIAL, LEADING AND TRAILING BRUSHES

place a strip of paper tape around the commutator and mark
the paper where the ends overlap. Remove the paper tape

and divide it with a scale, or dividers, into as many equal divi-

sions as there are poles on the machine. Then replace the paper

around the commutator and paste the overlapping ends to-

gether. Space the brushes by the marks on the paper, taking

care that the holders are clamped to the stud in the proper

position.

In some cases brushes are run trailing and in others leading,

with reference to the direction of rotation. Radial brushes

are also sometimes used.
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When the brushes have been set, fit the brushes to the
commutator surface. To do this, use a strip of sandpaper
between the commutator and brush face. Coarse sandpaper
is used first to obtain an approximate fit. Follow with very
fine sandpaper. A close and accurate fit with the commutator
is essential to get good commutation tests. When sandpapering,
the sandpaper must be held close to the commutator, to pre-

vent rounding the tip of the brush when drawing the sand-
paper away. The sandpaper should be drawn in the direction

of rotation. These instructions apply also to fitting carbon
brushes on collector rings. When the sandpapering of the
brushes is finished, the resulting carbon dust must be blown
from the armature or rotating part. The air blast should be
directed away from the rotating part, so that the carbon dust
is carried completely away and cannot drift into the windings.
The leading, trailing, and radial brush setting is shown in

Fig. 28.

In case copper gauze brushes are used a form and file, or

emery paper, must be used to fit them to the commutator
or collector ring. Copper brushes are now seldom used on com-
mutators. Copper leaf brushes, as used on Rotary Converters,
are so constructed that no special fitting is required. They
must, however, be properly adjusted in the holder to make
good contact upon the slip ring.

Bearing Lubrication

When oil ring lubrication is used, the lubricating oil must
not be allowed to get so low in the oil well that the ring does
not dip into it. If this instruction is observed satisfactory
lubrication will be obtained for all ordinary bearing pressures
and rubbing speeds. For high bearing pressures, or high speeds,
some form of forced lubrication is used. The oil is forced into

the bearing either on the bottom, or the lower quarter and
enters the bearing at a point such that the revolving shaft

draws the oil under the shaft. Oil from forced lubricated
bearings is usually returned to an external cooling tank, where
its temperature is reduced before being again pumped into

the bearing. Oil rings and forced lubrication are occasionally
used on the same bearings, .so that if the oil pressure fails the
rings .supply enough oil to prevent danger, until the oil pres-

sure can be restored.
A properly designed bearing may run hot from the following

causes: Oil rings sticking; scarcity or poor quality of lubricating
oil; excessive local pressure in the bearing; insufficient relief

on the sides of the bearings; improper alignment and exces-
sive belt pull.

The remedy for the greater part of these troubles is obvious.
In the case of excessive local pressure in the bearing, or insuffi-

cient relief on the side of the bearing, the remedy is to remove
the high .spots on the babbitt or bearing metal with a scraper
and increase the .side clearance.

The following formula can be used as a rough guide to

estimate the size necessary for a given bearing. If P= the
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pressure per sq. in. of the projected area of the journal and
ji = the peripheral velocity of the journal in ft. per min., then
pv = a. constant for oil bearings. Ordinary bearings with a
constant pv=&6,000 can be operated successfully where the
peripheral speed of the shaft does not exceed 1200 ft. per min.

Before starting a machine all bearings must be filled with
the proper amount of oil. Bearings should be inspected to

see they have not been carelessly filled; vis., that oil has not
been spilled on the bearing housing, or bearing shell, or upon
other parts associated with the bearing, otherwise, a false

impression may be obtained as to oil leakage or throwing when
under test. To give the bearing a critical test for oil leaking
or throwing, the dividing line between cap and bearing

=?--fi

Fig. 29

TYPES OF OIL GAUGES

pedestal and between bearing brackets, should be painted with

white chalk. The end of the commutator or field spider

adjacent to the bearing should also be given a white coating,

so that it is possible to detect, after a comparatively short

run, the slightest leakage or throwing of oil.

Bearings with the end of the bearing shell visible, should

be filled with oil until it touches, the lower part of the shell

at the end of the bearing housing. Where the end of the bearing

shell cannot be seen the bearing should be filled to within f in. of

the top of the visible portion of the oil gauge glass; in the case

of sight gauges to within i in. of the top of the gauge. In the

case of overflow gauges having no glass, a record of the distance

of the oil level from the top of the gauge must be made, in
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every case, upon the Testing Record. Gauges with glass tubes
so placed as to show the oil level (Fig. 29a) are used on bearings
of large machines, and stand pipe gauges (Fig. 29b) on small
and medium size machines. Overflow gauges (Fig. 29c) are
those with the top of the stand pipe fitted with a hinged cap.

Oil gauges on most Induction Motors are of the overflow
type, and should be filled to .within ^ of the overflow. As
already stated, no oil must be spilled upon the bearing parts.

In filling bearings a funnel must be used and the oil filled through
the sight holes for the oil rings, or through the opening above
the shaft at the end of the bearing housing.

During test no oil should be allowed to leak or be thrown
from the bearings upon the rotating parts, or windings. This
is especially true with reference to commutating machines,
where it is important that lubricating oil be kept away from
the commutator, brushes and fittings. Should oil leaking or
throwing on these parts be detected during the test, the test

should be immediately discontinued and the cause of leakage
removed. If bearings under test rise in temperature 40 degrees,

or more, above the room temperature, it should be reported
to the office as a defect; since no properly designed bearing
should heat above 40 degrees under normal conditions. It

will usually be found that a greater temperature rise is due to

a faulty bearing.

Thrust Bearings

Thrust bearings can be divided into two classes. Pressure
bearings and Roller bearings.

For successful operation, the pressure type depends upon a
constant and sufficient pressure of oil or other liquid to float

the rotating weight and to maintain an oil film between the
top and bottom bearing plates. The friction is then simply
fluid friction. The pressure of oil must be kept constant,
otherwise the plates will grind together and wear rapidly.

Pressures as high as 1000 lbs. per sq. in. are used in the
Testing Department. The top and bottom plates are separated
about .002 to .00.3 of an inch.

In order to insure a uniform and constant pressure, either

an accumulator, a three plunger pump, or a direct acting duplex
pump should be used with a baffler between the pump and the
step. A difference of from 175 to 250 lbs. between the pump
pressure and the pressure on the step is sufficient to give a
steady pressure on the latter.

Roller Bearings

Many roller bearings are used. They generally consist,

however, of several hardened rollers held in a brass retainer
and arranged radially to the shaft axis. These rollers revolve
between two hardened steel discs, one of which revolves . with
the shaft, the other remaining stationary. In this form of

bearing, the oil is not under pressure but is supplied liberally



to the space between which the bearings revolve. The oil

must be filled as close to the shaft as possible, so that the centrif-
ugal force throws the oil outwards across the plates. If this is

not done the oil may not flow over the plates and insufficient
lubrication will result.

Stationary Apparatus

The instructions already given in reference to rotating
apparatus, very largely apply to stationary apparatus. The
following points must also be carefully observed in testing the
latter, including transformers, regulators, compensators, switches,
relays, etc.

Careful inspection must be made for mechanical or elec-

trical defects when preparing stationary apparatus for test.

The precautions already given in reference to wiring should be
followed. All valves, tripping devices, contacts and insulation
should be examined.

Wherever cases or receptacles are oil filled for insulation
purposes, see that the proper amount of oil is put into them
before test. During the test the tanks and receptacles must
be carefully inspected for oil leakage, due to blow holes in

castings, oil plugs, oil gauges, or due to siphoning through the
leads. Adjustments of springs, weights, contacts, gauges and
air gap clearances must be made before testing, so far as is

practicable. No metallic particles must be allowed to drop or
be thrown into transformers, regulators, etc., during test;

otherwise breakdowns of insulation may result.

When testing stationary apparatus, it is rarely possible to
tell from inspection whether the apparatus is alive or not.

Hence there is all the more reason, on high voltage apparatus,
to make use of signs and barriers, to eliminate danger and pre-
vent shocks.



RECORD OF TESTS
For the purpose of recording the results of standard tests,

various Testing Records are used to suit the different classes

of apparatus. Before a standard test is made, the tester must
provide himself with one of the Testing Records. He should
immediately fill in all blanks and headmgs, with all the data
concerning the machine which can be entered before the test

is started. All entries must be made at once upon the Testing
Record and never on "scrap paper." These Testing Records
(which should contain all the results of the standard test)

must be checked at the conclusion of the test, by the Head of

Section in charge, to insure consistency of readings and that
full and complete explanations have been made concerning the
machine under test.

The completeness of these records is of the greatest import"
ance, since they are used when passing the machine for ship-

ment and are finally filed in the Data Department, where they
are accessible for reference for the Designing Engineer and
others who desire to know the characteristics of the particular

machine. It is, therefore, necessary to make accurate, neat
and orderly entries on the Testing Record, and supplement
them with sufficient data to fully inform any one who has not
personally taken part in the test. Then, if reference is made to

them afterwards, no question can arise as to the meaning of

any of the readings or observations made.

In general, the Testing Record is intended to be a complete
and accurate history of the individual machine while in test

and, therefore, every effort must be made to carry out this

idea.

Special tests must be recorded on special Record Sheets.

As these tests are special and often involve new or peculiar

conditions, careful notes and explanations, with diagrams if

necessary, should be entered to make the conditions under
which the test was conducted clear.

The date of making the test, together with the name of the
individual making it must always be recorded on all Testing
Records and Record Sheets. In addition, whenever exhibition
tests are made for our own Engineers, or for Custorrer's Engineers
the Record Sheet must give the names of the Engineers who
witness the test. Records of tests taken under the direction
of a customer's Engineer must be plainly marked so that
they may be distinguished from any other tests which may be
taken upon the machine. It is frequently necessary to furnish
the customer with "certified copies" of tests in lieu of his

sending an Engineer to witness the tests and check up the
guarantees. Wherever engineering instructions request "certi-

fied copies" of the test, all the necessary tests and information
must be recorded on the Record Sheet so that " certified copies"
can be made, demonstrating that all guarantees have been
met.
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When tests have been finished, all records in reference to
them are sent to the Calculating Room, and such calculations
made as required. Curves showing the characteristics of machines
are plotted and filed with the corresponding Record Sheet. It

is the function of the Calculating Room to also check up results

of the Testing Records with those of duplicate machines already
shipped; . and, where necessary, to refer Testing Records on
newly designed machines to the Engineering Department for

their approval before passing the machine for shipment. As
soon as the Calculating Room is assured that the test proves
that a given piece of apparatus is satisfactory and has the
characteristics required for our guarantees, it approves the
Testing Record and the machine is listed on the "Daily Test
Report."

The "Test Report" is issued daily, copies being sent to all

parties interested in the shipment of the machine. It is the offi-

cial notification that the apparatus is satisfactory in all re-

spects and may be shipped.
The majority of apparatus tested is listed upon this "Test

Report." Certain small mechanisms and parts which only
require a slight electrical test are passed for shipment, bearing
the Testing Department stamp only, to show that they have
been officially tested.

Since the system of passing apparatus is largely founded
on the test records, it is essential that these records be com-
plete in every detail.



METHOD OF CONDUCTING STANDARD TESTS

In the manufacture of armatures and fields for electrical

apparatus, many of the "faults and weaknesses" of material
and errors of workmen can be disclosed by what may be termed
"stationary testing." Faults and weaknesses may arise as
follows: Through a wrong application of insulation, or through
mechanical faults in it. fhe use of wrong material for con-
ductors, leads, etc. Wrong assembly or connections—workmen's
mistakes.

Direct current armatures are tested for grounds, short cir-

cuits, open circuits, and high resistance joints before being
sent to the Testing Department. In testing for grounds a
high potential is applied between winding and core; the potential
depending upon' the class of apparatus tested. When a ground
develops in test it can usually be located by smoking the insula-
tion at the breakdown point.

^ -0-T±

Fig. 30

TESTIHG FOR GROUNDS

If a low resistance ground has developed it may be quickly
and accvirately located by the following method : A low voltage
current is passed through the armature winding from a com-
mutator bar to the one adjacent to it, which is sufficient to

give a readable deflection on a galvanometer or millivoltmeter
(as shown in Fig. 30). A line is connected to a galvanometer
to ground, the other galvanometer connection being placed
on one of the commutator bars. Then pass the supply and
galvanometer leads from segment to segment, until a full

deflection is obtained and zero reading when the leads are
moved one segment further. The grounded coil then lies

between the bars, for which full deflection was obtained.
A bar to bar test is usually made to disclose short circuits,

open circuits, and other similar faults. For this test the wind-
ings connected to two adjacent commutator segments have
their resistance measured by the "drop of potential method,"
as indicated in Fig. 31. Storage batteries should be used and
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a special electro-magnetic d'Arsonval galvanometer. With this
arrangement readings can be obtained rapidly, as the instrument
is "dead beat."

Measuring the ohmic resistance of the winding will some-
times reveal a wrong connection, which, on a bar to bar measure-
ment, would give a uniform deflection all around the commutator.
Series or wave windings may sometimes have all the conductors
joined in series, but in the wrong order, so that the armature
is inoperative. In the case of multiple or lap windings, double,
triple or even quadruple spiral re-entrant windings are possible,
whereas a single spiral is required. In taking a resistance
measurement for brush to brush or a running resistance of
the armature, see that the measurement is made from the
proper commutator segments. For multiple or lap windings,
the resistance measured from diametrically oppo.site points
divided by half the number of poles squared will give the true
running resistance, while with a series or wave winding the
resistance should always be taken at points 180 electrical degrees
apart. For example, take a four-pole armature with a lap
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Fig. 31

TESTING FOR OPEN CIRCUIT

winding and 360 commutator segments. This should have
its resistance measured between bars No. 1 and No. 181. The
resistance divided by four will give the running resistance.
With a wave winding on the same armature, the resistance
measurement should be taken between bars No. 1 and No. 91,
this resistance being the true running resistance.

Alternating current armatures and fields are similarly tested
for grounds, short circuits, open circuits, wrong connections,
polarity, etc. In testing for grounds the same methods and
similar apparatus are used as for direct current machines,
except that with alternating current, the voltages generated
and used are usually higher and, consequently, the testing
voltages are correspondingly higher and greater care must be
taken in testing. All high potential tests must be made with
carefully calibrated electrostatic voltmeters that have been
checked with a spark gap. The testing equipment should be
as near the apparatus as possible, since the additional capacity
of testing lines may raise the voltage at the receiving end much
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above that at the generating end. Unless this precaution is

taken, excessive voltages may be applied which may damage
the insulation. In case a ground develops a resistance measure-
ment will generally locate the point at which it occurs, unless
each phase has two or more multiple circuits. In the latter

case it may be more readily located by opening one or more
cable joints and separating the circuits.

A measurement may then be taken in the following manner:
First, measure the resistance of the grounded circuit or phase.
Second, measure the resistance to ground by connecting one
line to ground. Third, measure the other end of the resistance

to ground, by connecting one measuring line at the other ter-

minal of the phase and one to ground. If all measurements
have been accurately made the sum of the second and third
will be equal to the first, and the location of the ground will

be as far from one terminal, as the measured resistance from
that terminal to ground is of the total resistance of the circuit.

This test is shown in Fig. 32, which represents a single

circuit, or phase, of an alternating current machine, with a
ground as shown. If the resistance between A and B is

one ohm, between A and G .35 ohms and between B and G .65

z\ z\ z^ z}^ /^ ^ zk zl^ 2!^ id-

Fig. 32

TEST FOR GROUNDS ON AN A.C. ARMATURE

ohms, the location of the ground is 35/100 of the distance

between A and B, from A. As 10 coils are in the circuit the

measurements show that the fourth coil is grounded, counting
from A.

In the case of an alternating current winding the ohmic
resistance measurement will not always detect a wrong con-

nection, such as a reversed coil, pole section, or phase; since,

although the copper resistance would be measured correctly

the total winding might be partly reversed and, therefore,

inoperative. Such faults may be discovered by a polarity or

impedance test, with alternating current. For this purpose a

single-phase current can be used, since a reading may be taken
on the different circuits, or between pairs of terminals succes-

sively by shifting the testing lines vmtil the whole windings
have been tested.

Short circuited coils on moderate size machines can be
readily tested by u,sing a wound electro-magnetic yoke excited

with alternating current. This yoke is dropped over a portion
of the armature coil after the coils have been ]jlaced in their

slots. The yoke and armature form tin alternating current
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transformer, with the yoke winding as primary, and the arma-
ture coil as secondary. If there is a short circuited turn, layer
or coil in the armature, the magnetizing current in the yoke
winding rises. If the current is maintained a short time, the
insulation on the short circuited section will warm up appreci-
ably, or burn sufficiently to indicate the defective coil.

On larger size alternator armatures, tests may be made for
short circuits by passing alternating current through the
armature coil itself. In this case it is usually necessary to
increase the reactance of the coil by placing a magnetic bridge
over its armature slots after it has been assembled in the core.

The above tests may be made with the apparatus at rest.

The Armature Department, therefore, uses them for detecting
faults and correcting them before delivering the parts to the
Testing Department. These faults can be more readily cor-

rected when apparatus is being wound, with a saving resulting
in time and cost. It is, however, sometimes necessary to test

by these methods, after apparatus has been received in the
Testing Department, in order to locate faults which have
developed later.

Practically all direct current machines are delivered to
the Testing Department unassembled, with the exception of

railway motors and some government rcotors. As the armature
field frame, field spools and fittings for the machine are delivered
separately direct from the shops in which they are built, the
complete assembly is done in the Testing Department to pre-
pare for testing and subsequent shipment.

To assemble a machine, first mount the field spools upon
the frame, and connect them, in accordance with the con-
nection print, which is furnished for each machine. As soon
as this is done, and before the frame is takeii from the spool
assembly stand, test the windings electrically for resistance
and high potential. Also test for polarity of the poles by
exciting the field coils. These tests check the assembly of

spools and test their position upon the frame. In testing
field coils for polarity, all field windings must be tested sepa-
rately to ascertain if the series, shunt, and coramutating pole
windings are wound and assembled so as to give the required
polarity. Polarity may be tested by the use of a compass;
in this case the compass must not be carried too near to the pole,

otherwise it may be demagnetized, or even reversed. To test

for. opposite polarity of alternate poles, bridge two pole tips

with a piece of soft.iron. If the polarity of the poles differ the
piece will be strongly attracted, whereas if the poles are of the
same polarity much less attraction will be exerted.

Drop on Spools

With a given current flowing through the field, the difference

between the voltage drop on the spool having the highest and
the one having the lowest resistance must not be more than 9

per cent, on direct current and 14 per cent, on alternating cur-

rent machines, using the average drop as the base. If the drop
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is greater the matter should be referred to the office for in-

structions. The field spools for alternating current apparatus
are assembled on the field spider in the Armature Department;
hence, it is only necessary to take a resistance measurement
per spool before using them for a test. In recording the drop
on spools, they must be numbered in a clockwise direction be-

ginning at the spool next to the opening in the shunt field when
facing the commutator. Whilst testing a machine a very careful
record must be kept of all winding resistances. Many armatures
when delivered to test are fitted with equalizing rings, which
make it impossible to obtain the true armature resistance.

The Armature Department's tag, attached to the armatures
when received in the Testing Department, gives armature
resistance, which was obtained before the connection of the
equalizing rings. The tester must, therefore, record the Armature
Department's measurement of resistance on the Testing Record.

Resistance

The armatxire resistance is rarely measured in the Testing
Department. Such cases are specified when required. The
shunt field resistance is obtained by the "drop method," using
an ammeter and voltmeter. This measurement is required on
each machine before a test is started. For measuring the
series field resistance a special galvanometer measuring set must
be used, with which the various testing sections are provided.
As a considerable amount of the resistance of a series field may
consist of the contact resistances between the spools, all con-
nections must be carefully cleaned and clamped tightly together,
before taking the resistance.

Insulation Resistance

A measurement of the insulation resistance is occasionally
taken upon direct current machines and alternators. The
Government requires this measurement in most cases. An
insulation resistance measurement is frequently taken on
alternators of 2.300 volts and above. On commercial apparatus
generally, the measurement of insulation resistance, however,
is unnecessary, since the materials used have ample dielectric

strength and the slight leakage which a low insulation resist-

ance would indicate is unimportant.

Air Gap
The measurement of air gaps is important on all apparatus.

Air gaps on direct current machines are measured in the follow-
ing manner: With the armature stationary, the gap should be
measured at both the commutator and pulley ends, the measuring
scale being inserted under each pole tip, without including the
chamfer of the tip. A mark should then be placed on the
armature circumference under a given pole and the armature
revolved through one pole span. The air gap measurement
should be taken under every pole tip at the commutator end.
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The first set of measurements are known as the "stationary
gap"; the second set as the "revolving gap."

An eccentricity test of the armature is made by marking
a point on one pole piece and measuring the air gap betvsreen
this point and several equally space points around the surface
of the armature punchings. These readings at once show if

the armature is eccentric. If the eccentricity is large the matter
should immediately be reported to the office.

The maximum air gap on direct current machines, when
measured from iron to iron, should not differ from the minimum
air gap by more than 15 per cent, of the average measure-
ment, and not more than 20 per cent, when measured from the
armature binding wire to the iron of pole piece.

On commutating pole machines the air gap measurement is

taken under the center of the comrautating pole. It is also
necessary to measure the distance between the tip of each corn-
mutating pole and the adjacent tip of the main pole. The
maximum allowable variation in this measurement is 3/32 in.

Should this amount be exceeded the matter should be referred
to the office for instructions before proceeding with the test.

Air gap measurements are taken on alternating current
machines with the revolving field stationary, and also by
revolving it in a similar manner to that given above for "station-
ary" and "revolving gap" on direct current machines, except
that the air gap measurement on A.C. machines is taken at
the center of the pole piece both on the front and back ends.
In measuring the "revolving gap" it is not necessary to take
the air gap measurement under each pole. The measurement
need only be taken at points spaced 45 mechanical degrees
apart. That is, eight (8) sets of measurements are required
for the "revolving gap."

Since the air gaps of induction motors are small, and since

a uniform gap is important, they are measured by special

gauges provided for that purpose. In using these gauges they
are passed completely through the motor air gap from end to
end of the punchings. This gap measurement is taken at sev-
eral points about the circumference of the rotor with it station-

ary and revolving in a similar manner to that indicated above.
Testing instructions which are issued from the office, in

the case of special machines, give the length of air gap required
for a particular machine, hence the length of air gap measured
should be checked against this information. If discrepancies
exist, the matter should be immediately referred for instruc-
tions, before starting the machine for test. When air gap
measurements are made, a critical inspection should be made
of the clearance between the rotor and windings or other parts,

to insure that it is sufficient to allow the machine to operate
without any surfaces striking or rubbing together. This may
occur if the windings project unnecessarily and in no case must
clearances be so small as to be unsafe. Should such cases

occur, the trouble must be corrected and the proper clearances
obtained before the machine is started for test.
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Before starting a machine for the first time, the tester

must follow the instructions given in pages 65 to 78, in refer-

ence to the mechanical and electrical conditions, the wiring
of the various circuits, lubrication, installation, etc. The
belt lacings must be watched to prevent them opening during
test. Pulleys must be inspected by the regularly appointed
Pulley Inspector to make sure they are securely fastened on
the shaft and that they are mechanically strong. All keys,
set screws, or other rotating parts which may catch in the
clothing, or injure others must be properly protected. All

keyways must be provided with covers or guards. All shafts
carrying one-half of a solid coupling must have that part boxed
in, so that workmen may not come in contact with the sharp
edges which usually exist. No loose particles must be allowed
inside any rotating or stationary parts.

If a machine has been standing for any length of time,

before it is started again the same precautions must be observed.
These points are strongly emphasized in reference to all ver-

tical apparatus, where the danger of dropping things into a
machine, while running, or of workmen leaving tools in danger-
ous places on or about the machine is very much greater than
with horizontal apparatus.

When apparatus is first started it should be brought to

speed very slowly and carefully watched to see that every-
thing is correct as the speed increases to normal value. Reliable
tachometers, or speed indicating devices must be used in starting

to prevent a dangerous increase of speed. Oil rings must be
examined at slow speed to see if they are carrying sufficient

oil to the bearings. In the majority of cases, oil rings should
turn when machine is running at i speed, and properly lubricate

the bearings.
The balance of the rotating parts should be carefully noted

until the machine has reached its normal rated speed. If the

apparatus does not run without vibration the matter should
be reported as a defect. The vibration must be remedied
before the test proceeds. Vibration due to the running of the

machine may indicate lack of balance, whereas it may be really

due to improper alignment, or to springing of the shaft. When
unbalancing occurs in operating machines running above 1200
r.p.m. correction must be made by dynamic balancing. This
method will be described later.

Saturation

In order to ascertain the characteristics of the magnetic
circuit, a test known as "saturation" is made. The character-
istic curve may be obtained by any of the following methods;
"generator saturation", "motor saturation," and "ballistic

saturation."
The test usually made is "generator saturation." To

obtain a saturation curve by this method, the machine is driven
as a generator, preferably at constant speed. If, however,
a set of readings is known for one speed, they can be obtained
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for any other by direct proportion. Hence a saturation curve
taken at any constant speed at once gives the saturation curve
at any other speed. The brushes of direct c^irrent machines
should always be set on the neutral point when taking a no-
load saturation.

In taking a saturation curve on polyphase alternating cur-
rent generators, a reading of the voltage across each phase
must be taken at normal field current, to see if the phases
are properly balanced. If they do not balance, they must be
made to do so. On Rotary Converters careful readings should
be taken of the direct current voltage, as well as the alternating
current voltage between all phases with the field excitation
giving normal voltage. The phase voltages must be also

closely balanced.
The usual method of taking a generator saturation cur%'e

is to hold the speed constant, and then increase the field current
step by step until at least 125 per cent, of the normal voltage
of the machine is reached, taking readings at each step simulta-
neously, of volts armature, volts field, and amperes field. After
reaching the maximum value of the field current, without open-
ing the field, reduce the current gradually in four or five steps,

and again take readings to determine the value of the residual
magnetism at various points along the curve. Special care
should be taken to insure accurate readings at and above normal
voltage, since with alternating current generators, this is the
portion of the curve used for calculating the regulation under
load. Whenever saturation curves are taken, a record of the
air gap from iron to iron should be made upon the record sheet,

together .with the armature and field specifications.

Motor Saturation

When it is inconvenient or impossible to drive the machine
as a generator, a "motor saturation" may be made. In this case

the machine is operated as a free running motor. The driving

power must be furnished from ei variable voltage circuit. A
certain voltage is impressed upon the armature and the motor
field weakened or increased in the case of direct current machines
to give normal speed, and a record made of the volts armature,
amperes armature, amperes field, volts field, and speed. The
starting voltage should be at least 50 per cent, lower than
the normal voltage of the apparatus. The appUed voltage

at the armature should be increased by steps to 25 per cent.

above normal value, and the field increased correspondingly

to keep the speed constant, the same readings being recorded

at the various steps as before. Readings should also be taken
at three or four points, as the impressed voltage and field current

is lowered to approximately the value at the beginning of the

test.

Care should be taken when testing direct current apparatus,

as unstable electrical conditions may develop, and excessive

speeds result. The circuit breaker in the armature circuit of

the motor driving the machine must, therefore, be accessible

to the tester reading the speed.
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On alternating current apparatus, the machine is run as

a motor and the impressed voltage varied as already described.

The speed is independent of the motor field in this case, and
instead of regulating the motor field for speed it should be
regulated to give minimum input current at each voltage.

Readings should be taken of voltage impressed, amperes arma-
ture, amperes field, and volts field. With Induction Motors it is

only necessary to impress variable voltages at constant fre-

quency and record readings of volts armature, impressed
amperes armature, and speed.
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it is desirable to test for saturation without the delay and
expense of setting up and operating the machine. In this
case a test known as

'

' ballistic saturation
'

' can be used, obtained
as follows: •

First, a machine of given armature winding, armature
core, and field structure is operated for a running saturation
test as already described. The machine is then shut down and
its brushes shifted 90 electrical degrees from their no-load
neutral position when the machine is running. The shunt
field of the machine is wired to a source of excitation and pro-
vided with a field reversing switch so that the field circuit
may be quickly opened and reversed. This permits of the '

field current being interrupted at any value, quickly reversed,
and allowed to rise to the same value again. Leads from a
ballistic galvanometer are then connected to the armature
directly under the center of the brushes of two adjacent studs,
all other brushes being removed. The galvanometer circuit

should have a resistance such that the voltage induced in the
armature, when the field is broken at a maximum current
value and reversed, is just sufficient to give the maximum
scale deflection on the ballistic galvanometer.

A ballistic curve may be then obtained, from which the
running saturation curve can be readily obtained. Galvanom-
eter readings are taken at a number of field current values as
in the running saturation tests. The magnetic flux due to
each current value is proportional to the induced voltage in

the armature when the field is broken and reversed by means
of the reversing switch. Hence, if the galvanometer deflection
is plotted as ordinate with the field current values, a curve
similar to the running saturation curve will be obtained, which
bears a definite relation to it, depending upon the armature
windings, leakage coefficient, galvanometer constant and resist-

ance of the galvanometer circuit. Before taking galvanometer
readings at a given field current value, the field current should
be reversed one or more times in order to obtain the same
magnetic conditions as were obtained in the running saturation
curve. Unless this precaution is observed, the saturation
curve deduced will not agree closely with the running satura-
tion test of the same machine.

The running saturation for any machine may be calculated
from the machine constants, and this test without furtherinforma-
tion. Such a calculation is somewhat involved, however, and
uncertain. It is best to take the ratio of the galvanometer
deflection for a given field current to the armature voltage
generated when the machine is running at normal speed with
the same field current for excitation. This ratio will hold
with sufficient accuracy for all practical purposes throughout
the ballistic test and hence allow of a ready determination of

a running saturation curve being obtained on any duplicate
machine as regards armature winding and core, and field struc-

ture. This method may be used to great advantage to check
up individual standard machines, and insure that the magnetic
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circuit and windings are correct. Similar machines should be
tested using the same galvanometer and resistance values.

Much time and expense can be saved by using this method,
when the erection of the machine in the testing stand requires
considerable labor. To obtain the ballistic curve, the armature
need only be wedged central with the field bore by wooden or
composition wedges to obtain a uniform air gap. Fig. 34 shows
the results of a ballistic test and running saturation test, plotted
on the same sheet.
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They must have their normal tension and the commutator
must be clean, so that the normal operating commutator and
brush friction values are obtained. This test, wherever pos-
sible, should be made after all the others have been finished,
in order to have a glossy commutator with its surface in good
operating condition. The driving power should be supplied
from a variable voltage circuit that is not subject to sudden
fluctuation. Since the power input required to drive the machine
running free as a motor must be obtained, its value must not
be read when the rotating parts are either acceleratmg or
decelerating. A steady voltage must be kept on the armature
and the field current must have a constant value.

When "running light" tests are made on direct current
generators, the observations must be made with full load field

flux. The potential applied to the armature must be equal
to the normal rated voltage of the generator increased by the
IR drop in the armature at full load. With this voltage im-
pressed, the field current is varied until normal speed is obtained,
when careful readings must be made of armature current,
armature voltage, field current, field voltage and speed.

If the machine in test is a direct current motor, the voltage
applied to the armature should be equal to the normal rated
voltage of the motor, less the IR drop in the armature under
full load. The field current is then adjusted to give normal
speed and electrical and speed readings taken, as outlined
above for direct current generators.

The power supplied to machines running free will equal
that absorbed in bearing friction, brush friction, windage,
and core loss, when the armature I-R losses have been sub-
tracted.

In making records of these tests, the Testing Record must
clearly show whether the running light current consists
of the armature current plus the shunt field current, or whether
it is the armature current alone. To check this point, open
the armature circuit with the shunt field circuit closed, and
note whether any current is indicated on the ammeter, reading
the power supplied. If no current is indicated, the reading
indicates the armature current alone, otherwise, the running
light current is equal to the sum of the armature and field

currents. To obtain "Running light" core lo.ss tests, only a
single field winding must be used for excitation; this must be
a shunt field winding.

In order to obtain running light core loss upon alternating
synchronous machines (in which class Rotary Converters are
not included as the core loss test on these machines is similar

to that on direct current machines), they should be operated
as synchronous motors at the proper frequency and rated
voltage. For the best results, both frequency and voltage
must have a steady value.

With normal voltage on the armature, the direct current
field should then be varied until minimum armature current
is obtained. Readings should then be taken of amperes and
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volts of all the phases. At minimum input current unity
power factor is obtained and, therefore, the power to drive such
machines will be the volt ampere input. Wattmeters may
be used in addition to check the volt ampere readings. This
measurement includes friction and windage losses, together
with open circuit core loss, plus the PR loss in the armature.
If the value of the core loss need not be separated from the
other losses, the test is useful for checking up full load efficien-

cies. For direct current apparatus this test is obtained quickly
and at less expense than by other more elaborate methods,
and the results are just as accurate and satisfactory.

Belted Core Loss

The "belted core loss" method separates the core loss

from the bearing friction, brush friction, and windage. A
small direct current motor is used to drive the machine under
test as a, generator at its rated speed. A belt drive between
these machines is most commonly used. However, wherever
great accuracy or a high speed is necessary, direct driving by a

coupling is often used.

The driving motor for this test must be carefully chosen. It

must be operated through the range of load required for the
core loss test with good commutation and with a fixed setting

of the brushes. Ordinarily a safe rule to follow is that the
motor should be approximately 10 per cent, of the capacity
of the machine under test. The maximum load which this

motor should carry with the heaviest field on the machine
under test should not exceed 50 per cent, of its normal rated
capacity. The driving motor should be operated as nearly
as possible at its rated speed and field strength. The brushes
should be carefully set at the best position for good commuta-
tion at all the loads required by the test. The commutator
surface should be in first class condition.

The weight and width of the belt must be selected to give

minimum loss. When testing motor-generator sets, rotary
converters, and apparatus that do not use belts, the tension
of the belt must be kept as low as practicable, so that the bear-
ing friction is not increased due to the belt pull. Endless belts

should be used in preference to laced belts.

The driving motor must be wired so that readings may
be taken of amperes . armature, volts 'armature, amperes field,

and speed. A reading should be taken on the motor correspond-
ing to normal speed of the machine under test. The machine
under test should be wired with its field separately excited
and provision made for reading amperes field, volts field,

and volts armature. Careful resistance measurements must
be made, previous to starting the test, of the armature of the
driving motor.

The test is then carried out, as follows: The field of the
driving motor is adjusted to about normal value and excited
from a source of constant voltage so that its value may be
held constant throughout the test. The speed of the driving
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motor is regulated by varying the voltage applied to its armature
terminals. First, run the driving motor and the machine under
test a sufficient length of time to allow the friction to reach a
constant value. This will be obtained when the input on the
driving motor becomes constant when driving the machine under
test without any field excitation. Careful readings should then
be taken first of the input to the driving motor with the machine
under test unexcited and all brushes down on the commutator.
Following this reading, a. second should be taken with all brushes
raised from the commutator of the machine under test. The
difference between these two sets of readings will give the
brush friction on the machine receiving test. Starting with
the zero field on the machine under test, observations of the
input to the driving motor should be made at various values



with the brushes resting on the commutator, and with the
set of readings giving the brush friction.

The tester should check these values, one against the other,
to see that they are consistent before turning in the results
of the test. To check the results of the core loss as the test
proceeds, the power input to the driving motor required by
the core loss at a given excitation should be plotted against
volts armature generated. This should give a curve similar
to Fig. 35. If a satisfactory curve is obtained, the driving
motor can be unbelted and a running free reading taken upon
it, holding the same amperes field as were used during the test.
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of shunt and series field spools; number and width of commutator
bars; size and material of brushes; number of studs and brushes
per jtud; brush pressure per brush; rating of driving motor
together with its armatvire and frame number; and the type
and rating and number of the machine under test. On series
motors core loss tests should be taken at several different speeds
covering the range of the speed curve. The method used is

identical with that described above, and will be considered in
connection with railway and series motor tests.

Synchronous alternating machines generally have loss
measurements taken as outlined above on open circuit and also
with the armature of the machine under test short circuited.
In the latter case, the increase in power supplied by the driving
motor over that required by the friction loss is plotted as ordinate
against the amperes armature as abscissae, or the open circuited
armature voltage due to a given excitation. A curve is obtained
similar in character to the open circuited core loss curve. Such
test is commonl}^ known as "short circuited core loss." Fig.

36 shows the results of such test after all correction factors
have been applied. In making this test careful measurements
must be made of the resistance of the short circuited armature
circuit including all leads, before and after the test, since
to obtain the true short circuited core loss, the I^R loss must
be subtracted. Observations should be made with the short
circuited armature current at least L'OO per cent, of its normal
full load current.

Deceleration Core Loss

It is often necessary to determine the core loss friction

and windage losses of large machines when it is impracticable
to employ the "belted core loss" method. The "running
light" reading alone does not allow the separation of the core
loss from friction and windage. A method known as the
"deceleration core loss" is used for this purpose. Such tests

are employed regularly on turbine-driven units, and it is very
convenient to use them in connection with certain vertical
waterwheel-driven generators, and other exceptionally large
horizontal alternators and direct current machines with a
considerable fly-wheel capacity.

A running light reading at normal speed and normal voltage
should be taken to give the driving power necessary under
that condition. Where this is not practicable, the moment
of inertia of the rotating part must be known. This can be
very accurately calculated for the majority of machines from
their mechanical dimensions, as given by the working drawings.
The test is as follows: First drive the machine with no field

at a little above normal speed, and then suddenly cut off the
driving power and observe the deceleration, then do the same
thing with full field on the machine. In the first case the decelera-
tion is due to the retarding force—is due to friction and windage,
in the second case due to these factors plus core loss. Readings
of the sfjeed of the rotating parts should be taken at sufficiently
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frequent intervals to obtain a uniform and reliable curve.

A set of these curves is shown in Figs. 37 and .38. With the
aid of these curves together with a "running light" test, or

a calculation of the kinetic energy of the rotating parts, a
determination of the value of the core loss, and also of the
friction and windage, is readily made. The following is a brief

derivation of the formulcE used in calculating such results by
either method.
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E = kinetic energy at speed 5 and time T
E, =

' " 5, " " r,
E, =" " 5., " ' r.

Then
E, + E,

2== average kinetic energy from T, to T.^

The kinetic energy of a rotating body at any instant
is equal to i Mv^

h Mv' =^ z'-= — {ra)Y where a)= ,._
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If Tj and T, are respectively the times at which the speeds
S, and S^ occur with no field on the machine, then kw.
. ,, . 2308 Wr^ (V-S/)m this case=30^—^---^-

The kw. core loss is then the difference between the kws.
obtained by the formula given above.

If the kw. running light has been obtained, kw. running
2308 Wr- (5,^ - S,=) Wr' (5,= - S,')

Therefore PFr-^
^^'

"^""f^g
'^ĝ ,/^'- " ^'^

Also kw. friction = - =^

—

^
'

Or substituting for 11
V-

T —T
Kw. friction = =,^— 'Xkw. running light.

Hence knowing "running light," the friction can be cal-

culated and the core loss separated from the "running light."

With "deceleration core loss" records, the same data must
be entered upon the record sheets that are required in con-
nection with the "belted core loss" method. Calculation Sheets
2 and 3 show the standard method of calculating test results,

open circuited and short circuited, taken by the "belted core

loss" method. Calculation Sheet 4 shows the method employed
in calculating results of " deceleration core loss " either by using
the value of the moment of inertia or rotating parts, or "run-
ning light" test. For Calculation Sheets see pages 39.5 to 411.

Field Compounding
Field compounding tests give the additional ampere turns

field necessary to overcome armature reaction and IR drop in

a machine from no load to full load. The test is made by sepa-

rately exciting the field of the machine under test, in order to

hold the voltage at its terminals constant as the load is increased
from no load to full load. Readings of amperes field, volts

field, amperes armature, volts armature and speed are taken at

no load and at least three intermediate points between no
load and rated load. It is generally required, and usually
advisable, to take an observation at 25 per cent, overload,
if the power is available. All readings should be made with
a rising field current. On polyphase apparatus the phases
should be loaded equally so that their currents will be properly
balanced. Fig. 39 shows a curve of field compounding in which
is plotted amperes field or ampere turns as ordinates and amperes
armature as abscissa. See Calculation Sheet No. 5.

Maximum Output

The maximum output of direct current compound wound
generators is dependent upon their commutation, or heating
limitations, hence, the maximum output test on .these machines
is usually a commutation test, which will be described later.
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As in shunt wound generators the voltage falls with the load at
constant field excitation, the maximum ouput is not always
limited by commutation. It is not usual to make maximum
output tests, however, on the above machines, since they
possess little practical interest.

In the case of Induction Motors, the maximum output, or
breakdown point, is a matter of considerable importance. If
sufficient power is available, the motor is loaded in successive
steps, beginning at zero load up to the breakdown point. During
this test readings of volts armature, amperes armature, speed,
and motor output are taken and plotted. It is essential that
the voltage and frequency of the power circuit from which
the motor is operating be held constant. It is also important
that readings be taken quickly at overload currents, and that
the motor be allowed to cool between such readings, or it will
overheat. Where sufficient power is not available to take a
breakdown test with normal voltage impressed on the armature
of the motor, a voltage considerably below normal is used, viz:

^-'e

t
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Fig. 39

FIELD COMPOUNDING CURVES ON A 150 KW., 250 VOLT, 225 R.P.M.

6 POLE D.C. GENERATOR (6 BAR BRUSH SHIFT)

i, J, or eveh \ voltage. It is then necessary to calculate the
full voltage results from those obtained at the lower voltages.
This may be done by increasing the power output proportionally
to the square of the ratio of normal voltage to the lower voltage.

All maximum output tests on synchronous motors, unless
stated to the contrary, should be made with a field excitation
giving minimum input armature current for a given load.

Readings must, therefore, be taken of volts armature, amperes
armature, amperes field Jand volts field with various loads
from no load to that loadjwhich will cause the motor to break
from synchronism, adjusting the field strength for each reading
to give minimum input. The speed of a synchronous motor
will be constant until the point of breakdown is reached,
.whereas that of an induction motor will decrease from no
load to the breakdown point.

In case sufficient power is not available to make a maximum
output test upon a synchronous motor at its normal rated
voltage, its voltage may be reduced below normal, as described
for Induction Motors. If the minimum input is obtained when
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the readings are taken, the output of the motor at normal
voltage may be determined in the manner described for Induc-
tion Motors.

The wiring for this test must be arranged so that the arma-
ture circuit of the motor can be opened immediately when it

breaks from synchronism.

BALANCE OF ROTATING PARTS
Static Balance

Rotating parts are usually balanced by putting them on
a shaft and laying the shaft on two parallel rails called balance
ways. The balance ways must be carefully leveled and well

supported to jjrevent deflection from the weight of the piece
balanced. After the correct amount of balance weight has
been determined, a suitabty formed piece is made and securely
fastened to the inside of the rim, or at a point at the same
distance from the center as that at which the temporary weights
were supported. The weights should be so fastened that they
will not produce a shearing stress on the bolt or other fastening
holding them in place. In revolving fields the weight should
be placed on the inside of the rim. In this case the bolt has
only to keep the weight from falling out when the machine is

at rest.

On D.C. armatures pockets are generally provided into

which melted lead is poured and hammered into place.

On slow speed machines it is not necessary to get accurate
balance, especially on heavy fields. On a 2000 or 3000 kw.
field running about 120 r.p.m. an unbalanced weight of 50 lbs.

would probably not be noticed. Vertical machines must be
more accurately balanced than horizontal ones.

Kinetic Balance

A field with good static balance will not necessarily be in

good balance when running. It is often necessary to rebalance
a rotor kinetically after the machine is assembled.

To roughly locate the position proper for balancing, hold a

pencil or chalk so that the high side of the shaft strikes it as

the shaft revolves at normal speed. On a rigid shaft this mark
will indicate the heavy side, but on a flexible shaft it will prob-
ably show the light side of the rotating part. Put some weight
on the side opposite the mark and try again. If the balance is

better, the weight is in the proper place and the mark will

be found to extend farther around the shaft, if the balance
is worse, the weight is on the wrong side. If the mark is

found to have moved, weight should be added at the new
point. If the mark is found on jiist the opposite side, too

much weight has been added.
The shaft must be straight before any balancing is done.

This can be determined by holding a pointer or pencil to the
shaft and revolving the shaft .slowly. If the pointer touches all

points, the shaft is straight and the work of balancing may
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proceed. If it does not touch all around, the shaft is sprung
and must be straightened before the rotor is balanced. On
very heavy rotors it is not possible to balance them statically

as a whole, because their weight will press the shaft sufficiently
into the ways to prevent the rotor from taking its natural
position. In this case the parts are balanced separately as
carefully as possible and the whole is afterwards kinetically
balanced, if necessary.

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS DURING OPERATION
THE REPORTING AND CORRECTION OF DEFECTS
In all Testing Records a number of questions are given

concerning the operation and condition of the machine during
the test, which should be intelligently answered by the men
conducting the test,

A close watch should be made for undue heating of bearings.
While running under load, no bearing should rise more than 40°C.
above the room temperat^ire. In case such a rise occurs, the
bearing should be scraped and the test repeated. Any machine
showing a bearing temperature rise of L.'.5°, during an equivalent
load run, shotild have the run continued till bearing tempera-
tures are practically constant, unless the temperature con-
tinues to rise rapidly. In any case notes should be made if

the bearing temperatures rise above these limits and the matter
should be reported to the department office.

A record should be made of any oil throwing or leakage
during test, and the matter reported at once. In the case of

oil throwing on D.C. machines, the test should be discontinued
until the defect is remedied.

End play should be tried both with and without field on
the machine. This matter should be recorded on the Record.

Redoweling may be done when the end play is defective.

To do this, the frame is moved away from the side toward which
the rotor is magnetically drawn. In case the frame cannot be
moved enough to correct the end play, owing to insufficient

clearance between the holding down bolts and the holes in the
stator feet, either the holes may be enlarged or the holding
down bolts may be turned smaller in diameter where they go
through the feet. This will not weaken the bolt if it is not
turned smaller in diameter than the diameter of the bolt at

the root of the thread. If a machine is properly leveled the
rotor will revolve without rubbing either oil deflector, when
there is no field on the machine. If, when field is excited, the
rotor pulls parallel to the shaft the field and armature are out
of magnetic balance. Either the rotor may be out of place on
the shaft, or the frame may not be properly located on the
base. Defective end play can be remedied by either moving the
rotor on the shaft or the frame on the base. To correct, it is

generally advisable to move the frame rather than to move the
rotor.

During a heat run, machines set upon shop blocking should
have the blocking and holding down bolts examined at least
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every -4 hours to prevent the machine pulling over. A load

of more than 400 kw. should not be carried by belting unless

special permission has been received from the office.

Any connections not checking with the connection print or

wiring diagram should be reported.

When the air gap is incorrect, the defect may be remedied
by inserting or removing sheet iron shims under the pole pieces

or between the frame feet and the base. Before doing this,

however, the matter should be referred to the office. All shims
should be cut neatly, in order that no change need be made
before the shipment of the machine.

All machines should be carefully watched for any unbalan-
cing or change in alignment. A defect of this nature may appear
after the machine has been running for some time even though
the balance and alignment may have seemed perfect at the

beginning of the run.

Record should be made of binding bands, commutator
shrink ring or any other part running out of true.

Eccentric commutators or commutators with the mica
bridged over by copper, should be reported. Commutators
developing loose bars should be baked by the method mentioned
in connection with making equivalent load tests on D.C.
machines, and the clamping ring tightened at intervals until it

cannot be tightened further. After all tests are made, the

commutator baked and fittings removed any eccentricity or

roughness of surface may be removed by turning. In stoning

a commutator, the stone is fastened in a holder made for this

purpose. Care should be taken that the direction of rotation

of the commutator is away from the operator during the stoning

process. The turning and stoning process is never emplo3'ed
if no eccentricity exists and the commutator surface is in good
condition during the test.

Commutators sometimies become noisy during operation,

due to brush friction. This may be remedied by a slight occas-

sional lubrication of the commutator surface. The noise may
be due to the brushes chattering, in which case no lubrication

must be used, but the defect reported at once. Chattering
may be caused either by poor commutator surface or an improper
setting angle of the brushes.

One or two brushes may glow and become very hot on a

stud carrying a number of brushes, while the other brushes run
cool and without sparking. This is known as selective com-
mutation and is due to difference in brush pressure, composition
or contact resistance which cause some of the brushes to carry

more than their share of the current, thus overheating them and
giving poor commutation. In order to remedy this difficulty,

it is usually necessary to change either the brushes or brush
pressures, or possibly both.

At the same time that the hot resistances and high poten-
tial test is taken, the insulation resistance of the field and
armature should be measured. This test must be made on all

machines built for the Government, turbo-generators, and the
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armatures of A.C. machines having a voltage of 2300 or over.
In case it should be lower than required, due to dampness,
the machine should be baked either by the method described
for making equivalent load tests on large D.C. machines or by
placing the machine in a baking oven.

Collector rings with rough joints, eccentric collector rings
or ones running out of true should be reported at once to the
Department office.

Unless the line circuit of a machine or the circuit supplying
excitation to the fields is grounded, grounds developing in the
armature, fields or fittings during test may not at once become
apparent. During the high potential test any defect of this
nature is readily shown, however, and should be reported at
once in order that repairs may be made immediately.

The spacing and alignment of field poles, especially in the
case of commutating pole machines, should receive the most
careful attention. Poor alignment is usually indicated when
the air gap is measured. On commutating pole machines, the
spacing between the tips of the commutating and main poles
must never vary more than ^ in. Any greater variation should
receive the attention of the Department office.

The checking of polarity at once indicates the reversal of
any field coils.

In three-phase machines the reversal of any phase will

cause a considerable unbalancing in the voltage across phases.
The reversal of one coil will be shown in a similar manner,
but the unbalancing is not so pronounced. In quarter-phase
machines these defects will be shown by the phase rotation
test only. The test of balancing voltage and current and of

phase rotation should, therefore, be carefully taken.
The compounding tests made before the adjustment of

the German silver shunt can be used to locate any series spools
which may be reversed. After adjusting the shunt field to
give normal no-load voltage, full load should be thrown on the
machine. The voltage then should rise above the normal no-
load voltage. If it does not rise but falls with the speed held
constant, the series field is either weak or reversed. If the
whole series field opposes the shunt field, it may be easily

checked by tracing out the direction of the current after it

leaves the armature. All field spools are wound in the same
direction, so that only the general direction around the frame
need be traced. The series field may be wound in an opposite
direction to the shunt field. In this case reverse the series

leads.

Should the machine over compound with the series field in

the reverse direction from the shunt field the test should be
immediately discontinued until the spools are changed. A
report of this defect should be made to the Head of Section.

In locating a reversed series spool it is best to excite the
series field up to 20 per cent, of full load current, then either

try for polarity or take a potential curve using the series field

as a source of excitation. Extremely low voltage will appear on
the jiotential curve both in front -and behind the reversed spool.
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During a test, the armature coils of a machine may have
become short circuited. If the defect is serious, that portion
of the armature will smoke. This, Jiowever, does not often
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The existence cir development of any of these defects musl
be recorded on the Testing Record and reported to the Head
of Section without delay.

In taking phase rotation on A.C. machines a "test motor"
should be used. This "test motor" consists of a bar magnet
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machine the bar magnet will rotate in the same direction as the
rotor of the machine being tested, if the phase rotation is correct.

If it rotates in the opposite direction a phase is reversed for

a quarter-phase machine. In the case of a three-phase machine
either a phase is reversed or the wrong leads have been brought
out. The head end of a machine is the end at which the coil

to coil armature connections are always made.
Figs. 40 and 41 cover every type of standard connection

block and will assist in numbering the machine terminals for

the "test motor." If the block is on the side of the machine
facing the bearing, or on the outside of the frame proper and
at right angles to the shaft, the numbers should read 1-2-3 in

a clockwise direction. If the block is in any other position,

as on the side facing the bearing with the numbers running
radially, or on the frame proper with the numbering parallel

to the shaft, the same sequence of numbers should exist, but
the block has been given a quarter turn in a clockwise direction.

In the case of revolving armatures the numbering is always
from the inside ring toward the outer.

Commutation Tests

The commutation of a machine at all loads should be wit-

nessed by the Head of Section or by one of his assistants; for

new machines or those on which commutation is important the
Designing Engineers should be present. To obtain good com-
mutation, the brushes on generators are shifted forward, on
motors backward, from the mechanical neutral except in the
case of commutating pole machines. The brushes of these
machines must not be shifted without permission from the office.

Brushes on machines without commutating poles are shifted

for full load commutation. This shift must not give a com-
mutation worse than No. 2 at no load. If a poorer commutation
is obtained at full load the matter should be reported at once.

DLC (Commutating pole) machines should not give com-
mutation worse than No. 1| with 150 per cent. load. Other
commutating pole machines should give No. 1 commutation at

all loads from no load to full load.
The shifting of brushes on series generators necessitates

good judgment. The brushes should first be given a little

more lead with full load than is necessary for commutation.
The load should then be gradually reduced, and the commutation
noted until zero voltage is obtained. Should sparking occur
at any point, a readjustment of the brushes should be made by
shifting them back towards the neutral point, provided that
full load commutation will so allow.

In setting brushes for variable speed motors and in judging
for commutation, the brushes should be set to give good com-
mutation with slow speed at no load, and with high speed at

full load. Satisfactory commutation at these points insures
satisfactory commutation at all intermediate loads and speeds.

Regulation Test—Speed—Voltage
Shunt Regulation should be taken on shunt generators.

A reading should be taken first at no-load normal voltage.
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Without changing the rheostat, i load should be thrown on
and a reading taken of amperes armature, volts armature,
amperes field and volts field. Holding \ load, the voltage
should be brought up to normal and the same readings taken.
The load should now be increased to A full load, with the rheostat
in the same position, similar readings being repeated. This
test is repeated for f and full load. With full load on the machine
the voltage should then be brought up to normal. With the field

rheostat in this position the load is then taken off the machine
and the rise in voltage observed. All these entries should be
made on the Record Sheet. A curve should be plotted with
amperes armature as abscisSce and volts as ordinates.

If the voltage should drop to zero when ^ load is put on
the machine, the load should be applied in smaller increments.
Speed should always be kept constant throughout the test.

Speed regulation is important in the operation of motors
and particularly in the case of D.C. machines. The speed on
all motors should be adjusted hot, by shifting the brushes,
but should never be corrected at the sacrifice of commutation.
It should always be adjusted for full load unless instructions
specifically state otherwise.

If special tests are required for a motor, a hot speed curve
should be included. Starting from no load to full load, the
speed should be carefully read at several intermediate points,
the voltage being held constant at all loads. A curve is then
plotted with speed as ordinates and amperes as abscissae. No
load and full load points of a cold speed curve should also be
taken. Fig. 42 shows the general shape of the curve. Some
motors with considerable armature reaction give a speed curve
which rises as the load increases.

On a load run, the speed of shunt and commutating pole
motors should not vary more than -1 per cent, from normal
speed and the regulation must not exceed 6 per cent. During
commercial runs, the allowable regulation is 12.5 per cent., and the
speed may rise 2 per cent, above or fall 5 per cent, below normal.

When speeding up motors with increasing load, the brushes
must never be shifted far enough as to produce sufficient arma-
ture reaction to weaken the field. Careless shifting of brushes
under load have sometimes caused runaways, hence care is

necessary when shifting the brushes.
The speed of railway motors or series motors should never

vary more than 3 per cent, from the normal rating.

A test of the voltage regulation of A.C. generators is some-
times made, but more frequently the regulation is calculated

from the saturation and synchronous impedance curves. The
method of making this calculation is more fully treated under
the subject of Alternating Current Generators. In making the
test the machine is .subjected to normal load with normal
.voltage held on the armature. With the same field excitation

the load is suddenly thrown off and the armature voltage

observed. The difference between this and normal voltage,

divided by normal voltage, is the per cent, voltage regulation.
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Direct connected exciters should be given a Stability Test.
With rated no-load voltage on the alternators, raise and lower
the speed 2 per cent, above and below normal, noting and
recording the voltage change in each case. The change in
voltage should not exceed 6 per cent, of normal no-load voltage
in either case. The no-load voltage setting should always be
made with a rising field.

When a compound wound generator is compounded hot,

a compounding curve should be taken after the German silver
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Input Output Tests

It is sometimes required to measure the efficiency of a
machine or a motor-generator set by the input output method.
The measurement of the power input to the motor and output
from the generator is then required. The efficiency of the set

.,, ,
Total output of generator.

will then= —T, . . .
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lotal input to motor.
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Total output of generator.
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Input to motor—motor losses.

The efficiency of the motor =
Output of generator and generator losses.

Input to motor.
In the case of induction motors, input output test is some-

times taken by the string brake method which will be discussed
more fully under Induction Motors.

The input output method of measuring efficiency is stibject
to considerable inaccuracy. It is not recommended and should
not be used except under special conditions. It is much more
preferable to ascertain the losses directly, when reliable results
are desired. By adding all the losses to the output at any load,
the input for that load may be obtained, which divided into the
output gives the per cent, efficiency.

The resulting errors from the input output method are
likely to be large, since any inaccuracy in meters or readings
influences the results directly. The same per cent, error in
meters or meter readings in loss nieasurement tests, influence
the results of the efficiency calculations indirectly. Con-
sequently the latter method is superior for accurate determina-
tions.

Phase Characteristic

In taking phase characteristics to determine the field current
for minimum input at a given load on either synchronous
motors or rotary converters, the machine must be operated
as a motor from some A.C. source of correct frequency and
at nearly constant voltage. A reading of amperes input on
all phases should be taken with zero field on the motor, where
possible. Starting with a weak field and reading volts and
amperes armature and volts and amperes field, the field should
be increased by small steps until the point of minimum input
armature current is found. Increasing the field current beyond
this point increases the amperes armature. On a no-load phase
characteristic curve, the watts input at the lowest point should
check very closely with the sum of the core loss, friction and
windage losses, since the power factor is unity on synchronous
motors at this point. With a weak field the current is lagging
and with a strong field it is leading. In taking a no-load phase
characteristic the current should rise to a value of at least 50
per cent, of full load A.C. current.
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A load phase characteristic should be taken in a similar

manner to the no-load. The output is held constant and the
amperes load recorded in addition to the readings noted above.
It is impossible to obtain a zero field point during the full load
characteristic, since the current would be so large as to danger-
ously heat the machine and the torque not sufficient to carry
full load output.
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Fig. 43
NO LOAD AND FULL LOAD PHASE CHARACTERISTIC ON A 300 KW.
600 VOLT, 750 R.P.M., 3-PHASE, 25 CYCLE ROTARY CONVERTER

All readings should be corrected for instruments, shunt
ratios and a curve plotted between amperes field as abscissae

and amperes armature as ordinates. See Calculating Sheet 6

and Fig. 43.

Synchronous and Static Impedance
Synchronous impedance should be taken on A.C. machines

to determine the field current necessary to produce a given
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armature current when the machine is running short circuited.
Since the regulation of the machine is calculated from the
impedance and saturation curves, care should be taken that
consistent results are obtained.

The armature should first be short circuited; then with
the machine running at normal speed and a weak field current,
the current in each phase should be read. The field current
should be increased gradually until 200 per cent, normal arma-
ture current is reached, readings being taken simultaneously
of amperes armature and field and volts field.
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the current in the armature of the machine tested is increased
by steps to about 150 per cent, normal, readings of volts and
amperes armature being recorded.

This method should be followed in taking stationary imped-
ance during the preliminary tests on Induction Motors, except
that it is only necessary to take one reading at normal current.
A special stationary impedance test is sometimes taken on
Induction Motors. This is treated under Induction Motor
Tests,

In the calculation of synchronous impedance all readings
should be corrected for the constants of instruments and ratios
used and a curve plotted on the same sheet as the saturation
curve, amperes or ampere turns field being plotted as abscissae

and amperes armature as ordinates. See Calculating Sheet
7 and Fig. 44.

Wave Form—Potential Curve Between Brushes
In the- determination of wave form of a D.C. machine the

following method should be used: The machine should be run
at normal speed and voltage. A pair of voltmeter leads separated
a distance equal to the width of one commutator bar, is placed
on the commutator under the center of one pole and moved from
bar to bar over to the center of the next pole of like polarity,

the voltage being read at each step. In this way the voltage
between bars is obtained for a complete cycle of .360 electrical

degrees.
The readings should be corrected and plotted as ordinates

against the number of the corresponding bars as abscissae and
a sketch showing the position of the poles should be made on
the same sheet in conjunction with the curve obtained.

Wave form on alternators is obtained by the use of the
oscillograph.

Heating Tests

The determination of the heating of a machine is a very im-
portant test and great care must be taken to obtain reliable

temperatures. Any large machine requiring a considerable
amount of floor space should have the room temperatures taken
at four different nearby points, and at a sufficient distance away
as not to be affected by radiation of heat from the machine.
Two thermometers, one in air and one in a specially designed
metal cup containing oil, are used at each point to measure the
room temperature. Before starting a heat run, thermometers
should be placed on the stationarv accessible parts indicated by
the Testing Record. Each thermometer should be attached
with the bulb in contact with the part of which the temperature
is required, the bulbs being covered with putty. Thermometers
which are to register the temperature of air ducts, should be
so placed that the bulb cannot make contact with the iron
laminations while the machine is running.

The machine should be shielded from currents of air coming
from adjacent pulleys and belts. Unreliable temperatures are
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obtained when the machine is located so that another machine
blows air upon it. A very slight current of air will cause great
discrepancies in heating. Consequently either a suitable canvas
screen should be used to shield the machine under test, or the
machine causing the draught should be shut down.

Overload heat runs require considerable attention. Where
an overload is applied for one or two hours, be certain that
normal load temperatures have been reached before applying
the overload. The overload must be carried only for the speci-

fied time, since, in many cases, the temperature rises rapidly
throughout the whole period of the overload. Hence, lengthening
or shortening the overload period a few minutes may make
several degrees difference in the overload temperatures obtained.
To avoid continuing an overload run for longer than the specified

time, arrangements for a sufficient number of thermometers
and resistance measurements must be made well in advance of

the end of the run.
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Fig. 45

CONNECTIONS FOR LOADING A D.C. GENERATOR ON A WATER BOX

During the heat run all conditions should remain normal,
and the machine should be watched carefully for any undue
heating of bearings or field spools or for the appearance of

defects. The wiring, holding down bolts, belt lacing, etc.,

must be watched.
In order to identify the resistance measurement correspond-

ing to a heat run, it is very important that the proper date

and the time of making the test, whether A.M or P.M. should

be entered on the Testing Record.
In making heating tests two methods may be used; i.e..

Actual Load Tests and Equivalent Load Tests. Several different

means for obtaining Actual Load Tests may be employed,
such as "Water Box," "Circulating," "Feeding Back," "Shift-

ing the Phase" and "Induction Generators."
The "Water Box" method, as the name implies, consists

in driving the machine either by a motor or engine and loading

it upon a water rheostat or "box." See Fig. 45. This method
entails considerable expense, since all the power generated is
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lost. To obviate this loss and reduce the cost of testing, the
"Feeding Back" method is used when possible, especially in

the case of large D.C. machines or motor generator sets. In
this method the total machine losses are supplied either mechan-
ically or electrically from an external source. In the mechanical
loss supply method, two machines of the same size and voltage
should be belted or direct connected together and driven by a
machine large enough to carry the loss of the set. Connections
are made as shown in Fig. 46. If the machines have series

fields these should be connected to boost one another. Both
machines should then be run up as generators and thrown
together by closing the switch between them when the voltage
across it is zero. The field of the machine to act as motor should
then be weakened, which throws load on both machines. The
speed is held constant by the loss supply motor. After running
at the proper load for the specified time, the heat run should
be taken off and tests finished according to standard require-

ments.
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Fig. 46

CONNECTIONS FOR MECHANICAL LOSS SUPPLY PUMP BACK

If the machines are motors, the same connections should
be made and the machines thrown together as before. The
voltage of the system must be held by the machine running as

a generator. The only correct way of obtaining load is by
changing the speed of the set, the brushes having previously
been set in the running position. Usually the speed will have
to be decreased and the difference between full load and no
load speed will be the normal drop in speed for the motors.
Cases have occurred where the speed of the motor, due to arma-
ture reaction, increased during the load. In pumping back,
this fact is shown by the motor taking an overload at no load

speed in which case the speed of the loss supply must be in-

creased.
In the method of electrical loss supply, two machines are

direct connected or belted together and the losses supplied
electrically. Should two shunt motors be tested by this method,
one machine should be run at normal voltage, current, speed
and full field; the other motor should be run as a generator
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with a little higher current and slightly stronger field that it

would have under normal conditions. The fields of the generator
may have to be connected in multiple. Connections should
be made as in Fig. 47. The motor should be started first from
the electrical loss supply circuit and its brushes shifted for
commutation and speed. After exciting the field of the generator
and adjusting the voltage between the machines to zero, the
circuit is closed. The machines are loaded by increasing the
field current of the generator.

The brushes must always be shifted carefully while the
machines are under load, for a slight change in shift will at
once change the load. After the heat run has been finished and
all motor readings taken, the wiring should be changed and the
motor readings taken on the machine which ran as a generator.

When compound wound generators are being tested by this

method the series field of the motor must be included or the
load will be unstable.

"

^.Water I Lossffupply

Fig. 47

CONNECTIONS FOR ELECTRICAL LOSS SUPPLY PUMP BACK

Another method of "Feeding Back," often used, is to run
the entire load back on the main supply circuit from which
the motor is run which drives the generator in test. If the
main supply circuit is likely to vary in voltage, it may be neces-
sary to insert resistances between the generator and supjjly.

It sometimes happens that the no-load voltage of the generator
is below that of the supply. As changing the line resistances
will have no effect at no-load, the generator voltage must be
increased until it is equal to that of the main supply circuit.

Having previously calculated the full-load field current from
the no-load current, and the ratio of compounding voltages,
the machines are thrown together and full load put on the
generator by cutting out the variable resistance.

Two similar motor generator sets can be tested very readily
by the "Feeding Back" method.

As an illustration, suppose each set consists of an induction
motor and a D.C. generator. In this case connections are made
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as in Fig. 48. The A.C. and D.C. ends of the respective .sets

are connected together, one set being run normally, and the

other inverted. The induction generator feeds back on the

induction motor, both taking their exciting current from the

alternator (A) which supplies the los.ses. They are started

one at a time from the A.C. end, and the D.C. ends paralleled

by means of a voltmeter across switch P. The D.C. motor
field is weakened until the ammeter in the D.C. line indicates

that normal current is flowing. The weakening of the motor
field allows the speed of the inverted set to increase just enough
to load the induction generator while it also decreases the

counter e.m f. of the motor a sufficient amount to allow full

load current to flow in the D.C. circuit. This load must be

closely watched as it is unstable. Load unstability is a rather

common occurrence in "Feeding Back," due either to variations

in shop voltage or speed.

Fig. 48

CONNECTIONS FOR INDUCTION MOTOR GENERATOR SET PUMP BACK

It will be noted in the "Feeding Back" tests described,

that it is necessary to weaken or strengthen one of the fields to

obtain the load. To conduct the test with the same field e.x-cita-

tion on both machines the armature of a separately excited

booster may be connected in series with the armatures of the

two machines being tested. The machines, connected so that

they run at the same speed, are brought up to normal speed
by means of the motor supplying the losses. The connecting
switch is then closed and the booster field strengthened until

normal current flows in the armature circuit, the field current

being adjusted to give the same excitation on both fields. The
voltage is held across the motor terminals by varying the speed
of the loss supply motor. This method, known as the Circula-

ting Method, is used particularly in the testing of series orrailway
motors. In the latter case the machines are geared to the

same shaft.
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Another method known as "Shifting the Phase" is used in
testing two similar alternators or frequency changer sets. Two
similar alternators may be direct connected by means of a
coupling and driven by a motor to supply the losses. For
example, let a three-phase machine be considered, the phases
of which are shown diagrammatically in Fig. 49. The machines
should be run at normal speed, the iields connected in series
and separately excited to a value corresponding to the load
at which it is desired to make the test. The value of this excita-
tion should be calculated from the saturation and synchronous
impedance cvirves. With phases A and A' connected together,
the voltage across phases b and b' is read, the circuit closed.

av

oa

Fig. 49
SHIFTING OF PHASES SHOWN DIAGRAMMATICALLY

and the value of the current flowing observed. Knowing the
voltage between phases a and b, a' and b' and b and b\ the
angle of phase displacement may be readily obtained. Should
the armature current be considerably greater or less than
that desired, a further trial will be necessary.

The current value will vary nearly as the angle of dis-

placement so that an approximate value of the angle desired
can be found from the value of current and angle previously
ascertained. When the value of this angle has been
ascertained, the phase displacement should be changed, so

as to obtain it as closely as possible. With the machines
still connected together as they were originally, the angle
of phase displacement previously found will be increased
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120 electrical degrees by connecting a' b. If a' c are

connected, a still further displacement of 120 degrees is obtained.
If with any of these connections, the field of one machine be
reversed, a still further displacement of 180 degrees is made.
With the connection which gives the nearest value of armature
current to that required, a further adjustment may be made
by shimming the stator of either or both machines up on one
side and taking shims out on the other side. The circuits should
then be closed and the heat run made for the specified time.

Even with the angles of phase displacement possible with the
various combinations of connections and field reversals it

may not be practicable to get the desired armature current.

In this case, unbolt the coupling and- shift the rotor of one
machine around one or more bolt holes. The "cut and try"
operation should then be repeated.

TdA/ternalor

Fig. 50

INDUCTION GENERATOR METHOD OF PUMPING BACK

Although the method employed in this test may seem long
and tedious, the results obtained are very satisfactory, especially

where it is necessary to make an actual full load test.

The Induction Generator method is sometimes employed in

making full load tests on induction motors. Two similar induc-
tion motors are belted together and run in parallel from the
same alternator which supplies the losses. See Fig. 50. In

order to get full load in both machines, the diameter of the

pulleys must differ by a percentage equal to double the full

load per cent. slip.

In starting, the switches A are closed and the motor M
allowed to come up to speed, until the speed of the motor
running as a generator is above synchronism. The alternator
field is opened momentarily, whilst the switches B are closed.

The circuit in the alternator field is then closed again, and full

load current flows through the two machines. No changes in

load can be made without changing the pulley ratio and it is

absolutely necessary that this ratio be correct in order to obtain
full load.
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Equivalent Load Tests

Very often it is found impossible to run actual load tests,

especially on large machines on account of limited facilities.

Equivalent load tests have consequently been devised in which
the heating of the machine at a certain load may be very closely

ascertained without actually loading it. One of five different

methods may be employed in making such a test: "Open
Circuit, " " Short Circuit

'

' and '

' Low Voltage Test, " " Circulating
Open Delta" or "Phase Control."

D.C. machines can be satisfactorily tested by short circuiting

the armature upon itself or through the series field, connected
so that it will not build up as a series generator. The shunt
field is separately excited from an external source, until the
required current flows through the armature or armature and
series field. This method is excellent for baking and settling

the commutator. Amperes armature and field, and volts field

should be read throtighout the run.

In the case of alternators,- the machine is run open circuited,

with a field current that gives a predetermined percentage
over normal voltage. The run should be continued until the
rise in temperatures above the room temperature is constant,
after which the machine is shut down and the final temperatures
taken. The armature is then short circuited, the machine
started again, and sufficient excitation given to obtain a given
percentage over normal current in the armature. This run
also should be continued until the rise in temperatures above
that of the room is constant, after which the final temperatures
are taken. The resistance of the field should be carefully

measured before and after the open circuited run, the armature
before and after the short circuited run, the temperatures of

the resistances cold being also recorded. During both runs
volts and amperes field should be recorded as well as speed.

During the open circuit run, volts armature are recorded and
amperes armature during the short circuit run. All entries

must be made immediately on the Testing Record.
On some of the large induction motors, only about one-fourth

of the normal voltage is impressed. The machine is then loaded
until the desired current flows in the stator, the run being then
continued as described above.

Another method of making an equivalent load test, used
especially with turbo and other large three-phase alternators,

is known as the Circulating Open Delta run. The phases of

the machine are connected in delta, one side of which is left

open. The fields are excited to give the load desired, this

excitation being determined from the .saturation and synchronous
impedence curves. Due to harmonics which may exist in the
legs of the delta, an A.C. cross current may flow in the winding
This is measured by an A.C. ammeter, with current trans-

former, if necessary, inserted in the opening of the delta. The
difference between the square of this current and the square
of the current with which it is desired to load the machine is

found, and a direct current of a value equal to the square root
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of this difference is circulated through the winding. The run
is then continued, careful record of volts armature, D.C. and
A.C. amperes armature, volts and amperes field being made.
Tt will be noted that the A.C. cross current in one side of the
right angled triangle and the D.C. current in the other are
combined vectorially to obtain the load current de.sired.

Another method of loading an A.C. generator is to give
it normal excitation and run a synchronous motor light from
its armature circuit. The field of the motor is then varied to

give a leading or lagging current in the armature circuit. This
is known as the method of Phase Control.

The rise in temperature on the fields during an open circuit

run and on the armature during the short circuit run is practi-

cally the same as will be obtained during operation under load.

The rises in temperature obtained from a circulating open delta

run are also so considered.

It has been found that the temperatures with low voltage
runs made with induction motors, when combined with temper-
atures at no load at norinal voltage, give very nearly the same
testing results as an actual load test.

During the heat run on any machine careful readings should
be made and regularly recorded on the Testing Record. Any
changes in testing conditions should be explained in detail.

Especial care should be observed in the reading of thermometers,
and all meter numbers, constants, and transformer ratios

should be recorded.

Except in the case of commutating pole machines, it is

often neces.sary to shift the brushes to get good commutation
of the machine while under load. The point at which the best

commutation is obtained is known as the running point. Its

position must be plainly marked in both the rocker arm and
the frame by means of a chisel, the number of bars shift from
the neutral point being recorded on the Testing Record.

It is the present practice to adjust all series field shunts
cold, except in cases where a hot compound is expressly desired.

In order to insure a consistency in the sizes of German silver

shunts for similar machines, the Calculating Room records
should be con.sulted before attempting the compounding of

any machine. This compounding consists in placing a shunt
across the series field terminals in order to give the proper
voltage at no load and full load. The contacts of the shunt
should be jierfect. In making a no-load field setting on the
machine, the voltage should be raised about 1") per cent, above
normal no-load voltage, and then reduced to normal. With
the rheostat left in this position, the load is thrown on, and if

the compounding is high the resistance of the G.S. shunt should
be reduced, a new no-load reading taken and the operation
repeated. This should be continued until the machine com-
pounds according to specifications. The final length, number of

strips and section of German silver used should be recorded on
the Testing Record.
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To take final temperatures after a heal run requires the
greatest care. Arrangements should be made that no delay
results in placing the thermometers on the proper parts.
Temperature readings should be made every few minutes until
all temperatures begin to drop, when the thermometers may
be removed. All temperatures initst be recorded immediately
upon the Testing Record and nener upon scrap paper. While
final temperatures are being taken the hot resistance of the
machine should be measured. After all the necessary tests
are made, while the machine is still warm, the wiring should be
removed and the high potential tests applied.

In calculating the rise of temperature by resistance the
following formula is used.

Let Rt„ = 'hot resistance of copper measured at the tempera-
ture t,

Rt = cold resistance of copper measured at tempera-
ture tj

i?o = resistance of copper at 0° C.

By the use of this formula it is assumed that .0042 is the
temperature coefficient of copper at 0° C, The rise obtained
from this formula should be corrected by one-half of one per
cent, for each degree C. that the final room temperature differs

from 25° C. This correction is added if the temperature is

below 25° C. and subtracted if above it. The temperature, of

a winding itself must, therefore, be very carefully observed as
well as that of the room when the hot and cold resistances are
taken.

It is often necessary to make a heat run of an A,C, machine
at a specified power factor. To do this, in tfie case of a generator,
the machine is loaded on water boxes connected in parallel

with a synchronous motor. The motor merely floats on the
line, its field being adjusted to give the desired power factor.

Instead of loading the generator on water boxes the motor is

often belt or direct connected to a D.C. generator which feeds

back into the shop circuit.

Synchronous motors are run under load at a certain power
factor by being driven from an A.C. source of power and loaded
on a D.C. generator. Generators should always be run with
lagging and synchronous motors with leading current when
power factor runs are made, unless otherwise specified.

In addition to an ammeter and voltmeter, wattmeters
should always be inserted in the armature circuit of the machine
tested in order to check up the power factor of the circuit.

Equivalent load heat runs are frequently made at a given
power factor. In the case of an open circuit run, the excitation
given the machine is a certain percentage over that which
will give the desired voltage at the desired power factor and
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load. This excitation is determined from saturation and syn-
chronous impedance curves. Short circuit runs are made with
a certain percentage of armature current over that required
to give the desired k.v.a.

Circulating open delta runs are made as previously described,
allowance being miade for the proper excitation and armature
current at the power factor desired.
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D.C. GENERATORS
Preliminary Tests

Preliminary tests on D.C. generators consist in drop on
spool, polarity, hot and cold resistance measurements, air
gap, potential curve, rheostat data, brush shift, running light
and equaHzing ring tests. With the exception of potential
curve, rheostat data and equalizing ring, the tests have all
been previously discussed.

On all multiple wound armatures of self-contained machines,
not equipped with equalizing rings, a potential curve must be
taken. All the brushes except those on two adjacent studs
are raised from the commutator, the voltage is then raised to
normal and the field current noted. This field current and the
speed must be heM constant for all other points on the curve.
The brushes on stud No. .'! .should now be lowered, those on
Xo. 1 raised and the voltage read between studs No. 2 and
No. 3. This should be continued until voltage readings have
been taken between each pair of studs. The test should be
made with the field current rising. The maximum voltage
variation permissible is 4 per cent, of the average value. This
test, although similar in name, should not be confused with
the bar to bar potential curve taken to determine the wave
form of a D.C. machine.

Rheostat data should be taken on all D.C. generators.
Unlike the saturation curve, the data is taken with the brushes
in the running position instead of at the electrical neutral.
Commercial tests on generators consist in taking a reading at
one-half normal and normal voltage, amperes field, volts field

and volts armature being recorded on a special Record Sheet
provided for the purpose. When machines require a heat run,
a full curve is taken, carrying the curve to about 10 per cent,

above normal voltage. Normal speed must be held throughout
the test.

Equalizers consist of rings or cross connections tapping
into equi-potential points on the winding of multiple wound
armatures between each pair of poles. These rings prevent
inequalities in voltage between brushes of equal potential,
due to inaccurate centering of the armature. The rings allow
alternating currents to flow from the stronger toward the
weaker pole i^ieces, which slightly demagnetize the former
and magnetize the latter, thus equalizing the voltage at the
brushes. Not only do the rings prevent an interchange of

heavy cross currents between brushes, but they also compensate
for inequalities in magnetic pull at the pole pieces, tending to
bend the shaft or overheat the bearings.

The tester must examine these rings to see that the taps
are equally spaced and all connections tight. If a machine has
been connected correctly with correct polarity and no open
circuits or reversed spools in the field, the machine excitation
should build up when the field switch is closed and all resistance

is cut out of the field. If it does not, the resistance of the field
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should be checked with that of a similar machine of the same
size and voltage, as a 500 volt machine may sometimes be as-

sembled with a L'oO volt armature. If the field resistance is cor-

rect the armature specification should be checked. If the
defect still remains undetermined the matter shoxild be reported
to the office for further investigation.

While trying to excite a machine the following method
will usually remedy the trouble. If the residual flux gives a
few volts on the armature with the field switch open, and upon
closing the switch the voltage drops to nearly zero, then the
current does not flow through the field in the right direction
to build up from the residual magnetism. In this case no
amount of separate excitation will remedy the difficulty. To
remedy, either reverse the field, or shift the brushes over one
pole.

Shunt regulation should be taken on shunt generators
when requested.

In locating the no-load electrical neutral on commutating
pole machines, the fibre brush method is used. A fibre brush,
(of which a stock of various sizes is kept) provided with two
contacts and terminals separated from one another by a distance
equal to one bar, is placed on a brush-holder on one stud. The
brush is then shifted vmtil zero voltage is read between the two
terminals. The position of the rocker arm is marked at this

point. The fibre brush is then placed on the next stud and the
brushes shifted again until zero voltage is obtained, this position
of the rocker arm also being marked. This is continued on all

the studs, the rocker arm being finally set on the mean of the
positions previously marked. . This setting gives the electrical

neutral, it should have the same position at full load.

The shunt in the commutating pole field is then adjusted
to give the best commutation at full load, the amount of current
shunted through the commutating pole field being measured.
The amount of this shunted current must always be recorded
on the Testing Record.

The open circuit tests, already described, are sometimes
taken on commutating pole generators.

The building up of a series generator is a more complicated
operation. The load increases with the voltage and great care
must, therefore, be taken in obtaining the correct external
resistance to prevent load volts increasing rapidly. As it is

practically impossible to decrease the external resistance enough
(i.e., put the blade of the water box in far enough) to allow
the generator to pick up, the usual method is to put the water
box blades in and short circuit one of the boxes with a. fuse
wire, then close the circuit breaker and switches. If the machine
then starts to pick up, and the voltage decreases as soon as
the fuse wire burns away there is too much resistance in the
water boxes. They should, therefore, be salted (to decrease
the resistance) and the operation repeated. Should the resist-

ance in the boxes be too small the load will increase verv rapidly,
the breakers may have to be opened to prevent the machine
arcing over between bru.shes.
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After the brushes are set the German silver sluint should
be adjusted to give the required voltage.

A series characteristic is taken on all series wound generators.
This is done by increasing the load by small steps until full
load is obtained, amperes line and volts machine being recorded
at each step. The load is then reduced by small steps to no
load, the same readings being taken. A curve i.=; then plotted



Some D.C. generators are provided with collector rings
for three-wire operation. If there are two series fields, one
should be connected in each side of the line. All other tests

are made as on any D.C. generator. If unbalanced readings
are required the compensator should be wired according to

diagram. See Fig. .52.

A reading should be taken at no load, normal voltage. With
no change in the field and holding constant speed, J load should
then be thrown one side of the line and the voltage read from
the neutral to each side of the line. Volts and amperes line,

volts and amperes field should also be read. One-quarter load is

then put on the other side of the line, giving a balanced load,

readings being taken as before. The load is then increased to i
load on one side, this procedure being continued until 125 per
cent, balanced load is obtained and readings taken at each
step. Instructions sojuetimes call for 50 per cent, unbalancing,
in which case the load is increased 50 per cent, at each step
instead of 25 per cent.
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Fig. 52

THREE WIRE GENERATOR

In addition to the preliminary tests, some of the following
tests are made on D.C. generators:

Complete Tests; viz:_ special tests together with normal
and overload heat runs.

Special Tests; viz: saturation, core loss, compounding
and commutation tests.

General Tests; viz: saturation and core loss tests.

Normal Load FIeat Run; viz: running the machine at

normal load until a constant rise in temperature is obtained,
all temperatures being recorded. All field adjustments should
be made to give the rerjuired regulation under the specified

load.

Overload Heat Run; viz: bringing the machine to normal
load temperatures, applying the required overload for the
specified time, and recording the temperatures.

Short Commercial Test; viz: operating the machine, if

a shunt generator, open circuited at normal voltage for one
hour to see that it is an electrical duplicate of similar machines
already shipped, and that it is free from manufacturing defects,
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A compound wound machine which is not compoimded flat

(no-load voltage differs from full-load voltage) is run open cir-

cuited for one hour at a field current

Full-load voltage
= No4^d"^^^lt^g^ X '^° 1°^^^ amperes field.

All shunts for series fields must be calculated. Rheostat data
should be taken.

Long Cojimercial Tests consist in running the generator
open circuited at normal voltage until temperatures are con-
stant and taking final temperatures. The machine should
then be run short circuited at normal armature current, until the
temperatures are constant, final temperatures being taken.

Saturation and rheostat data should be taken. All series field

shunts should be calculated. The remarks already made in

reference to field current during the open circuit run on com-
pound wound generators, apply to this test also.

Statioxary Commercial Tests consist in checking the air

gap and drop on spools and taking ballistic saturation.

Input Oitput Efficiency Tests are obtained by the input
output method, by belting or direct connecting the generator
to a driving motor. This test is very seldom used and is not
recommended.

Standard Efficiency Test made by. the method of losses.

The method of calculating efficiency by this method is as follows:

Consider a compound commutating pole generator.

Let Vl = Volts line

Tl = Amperes line = /j -I- /g = /,„ -M„
Ij = Amperes, shunt field

/. = Amperes, armature = /l + A

/g = Amperes, series field = II /p + j? \

I„ = Amperes, German silver shunt = It — 1»

Ru
/,,, = Amperes, commutating pole field = II (ti j_W~\

/,, = Amperes, commutating pole German silver shunt

/^5 = Brush contact resistance

i?s = Hot re.sistance of shunt field

R^ = Hot resistance of armature
Rg = Hot resistance of series field

Rg = Hot resistance of series field Gernian silver shunt
i?,„ = Hot resistance of commutating pole field

i?,i = Hot resistance of commutating pole field German
silver shunt

Then total IR drop = I^R, + ItR^ + I^R^ + I„R„ + 1 ,^R^^ + I^,R,,

ir, = Core loss watts, taken from the core loss

curve corresponding to Vl + IR for each load
n'j = watts brush friction from core loss test.
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If the value taken from test appears inconsistent, calculate

W.^ by the formula:

,^, FxNxBxLXfJiX74GW,= 33000 where

F = Circumference of commutator in feet

N =R.p.m.
B = Number of brushes
L = Lbs. pressure per brush

fl =CoefiBcient of brush friction for the
particular type of brush used.

In the case of engine-driven machines or those which are
furnished without base, shaft or bearings, the bearing friction

is omitted from the total losses, and is charged against the
prime mover.

In nearly every case it is preferable to use the calculated
brush friction instead of that obtained from test. During a
short test, the commutator and brush contact surface cannot
get into as good condition as obtained after a, long period of

commercial operation. Consequently, the brush friction test

does not represent the conditions that will exist after the machine
has been in operation for some time. The coefficient of friction

determines the value of brush friction, which in turn is deter-

mined by the condition of the commutator and brush contact
surface. This coefficient varies considerably at first and only
reaches a constant value after a considerable period! of opera-
tion. The coefficient used in the above formula for the calcula-

tion of brush friction has been obtained by the Company by
means of exhaustive tests on brushes of different types with
various pressures and commutators. These tests extended
over a long period to obtain constant and satisfactory conditions
for both brush and commutator surface. The resulting values
of brush friction can, therefore, be relied on to give accurate
and final results.

W^ = Bearing friction from core loss test

W'b = Watts output '=IlXVl-
The brush contact resistance, R^, is that taken from a curve,

made for different types of brushes, corresponding to the brush
current density per square inch at any given load.

Brush current density per square inch =
^ total bmsh area

IXwXsXt
One-half the total brush area =

?; where

I = Length of brush parallel to the shaft
w = Width of brush
X = Number of studs
t = Number of brushes per stud.

For reasons similar to those just .given, the Company has
made extensive tests to determine the contact resistance of

different types of brushes, from which curves have been plotted

with brush current densities as abscissse and either brush con-
tact resistance per square inch or IR drop in brush contact
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as ordinates. In order to measure the contact resistance

directly the commutator would have to be short circuited and
the voltage drop measured from the commutator to the surface of
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to the newness of commutator and brushes. It is, therefore,

preferable to use the brush contact resistance obtained from
the curves mentioned.

If W;j = bearing friction from core loss test, then total loss

in wa.tts = 2W=W, + W^+W, + 1 'R^+ P,Rs, + I,'R,+

The quantity I^VL — I^Rf, = I-R loss in the shunt field

rheostats.

The watts input Wa will then be

Wa = It'h + JW, where Wb = watts output = IlVl
Wb

The efBciency E=yr^

In case a core loss test is not made, the running light is

substituted in the formula for the quantity ( 1 1'l + W^ + W,)

.

If the segregation of the losses in the series and commutating
pole fields and their respective German silver shunts is not
required the resistances Rg and R, may be combined to equal
Rsp, likewise i?,^ and i?,j to equal Rep.

The total losses then will be
IW= Running light + I/R , + I,=R, + /eVL + iL^RsF

+ Il'Rcf
To calculate resistances hot when calculating efficiencies

the temperature shovtld be obtained from the formula

:

r= (if Xrise by thermometer) + 25° C.

K is the ratio between the rise in temperature by thermometer
and that determined by resistance measurement. Resistance
measurements of temperature have been determined by actual

tests on a large number of different armatures and fields. For
all armatures, or fi eld spools of revolving field machines K=\.2b.
For stationary ventilated field spools iC=].'7. See Calculation
Sheet 8 and Fig. 53 for form used in calculating and plotting

efficiency.

COMMUTATING POLE GENERATORS
General Notes

The general instructions covering mechanical inspection,

measurement of air gaps, drop on spools, etc., applying to all

other generators must be followed in testing machines with
commutating poles. The function of the commutating pole is

to improve commutation and in testmg commutation is, there-

fore, important. .

Pole Spacing

When the spools are first assembled and "cold voltage
drop" and polarity are being taken, the spacing of the com-
mutating poles must be checked by measuring the distance
between each commutating pole tip and the adjacent main
pole tip on each side and at each end of the commutating
pole. Any appreciable variation must be corrected at once
and a record made of the final spacing. Should a variation
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of ;ft in. or more be found, which cannot be corrected by the
spool assemblers, the Head of Section must be notified at once,
and the defect reported to the General Foreman and to the
"Defect Clerk" for consideration or correction.

Commutating Poles

The commutating pole produces the necessary flux for
neutralizing the effect of armature reaction. It prevents the
shifting of the electrical neutral point, between no load and
full load, which occurs in direct current machines not etjuipped
with commutating poles. In addition, it aids the current
reversals in the armature coils at commutation. To obtain
the proper reversal without sparking, with normal load current,
requires a definite number of ampere turns. In many cases,

fractional turns are required in the commutating field winding.
As only whole turns or half turns are possible for mechanical
reasons, a shunt is used across the terminals of the commutating
field winding. This is adju.sted in test, to shunt current in

excess of that required. As the electrical neutral does not
shift, the brushes are set on the no-load electrical neutral,
adjustments made and the rocker arm chisel marked for that
setting. As the brushes are on the no-load electrical neutral
the machine is sensitive under any condition that would under
excite the commutating poles or make them inactive. Such cases
may make the neutral shift, causing bad sparking at the brushes
or even a flash over, particularly in the case of machines of

.500 volts or over.
For instance, consider a 300 kw. 500 volt generator, with

a heavy German silver shunt across the terminals of the com-
mutating field winding. If the machine is short circuited, the
inductance of the commutating field coils forces the instanta-
neous heavy overload current through the non-inductive German
silver and leaves the commutating field without sufficient

excitation to neutralize armature reaction. The electrical

neutral immediately shifts and bad commutation results.

To eliminate this trouble, an inductive shunt is used across
the terminals of the commutating field winding, which must
always be in circuit when the machine in test is under load.

If a short circuit occurs, the inductance of this shunt, being
greater than that of the commutating field winding, forces the
heavy line current through the field winding, and tends to
keep the compensation normal for all conditions of load.

Inductive Shunt

An inductive shunt is used on all machines of 500 volts or
more, whose normal current is 400 amperes or greater. As
a test is required to determine exactly how much current must
be shunted from the commutating field, the inductive shunt is

designed to have an inductance greater than that of the com-
mutating field winding with ample current carrying capacity
and low resistance. Any additional resistance necessary is
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obtained by connecting German silver in series with the induc-
tive shunt. The length and resistance of the German silver

used is varied till an adjustment is obtained that gives practi-

cally perfect commutation throughout the whole load range for

which the machine was designed.

Location of Electrical Neutral

After running up a commutating pole machine to normal
voltage at no-load, the no-load electrical neutral must be located.

To do this, obtain from the instrument room a fibre brush of

the same size as the carbon brushes on the generator in test. This
fibre brush has two holes drilled through it, each of which will

accommodate a No 12 bare wire. The spacing between the holes

is equal to the distance between adjacent commutator bars.

The wires used must be small enough to move freely through
the holes, otherwise they may stick and make poor contact
when placed on the commutator, or they will become wedged
and bear on the commutator so hard as to score it badly.
Remove one carbon brush from its holder and insert the fibre

brush in its place, with the two wires in the brush connected to

a low reading or a millivoltmeter. With normal volts no-load
on the generator, shift the brushes till the millivoltmeter reads
zero. The brushes should be shifted till the instrument needle
has passed through the zero point, and then back again until

the instrument again indicates zero, to make sure that the
actual zero has been found. Pencil mark the rocker arm for

this shift, then move the fibre brush to each of the other studs
successively, shifting the brushes, if necessary, till zero reading
is obtained, pencil marking the rocker arm for each stud. If

a different shift is required for the neutral of the different

studs, shift the brushes to a position which is the mean of all

the different positions, and call the Head of Section's attention

to the variation so that he can decide whether it must be cor-

rected and to take the proper steps for so doing.
With the bmshes set in the mean position and the inductive

shunt properly connected put on normal load and note the
commutation. If commutation is not practically sparkless

at normal load and rated overload, take off the load and field

excitation, and connect a German silver shunt across the com-
mutating field terminals. If the machine requires an inductive
shunt the German silver and the inductive shunt are connected
in series. With the total shunt resistance great enough to shunt
not more than 10 per cent, of normal load current, put on full

load and note the commutation. Continue changing the
length of the German silver and trying the commutation till

an adjustment has been obtained which gives the best com-
mutation through the range of load required. Then connect
in an ammeter and read and record the number of amperes
flowing through the shunt circuit. In case satisfactory com-
mutation cannot be secured, check all wiring, spool assembly,
pole and brush spacing, air gap, polarity, spacing of equalizing
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rings, etc. If these are all found to be correct, use the fibre
brush again and try the full load neutral of each stud. If an
appreciable voltage is obtained between adjacent bars, shift
the brushes carefully till zero is obtained, then try readjusting
the shunt across the commutating field. AX'ith the best shunt
adjustment possible, use the fibre brush on each stud, and
record observations, making a record of the current shunted
and the shift of the brushes from the no-load neutral. If the
results are still unsatisfactory, the case must be brought to
the attention of the Head of Section for investigation.

If the full-load electrical neutral of one or more studs is

found to differ appreciably from that of the other studs, care-
fully check the commutating pole spacing, brush spacing and
air gaps of those poles and studs affecting- the neutral in ques-
tion.

When a final adjustment has been obtained, on any com-
mutating pole machine of 200 kw. or greater, use the fibre

brush on each stud and record the results with full load.

In general, shunting current from the commutating field

will shift the load neutrals of all studs away from the no-load
neutral the same distance. Shunting less current will shift

all neutral toward the no-load neutral. All adjustments must
be made where possible with the brushes on the no-load neutral,
and the brushes must be left permanently in that position
unless special permission to shift them has been obtained. The
rocker arm of all commutating pole machines must be plainly
chisel marked, when the final adjustment has been made. When
satisfactory commutation has been obtained, a heavy load
should be thrown on and off suddenly and a record made of

the resultant commutation and general behavior of the machine.
If the machine has an inductive shunt and flashing or violent
sparking is prodiiced by throwing a heavy load on and off

quickly, try readjusting the air gap of the inductive shunt.
With a given winding on the core, the inductance of the

shunt may be varied by changing the gap, and the relative
inductance of the shunt and commutating field winding be
thus changed. If the current read on the meter in the shunt
circuit quickly falls to zero when a heavy load is thrown off by
tripping the breaker, and the brushes show sparking, there is

too little inductance in the inductive shunt and its air gap
should be decreased. The air gap should be adjusted so as
to give the minimum sparking when the machine is operating
with a highly fluctuating load.

Baking Commutators

To bake the commutator on a commutating pole machine,
the brushes must never be shifted under load so as to jjroduce
sparking and heating. They must always be shifted at no-load
to insure their not being set beyond the safe limit of no-load
commutation, thus rendering it possible for the machine to
flash over if the load is suddenly removed. In all cases, the
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Head of Section or his assistant must be consulted before the
brushes on any commutating pole machine are shifted far from
the electrical neutral. It must also be remembered that the
armature must not be short circuited through the commutating
pole windmg, when baking a commutator, as m this case
the maiority of machines will build up as series generators, and
the armature current cannot be controlled.
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DIRECT CURRENT MOTORS
The preliminary tests on D.C. motors consist of drop on

spools, polarity, resistance measurements, high potential, air .gap,
potential curve, brush shift, equalizing rings, and running light.

The connections and wiring of all motors should be care-
fully examined, with particular reference to the field. At
starting, the speed of the machine must be carefully followed
with a tachometer, and the circuit breaker must be immediately
opened if the speed rises above the prescribed limit.

With the starting rheostat or water box in the off position,
the terminals of the rheostat or box must be attached across
the open main switch, with the circuit breaker closed. The
lower terminal should be attached first. The field switch should
then be closed and the pole pieces tested with a piece of iron
for excitation. The resistance across the main switch can then
be gradually cut out and, if the speed is alright, should be
entirely cut out and the main switch closed.

If the motor runs above normal speed the wiring should
be carefully examined to see that the field is connected across
the circuit. The field may sometimes be connected across the
main switch ; in this case as soon as the starting resistance is

all cut out the field current falls rapidly and the motor speeds
up excessively. To test for wrong connection, read volts
field during starting; if the field is wrongly connected, the volts
field will drop as the starting rheostat is cut out.

If a potential curve cannot be taken on a motor, with a
multiple wound armature, by running it as a generator a "Motor
Potential Curve" may be taken by the following method:
The machine is run as a motor with the field self-excited, the
field current held constant, and a constant voltage applied
to the armature, using only two adjacent sets of brushes on
the commutator. A careful reading of the speed is then taken
under these conditions. The brushes on the next pair of studs
should be placed on the commutator, and the speed again
taken with the same voltage and field current as before. This
should be repeated for all pairs of adjacent brushes. The
speed should vary directly with the voltage if a potential curve
is taken as described for a direct current generator. This method
should never be employed unless it is impossible to drive the
machine as a generator, as it is very difficult to read the tachom-
eter sufficiently accurately.

With no load, normal voltage and full field, a speed reading
is taken, the brushes being shifted so that when full load .is

on, the speed is not less than 5 per cent, below or more than
2 per cent, above normal speed.

At the end of the speed run the machine is loaded, the
brushes shifted if necessary and the commutation noted.

On the compound wound motors, a shunt is adjusted across
the series field to give a speed within 4 per cent, of the correct
speed at the rated load. Speed curves and running light should
be taken with the series field disconnected.

Running light should be taken at hot full load speed.
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COMMUTATING POLE MOTORS
The electrical neutral on commutaiing pole motors is deter-

mined by shifting the brushes until the same speed is obtained
in both directions with the same field, this position of the
rocker arm being marked. The neutral should be obtained at the
high speed in double speed motors of this type.

Machines sometimes hunt with full commutating pole
field, thus preventing the location of the neutral being obtained,
In this case shunt the field slightly, even if commutation is

affected. Good commutation is rarely obtained in the unstable
condition.

In testing the motors sent out as single units, of which the
direction of rotation is not yet known, the electrical neutral
i,s located by shifting the brushes at no-load, till a position is

found which will give the same speed in both directions of

rotation. The fibre brush method should not be used. To
do this test quickly, reversing switches are used in the series

and shunt field circuits. Care must be taken, when shifting

the brushes, to avoid raising the speed more than 10 per cent,

above the rated speed, this being the limit used in the Testing
Department.

When the proper no-load shift has been found, with full

commutating field, put on normal load and note the com-
mutation and' speed. If the speed has increased under load

^
or the commutation is not sparkless, use a German silver shunt
across the commutating field and adjust it for commutation,
noting the speed on each change in the shunt to make sure
the speed is decreasing under load. When the final shunt
adjustment is obtained, take a speed curve reading, recording
the speed and commutation in both directions of rotation,

at no-load, full load and whatever overload is required. At
the conclusion of all tests required, and while the machine is

hot take a hot speed curve covering the same range of load as

used in the cold curve. In the case of two-speed machines,
this curve should be taken at both speeds. Additional no-

load and full-load readings should be taken at full field. If

a falling or constant speed is obtained and commutation is

satisfactory, no shunt is necessary, otherwise a shunt must
be placed across the commutating field and adjusted to give

these speeds.
Running light should be taken at full load hot speed with

the commutating pole field disconnected. In the case of two
speed machines the running light is taken at both rated speeds,

(i.e., full load speeds).
The current shunted from the commutating pole field should,

in every case, be recorded.
Tests on compound commutating pole motors are made

in a similar manner to those on shunt motors. Running light

should be taken with both the series and commutating pole

fields disconnected.
Quite frequently commutating pole machines are sent

out as part of a motor-generator set, and required to operate
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as either motor or generator. All such machines must have
shunt adjustments nnade for both methods of operation while

• the machine is in test. Since the brushes are set on the no-
load electrical neutral on almost all machines the same shift

is proper for both motor and generator operation. The majority
of machines, however, require a different adjustment of the
commutating field shunt, for motor operation, to insure the
proper speed characteristic. On the majority of commutating
pole motors too strong a commutating field will cause the
speed to increase as the load increases. This is never permissible.
Current must be shunted from the commutating field till the
speed at full load and overload is less than that of no-load,
giving the motor speed a drooping characteristic, even though
shunting this current may impair the commutation.

If a drooping characteristic and good commutation cannot
be obtained with the same adjustment, notify the Head of

Section at once, so that the proper steps may be taken to
correct the trouble. Inductive shunts are used on both motors
and generators, and the adjustment of the shunt is obtained
in the same way in each case. In adjusting the commutating
field shunt of a motor, however, the speed must be carefully

noted, as well as the commutation after any change in the
shunt is made.

VARIABLE SPEED MOTORS
The variations in speed of variable speed motors may be

obtained by either armature or field control.

Two methods of armature control may be used. The first

consists in varying the resistance in the armature circuit and
is used in work requiring no inherent regulation or constant
load. The economy and inherent regulation by this method
of control is poor.

The second method of armature control consists in varying
the voltage impressed on tjie motor armature only, the field

remaining constant at its full value. The efficiency and regu-
lation obtained by this method of control is good.

In the method of field control the brushes are set to give

the best commutation at both speed limits. The variations

in speed are then obtained by varying the field.

Commutating pole variable speed motors must have the
shunt in the commutating pole field adjusted for the highest
rated speed. Speed curves and running light tests should be
made at both speed limits.

Shunt wound variable speed motors have the brushes set

for commutation at the speed limits. Speed curves and running
light tests should be made at both these speeds.

Some compound wound variable speed motors are not
designed to run light, consequently before starting, the smallest

load the motor is designed to carry should be ascertained. The
Engineering Notice usually specifies the load at which the
motor should start. Commutation should be adjusted at the
speed limits, series full field readings being taken and the
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speed carefully recorded. Speed curves should be taken at
the speed limits. Running light should be taken at
the various Speeds, with the series field disconnected.

The following tests may be taken in addition to the pre-
liminary :

Complete Tests:
Consist of special tests and normal and overload heat runs.
Special Tests consist of saturation, core loss, speed curves,

regulation and commutation tests, also variable speed tests on
variable speed motors.

General Tests consist of saturation and core loss tests.

Input Output Efficiency is made by the input output
method, either by direct connecting or belting the machine
to another machine or by using the string brake method.

Standard Efficiency Tests are made by the method of
losses.

Using the same nomenclature as that used in calculating
the standard efficiency of D.C. generators, a motor efficiency

is calculated as follows:

I. =lL-h
Watts Input Wa=lLVL
W-^ = Core loss taken from the core loss curve corresponding

to Vl-IR
Then!'W = W, + W„ + W^ + I\R, + I\R, + I\K,+

{hVL-I\R,)+r\R,+I\R, + I\R,n + PuRu
as before
Watts output Wb = Wa~2W and

Since motors are alwa,ys rated according to horse-power
output

n.i . ^^Q

If, as in the case of D.C. generators, only a running light

is taken and it is desired to combine the resistances of the
series and commutating pole fields with their respective shunts
and to combine the losses in the shunt field and rheostats,
then
IW = Running light + I\R, + I\R, + I,VL + r-LRsFa + I'L

RCF
In the case of shunt motors
2'W= Running light -f I\R, + I\R, + I,Vl
The remarks made under the subject of D.C. generators

in reference to the calculation of brush friction and brush
contact resistance, also in reference to the calculation of hot
resistances, as well as to oil other efficiency calculations, apply
here. (See Calculation Sheet 9.)

It will be seen from Fig. 54 that motor efficiencies are plotted
against amperes line as abscissas and per centi efficiency and
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h.p. output as ordinates. The horse-power curve should be
produced to intersect the abscissa; Hne at running light amperes
line.
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recording them. All series field shunt adjustments must be
made to give the required regulation at the specified load.

Overload Heat Run consists in first bringing the machine
to normal load temperatures and then applying the required
overload for the specified time and recording the temperatures.

Short Commercial Test consists in running the machine
light for one hour normal voltage. All shunts for series fields

are calculated.

Long Commercial Run consists in running the rhachine
light until constant temperatures are obtained. All series
field shunts are calculated.

DIRECT CURRENT SERIES AND RAILWAY MOTORS

The principal type of series motor is the railway motor.
Other types, however, are built for use with hoists, air com-
pressors, pumps, etc. As all these motors are designed for

intermittent service the test, unless otherwise specified in the
Engineering Notice, are of one hour's duration at full load,
the brushes being on the neutral point. The load must never
be taken off a series motor unless the armature circuit is first

opened, otherwise the motor will run away. For the same
reason a series motor should always be started under load.
All running light tests must, therefore, be made with the field

separately excited.

As the tests on railway motors are very complete and their

general method applies to any series motor, the tests on rail-

way motors will be discussed more or less in detail. Hot and
cold resistances must be taken on all railway motors. The
cold resistances, when corrected to 25° C. , must not vary more
than 5 per cent, from the standard resistance.

High potential must always be applied while the motor
is cold and hot. There are Standing Instructions specifying
the degree of high potential to be applied to all parts, and for

the different types of motors.

General Tests consist of sufficient preliminary tests to warrant
engineering approval for production. It is impossible to define,

definitely, the heading, since the tests may include only a few
minor tests, or they may include Complete and Special Tests.

For instance, it may be necessary to make slight changes,
either in the construction or design of a standard motor in

order that it may meet special requirements due to peculiar
operating conditions, etc. After these changes have been made,
tests are conducted to insure the motor meeting such condi-
tions satisfactorily. These tests are included under tKe general
tests. If, after completion, they are found to be satisfactory,

engineering approval is given for the production of the machine
in question.

Complete Tests consist of special tests, thermal character-
istics, commutation and input output. With the exception of
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commutation, the other tests under this heading will be con-
sidered separately.

Commutating tests on series railway motors should be
made by holding normal voltage and operating the machine
at loads varying from 33J per cent, to 200 per cent, normal
load.

On series commutating pole motors, Interruption Tests
are taken. These consist in opening and closing the motor
circuit while the machine is running at various loads and speeds.
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special Tests consist of speed curves, core loss, and satura-
tion tests.

In taking a speed curve two similar motors are mounted on
a testing stand, the pinion of each meshing in the same gear
on a shaft. One motor drives the other as separately excited
generator and is run loaded until the motor is heated to about
50° C. rise. The speed curve is then taken on the motor rotating
in both directions, the voltage being held constant. The resist-

ance of both armature and field should be measured both
before and after taking the curve.

Core loss should be taken as on any other machine by the
belted method, except that the test should be made at about
five speeds. Fig. 55. The lowest speed should correspond
to about 175 per cent, full load amperes (taken from speed
curves) and the highest at about 200 per cent, full load speed.
During this test the machine is separately excited.

A saturation curve may be taken as on any other machine
by separately exciting the field. Saturation curves at difi^erent

speeds may be obtained from data taken during the core loss

test.

The speed curves, core losses and saturation are calculated
as previously explained. The speed curves and core losses

should be plotted on the same sheet against amperes line as
abscissae and r.p.m. and watts as ordinates. From these two
sets of curves another can be developed, which will give the
core loss of the motor at any speed or current.

The Thermal Characteristic should be obtained by making
a series of heat runs at varying amperes, allowing sufficient

time to get a temperature rise of 75° C. on any part except
commutator. Each run should be made at the same constant
voltage, the current value for each run varying from 50 to 150
per cent, normal. If a sufficient number of heat runs be taken
on a sufficient number of motors of the same class, type and
form, the horse-power rating for 75° C. rise may be obtained
for any length of run from one-half hour to continuous running.
Before starting a heat run, cold resistances and terriperatures

should be taken. After the motor has run continuously for the
allotted time, amperes and volts having been held constant with
all covers off, and all openings unrestricted, it is shut down, hot
resistances measured, and all temperatures taken. The results of

the thermal heat r^m shotild be plotted, one curve for armature
and one ior field, against time in hours as abscissa; and degree C.

rise as ordinates. Through zero and the plotted points corre-

sponding to the different loads, lines should be drawn. The inter-

sections of these lines with the line of 75° C. rise gives the time
the motor takes to attain 75 degrees rise with the load cor-

responding to the plotted point through which the line was
drawn. From these curves another curve should be plotted
with time as abscissa? and amperes load as ordinates. This is

an ampere time curve for 75° C. rise. On the same sheet as
the ampere time curve is plotted, a curve should be drawn
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with time as abscissas and horse-power as ordinates, the horse-
power being calculated from the standard 75° C. characteristics.
See Fig. 56 for curve.
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separately excited field of the generator is in series with the
motor field, thus giving a normal full load excitation. The
armature of the generator is connected to a water box, the
resistance of which is varied until full load on the motor is

obtained. The run is made for one hour, after which temper-
atures are taken.

Resistances are measured and high potential applied both
before and after the test, and, before starting, the speed should
be checked in both directions of rotation.

One out of every fifty of all types of motors should receive
the one hour load run. All 600 volt commutating pole motors,
excepting those receiving the one hour load run, should be run

Fig. 57

CONNECTIONS FOR LOAD RUNNING TEST ON RAILWAY MOTORS

under load for ten minutes in each direction of rotation. Other
motors having their characteristics well established should
receive commercial tests.

Commerical tests consist in running a motor light for a
short period. It is the practice to run four motors in parallel,

the fields being connected in series and separately excited by
a current equal to full load current of the motor. (See Sketch
of Connections in Fig. 58.)

With normal voltage held constant across the armatures,
the motors are run light for five minutes in each direction of

rotation, readings of speed, armature and field current being
recorded.
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With rated voltage across the motors, the fields should be
weakened until about twice normal speed is attained. Under
these conditions the machine should be run in each direction
for five minutes, the same readings as above being recorded.

Resistance measurements cold only are taken. High poten-
tial tests must be made after this run.

Care must be taken that the resistance at 25 degrees C,
and speed come within the prescribed limits already mentioned.

On all series motors with the exception of railway motors
Standard Efficiency tests are made by the method of. losses and
the calculation of the same is identical with that of any other
motor. In this case, of course, the amperes armature equals
amperes line.

Booster

Fig. 58

CONNECTIONS FOR RUNNING LIGHT ON RAILWAY MOTORS

In making an Input Output Test the motors are geared
and connected as for the Load Heat Run and are usually n.in

under full load for one hour up to ordinary working temperatures
and to get the bearings in good running condition. Before
the load is put on, a careful measurement of the armature and
field resistance of motor, and armature of generator is taken by
the drop in potential method. Three different measurements
of each should be made with as many different values of

current, which should be near the normal load current.
Holding constant normal voltage, 12 or 15 different loads

ranging from as low as possible to 150 per cent, load should
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be pilt on, the direction of rotation being such that the motor
tends to lift from its bearings. Readings at each load should
be taken of the amperes, volts armature and speed of the motor
and amperes and volts armature of the generator. The direction
of rotation should then be changed and several check points
taken in speed and amperes, after which the machine should
be shut down and hot resistance measurements made.

The Calculation Sheet 10 and Fig. 59 show the method
of working and plotting the data obtained from the input output
test. Unless otherwise specified the tractive effort and miles
per hour are calculated for 33 in. wheels. The formulae used
are:

,,., ,
R.p.m. X diameter of wheels in inches Xtt

ivliles per hour^

—

= =

—

-. rrr^r^^ Gear Ratio X 1056

Tractive effort=
Amps. X volts X efficiency X 252

Miles per hour X 500
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INPUT OUTPUT CURVES ON A 75 H.P., 600 VOLT, RAILWAY MOTOR



until the temperature of the hottest point is not more than 25
degrees C. above the surrounding atmosphere.

The results of the coohng off test should be plotted to time as
abscissae and degree C. rise as ordinates. The curves for arma-
ture, field, commutator, frame, air in the motor, should all be
plotted on one curve sheet.
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RAILWAY MOTOR
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ROTARY CONVERTERS
Preliminary Tests

As soon as the spools are asssmbled on the frame of a rotary
converter, the cold drop on each spool is measured and the
polarity of each pole determined and permanently recorded in

a book furnished for that purpose. These tests should receive
particular attention since, though any error discovered is

easily corrected at the time, much labor and expense would be
incurred if discovered after the machine was assembled com-
plete.

The cold resistance, of the armature winding, is measured
between the different collector rings. On a three-phase armature
measure between 1-2, 1-3, 2-3. The resistances of these three
circuits should be practically the same. On a quarter-phase
armature, measure between 1-3 and 2-4, i.e., the terminals of

the two phases, which would be of equal resistance. On a
six-phase armature measure between rings 1-4, 2-5, 3-6. The
resistance should be the same in each case. It is immaterial
whether the rings are numbered from the inside or from the
outside, for cold resistance measurements.

High Potential

The high potential test is applied at the conclusion of all

tests. All temporary wiring must be removed and any dust
and dirt blown out by using compressed air, before applying
the high potential.

Air Gap
The air gap measurements are made on rotaries, as on all

D.C. machines. Special attention must be paid to the gap of

a rotary, since it is possible for the bridges on the pole pieces

to project beyond the face of the pole. In this case the gap
measured between the bridge and the armature is the effective

gap of the machine. All bridges must be closely examined
for projecting portions, and the gap between the projections
and the armature measured and recorded as defects if it is

less than the normal gap of the machine.

Running Light

Running light on a rotary is taken with the machine running
from the direct current end. With the brushes set on the
neutral point, hold the direct current voltage applied to the

armature constant, and vary the shunt field till the rated .speed

of the machine is obtained. Read the input to both field and
armature. -

Brush Shjft

Since very little armature reaction is found in a rotary,
the brushes are set on the neutral point, before the machine
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is started. It often happens, however, that better commuta-
tion can be secured by shifting the brushes away from the neutral
point, very sHghtly. In case of unsatisfactory commutation
try shifting the brushes in each direction, since some machines
will require a shift forward and some back from the mechanical
neutral.

Ratio

Taking the ratio of the A.C. to the D.C. volts is one of the
important tests on a rotary. In taking this, care should be
taken to insure accurate results. The rotary may be driven
from the A.C. or the D.C. end, so long as a definite statement
is entered on the record sheet; telling which method was used.
In order to check the accuracy of the instruments, two A.C.
voltmeters, two potential transformers, and two D.C. volt-
meters should always be used. During the test the D.C. voltage
is held constant, and the A.C. volts read between rings 1-3 on
two-phase and 1-4 on a six-phase machine.

The ratio is taken at no load and fuU load, and should be
as follows when taken with the machine running from the A.C.
end:

With continuous current
Single-phase
Two-phase (measured on diameter)
Three-phase
Six-phase (measured on diameter)
Six-phase (measured on adjacent ring)

Six-phase (measured on alternate rings

The amount of pole face arc will change the ratio. Any
variation from these values greater than 2 per cent, must be
brought to the notice of the Head of Section, so that it may be
investigated, and referred to the engineers.

An easy and approximately correct method of telling whether
a rotary is running with the proper shunt field excitation is to

note the ratio of the A.C. current to the direct current". This
should be as follows

:

Three-phase alternating current and direct current practi-

cally the same.
Two-phase alternating current equal to three-quarters of

the direct current.

Six-phase alternating current equal to one-half the direct
- current.

Equalizer Taps

As soon as a rotary is assembled and before any running
tests have been started, the spacing of the equalizer taps and
the taps to the collector rings must be carefully checked.
Occasionally, a wrong connection is made, and, if it is not
corrected before the running tests are started, one or more
equalizer leads may become badly overheated or be burned off,
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damaging the armature winding and delaying the shipment of

the machine.

Constant Ratio

The standard shunt wound rotary converter has a very
nearly constant ratio of A.C. to D.C. volts, so any fluctuation
in the A.C. supply shows directly on the D.C. voltage delivered.

Such machines are unsatisfactory when much variation in

load occurs. When the D.C. volts have to be varied on a standard
machine, the impressed A.C. volts must be altered. This is

generally done by using transformers with a dial switch, which
changes the transformer ratio.

By adding a series field winding to the standard machine,
if required to operate with sudden changes in load, a practi-

cally constant voltage can be obtained, either by introducing
reactance into the circuit or by using the inductance and resist-

ance inherent in its feeder circuit. This is possible since an
alternating current passing over an inductive circuit will decrease
the potential if lagging and increase it if leading.

A rotary running as a synchronous motor requires a certain

field excitation to give the minimum input current to the
armature. Varying the excitation either way changes the

input current, so, by using sufficient reactance in the A.C.
circuit from which the converter receives its power, the A.C.

voltage at the converter terminals may be increased or decreased
by increasing or decreasing the exciting current. By adjusting
the shunt excitation of the compound wound machine so it

gives a no load lagging current of about 2.5 per cent, of full

load current, and adjusting the series field to give a slightly

leading current at full load, the impressed voltage at no load

will be lowered and that of full load increased, automatically.

Hence a practically constant D.C. voltage will be delivered

at all loads.

SPLIT POLE MACHINES

Variable Ratio

The split pole rotary differs from the ordinary rotary,

since it has a split field. The poles consist of two separate and
independent parts, each equipped with its own field coil. The
auxiliary poles may be placed on either the leading or the

trailing side of the main fields, according to the conditions

under which the machine is to operate. If it operates as a

straight rotary, the auxiliary pole is on the trailing side; while

if the machine is to float on the line to take fluctuations of

load through a storage battery, and hence runs inverted part

of the time, the auxiliary pole will be on the leading side. The
following is the reason : The auxiliary pole influences commuta-
tion when on the leading side as well as regulating the D.C.
voltage. It will be of correct polarity for commutation if the
machine inverts at a D.C. voltage corresponding to no excita-

tion of the auxiliary poles.
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In wiring a split pole rotary for test, the transformers
must be exactly alike. The best results are obtained by using
machines operated from two secondaries excited by one primary.
Care should be taken to see that none of the cables from the
transformers to the rings differ in length or cross section. All
switches in these circuits must have their contact surfaces well
cleaned with sandpaper. These precautions are necessary to
prevent any unbalancing of the current in the A.C. circuits

outside the armature. The testing instructions will include,
besides the regular tests made; The manner in which the
transformers are to be connected, both primary and secondary;
the A.C. volts to be held across corresponding rings, and the
range through which the D.C. volts are to be varied by means
of the auxiliary field. In addition to the cold resistance, cold

drop, polarity and air gap measurements, the following no
load readings are taken:

Current per phase (must be balanced).
No load phase characteristic.

Ratio of voltage.
Volts between adjacent collector rings with main field only.

A set of readings of the A.C. amperes, varying the D.C.
volts by the auxiliary fields through the total voltage range,
holding the main field at minimum input value, the A.C. volts

constant with the brushes shifted to give the best commutation
over the whole range.

A set of readings, varying the D.C. volts through the total

range by means of the auxiliary field, varying the main field

to give minimum input for each change in D.C. voltage.

A full load ratio and the current per phase for minimum
input, using main field only.

Three full load phase characteristics should be taken

:

1st. Hold the A.C. volts constant, using the main field

only.

2nd. At the lowest limit of the D.C. volts, holding the
the A.C. and D.C. volts constant, the D.C. line current being
at that value which gives the rated output for the mid voltage
with zero auxiliary field.

.3rd. At the highest limit of the D.C. volts holding the

A.C. and D.C. volts constant, the D.C. line current being at

that value necessary to give the rated output for the mid voltage
with zero auxiliary field.

Three core loss tests are required to cover the various con-

ditions of operation:
1st. Core loss varying the D.C. volts by means of the

main field only, with auxiliary field not excited.

2nd. Core loss holding the excitation of the main field con-

stant at that value which gives mid D.C. voltage, varying the
auxiliary field to change the D.C. voltage.

3rd. Core loss holding the A.C. volts constant. Vary the
main field each time the auxiliary field is changed to change
the D.C. volts throughout the range.

This gives unity power factor.
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All other tests are made as on standard rotaries, and all

general observations, referring to standard machines also

apply.

INVERTED ROTARIES
The speed of a rotary, running from the A.C. side, is deter-

mined by the line frequency. The same machine running as an
inverted rotary and delivering A.C. current operates as a D.C.
motor. Its speed depends upon the field excitation and load,
and it will deliver a variable frequency, particularly if compound
wound. When run inverted, a compound wound machine
should have its series field almost, if not entirely, short circuited,

when part of its load is inductive, since a lagging A.C. current
will weaken the field and increase the speed, sometimes causing
a runaway. For this reason, care must always be taken when
running a rotary inverted, to see that sufScient field excitation
has been obtained to prevent excessive speed, particularly when
another machine is operated as a rotary from the inverted
machine.

MOTOR CONVERTER
A motor converter consists of a standard rotary converter

and an induction motor. The induction motor has a wound
rotor with taps brought out to a set of common rings, that take
the place of the collector rings for both motor and converter.
The voltage of the induction motor rotor is the A.C. voltage of

the converter. The advantage of the motor converter is that
high tension (up to 13000 volts) may be applied on the stator
of the induction motor, the rotor delivering low voltage to the
converter. Hence the intervening bank of transformers always
necessary with a rotary are not required. No reduction of

power factor is caused by the induction motor, since unity power
factor may be maintained with the motor converter by proper
adjustment of the field of the rotary.

Complete Tests

Complete tests consist of the following:
Cold drop on spools.

Polarity test.

Cold resistance of the armature.
Checking spacing of equalizer and collector ring taps.

Air gap measurement.
Brush spacing and fit.

Hot Armature and Field Resistances, as follows:
Run under normal load till all temperatures are constant.

Shut down and take temperatures and measure the hot resistance
of the armature and field. Run up again to normal load tempera-
tures, then put on the required overload for the specified time.

Shut down, take temperatures and measure hot resistance of

the armature and field.

No load ratio.

Full load ratio.

• No load phase characteristic.
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Full load phase characteristic.

Saturation,
Core loss.

Synchronous impedance.
A.C. starting tests.

D.C. starting tests.

Running light reading, D.C.
Check end play.
Pha.se rotation.

Adjust speed limiting device.
Apply high potential.

Special Tests

Special tests include:
No load phase characteristic.

Full load phase characteristic.

No load ratio.

Full load ratio.

Saturation.
Core loss.

Synchronous impedance.
D.C. starting tests.

A.C. starting tests.

Starting Tests from the A.C. End
The rotary should be wired to an A.C. generator of sufficient

capacity to start it without overloading. If transformers are
needed, in order to get the correct voltage, they should be
placed between the dynamometer board and the generator.

Rotaries at starting from the A.C. end are similar to a
transformer. The armature corresponds to the primary, and
the field, having a large number of turns, corresponds to the
secondary. Hence the induced volts on the field may be very
high (often 3000 or 4000 volts). In all cases, therefore, the
field connection must be broken in two or more places to keep
this voltage within safe limits. A potential transformer and
voltmeter should be connected across one or two spools in series,

for reading the induced volts field, and a note made on the
record sheet as to the number of poles included in the reading.

Starting tests should be made from several different positions
of the armature with respect to the field. A scale, corresponding
to the distance between collector ring taps, should be laid off

on the armature, divided into five equal parts. A point of

reference is marked on the field, opposite to which the marked
positions of the armature are placed for the successive starts.

These positions .should be numbered and a sketch showing the
numbering be made on the Record Sheet.

Having brought point No. 1 opposite the reference point,
the A.C. switches should be closed and a moderate field put
on the alternator, sending about one-half normal full load
current through the rotary. Read volts and amperes in the
various phases. As it will be impracticable to read all phases
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at once during the start, cut the ammeter into that phase which
shows the highest current and the voltmeter across the phase
which indicates the highest voltage, so as to get the maximum
readipgs at the instant of starting. Increase the field of the
generator until the armature begins to revolve, when volts
and amperes input and induced volts on the field should be
read. The voltage across the collector rings should then be
held constant, until the rotary reaches synchronism, the time
required to reach this point from the start being noted.

There are several methods of determining whether the
rotary is in synchronism. One is, the induced volts field will

fall to zero; another, the voltmeter across the armature will

read a definite voltage, which would vary from a negative
to a positive reading if the rotary were below synchronism.

Readings should be taken on all phases, of volts and amperes
after the rotary has reached synchronism. The machine should
then be shut down, the armature brought to position No. 2

and the test repeated. In this manner all five points should be
taken. After these tests have been taken, the time required
to bring the rotary to synchronism should be taken by throwing
one-half voltage across the collector rings.

Starting Tests from D.C. End
In the case of starting from the D.C. end, the rotary must

be wired to a D.C. generator of ample capacity.
When ready to begin the test, the rotary should be separately

excited with a field current corresponding to that for no load
at minimum input, unless full field is specified. The voltage
across the armature should be brought up gradually, by increas-

ing the field on the driving generator, until the armature begins
to revolve. The voltage should then be steadily increased at

a rate which will bring the rotary to normal speed in approx-
imately one minute. This rate can be found by trial, and,
when once found, the test should be repeated once or twice to

make certain the results are correct.

Phase Characteristics

1. No Load. If the phase characteristic tests follow a heat
run on which an IRT regulator has been used, it must be
disconnected. The most satisfactory combination is to run
two converters for this test, the one under test running as a
rotary driven by the other one running inverted with a D.C.
loss supply. The speed is held constant by varying the speed
of the inverted machine, the D.C. volts being held constant
by the volts of the loss supply. It must be remembered that
a lagging current will increase the speed of the inverted rotary.
The speed of the inverted machine should be watched con-
stantly, so long as the current lags.

With the field excitation of the rotary reduced to the lowest
limit permitted by the inverted machine, read the A.C amperes
and volts and the D.C. amperes and volts field. The speed and
the D.C. volts are held constant throughout the test. Increase
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the field current of the rotary, by small increments, reading
as above. The A.C. amperes input will decrease rapidly till

the minimum input point is reached when they will increase
again. The field excitation should be increased till they have
a value of at least half the full load current of the machine.

2. Full'Load. The full load characteristic is taken in exactly
the same way as the no load. The D.C. volts are held constant
at normal rating and the amperes output constant at full load
value. The field excitation is varied through as nearly the
same range used on no load, as is possible.' The readings taken
are:

A.C. volts.

A.C. amperes.
D.C. volts (held constant).
D.C. amperes output (held constant).
D.C. volts field.

D.C. amperes field.

Speed held constant.

Compounding Test with Reactance

When a rotary is required to automatically deliver a con-
stant D.C. voltage, with a load subject to sudden changes, a
compound wound machine is used with a definite reactance
inserted between the rotary and the line. Such reactances
must be tested with the machines for which they are designed.
A constant voltage is possible, since an A.C. current passing
through a reactance will increase the potential if leading, and
decrease it if lagging. By adjusting the shunt field so that
about 20 per cent, lagging current flows at no load and the
current at full load leads slightly, the strength of the series

field can be adjusted so as to give a constant D.C. voltage.
A compound converter, running with reactance, must be com-
pounded like a direct current generator. Unless other specific

instructions are issued in reference to compounding, hold con-
stant the A.C. voltage of the alternator by which the rotary
is driven. Adjust the shunt field to give the correct no load
voltage, then, without touching the field rheostats, put on full

load and read the D.C. volts. If the machine over-compounds,
the series field is too great, and gives too much leading current.
In this case a shunt must be adjusted across the terminals of

the series winding to shunt a portion of the current. On this

compounding test, all readings are taken and adjustments made
as on a direct current generator without touching the field

rheostats after the no load adjustment is made.

Pulsation Bridges

Since the torque of a rotary need only be great enough
to overcome that due to its own losses, it is very sensitive to
changes in line conditions, viz, excessive line drop or speed
changes of the driving unit. Line drop alone will start a rotary
pulsating, in many cases. Once started the pulsation generally
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increases rapidly, till the rotary falls out of step or flashes
over. To prevent pulsation, copper or brass bridges are located
between the poles, which act as a short circuited secondary
and oppose sudden changes of the input armature current.
Rotaries of new design are tested for pulsation by inserting a
resistance per phase, between them and the driving alternator.
The drop through this resistance corresponds to the line drop
which will probably occur in practice. Usually 15 per cent,
drop is used, the resistance per phase necessary being easily

determined by using the formula^^^
, ^°-J- X per cent, drop =

Kw. X 1000
resistance. If two rotaries are tested together each ma-
chine would have 15 per cent, drop between it and the
driving alternator or there would be 30 per cent, between the
two rotaries, as shown in Fig. 61.

Oynomomei.er^
Board

A/ternai-or
4 i A

Resistance Resistance

Fig. 61

CONNECTIONS FOR PULSATION TEST

With the two nr.achines running in synchronism self-excited

and with the fields adjusted to give minimum input, observe
the D.C. voltmeter on the two machines. Any slight pulsation
will be shown by these instruments at once. Hold the D.C.
volts constant on one machine throughout the test. With one
field held at minimum input value, reduce the field current
in the other machine to about one-half minimum input value.

If no pulsation is noted, take a full set of readings on both
machines, then reduce the field current of the other machine
to one-half minimum input value, and watch for pvilsation on
both machines which now take a heavy lagging current. Take
a full set 6f readings under these conditions. Next adjust
the field of the first machine again to the minimum input value,

watch for pulsation and take readings. With this field held at
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minimum input, change the field of the other machine from
its value at one-half minimum input to twice the minimum
input value, observe and read. The other field is then brought
up to twice normal value, readings are taken and the effect of
the heavy leading current in each machine noted. Leaving
one field over excited, weaken the other field so as to get half
minimum input, look for pulsation and take a full set of readings.
If no pulsation develops with the high line drop under these
extreme conditions, the machines are satisfactory.

General Tests

General tests will consist of:

No load ratio.

Saturation.
Core loss.

Input Output EflSciency Test

Input output tests on small machines (300 kw. or less) are
made with the machine running as a rotary, dead loaded on
a water rheostat. Larger . machines are tested in pairs, one
machine pumping back on the other with electrical loss .supply.

The machines are wired exactly in a similar manner to that
used in a pump back heat run (circulating power heat test)

special attention being given the wiring to see that no unbalan-
cing occurs on either the A.C. or the D.C. circuits. On the
machine running as a rotary, wattmeters are connected in the
A.C. end, between the rotary and the transformers, and prepara-
tion made for reading D.C. armature and field current and
volts. If current transformers are used with the wattmeters,
duplicate transformers must be used in the other phases of

the machine to prevent unbalancing caused by the resistance

and inductance of the transformers. With the machine running
in synchronism at rated speed with zero load, and all meters
connected, hold the A.C. volts impressed on the rotary constant
and take careful readings of all instruments. Then read the
current and volts in each phase, as a check on the wiring and
balancing of all phases. Also carefully check all instruments
for stray field. Any instruments so affected must be protected
by iron shields or their location changed. With full load,

repeat the test for stray field, since any instrument affected
will give misleading and erroneous results. With the no load
minimum input field current held constant, carefully read the
A.C. input, as shown by the wattmeters, as a check on the no
load losses.

As efficiency is usually guaranteed at J, J, |, 1, H ^^d IJ,

careful readings must be taken at these loads. Each time the
load is changed, the rotary field excitation must be changed
to the minimum input value for that load which is shown
when the sum of the wattmeter readings is exactly equal to
the k.v.a. input. To obtain this condition every time, usually
requires several trials and considerable time, so that an efficiency

test made in this way is more expensive than when made by
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the separate loss method. The likeHhood of error is also greater.

This method, therefore, is not satisfactory for rotary efficiencies

at other than full load.

Standard Efficiency

The method employed to calculate the efficiency of a standard
rotary converter is similar to that used for D.C. generators
except for the additional PR and friction losses of the A.C.
brushes. Because of the neutralizing action of the motor and
generator currents it should be noted that only a certain per-
centage of the current as given by the instruments must be
used for calculating the PR loss in the armature. This per-
centage varies for different machines as follows:

Single-phase . . 147%
Two-phase 39%
Three-phase 59%
Six-phase 27%



A.C. currentThe brush density per ring = =
Brush contact area per ring

The resistance obtained from the curve, corresponding
to this value divided by the brush area per ring is the contact
resistance per ring.

>WP|—
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Calculation Sheet 11 and Fig. 63 show the form used in

calculating and plotting rotary converter efficiency.

Normal Load Heat Runs
When loading a rotary converter on a water rheostat, see

that all cables from the transformers to dynamometer boards
and to the A.C. rings of the machine are of the same length
and capacity. All contacts must be cleaned and brightened
before connection. Equal resistance will thus be obtained per
phase and unbalancing in the A.C. circuits external to the ar-

mature prevented. In wiring the D.C. circuit the series field

and its shunt are disconnected.
-In wiring rotaries, as with all other high current D.C. ma-

chines, both sides of the circuit should be laid close to one another.
No iron, such as a bearing pedestal or a section of the frame,
must lie within the loop of the circuit, since it will become
magnetized and materially affect the operation of the machine
and instruments. Always divide the shunt field into at least

four sections, by a "break up switch." This switch must
always be open while starting from the A.C. end, since, due to

transformer action and relative number of turns of the field

and armature, a high volta|ge is induced in the field at starting.

Always wire the positive brush ring of the rotary through
a breaker to the blade of the water box, and the negative ring
to the box of the water resistance. Connect enough boxes in

multiple so that each will carry about 400 amperes, maximum.
Make provision for reading amperes and volts armature A.C,
amperes and volts armature, amperes and volts field D.C, and
the speed of the alternator.

To start the machine close the A.C. line switches and the
field switch of the driving alternator. Increase the excitation

of the alternator, keeping close watch on the current in the A.C.
lines. If this current reaches 1 50 per cent, normal before the
rotary starts, check over the wiring and report to the Head of

Section. If the machine starts rotating in the wrong direction,

reverse two of the leads on the primary side of the transformers.

After starting, as soon as the A.C. current drops to the minimum
value, showing the machine is in synchronism, and the A.C.

volts are normal, close the field "break up switch." If, after

closing the shunt field switch, the brushes begin to spark, the

residual magnetism left in the poles by the induced voltage at

starting is of the wrong polarity.

Two methods can be used to correct this: 1st. Reverse
the field with respect to the armature. 2nd. Reverse the

residual polarity, by opening the alternator field circuit. Then
close this circuit and bring the rotary back to synchronism,
repeating the operation if necessary, until the field builds up
in the right direction. This second method is the more satis-

factory since no change of wiring is required.
Before proceeding further, read the current in each phase

to make sure there is no unbalancing. These currents should
not vary over ] per cent, from the average; any greater varia-

tions due to wiring must be remedied at once.
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After balance is established, the no load and full load phase
characteristics are taken.

These operations complete the preliminary tests and the
full load heat run may now be made, taking care to set the
brushes for the best commutation. On the load run, hold
full load D.C. amperes and volts constant with minimum
input field current. The load should be kept on at least one
hour after all temperatures are constant. At the end of the
run, temperatures must be taken on all parts of the machine

<K-

ffaoi}t(?rU5'i/fi/'/y^ ffLffJjes

Fig. 64

CONNECTIONS FOR PUMPING BACK ROTARY CONVERTERS
WITHOUT THE USE OF A REGULATOR

and the resistance measured on the armature (A.C. end) and
field. If the rotary is six-phase the armature resistance is

measured between rings 1-4, 2-5, 3-6, counting outwards
from the armature.

If an overload run is required, take a few points on the
overload phase characteristic to determine the field current
required for minimum input, then hold this current and the
D.C. volts and amperes constant, as on the normal load run.
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After the heat runs, the tests should be finished by taking
a phase rotation, hot drop on spools, D.C, running light at

normal voltage, and D.C. starting tests. A.C. starting tests are
only taken when especially requested.

D.C. Circulating Current

Fig. 64 shows the connections for two three-phase con-
verters wired for a pump back heat run, without a .potential

regulator to control the load. The core losses and PR losses

are supplied from the D.C. end. The diagram shows, also,

the standard starting panel which should always be used when
two converters are tested together.

To start the rotaries, choosing No. 1 for instance, close the
shunt field switch^and switch K, which short circuits the arma-
ture of the loss supply. Note that the shunt fields are wired
across the core loss supply, which is wired to busses B and C
of the starting panel, and that the series fields are left open.
Throw switch A to the left and slowly reduce the resistance of

the water rheostat till it is practically short circuited, when
switch S may be closed. The blade of the water rheostat is

drawn out of the water and the switch A thrown to the right.

Machine No. 2 is then started in .a similar manner.
The strength of the field of each machine is then decreased

until they both run at normal speed. Now connect a number
of incandescent lamps in series, of which the rated voltage is

equal to the sum of the machine voltage across rings AA; viz.,

across switches located on the dynamometer board. Two sets

of lamps should be provided, one being connected across one
of the switches while the other steps across each of the other
switches in turn. Should one set show a rise and fall in voltage
directly opposite to that of the other, the two phases are reversed,

and must be corrected. When all phases show a simultaneous
rise and fall, the machines may be phased together, bringing
their speeds to the same value by changing the field on one of

them. When the rise and fall of voltage shown by the lamps
decreases to a period of 5 seconds or longer, close all the switches

simultaneously, when the lamps are dark.

During the period of starting and phasing the machines
together, the boosters should be short circuited, with open
fields. When the machines are synchronized the short cir-

cuits are removed. Apply a weak field on the booster and
watch the line meter on No. 1. The reading of this meter
should reverse from that given on motor load if No. 1 is taking

load as a rotary. By reversing the booster field either machine
can be made to run as a rotary.

After balancing the current in each phase, full load phase
characteristics may be taken, by holding the speed constant

by means of the field of the inverted machine, and the load

constant with the booster, varying the shunt field of the rotary

throughout its range and reading current input. Full load

voltage ratio should next be taken, after which the heat runs

may be made.
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A line shunt must be used in each side of the D.C. circuits.

The currents flowing through them must have equal values,

otherwise one line has more resistance than tlie other, the
unbalanced current returning through the A.C. ends of the
machines. The currents in these lines can be balanced by
decreasing the resistance of copper to the low reading line.

The D.C. currents should be balanced before attempting to

balance tliose in the A.C. side.

In running a pump back test there will be a slight difference

in the D.C. voltages equal to the IR drop of the machine.
The field of the inverted machine will be less than that required

for minimum input. The machine will carry the additional

current necessary for supplying the core losses.
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Fie. 65

CONNECTIONS FOR PUMPING BACK ROTARY CONVERTERS
WITH REGULATOR

' This method of supplying the I^R losses with a booster re-

quires such a large low voltage booster that it is not often used
except for small rotaries.

With a Booster in the A.C. Side

A second method of pumping back rotaries for full load
heat runs, i's to use an IR voltage regulator, in the A.C. side
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o£ the machines as shown in Figs. 65 and 66. The regulator
is connected with its secondaries in series with the A.C. lines

and its primaries excited from the inverted machine. It is

always preferable to connect the regulator between the in-

verted rotary and the dynamometer board. The regulator
takes the place of the booster used in the previous method,
and is very satisfactory for supplying the F^R losses.

Starting the machines, checking the phase rotation, phasing
in, and the other matters already described are repeated with
this method. Always see that the regulator is set at the no
boost point before phasing in, otherwise load will be thrown
on, when the switches are closed.

Load is increased by turning the core of the regulator in

the direction of boost, at the same time watching the ammeter
of machine No. 1. If the reading reverses from motor load,

then No. 1 is running as a rotary. If No. 1 does not reverse.

ffwitc/)\

Rlte^stct
70^"""^^'-

'^''^'""'^t^^m^^i

Fig. 66

TABLE CONNECTIONS FOR ROTARY CONVERTER PUMP BACK

turn the regulator in the opposite direction. This shows that
the regulator is wrongly connected in reference to its markings.
There is no necessity, however, to change connections.

Using A.C. Loss Supply

If instead of supplying the losses from a D.C. source of

power, we connect an alternator across the A.C. lines, between
the inverted rotary and the IR regulator, in the preceding
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method, the losses can be supplied at the A.C. end. When the
alternator is -large enough to start the rotaries, the wiring on
the D.C. end is greatly simplified. The starting panel is omitted,
and the shunt fields are connected according to the print of

connections for the machine. Load is obtained by means of

the regulator as before and the test carried out as already
described.

If the alternator is too small to start the machines, the
latter may be started from the D.C. side as before, and phased
together. The alternator is then synchronized on the pair.

If only one machine can be started by the alternator, bring it

up to speed, then open all its circuits, and let it run by its own
momentum, and quickly start the second machine. Take off

the excitation from the alternator field, and then close the

switche.s on the first machine. Excite the alternator field, and
bring both machines up to speed, together. After the machines
are once started they can be brought up to speed without
excessive current being required.

Short Commercial Test

The short commercial test consists of the following stationary

and no load running tests:

Cold drop on spools.

Polarity tests.

Cold resistance of armature from A.C. end.

Checking spacing of equalizer and collector ring taps.

Air gap measurement.
Brush spacing and fit.

No load voltage ratio.

Volts between collector rings.

Running inve. i,ed, at 110 per cent. A.C. volts for one hour.

D.C. running light readings.

End play check.

Phase rotation.

Speed limiting device adjustment.

High potential test.

Long Comniercial Test

This consists of the following tests:

Cold voltage drop on spools.

Polarity tests.

Cold resistance of the armature from the A.C. end.

Check spacing of equalizer and collector ring taps.

Air gap measurement.
Brush spacing and fit.

No load voltage ratio.

Volts between collector rings.
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Run inverted at 110 per cent. A.C. volts till temperatures
are constant.

Measure hot resistance of the armature from the A.C. end
and take temperatures.

D.C. running Hght readings.

D.C. starting test.

Phase rotation.

End play cheek.
Speed limiting device adjustment.
High potential test.
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ALTERNATING CURRENT GENERATORS
The preliminary tests taken on A.C. generators consist of

drop on spools, resistance measurement, air gap, fitting of
collector brushes, phase rotation and the balancing of the
voltages across the different phases.

Special Observations

On self-contained, belted generators, especially those having
direct eontiected exciters, a reading shoald be taken with the
alternator open circuited with full excitation voltage on the
iidd-

On certain standard engine-driven generators only ballistic

tests need be made.
During the tests on turbine-driven generators the machine

should be carefully watched for any mechanical field unbalancing.

Besides the preliminary tests mentioned above, further
tests should be taken as follows when requested:

Complete T-ests consisting of special tests and temperature
tests.

Special • tests include saturation, synchronous impedance,
open a,nd short circuited core losses and wave form.

General tests include saturation and synchronous impe-
dance. From these tests the regulation of the machine is

calculated as follows

:

Let F = normal voltage line, / = Amperes line, R = Hot
resistance between lines.

Kw.
/ for three-phase m.achines =—rr 7=-^ voltagej/3

/ for two-phase machines = '-—
2 voltage

VoUage drop in armature, for three-phase machines 7,iR, =
\/3 IR

2
for two-phase machines /,i?, =IR

Let Oj = amperes field on. Saturation Curve corresponding
to y -I- /,i?, and 02=amperes field on the Synchronous Im-
pedance Curve corresponding to I.

The amperes field required to produce normal rated voltage
with full load on the generator will be 03=^^0^,-1-0^2

Let the voltage on the saturation curve corresponding to
03=V,

Then the per cent, regulation=—^—
If it is desired to calculate the regulation of the ma-chine at

J
any power factor, then / becomes=7—=,--=r and

-^ ^
^

% P. F.

03= i/a\ + a\+ 2 o, Oj sin 6

when d is the angle of which the per cent, power factor is th^
cosine.
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Input Output EfBciency Test is made by the input output
method.

Standpjd Efficiency Test is made by the method of losses.

The method used in the calculation of a standard efficiency

is as follows:

Let Vl = volts line 14^6 = output =«^3 Vl ^L for three-phase
and 2 Vl II for two-phase

/l = amperes line i?, = hot res. of armature between lines

/i = amperes field R^ = hot res. of field

Wi =open circuit core loss corresponding to Vl +IR on
the core loss curve

W^ = short 'circuit core loss corresponding to It on the
short circuit loss curve

W^ = friction and windage obtained from core loss test

/, is calculated for each load, as when calculating for

regulation

IR is the drop in the armature =\/f II Ri for three-phase

I,

machines and II Ri for two-phase

2W =W, + i W,+ W, + ^ f Ri + Ii' R2 for three-phase

machines

= Wi + i W^+W^+ 2 f R, + Ii^R^ for two-phase

machines
Watts input = Wa=Wb +2W
Efficiency = ^^
W^ need not be considered if the machine is furnished

without base, shaft or bearings.
The above method of calculation is used when the machine

is to operate at unity power factor.

If it is desired to calculate the efficiency at any power factor

the following calculations must be made.

'^°^ VlXvS%P.F .

andI^,=V3xyLX/LX% P.P. for

three-phase machines

^^= y^X2^X %P.F. ^^'^ W6 = 2yLX/l.X%P.F. for two-

phase machines

/i should be calculated for various power factors as given
undejr regulation.

The change in the line current will affect:

/i, W,, W,, and the PR of the armature. See Fig. 67 and
Calculation Sheet 12.

Non-inductive Normal Load Heat Run consists of running
the machine under normal load at unity P.P. until constant
temperatures are reached. These final temperatures are then
recorded and readings taken of regulation with unity power
factoi.

Non-inductive Overload Heat Runs consist in bringing the
machine to normal load temperatures, applying the overload

at unity P.P. for the specified time and recording the over-

load temperatures. Readings for regulation at unity P.P.

should be taken.
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Normal Load and Overload Power Factor Heat Runs are
made in the same way as that for normal and overload non-



The Short Commercial Test consists in running the machine
open circuited at 110 per cent, normal voltage, to insure that it

is an electrical duplicate of previous machines of the same type
and free from manufacturing defects.

The Long Commercial Test consists of taking "General
Tests" together with two heat runs, one open circuited at 110
per cent, voltage and one short circuited at 125 per cent, cur-

rent. These percentages are for machines having "A"
guarantees. For machines having "B" guarantees 115 per
cent, voltage and 150 per cent, current should be used. Each
of these runs should be continued until the temperatures
a,re constant. The machines are then shut down and the
final temperatures recorded.

Stationary Tests consist of stationary impedance, phase
rotation, resistance and high potential.

On some of the larger machines and particularly on turbo-
generators, an open delta circulating heat test is made until

temperatures are constant. This test has already been de-
scribed on Page 121.
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SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS
The preliminary tests taken on synchronous motors con-

sist of drop on spools, air gap, resistance measurement, balancing
of phase voltages, phase rotation, and running free minimum
input.

Complete tests consist of special tests, normal and over-
load heat runs.

Special tests consist of starting tests, open and short cir-

cuited core loss, saturation, synchronous impedance, no load
and full load phase characteristics and wave form. The method
of taking phase characteristics has previously been described.

Starting tests should be made both with and without a
compensator, if the motor is of a new type and rating, and
must be started with a compensator when installed. If the
motor does not form part of a motor-generator set, it should
be belted to its load generator in order to have some load at
starting.

Fig. 68

The motor should first be tested for starting, without the
compensator. The center line of one pole is placed in line

with the center line of the frame. At the head end of the motor
a length of 180 electrical degrees is marked off in a clockwise
direction from this Hne. The total length of the scale used
should be two-thirds of the distance between the center lines

of adjacent poles for three-phase machines, one-half for two-
phase machines and one-third for six-phase machines. The
scale should be divided into four equal parts, each division
line being numbered. On each one of these scale divisions, the
center line of the marked pole should be placed and the motor
started. Thus five tests are made to insure that the motor
will not stick in any position. See Fig. 68.

With the pole A moved to position No. 1 and the machine
at rest, sufficient current should be sent through the armature
to give a reasonable reading of amperes and volts on the various
phases and induced volts on the field. The induced volts field

should be read by a potential transformer and A.C. voltmeter.
The readings with the machine at rest are taken to determine
which phase gives the maximum readings of current and voltage,
so that the latter can be read at the moment of starting,
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With the switches adjusted to give the maximum reading,
the armature current is increased until the motor starts. Volts
armature, amperes armature and induced volts field are simulta-
neously read. The starting voltage is now held constant until

the motor comes to synchronism, the time required to reach
this point being recorded. The machine attains synchronism
when the induced volts on the field fall to zero. Then machine
is shut down and the tests are repeated from each of the other
positions.

If a motor shows a tendency to remain at half speed the A.C.
voltage should be increased until the motor breaks from half

speed and comes up to synchronism. The voltage required
to break the motor from half speed is then held and recorded
until full speed is reached.

All starting tests should be recorded on a Special Record
Sheet provided for the purpose and a sketch should be made
showing the starting positions. If the motor sticks at half

speed a record should be made.
If the test is required with a compensator the motor should

be set with its field in the position where greatest starting
current is taken and allowed .to rest in that position for at

least six hours until the oil is well pressed out of the bearings.
This is done in order to obtain the worst starting conditions
likely to occur in normal operation. Connections are then
made to the lowest tap of the compensator and with normal
voltage held on the line the starting switch of the compensator
is closed. If the motor fails to start, the voltage must at once
be switched off and connections made with, the next higher
taps on the compensator, and so on until the motor starts.

Readings should be taken at rest on each of the taps of the com
pensator, in the starting position, to determine the voltage
ratio of the taps of the compensator. All these tests should
be made with the field circuit of the motor open. During the
tests with compensator, enough time should be taken between
the trials to allow the compensator to cool, as it is designed
for intermittent service only. See Calculation Sheet 14.

General tests consist of saturation and synchronous im'pe-

dance.
Input output efficiency test is made by the input output

method.
Standard efficiency tests are made by the method of losses.

In calculating efficiency, the same nomenclature is used as

with A.C. generators. /, is either taken from the phase charac-
teristics or is calculated.

Watts input Wa=VL Il + IxR2
Watts output = Wb = Wa- IW
Efficiency = t;^

W = open circuit core loss corresponding
to Vl—1R on the core loss curve

Wb
Horse-power output = =-^
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Calculation Sheet 13 and Fig. 69.

Non-indxictive load heat run consists of the following:
Running the machine under load at unity power factor, until
it has reached constant temperature, and recording tempera-
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for the specified time, recording temperatures and taking read-
ings of regulation at unity power factor.

Normal load power factor heat run is the same as normal
load non-inductive, except that the machine is operated at
a specified power factor. Wattmeters should be used as described
with A.C. generators.

Overload power factor heat run is the same as overload
non-inductive, except that the power factor is less than unity.

In making the short commercial and long commercial tests,

the machine should be run as a generator under conditions
similar to those used under A.C. generators. The same applies
to the open delta circulating heat test.
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INDUCTION MOTORS
The test usually iriade upon Induction Motors for checking

guarantees, and determining characteristics for engineering
information are given under the following headings. Wherever
these tests differ from those employed for other alternating
current motors they are described in more detail.

The preliminary tests made on induction motors are air

gap, bearing play, starting, slip, resistanc-e measurement,
running light, excitation, static impedance and end play.

Special measuring scales are used in talcing induction motor
air gap and considerable care should be taken in this measure-
ment both with the rotor in one position and in different posi-

tions.

Bearing play is taken by measuring the gap at the top,
bottom and on each side. With the motor in the same relative
position to the stator, i.e., without turning the rotor, the motor
is turned over in all four positions of the quadrant and the
same measurements of air gap taken. Any defects in the bear-
ings which may affect the air gap of the machine are thus
disclosed.

A starting test on Form K motors is made by switching
the machine on the lin-e at a low voltage and then increasing
the voltage until the motor starts, the current and voltage
at this point being recorded. This test is occasionally made
with a compensator. The starting current should not exceed
200 per cent, normal current.

Full line voltage should be impressed on Form L motors
with all the internal resistance in the motor circuit, and the
starting current recorded. This current should not exceed
normal current.

Form M motors are started at full line voltage with all

the external resistance in the rotor circuit, the starting current
being recorded. This current should not exceed normal value.

Sometimes the collector rings on Form M motors are short
circuited and the starting test made at reduced voltage, as in

the case of Form K motors.
Slip is -usually measured at fuU load and running light by

means of the Slip Indicator, the construction and use of whidi
has been previously explained. Constant speed must be held
on the driving alternator and constant load and voltage on the
motor during this test.

To take slip by the lamp method an arc lamp is connected
in the -circuit from which the motor is running. On the end -of

the shaft of the motor a disk is located having as many white
and black sectors as there are poles in the motor. See in Pig. 70,
which is used for a six-pole motor.

As ,the lamp is ninning from an alternating current source,
the current wave passes through zero twice in each complete
cycle. At the zero instant, the light given out ,by the lamp is

a minimum.
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Consider a six-pole 60 cycle motor running at 1200 r.p.m.

Let the motor run at synchronous speed; that is to say, at 20
revolutions per second. Then 20x6=120 black sectors pass
a stationary point on the circumference of the disk in one
second. As the frequency is 60, the number of maximum
illuminations will be 120. At each maximum illumination,

therefore, the black strips will always occupy the same positions.

The slip, which always occurs in an induction motor, will cause
a black strip to lay a small angle behind that seen by the previous
illumination. These successive differences in position appear
as a sector rotating backwards which can be followed by the
eye. The slip, i.e., the difference between the actual speed
and the synchronous speed of the motor per minute, can thus
be counted.

The resistance of the stator should be measured cold and
hot.

Fig. 70

SLIP DISK

Running light is taken by applymg normal voltage to the

stator, and reading and recording the amperes inpvit to the

motor.
Static impedance is taken by blocking the rotor and aj.iplying

such a voltage to the stator as will give about full load current,

then readmg and recording the current in each leg, together

with the voltage between each of the legs. If the motor is of

the Form L type, impedance is taken with the resistance all

in and all out, always holding the same voltage across the

stator. This practice has been fiiund to give the best results.

End play should be tested both with and without voltage

on the stator.

On all motors particular care should be taken to see that

the rotor is in perfect balance.
When cutting out the internal resistance, the starting

switch of Form L motors should be watched closely for sparking

or any other defects. The brushes must make good contact on
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the resistances in all positions. The switch must not work too
easily, otherwise the resistance may be cut out too rapidly.

The brushes on Form M motors must fit the collector rings
perfectly. A successful test on this type of motor depends
considerably on this matter.

The voltage ratio should be taken on Form M motors by
impressing normal voltage on the stator and measuring the
voltage between the rings of the rotor on open circuit. Volts
and amperes stator, and volts between rotor rings should be
read and recorded.

Two speed motors can be obtained by changing the con-
nections on the stator by means of a switch and connection
board. These changes alter the number of effective poles,

thus changing the speed. The rotor must have the correct
number and ratio of slots in the stator and rotor, otherwise
dead points may occur at certain starting positions or the
motor may operate at subsynchronous speeds. These machines
are usually run at the lower speed during test.

Complete Tests consist of special tests, normal and over-
load heat runs.

Special Tests consist of making an excitation and impe-
dance curve using wattmeters, and a stationary torque curve on
Form K motors.

Excitation

Excitation and impedance are important tests. The follow-

ing precautions must be observed in all cases. The calculation
of the characteristic curves of Induction Motors depend entirely

on test results, and great care must therefore be taken to obtain
accurate measurements.

The motor should be located so that all the conditions
affecting its operation during test remain unchanged throughout
the run. A solid foundation is necessary to prevent vibration
at full speed. See that the bearings are supplied with oil. The
table must not be near to any source of stray field. The driving
alternator should be at least J the kw. capacity of the motor.
The transformers and other apparatus must be connected so
that the alternator is working under normal conditions, since
satisfactory wattmeter readings cannot be obtained if the
alternator is run too low on the saturation curve. Transformers,
when used, must be well balanced and not forced beyond their

voltage range, otherwise unsatisfactory results may be obtained.
The table must be adapted for wattmeters by providing

a special wattmeter switch connected on two of the three phases
as shown in Fig. 71. A and B are the terminals for the current
leads to the wattmeters—X and Z being the short circuiting
switches. Calling the phases 1-2-3, phase 1 is on the current
coil of wattmeter R connected at A. The pressure coil is con-
nected across 1 and 2. Likewise with the other meter S. Its

current coil is on phase 3 at B and its pressure coil between 2

and 3. If the voltage is too high for direct use on wattmeters,
multipliers (non-inductive coils of known resistance) or potential
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traxisformers must be connected between the meter and the
volt lines at the table.

On motors of less than 20 h.p. the lines to the primaries
o£ the potential transformers must be attached to the generator
side of the lines coming to the top of the dynamometer board.
If on the motor side on the top of the board, or on the motor
terminal block, the excitation current of the potential trans-
former passes through the wattmeters. Although this current
is small, with a small motor it may be an appreciable percentage
of the excitation current of the motor. Hence an error is caused
and an abrupt break made in the excitation curves every time
the ratio of the potential transformer is changed. On large

L M

Fig. 71

WATTMETER CONWECTIONS FOR EXCITATION

motors the excitation current of the potential transformer is

so small in comparison with the motor current that the incidental

errors are negligible. The above does not apply to m^tltipliers

because they are non-inductive.
On large motors the volt leads should always be attached

at the terminal block, to eliminate the line drop in switches
and leadSi from the table to the motor. The current leads to

the wattmeters should be twisted together throughout their

length and come direct from the terminal to the meter without
loops or sharp turns. All connections must be kept tight and
clean.

The air gap should be taken before a test is started. On
voltages above 500 volts all instruments must be discharged to
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eliminate static charge. A smalt fuse should be provided
connecting the current terminal to the nearest volt terminal
of the wattmeter. Do not ground the secondaries of the trans-
former.

As soon as machine is wired and ready to start, the switches
on the dynamometer board should be closed. (Always see-

that the wattmeter switches are closed whenever a change in

the field current is made.) The exciter field switch is then
closed and the voltage brought up slowly until the motor starts

and reaches normal speed. The machine should then be
inspected to see that it is operating normally. The amperes
and volts in the different phases should then be, read and any
unbalancing corrected or its cause discovered.

The end play of the motor should be tested next, since the
rotor must always run centrally in the frame. A slight pressure
against one side will change the friction watts and give an.

incorrect value to the core loss. Small motors should be run
about one hour and a, half and large ones two hours and a half
or more, to obtain constant friction before starting tests. If

the wattmeter needle goes off the scale in a negative direction
when connected in circuit the current leads on the current
terminals should be interchanged. On a two-phase circuit,

with a machine under load, both wattmeters should read
positive.

For running light readings on a three-phase machine the
sign of the meter must be determined, one being negative on
the upper part of the curve. With both meters reading in a
positive direction open one of the phases containing the current
coil of the wattmeter and observe the other meter. If the needle
drops off the scale below zero the meter reads negatively. If

the needle drops to some value above zero the reading is positive.

This process must be repeated for determining the readings
of the other wattmeter.

The alternator speed must be held constant during the
test. About 130 per cent, normal volts must be used for the
first reading. Volts, amperes, watts and speed of generator and
motor should be read and recorded. The volts should then
be decreased in steps so as to obtain about 20-25 points on
the curve down to 10 or 15 per cent, of normal volts. Here
the conditions are no longer stable. The meter with a negative
sign will read less than the other, and its readings will fall off

more rapidly than the others, becoming less and less until
zero is reached and its sign changes. When it becomes positive

the current leads must be interchanged.

To check the results: After the volts have been reduced
from the starting point of curve to normal, three single-phase
readings, one above, one below and one at normal voltage,
should be taken on the two legs using wattmeters. Check
readings should also be taken with a different voltmeter and
ammeter.

The single-phase excitation amperes are theoretically 1.73

times the three-phase and twice the two-phase. That is, the
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k.v.a. has equal values for the motor, whether single-phase or
polyphase. Practically, the single-phase amperes are from 1.6

to 1.7 times the three-phase, instead of 1.73 times. The same
ratio holds on quarter-phase.

The watts excitation are the same so far as core loss is con-
cerned for polyphase or single-phase. The increase in watts
single-phase over the watts polyphase is equal to the polyphase
PR. For instance, if the three-phase excitation requires 1000
watts and the PR three-phase is 100 watts, the single-phase
excitation will be 1100 watts.

Before shutting down, a curve should be plotted with volts
as abscissas and the algebraic sum of the watts as ordinates.

Wattmeter work is somewhat uncertain, and accurate
results can only be obtained under good conditions. An endless
belt on the driving alternator is necessary, a laced belt making
the wattmeter needle swing with a steady beat corresponding
to the lacing striking the generator pulley. Any belts running
near the table must have their static charges drawn off by a
grounded wire. The cases of all transformers should be con-
nected together and grounded. Wattmeters must be carefully
handled on high voltages. As all three phases of the alternator
are connected on the table, wattmeter work at high voltages
involves danger, since contact between two of the instruments
short circuits two of the phases.

The two important points on an excitation curve are the
watts at normal voltage and friction watts. These points
determine the per cent, core loss of the motor. Several readings,

only a few volts apart, should be taken on each side of normal
voltage. The volts and amperes in the different phases at

two or three other points in the curve should be carefully read
and recorded as a check on the balance of the motor. As the
lowest point of the curve or friction reading is approached,
many readings should be taken. This portion is the most
difficult part of the curve to locate, especially in the case of

large motors. In many cases "hunting " iDegins at a low voltage.

A reading taken when the motor is accelerating is of greater
value than the steady reading.

Hunting usttally makes the meter needle swing with a slow
beat. The range of the beat varies with the size of motor and
degree of hunting. Bad cases of hunting are not numerous and
reliable readings can generally be secured between beats. To
test successfully, the speed of the driving generator must be

,
kept constant and no reading should be taken until the speed
is properly adjusted. The tachometer used must be carefully

checked.

The excitation tests on all forms of Induction Motors are
the same.

The Form M Induction Motor is provided with collector

rings for the external resistance. These must be short circuited

at the brush-holder terminal and the brushes must be carefully

sandpapered until they accurately fit the rings.
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Calculation of Excitation Test on Induction Motors
All readings must be corrected, for the instrument constants

and ratios used. Sjaecial care should be taken to use the proper
signs for the wattmeter readings.

Calculation Sheet No. 15 shows the form used in calculating
an excitation test, and Fig. 72 shows the method of plotting
an excitation test.
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motor are marked off on the bearing bracket. This space is

divided into about eight parts. A pointer should then be
attached to the motor shaft or pulley so that its outer end will

pass over the division marks. The pointer is set on mark No. 1

.and the rotor blocked so that it cannot move from that position.

The switches are then closed and the impressed voltage increased
gradually until aboi.it normal amperes are obtained. Volts
and amperes should be read and recorded on all three phases to
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volts and watts. The sign of the wattmeter must be deter-
mined in the same way as at the beginning of the excitation
test. About six or eight readings should be taken between
zero and 150 per cent, normal cuxrent. The current should"
not be held on the motor longer than necessary to secure a
reading; after each reading the exciter field should be opened,
until ready for the next reading, otherwise the motor will get
too hot. As soon as the readings are taken curves should be
plotted with volts as abscisste and amperes and the algebraic
sum of the watts as ordinates. The ampere curve should be
a straight line, though sometimes the top portion curves upward
very sligh-tly.

Single-phase check readings should be taken, one above,
one below and one at normal amperes on the two phases con-
taining wattmeters.

Fig. 74

mEASUREMEUT OF TORQUE BY MEANS OF SPRING BALANCE

The single-phase impedance amperes should be 86.5 per
cent, of the three-phase (line values). The impedance watts
single-phase will be approximately half of the thxee-phase.
In a quarter-phase motor single-phase impedance is that of
one of the two phases.

On Form M motors, when taking impedance, the collector

rings should be short circuited either by metal brushes or by
metal strips, as the contact resistance varies with carbon brushes.
The ratios between the primary and secondary voltage, should be
taken with the secondary open circuited.

Calculation of Impedance Test on Induction Motors

Calculation Sheet No, 16 shows the form used in calculating
an impedance test, and Fig. 7.3 shows the method of plotting
an impedance test.
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Torque

Two methods are used in taking torque on induction motors,
one with a spring balance and the other with a special torque
indicator.

In the first method a wooden brake lever is clamped around
the pulley as shown in Fig. 74. The size and length of lever
used depends on the size of the motor, the length being chosen
to give a maximum reading at one-half or two-thirds the full

capacity of the spring balance used. Let the point of attach-
ment to the lever be at A'. Then the length of the lever arm =
XY On the frame of the motor a mark should be made at
M, and to the brake attach a pointer P. The lever arm is

then raised until the distance AT = YS and the pointer set so
that it is on mark M with the lever in this position. If the
weight of the lever alone is not sufficient to overcome the friction

of the bearings and turn the rotor around till the end of the
lever touches the floor, attach a weight at W . Now when the
spring balance H is pulled upwards until the pointer P is on
mark M, XY is parallel to TS, and the pull A' makes an angle
of 90° with the center of the shaft, the position in which all

readings must be taken. Open all switches on the dynamometer
board to eliminate the residual magnetism of the alternator,

raise the lever arm by pulling vertically on the spring balance
till the pointer passes the mark M, and at the instant of passing
take a reading of the spring balance. Call this reading W + F.
Let the lever be raised until the pointer is some distance beyond
M. Then lower the spring balance and let gravity pull the
lever toward the floor, reading the balance when the pointer
passes the mark. Call this reading W — F. To get good read-
ings the lever arm should be moved rather slowly, but steadily,

and as nearly constant speed as possible, a reading of the bal-

ance being taken every time the pointer passes the mark. Three
or four readings should be taken as described above as a check.

Close the line switches and increase the amperes up to

twice normal and take readings as above. Also read volts

and amperes. Call W+F+T the reading obtained as the
pointer passes the mark, as the lever goes up, and that obtained
as it comes down W—F +T, T representing torque.
Readings should be recorded as below.
Volts Amps. W+F W-F W +F+T W-F + T T
150 40 9 lbs. 5 lbs. 19 lbs, 15 lbs. 10 lbs.

Assume the above readings taken on a 440 volt motor. To
find the torque

:

2W=U. .w = 7 lbs.

2{W+T) =34 lbs.

. r = 10 lbs.

Torque at 1 ft. radius TxL.
Where L = length of lever arm.
Torque at 1 ft. radius at normal volts

_ (normal volts) ^ v T v 7"

( volts read )
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On squirrel cage or wound rotors a value of current should
be used which will make W + F + T at least twice W +F The
maximum and minimum values of W +F+T and of W — F + T
should also be taken.

All wound rotors will show a torque variation, and most
squirrel cage rotors will have a slight variation, depending on
the rotor position.

As a check on the torque readings the lever should be loosened
on the pulley and the pulley rolled forward until the mark on
its rim at N is in line with a second mark on the lever arm,
thus changing the relative positions of the rotor and stator

Further readings should be taken. Repeat on four or five

different points. The torque should be the same on all points
in Form K motor.

The special considerations to be observed in taking torque
are constant and correct generator speed throughout the test.

The volts read, when amperes are 200 per cents normal on the
first point, should be held constant on all other points, since

the torque varies as the square of the volts. The torque also

increases as the resistance of the secondary increases due to

heating. On large machines the secondary sometimes becomes
quite hot, so that the temperature of the end rings and bars
of the winding should be taken and recorded.

Starting Resistance

The Form L motor has a starting resistance in the rotor
which is controlled by means of a rod sliding within the shaft
in the smaller sizes, and a lever and ratchet combination on
the larger machines. The resistance of the different starting
steps must be measured.

The rod should be pulled out to the limit by means of the
knob handle, thus putting all the resistance in circuit. The
rod is then divided into five equal parts. From the impedance
test find what voltage will give about 125 per cent, normal
amperes, when the rod is in the running position, i.e., the resist-

ance all cut out. With the rod in the first position read the
volts and amperes. Continue this till readings have been taken
on each of five diff'erent steps marked on the rod. The same
procedure holds good on the larger machines where the resist-

ance is cut out step by step. These readings with the resistance
in circuit must be taken as quickly as possible, otherwise the
resistance becomes unduly heated and may be injured.

Calculation Sheet No. 17 shows the form used in calculating
stationary torque on Induction Motors.

The construction and operation of the stationary Torque
Recorder have already been described. The following precau-
tions must be taken in using the stationary Torque Recorder:

Before starting a torque test, see that the motor will turn
in the right direction, otherwise the recorder may be destroyed
or injury result to the tester.

The recorder should be placed vertically, as considerable
friction will result if the pull is to one side. The cord used
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should bave no tendency to twist when decreasing in length.

In taking the cards the diagram need only cover one pole phase,
to represent a complete torque cycle oh the motor. Normal
voltage should be held as closely as the beating of the motor
or the grids in the case of a Form M machine, will allow. When
this test is made with a controller, a card should be taken for
each controller step. The grids should never be allowed to

become too warm since the resistance changes rapidly with
the temperature. If cards are taken on the various resistance

steps with widely different temperatures on the grids, the
results will not be consistent.

General tests consist in making excitation and impedance
tests with wattmeters, single-phase, at points near normal
voltage and current respectively.

Input Output efficiency and Power Factor tests can be
made by either the " string brake " or "pumping back " methods.
Neither of these methods are particularly accurate nor are

Fig. 75

DIAGRAM OF APPARATUS USED IN TAKING INPUT OUTPUT BY
THE STRING BRAKE METHOD

they recommended. In certain cases, however, these tests

are used on Induction Motors.
In Fig. 75 L is a lever or scale beam suspended at the point

A'. From T the small platform A is suspended, on which cali-

brated weights are placed. P is a f.at faced pulley on the shaft

of the motor running in the direction shown by the arrow,
i.e., toward the lever L. One end of a small rope is attach-ed

at B, which is wound one or more times around the pulley.

The other end is made fast to a spring balance G. A strip

bearing a mark is located at K so that when the point of the
lever L comes opppsite to the mark, the lever is in a horizontal
position at an angle of 90 degrees to the force exerted by the
pulley.

Since the stress along a rope is transmitted through its

center, adjust the brake until the points M and Af .are a distance
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apart equal to the diameter of the pulley plus the diameter
of the rope, one-half the diameter of the rope being added to

each side of the pulley. This adjustment must be carefully

made and care taken to see that nothing moves to throw the
brake out of line or proper adjustment. When ready slip the
rope off the pulley but leave it attached at B and G, then balance
the lever vmtil the pointer on the end comes to rest at the mark
K. This balancing of L must be repeated each time the rope
is changed.

The motor should be run light for at least one hour before
the test proper is commenced, -so that friction may become
constant. Since speed is one of the important factors in the
output of the motor it should be taken very carefully. The
slip should be taken with the slip machine.

Running light readings should now be taken on the motor.
The voltage impressed on the motor should be held constant
as well as the impressed frequency. Attach a small weight
to the spring balance to give enough tension on the spring for

a reading on the balance of a quarter or half a pound. This
"no load" scale reading must be recorded ajid subtracted
from all subsequent readings taken.

Put a small weight on A and pull up on the spring balance
G until the pointer on lever L reaches K. Then when the motor
volts and speed of the generator are normal and all meters
are steady, read and record volts, amperes, watts, weights on
A, spring balance reading and speed given by the tachometer.
In the case of an induction motor, a reading should also be taken
with the slip machine. Add more weight to A and take another
readings, continuing in this manner until the breakdown load
of the motor is reached. For an induction motor the readings
should be recorded in the following manner

;

Volts Amps. + Watts - Watts Weight
on A

Tension
on balance

Slip

Speed
of

Motor

A rope of small diameter gives better results than a larger

one, even though it may require more time to make the tests

on account of having to renew it more frequently. On motors
up to 20 h.p. a \ in. oiled hemp rope is best ,and a, J in. rope
can be used up to 50 h.p. The rope will last longer, usually,
if doubled and two strands used in parallel. The rope turns
around the pulley should all lie closely and evenly together
on the face of the pulley. The tension read on the balance
G will vary with the temperature of the rope and may differ

widely with difFerent loads.

The additional weight put on A each time should be such
as to give from fifteen to twenty readings between no load
and breakdown.

When the breakdown point has been reached and complete
readings taken and recorded the diameter of the pulley should
be carefully measured.
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Weight on ^ — tension on balance— "no load" reading on
balance = actual load in pounds = P, normal speed — slip =
actual speed of motor. R = Radius of pulley in inches + i diameter
of rope. S = Speed in revolutions per minute.

Power factor =

Then H.P. = 2nR
PX 12X5X33,000

Efficiency

Volts and amps.

H.P. output X 746

Watts input
When making any special test, the tester should see that

the tests check among themselves before handing them in.

Efficiency by the Pumping Back Method

Consider Fig 76, let M be the motor and L the load machine.
This should have about an equal capacity and be belted to
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required on M. The efficiency of M may be required for a
series of speeds or of loads. Read the input and speed of M,
and the volts and amperes of L, keeping the field of L constant
and noting its value. The "counter torque" must now be
obtained to complete the calculations.

To obtain this, disconnect A/, connect L to a source of
current which can be varied so as to give L different speeds,
keeping L separately excited. If the "pumping back" method
for loading L has been used, the connections will probably
not require any change. Run L as a motor dri^'ing M, keeping
the field current of L constant with the same value it had when
L was used as a generator.

Vary the speed of L so that the speed of M can be varied
slightly below its previous minimum speed to slightly above
its maximum speed. Take a number of readings at varying
speeds, reading volts and ainperes input of L and speeds of L
and M. If the electrical efficiency alone is desired (case A),
sufficient readings have been taken. If the commercial efficiency

is desired (Case B), take off the belt from L, and run it light

as a motor. Vary its speed from slightly below to slightly

above the speeds used before when running as a motor, and
take a number of readings at different speeds, reading volts
and amperes input and speed, separately exciting L, with the
same current tised in the two previous cases. The necessary
readings are now complete for calculating the efficiency.

Case A

Let Wm be the total input of M.
Let Wl be the product of volts and amperes read for L.
Let Fm be M's friction, windage, etc.

Let Fl be L's friction, windage, etc.

Divide the belt friction equally between L and M including
this in Fvt and Fl.

Let R be the hot resistance of L's armature, which must be
measured.

Let I be the current in L's armature,

1 . 1 ffi
• Wl +PR + CT . ^„ .

Then electrical efficiency = =77 where Ci is

the mechanical losses in L and M and the belt loss.

For Case B
„^ . Wl +PR + CT , „_ . ^, u • ,

Efficiency = ^ where CT is the mechanical

losses of L including belt loss.

In running the counter torque curves, the field of L must
be held constant throughout, and readings must not be taken
when accelerating.

Standard Efficiency and Power Factor tests consist in

calculating the efficiency and power factor at any load from
the general and special tests. See Figs. 76 and 77.
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Normal load heat run consists in running the motor under
load until it has reached constant temperature and recording
temperatures.

Standard overload heat run consists in bringing the machine
to full load temperatures, then applying 50 per cent, overload
for two hours, recording temperatures. Then apply 25 per
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in all phases and in single phases separately, when running
light tests are made. Starting tests should be made on Form
L motors.

Long commercial test consists of tests taken at light loads

and no load which will give approximately full load tempera-
tures.
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BLOWERS
Tests

Complete Tests consist of special tests and normal and
maximum air delivery heat runs.

Special Tests consist of general tests on driving motor,
and air measurements to determine the delivery of blower.

General Tests. General tests on the driving motor,
taken from the standard report on a duplicate motor and air

measurements, are made to determine the delivery of the
blower.

Normal Air Delivery Heat Run is made with norma]
air delivery from blower, until constant temperature of motor
is obtained.

Maximum Air Delivery Heat Run is made with the
blower giving a maximum air discharge for a specified time, or
until the motor temperatures are constant.

Endurance Run. These tests are usually required by the
Government and must be made in accordance with the speci-

fications.

Commercial Tests consist of the blower operating at

maximum air discharge for a sufficient time to see that no
electrical or mechanical faults develop.

Three methods of testing fans are in general used

:

1. The Double Pitot Tube Method, used in testing Govern-
ment fans.

2. The Cone Method, sometimes used for testing ordinary
commercial fans for purposes other than government work or
transformer ventilation.

3. The Box Method, used for testing fans for ventilating
air blast transformers.

1. DOUBLE PITOT TUBE OR GOVERNMENT
METHOD

This test is made in accordance with Government specifica-

tions issued by the Navy Department under the cognizance of

Bureau of Construction and Repair.

Use of Air Table

When taking a fan test the room temperature of the air

near the fan should be taken by two Fahrenheit thermometers,
one hanging free in the air, and the other hanging with the
bulb wrapped in thin cloth saturated with water, by placing
the end of the cloth in a small receptacle filled with water.
The temperature of the water must be the maximum tempera-
ture that it will naturally attain in the room. Corrected
barometer reading must also be recorded on the test sheet.

The method of finding the weight of air from the air tables,

mentioned in the specifications, is as follows; On the page
containing the dry bulb reading as given by the test sheet,

note the corresponding barometer reading. In the column
under the dry bulb temperature and opposite the barometer
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reading, the corresponding weight of air is given. The weight
of air found in the table must then be corrected to correspond
with the corrected barometer reading found in test. This
correction will be found in the second line from the top of the
page. Correction must also be made for the difference between
the wet and dry bulb temperatures by adding to the weight
of air already obtained the number in the third sub-division
of the column under the dry bulb temperature, which corre-
sponds to the difference between the wet and dry bulb reading.
This reading will be found in the secojid sub-division of the
column.

Example: Given barometer reading 30.15 in.

Dry bulb reading 67° F.
Wet bulb reading 59° F.

Under the column showing the dry bulb temperature of
67° and opposite the barometer reading of 30.1, the weight
of air is given as .07517. The addition for each .01 of an inch
of barometer is given as 2.6 in the second line from the top of
the page. Multiply this by 5, viz., by the excess of the corrected
barometer reading over that selected in the table; the result is

13, which must be added to the weight of air previously found.
The wet bulb depression is the difference between 67° and 59°,

viz., S°- The number opposite 8 is 23. This must also be added,
making the total weight of air .0/553. All pressure readings
should be corrected for standard air (see page 1961 by multiplying
the actual pressure obtained by the ratio of the weight of

standardairtotheweight of airatthetimeof test. The readings
of horse-power input to the fan should also be multiplied by
this ratio.

Pressure and Horse-Power Curves by Double Tube Method

A pressure curve may be taken by the double tube method
as follows:

The opening at the outer end of the discharge pipe should
be closed and pressure and power readings taken. Under this

condition the static and impact pressures should be exactly th-e

same, since no air passes through the fan. Readings should then
be taken by increasing the opening by equal increments from
closed to wide open, measuring the opening each time. The
speed of the fan should be held constant throughout the test.

The air readings and electrical input readings should be taken
simultaneously.

It will be noted that in a test which is made with a pipe
on the discharge side of the fan, the reading of the impact tube
is always greater than the static reading. If the pipe is on the
suction side, the reverse will be true. The difference between
the two readings is the velocity head. The Pitot tube should
point against the stream of air in either case.

If readings afe taken by means of a U tube, the reading of
both sides of the tube should be given on the test sheet. The
test sheet should always specify whether the readings were
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taken by the U tube or by a manometer. If by a manometer,
the manometer constant should be recorded and must always
be used in working up the test.

Calculation of Fan Tests by the Double Tube Method

A fan test of this kind should be worked up in the following
form on the standard column paper provided. The abbrevia-
tions given should always be used to avoid confusion.

FAN E.G. 20. NO. 1164. FEB. 10, 1909.
Motor Rating CQ 2-2 H. P. - 1175- 125 V.

Double Tube Test, Taken at 1000 R.P.M.

No. h" -f Q &"+"fi^'+"r
Air
H.P.

Fan
H.P.

Eff.

Wet Bulb °F. Barometer .-- in.

Dry Bulb-.-.- °F. Wt. of Air lb.

,,.,,_ Lx/t'" Effective area of Pipe =
' " DX39 Sq. Ft.

The first column gives the number of the reading.

The second and third show the impact and static readings
taken from the test sheet and corrected for standard air.

The fourth column shows the velocity head or the difference

between h' and h"

The fifth column is friction which must be calculated from
LXh.'"

the velocity head by the formula "
f' = nvQo' ''^'^^'"^ "/"

equals friction loss in inches of water, L is the length of pipe
between the fan and the Pitot tube, D is the diameter of the
pipe, if it is round, or is the average of the width and depth
if it is square or nearly square. L and D must always be of the
same denomination The friction loss should be added to both
the static and impact readings before the curves are plotted,

but it does not affect volume.

The sixth column showing the air velocity may be obtained
from the curves shown on prints C-4487-A, B, C, and D. It

—
w

The volume must be given in the seventh column. It is

obtained by multiplying the velocities given in column six by
the effective area of the pipe, i.e., 91 per cent, of the actual
area.

The horse-power in the air can be calculated from the
formulae

:
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..„„ PXQ PXQ hx Q

The horse-power input to the fan is the horse-power output
of the motor.

Unless instructions are issued to the contrary, all fan tests
for government work should be plotted with pounds per sq.

ft., horse-power input to fan, and efficiency as ordinates, and
volume in cu. ft. per minute as abscissae. Both static and
impact pressure should be plotted.

The tester should carefully date and sign each test sheet,

and should include sufficient data to distinguish all sheets
used on the same test. For instance, electrical readings are
usually placed on one sheet and fan pressure readings on another,
therefore each of these sheets should state the name or number,
or both, of the fan, the rating of the motor, the speed at which
the test was taken and the method used. The Calculating
Room must see that this data is placed on the Calculation Sheet.

The sheet on which the curves are plotted should give the
name, type and number of fan, rating of the motor, speed at
which the test was taken, and the method employed. Curves
should always be plotted across the width of the sheet.

2. CONE METHOD OF TEST
In the cone method of test an adapter is used, where it

is necessary, to change the fan outlet from rectangular to

circular, a cone being placed on the circular end. This cone
is made up of sections about one foot in length, the sides of

which slope about two inches to the foot. Readings are taken
by a single Pitot tube, the open end of which is held flush with
the opening in the outer end of the cone and pointed against
the stream of air. Pressure is registered as before, by a manom-
eter or U tube. The readings are taken, one at the top, one
at the bottom, and one at each side of the cone at a distance
from the edge of the pipe of about J of the diameter of the
opening. A reading is also taken in the center of the cone
opening. The average of these five readings represents the
impact pressure produced by the fan, and is taken as the velo-

city head. The velocity may be obtained from the curve or
from the formula given for the double tube test.

The static pressure may be obtained as follows: Divide the
volume of each opening by the area of the fan opening, which
gives the outlet velocity F,. The corresponding velocity head
can then be obtained from the curve. The velocity head sub-
tracted from the impact pressure gives the static pressure.
The static pressure should be plotted as well as the impact
pressure.

These tests should be plotted with pressures in inches of

water, h.p. inputs to the fan, and efficiencies, as ordinates, and
volumes as abscissae.

The following form should be used for tabulating the results

of calculations:
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FAN E.C, 120. NO. 1164. FEB. 10, 1909.

Motor Rating CQ 2^2 H.P.-l 175-125 V.

Cone Test taken at 1000 R.P.M.

No.
Air
H.P.



FAN E.C. 20. NO. 1164. DATE FEB. 10, 1909.

Motor Rating C.Q. 2-2 H.P.-l 175-125 V.

Box Test taken at 1000 R.P.M.

No.



l'^<}s/h"' Ih"'
V =V2gff"' = 8.02VH'" = 8.02^^^ = 18-28^^,

V =481.2\/H^' = 1097^^'" = 4015V^' for Std. Air.

Vol =1097^1^' ^KA=-^(^5iXAVE!i°^K=.9l:

for Std. Air.

if = .94 for the Cone Method.
K =.91 for double Pitot tube or Navy method.
For a given opening pressure varies as the square of the speed

of the blower.
Volume varies as the square root of the pressure, hence,

directly as the speed.

Air h.p. varies as the cube of the speed.

Air H P
Eff. = Efficiency =

p^^j^;p;
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AIR COMPRESSORS
The preliminary tests made on Air Compressors consist of

resistance measurements, high potential, running light, cold
capacity and noise tests, and mechanical inspection of pump
gears and oiling systems.

In taking the running light or friction test the motor should
be run, with the pump disconnected from the tank, at approx-
imately full load speed until the friction has reached a constant
value. The voltage, current and speed should then be noted
and recorded. The friction value should be checked with that
given in Standing Instructions 6164-B, and if it is excessive
the defect must be remedied before the test is continued.

Cold capacity test should be made in the following manner,
the pump being connected to tank No. 1. (See Fig. 78.) With
the rated voltage across the motor, it is run light until the
friction becomes constant, then the pressure in tank No. 1 is

increased to 90 lbs. gauge, and led into tank No. 2 at such a
rate that 90 lbs. is maintained in tank No. 1. The time from
first opening the intermediate valve until the gauge of No. 2

reads 90 pounds should be noted, as well as the total number of

armature revolutions and the current required. This should
be done three times to obtain an average reading.

All compressors should be carefully observed for unnecessary
noise in" operation due to gears or cranks. If defects are found,
they must be reported at once.

Complete tests consist of special tests and special heat runs.

Special tests consist of core loss, saturation, motor friction,

speed curves, pump capacity and pump and gear friction.

Speed curves should be taken in both directions at a voltage
which prevents flashing at the commutator when the motor is

reversed. Another speed curve should be taken, in the operat-
ing direction, at 550 volts (unless otherwise specified) on pump
loads, in which the tank pressure varies from to 140 lbs.

During this test, or by making an independent test, capacities
of the compressor should be taken, while pumping against
pressures varying from to 140 lbs. The speed curve should
be plotted in the same manner as that of a railway motor.
From the capacity test, one curve should be plotted of tank
pressure and pump speed against amperes as abscissa. Another
should be plotted of watt hours per cubic feet of free air and
cubic feet per minute of free air against tank pressure. The
field of the motor should now be separately excited, the gears
removed and a friction and core loss test taken. The armature
should be run on a voltage which will give speed and field

excitation corresponding to the speed curve. A curve is then
plotted of watts to amperes.

The friction of the motor should be determined by running
it light as a series motor at a voltage low enough to give the
same range in speed. A curve of watts against speed should then
be plotted.
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From the above curves, the core loss alone can be determined
and plotted in watts against amperes.

The results may then be calculated as in the case of a railway
motor, the PR being corrected for 75° C. rise in temperature.

General tests consist of sufficient preliminary tests of the
machine tested to warrant engineering approval of the type
for production.

Special Heat Run consists of several heat runs made with
the compressor, operating with different time cycles. Usually
four successive tests sTiould be made as follows

:

Thermometer

Exhaustin
-Shep Ling'

Gauge

Gauge

^
Compressor „^

Fig. 78

TANK CONNECTIONS FOR AIR COMPRESSOR TEST

test

test

No. 1. 3 minutes on and 7 minutes off repeated to end of

No. 2, 5 minutes on and 5 minutes off repeated to end of

No. 3. 7 minutes on and 3 minutes off repeated to end of

test.

No. 4. Continuously.
The machine should be allowed to stand idle not less than

eight hours between each test, and in each case the test should
be continued either until the temperatures of the armature
and field become constant or until the temperature rise amounts
to 125° C. by resistance measurement. The commutator door
and all covers should be kept closed during the test, and unless
otherwise specified, the machine should operate at 550 volts

and pump against 90 lb. gauge pressure. Temperatures and
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resistances should be taken at regular intervals throughout
the run, and at the end final temperatures and resistances
should be taken.

Four curves, obtained from the results of the four tests

should be drawn on one sheet of the temperature rise by ther-
mometer of the field coil against time as abscissa?. Over these
curves should be drawn curves of temperature rise by resist-

ance measurement.
A similar set of curves should be made for the -armature

on another sheet. On a third sheet should be plotted a series

of curves of thermometer temperature rise at the end of each
hour against percentage of operating time.

In connection with run No. 4, the compressor capacity
should be taken cold and as often as possible throughout the
test. Temperatures should be taken every five minutes on the
cylinder and exhaust chambers. The temperature rise of

cylinder and exhaust chambers, watt hours per cubic foot of

free air, and cubic feet of free air per minute should be plotted

against time. The volume and temperature of the air in the
measuring tank must be known to determine watt hours per
cubic foot.

Commercial Tests consist of the compressor running light

for one hour, followed by a full load run for thirty minutes,
after which the hot capacity test is made. This test is made in

the same way as the cold capacity test. A speed greater than
that specified in Standing Instructions 7884 indicates leaks

or poor valves. This trouble should be remedied at once.
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TRANSFORMER TESTS
CONSTANT POTENTIAL TRANSFORMERS

Tests

Complete Tests on Constant Potential Transformers con-
sist of special tests, normal and overload heat runs and insula-

tion tests.

Special Tests consist of polarity, ratio, taps, resistance,

core loss "and impedance curves with wattmeters.
Short Commercial Tests consist of polarity, ratio, taps,

resistance, core loss at normal and f normal voltage, impedance
at normal amperes with wattmeters, parallel runs, and insula-

tion tests.

Long Commercial Tests consist of polarity, ratio, taps,

resistance, core loss at normal and f normal voltage, impedance
at normal amperes with wattmeters, parallel run, and heat
runs at normal load.

Normal Load Heat Run consists in operating the trans-

former until it shows constant temperature at normal volts

and amperes.
Overload Heat Run consists in operating the transformer

until it has reached normal load temperature and then applying
the required overload for the specified time.

Efficiency Tests are calculated from special tests.

Regulation Tests are calculated from special tests.

Insulation Tests consist in applying high potential between
the high potential winding and the low potential winding and
ground (the low potential winding being connected to ground),
and between the low potential winding and ground, also opera-

ting the transformer at double potential for one minute, and at

50 per cent, above normal potential for five (5) minutes. /

Special Tests

The following order of tests has been found most convenient

:

—Cold resistance
;
polarity; ratio and checking of taps; impe-

dance; core loss and exciting current; parallel run; insulation

tests; double potential for one minute; one and one-half poten-
tial for five minutes, and high potential test.

Transformers built for potentials above 50,000 volts should
have the double potential test taken after the high potential

test.

As many of the tests on the different types are very nearly
alike, a complete discussion will be given on the first type and
a shorter one on the others.

Single-Phase Air Blast, Type AB Transformers

As soon as a transformer, or group of transformers, are to

be tested, the Engineering Notices should be consulted for

guarantees, ratings and operating conditions. If the transformer
has taps, the proper sketch and winding specification should be
obtained to show the various voltages required. The transformer
must be properly placed over the pity and the srpporting boards
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must be sufficiently strong; otherwise the transformer may
fall into the pit, and injure any one who may be stationed under
it. No opening should be left through which air can escape
and influence readings of the thermometer on the transformer
iron. When the transformer is in place, a careful inspection
should be made, making note of any defect, no matter how
slight. The top of the transformer should be examined for
the metal tags that may have been left by the assemblers. If

any serious defects are found, they should be reported at once,
to allow them to be repaired immediately. After the points
given above have been noted, the record sheet should be filled

out as far as possible.

The order of tests may be varied if found necessary, e.g,

a resistance measuring set is not always available; then ratio

and taps may be taken. If the core loss alternator is in use,

some other test must be made to prevent loss of time. Usually
two or more transformers of the same rating are tested at once.
In the following, two or three transformers are considered.

Cold Resistance

As the temperature guarantee of the windings specifies

that the increase in resistance method be used, considerable
care must be taken in measuring resistances, as follows:—Place
a thermometer on the coils of each transformer, and send from
10 to 15 per cent, full load current through the transfornaer

coils. This is generally the proper amount for two or four
transformers. The ammeter should not read below the center
of the scale. The current must never be sufficient to appreciably
heat the windings while taking resistance. In very low voltage
secondary windings use about 40 amperes, as this current
usually gives sufficient drop to be read on the voltmeter. The
drop lines must not include the resistance of any temporary
connections. Adjust the resistance in the box until the reading
comes about the middle of the scale of the voltmeter. Con-
siderable time will be saved by short circuiting the secondary
while the primary is being measured, and by short circuiting

the primary while the secondary is being measured. In measur-
ing secondary resistances, especially when low, the contacts
for the voltmeter leads should be carefully cleaned with sand-
paper.

Take three (3) readings on each coil, holding about the same
current. It is far better to allow the ammeter to vary slightly,

than to try to hold exactly the same reading, as the observer
is likely to be prejudiced. In recording results, always record
the numbers of both meters, their constants and dates of

calibration, together with the voltmeter resistance, the resist-

ance of the drop lines and the resistance in the box and its

number. Record the temperatures of the coils. If the trans-

formers have more than one primary and secondary coil, a
clear sketch should be made and the coil so marked as to prevent
confusion. In recording results, the value of the unit deflection

should be noted and readings should be pointed off accordingly.
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Readings should be taken as rapidly as is consistent with
accuracy. The method of calculating rise in temperature by
increase of resistance is explained under heat runs.

Polarity

The polarity test is taken since it gives the only means of

readily determining the connections required for transformers
in banks, for instance, several transformers in parallel. When
transformers are connected for measurement of resistance, the
polarity test can readily be made with a special voltmeter.
Select one transformer as a standard. When several are in

test at once, one near the middle of the group should be chosen
as it will be safer and more convenient when the transformers
are run in parallel. With direct current passing through one
winding of the transformer, connect the special voltmeter
across the terminals to get a positive deflection. Then transfer
the drop lines to the corresponding terminals of the other
winding, and break the current in the first winding. If the
polarity is correct a positive kick will be obtained. In making
this test have sufficient resistance in series with the voltmeter
so that it wiU not be damaged. For standard polarity of AB
transformer see Figs. 79, 80 and 81. The terminals marked
positive should be of the same polarity.

It is not necessary to take polarity on more than one trans-

former of a group, as the parallel run will show whether or not
they all have the same polarity. In taking polarity on special
transformers a clear sketch should be made showing the polarity.

For tap polarity see "Ratio" and "Checking Taps."

Ratio

The ratio of a transformer is the ratio of the primary voltage
to secondary voltage, and should be the same as the numerical
ratio of primary turns to secondary turns. The usual method
is to apply about one hundred volts to the secondary winding
and read the primary voltage, stepping it down with a suitable
potential transformer. The ratio of the potential transformer
should be as nearly as possible that of the transformer in test.

The potential transformer must be operated at normal frequency
and voltage, otherwise the ratio will be unsatisfactory. In
very small transformers the voltage should be applied to the
primary windings.

When the ratio of the potential transformer is very nearly
that of the transformer in test, the voltmeters should be inter-

changed after five readings have been taken. When this is

done it is not necessary to correct voltmeter readings from
curves, as the errors will appear in both columns and be neutral-
ized. In any ratio at least five readings should be taken, and
the result carefully calculated. If the ratio by test varies more
than one per cent, from the ratio of voltage, check the ratio of

turns. If the ratios of voltage and turns agree, repeat the ratio

with the same meters; if still out, repeat with an entirely different
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set of meters and potential transformer. If the ratio is still

out, the transformer is wrong. Try the ratio on another one.
If the ratio, however, should be correct when the second set

of meters is used, use a third set and check again. If the second
and third sets of meters give a correct ratio, record both sets

of readings.

Bot torn Looking Up
Primary and Secondary Leads
BothSrought out in theBase

Fig. 79

Primary and Secondary
Leads Brought out at lop
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ratio on more than one of a group, as the parallel run will deter-
mine whether they all have the same ratio. In recording ratio,

record the date of calibration of meters and number and ratio

of the potential transformer used. Also record the average of

readings, the correction and actual ratio obtained. This will

be a check on the Calculating Department.

Checking Taps

Nearly all transformers are provided with taps in one or
both windings, so that a slight change in ratio or low voltage



The method can best be explained by an example. Take
an AB-25- 400-6300/6195/6048/5985/5835/5600-170, winding
specification No. 21,435. The primary winding has six coils
connected in series. These coils have 43 turns each with inside
and outside ends. This is called a single section coil. The sec-
ondary winding consists of six coils, connected in multiple, with
7 turns each. Taps are brought out of the primary coils P- 1 and
P-6 at the ending of the 29th, 34th, 38th and 41st turns from the
inside end. This gives tap turns of 43-41 = 2, 41 — 38 = 3, 38 — 37
= 1, 37 — 34 = 3, 34—29 = 5 turns. Since the secondary winding
has four coil terminal blocks, we can connect the secondary
coils in series, giving 14 turns. Apply 5 volts per turn = 70
volts to the secondary (Fig. 82), and'read volts (1-2) = 10
(2-3) = 15, (3 -4) =5, (4-5) = 15, (5-6) =25. The same
readings will be obtained on the other side of the primary
winding. These turns must be checked with voltages required
by the sketch. (1 — 7) should be O.K. from the ratio test. The

volts per turn at normal potential= -=- =24.2 volts. In chang-

ing from (1 — 7) to (2 — 8) four turns are cut out of the primary
winding, and the primary voltage is decreased by 6300—6195 =
105 volts. Multiplying 24.2 by 4, 96.8, is obtained which is

as near 105 as possible, unless a tap be brought out at a half

turn, which is seldom done. Changing to (3-9), six turns are
cut out, and the primary voltage is decreased by 6195 — 6040 =
155 volts. Now 6X24.2=149.2, which is near enough to 155.

The remainder of the taps should be checked in the same manner.

Great care should be taken in handling the voltmeter con-
nected to the taps, for while the voltmeter reading is low, the
circuit to which it is connected may be several thousand volts
above ground. If the opposite end of the circuit be grounded,
a severe shock may be obtained from the meter.

In checking 50 per cent, taps, one meter should be used
as a check and another to read the voltage across each half
of the winding; the readings being taken first on one side and
then on the other, holding the same reading on the check.
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Always make a neat sketch showing the position of the taps.

On transformers with only one tap on each end, it is often neces-

sary to check its location by polarity. (See Fig. 83.) With direct

current flowing through the secondary take polarity (1-4),

(1-2) and (3-4). If all the deflections are in the same direc-

tion, the taps are properly brought out. If some are reversed,
the tap and line lead are interchanged. In case a tap is very
much out, it should be reported at once to avoid unnecessary
work.

In filUng out sheets always note the number of secondary
turns used and the number of turns between the various taps;
also the sketch niunber.

Impedance

The expression / =

E
for continuous current circuits is

replaced in alternating current circuits by the equivalent expres-

sion /= T^^-r-T?,—jT—where / is the current, E the impressed

Wattmeter Ammeter

Primary Secondary

Fig. 84

CONNECTIONS FOR IMPEDANCE TEST

e.m.f., n the frequency, L the coefficient of self-induction and
R the effective resistance of the circuit. For commercial pur-
poses R may be considered as the ohmic resistance. The expres-

sion ^i/K^-h (^^rwL)- is known as the impedance of the circuit

and is defined as the apparent resistance of a circuit containing
ohmic resistance and self-induction. The term IktiL is called

the reactance of the circuit.

The impedance of a transformer is measured by short cir-

cuiting one of the windings and impressing an alternating e.m.f.

on the otherwinding and taking simultaneous readings of amperes,
volts, watts and frequency. The impedance of transformers
shtould be carefully measured for the following reasons. Trans-
formers operating in multiple divide the load inversely as their

impedance voltage; i.e., the one having the higher impedance
will take the smaller part of the load and vice versa. When
transformers of different types are operated in multiple the
impedance of one transformer must sometimes be increased by
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putting a reactive coil in the secondary circuit, and adjusting
until the desired impedance is obtained.

Impedance tests show whether a given arrangement of coils

is satisfactory or not. If the arrangement is not satisfactory,
excessive magnetic leakage will take place, and high impedance
voltage result. The impedance watts will also be high, due to
excessive eddy currents in the copper. Since regulation depends
upon impedance to a great extent, a low impedance is very
necessary for close regulation.

The impedance voltage of transformers usually varies from
1 to 4 per cent., although it may be as high as 6 to 7 per cent.

The impedance watts usually do not exceed 1 to 1| per cent,

of the total capacity of the transformer and will be more than

60

I 40
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The alternator must be operated at as near normal voltage
as possible when the normal impedance reading is taken.

Take a curve of ten points, starting at 50 per cent, and
raising to 125 per cent, full load, holding the speed constant
and taking simultaneous readings of amperes, volts and watts.
It is essential that the speed be exactly right, as the reactance
varies directly with the frequency. This curve should be
plotted after the readings are taken (not as they are taken)
to see if the curve is smooth; if the curve is not, check it at

once. Plot volts as ordinates and watts and amperes as abscissae.

The volt-ampere curve should be a straight line, the volt-watt
curve should be a parabola. For example see Fig. 85. In
taking the curve it is more satisfactory if meters are selected so

that no change is necessary throughout the curve. On the
record sheet, note the type of alternator used, temperature of

transformer coils, numbers, constants and dates of calibration
of all meters used. If a potential transformer is used, record its

number and ratio. Also, state plainly the hour at which the
test is taken.

Ammeter Wattmeter

Primary Secondary

Fig. 86

CONNECTIONS FOR CORE LOSS TEST

The connections shown in Fig. 84 are used in preference
to those shown in Fig. 86, as in Fig. 86 the losses of the volt-

meter and of the potential coil of the wattmeter are included
in the reading of the wattmeter. In Fig. 84 the only extra
loss is that in the current coils of the ammeter and wattmeter,
and that is negligible.

A potential transformer or multiplier should be used with
a wattmeter when the .voltage exceeds 150 volts. It will be
noted that the lower binding posts on Thomson wattmeters
must be connected together when neither a potential nor current
transformer is used and if the voltage of the circuit is above
2000 volts, they should be connected by a small fuse wire. The
secondary of the potential transformer should not be grounded,
however, unless a current transformer is used. The adjacent
ends of the current and potential coils are connected to these
binding posts, and, unless they are connected to the same side

of the line, there is danger of breaking down the insulation
between the coils and burning out the wattmeter. Above 2000
volts the fuse wire is used to avoid electrostatic effects.
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Core Loss and Exciting Current

When a transformer is connected to a source of alternating
electromotive force, a loss of energy takes place in the iron,
due to cyclic reversals of magnetic flux. This loss of energy
is known as the core loss. The core loss depends on the wave
form of the impressed e.m.f., a peaked wave giving somewhat
lower core losses than a flat wave. It is not uncommon to find
alternators having such a peaked wave form, that the core loss
obtained with the transformer tested from them, is 5 to 10
per cent, less than that obtained with the transformer tested
from a generator giving a true sine wave. On the other hand
some generators have a very flat wave form, so that the core
loss obtained will be greater than that obtained when sine wave
is used. The core loss test is similar to the impedance test,

except that voltage is applied to one winding, the others being
open circuited. voltage is always to be applied to the low
potential winding to avoid reading meters in high potential
circuits. Core loss should always be taken from a sine wave
alternator, and transformer connections should be made so
that it is operated at normal excitation when normal potential
reading of core loss is taken.

Be sure to place the high tension leads so that no one
can come in contact with them and that there is no danger
of short circuit. The instruments should be so placed that
they have no influence on one another, and are not affected by
any stray field.

A core loss curve should be taken starting at 50 per cent,

of rated potential and taking about ten (10) points to 25 per cent,

above rated potential. Hold the frequency constant and vary
the voltage, taking simultaneous readings of the excitation
amperes and watts core loss. Do not plot the curve as each
reading is taken, but as soon as all are finished. If the curve
is not smooth, repeat it. The curve will be more satisfactory

if meters can be so selected that no change is necessary through-
out the curve. Record all meter numbers, their constants and
date of calibration, temperature of iron and numbers and ratios

of potential transformers or of multipliers. Wherever possible,

use the wattmeter without a potential transformer or multiplier,

by connecting the transformer for the lowest potential, as this

will give more reliable results.

When the normal voltage of either winding is above 5000
volts it is often more satisfactory to take core loss indirectly;

that is, to read input into the secondary of a transformer used
to step up to voltage of the transformer in test. This step-up
transformer should have ratio, resistance and core loss curve
carefully taken.

Connect the primary of the step-up transformer to the
secondary of the transformer in test. Put a low reading ammeter
in the circuit to read the exciting current. Read volts, watts
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and amperes in the secondary of the step-up transformer as

usual. In calculating the actual core loss subtract the I^R and

core loss of the step-up transformer from the total wattmeter
reading. While this method has its disadvantages it is almost

as accurate as using a potential transformer of large ratio and
a current transformer, and is certainly much safer. Connections

for this test are shown in Fig. 87.

Parallel Run

The discussion of parallel runs is given here rather than
with the discussion of ratio and polarity because heat runs

are next in order and excitation voltage must now be provided.

Having previously tested the ratio and polarity on one
of the group of transformers, the parallel run can be made and
the polarity of the others can be checked with the one tested,

also the ratio of the remaining transformers. If the trans-

formers differ in ratio by 1/10 of one per cent, it will be shown
in the parallel run, because the test is made at the full potential

of the transformer. If a transformer is one turn out, a differ-

ence of voltage between the two transformers of from 15 to 40

Fig. 87

CONNECTIONS FOR CORE LOSS TEST

volts will be shown, depending upon the size of the trans-

former. This potential gives quite a spark and the exact amount
of voltage difference may be determined by connecting a volt-

meter between the two transformers.
The connections for the parallel run are shown in Fig. 88,

No. 2 being the standard transformer, the one on which polarity
and ratio have been taken. Only two transformers must be
connected at the same time, for if voltage is on the entire set,

there is the more danger of some one coming in contact with
the primary leads. Connect two of the transformers as shown
in Fig. 88, making one side of the primary connections per-
manent, and arranging so that the other side may be completed
with a small fuse wire of not over 3 ampere capacity. One
end of this fuse wire should be carefully fastened to one end of

a clean dry stick about two feet long so that the fuse wire may
be handled without danger. Close the secondary switches and
note if voltage is on the transformers by noticing whether a
small spark is obtained by touching the frame of one transformer
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with the fuse wire. Now excite the alternator, gradually bring-
ing it up to normal potential. As soon as field is on the alter-

nator, the man handling the fuse wire should begin tapping
its loose end on the primary terminal of the other transform-er.

If no spark is seen the transformers will operate in parallel.

If a small spark appears connect a voltmeter in series and
read the difference of voltage with normal potential on the
transformers. If this voltage is more than J per cent, of the
rated voltage of the transformer, report it at once so that the
wrong coil can be located and repairs made. Instead of reading
the voltage, the exchange current may be read by connecting
an ammeter in the circuit instead of the voltmeter. This current
should not exceed 5 per cent, of the normal current. Continue
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CONNECTIONS FOR PARALLEL RDN

the parallel tests as above, until all the transformers have been
run in parallel with the one selected as standard.

As soon as the parallel run is completed, see that it is prop-

erly recorded on the sheet, with the numbers of the transformer
used as the standard. If the parallel run is satisfactory mark
it "O.K." If the transformer has two circuits that may be
operated either in series or parallel, the parallel test should be
made on tbem by connecting the corresponding ends of the
coils on one side together, completing the circuit by means of

fuse wire, and applying. full potential to the other winding of

the transformer.

It is just as essential that the coils of a transformer operate
in multiple satisfactorily as it is for two transformers to operate.

If the parallel run is O.K., note the fact on the record sheet.
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Normal Load Heat Run

The heat test may be conducted in several ways, all of

which are designed to approximate as nearly as possible the
operating conditions of the transformers. A run with actual
load might be made by using water rheostats, but, as this would
be very expensive, some form of motor-generator method
should be used. Fig. 89 shows the connections for testing two
transformers by the motor-generator method. The secondaries
of both transformers are connected in multiple, and then con-
nected to an alternator, which supplies the core loss and exciting
current. The primaries are connected in series and opposing
each other. If the transformers have the same ratio, the voltage
from A to B will be zero.

The secondary of an auxiliary transformer D is connected
in series with the primaries of the transformer in test. Alternator
E, connected to the primary of transformer D, supplies the
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CONNECTIONS FOR HEAT RUN

copper losses. The same method may be used for any even
number of transformers; but it is not advisable to run more
than six at a time. Fig. 90 shows connections for the heat
run on three transformers. The primaries and secondaries are
connected in delta. One of the delta connected circuits is opened
and sufficient voltage is impressed to cause full load current to

flow. The current circulates within the delta and is entirely

indepiendent of the secondary voltage. The two methods out-
lined above require only sufficient power to supply the losses.

In arranging for the heat run, see that the alternators and
transformers are of sufficient capacity to carry the load. In
calculating the current necessary to supply the iron losses,

take the sum of the exciting currents of the transformers. If

the transformers have several secondary coils connect them in

series, so that when the heat run is completed no time will be
lost in making connections for measuring hot resistance. If

the engineering notice specifies the heat test to be made with
secondaries in multiple to see if unbalancing of the load between
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will cause any undue heating, then follow engineering instruc-

tions. Arrange so that the alternator supplying the core loss

will operate at normal excitation. To calculate the voltage
required to supply the load current add together the impedance
voltages of the transformers. If possible, arrange to run the
primaries in series if there are more than one. If the trans-
former is to have 50 per cent, overload test, add 50 per cent.

to the voltage already obtained
Shop transformers should always be interposed between the

primaries of the transformers in test and the alternators to
prevent breaking down the armature and to avoid having
high potentials on the switchboards. "Step" the voltage
either down or up, or down and up again, depending upon
circumstances; but always have transformers between the
alternator and 'the primaries of the transformers in test. Having

To Alternator
Supplying Copper
tosses

To Tnree-phass AlLernator
5upplying Core loss

Primary
Fig. 90

CONNECTIONS FOR HEAT RUN

made connections, place a man on guard to prevent any one
coming in contact with the wiring; then see if the proper load
and overload can be obtained. There should be some resist-

ance left in the field of the alternator so that as the alternator
fields and the windings of the transformers heat up, the load
can be kept normal.

If load can be obtained, open the field switch of the alter-

nators and switches in their armature circuits. After making
sure that no voltage is on the transformer, carefully tape up
all connections, leaving places bare for holding on " drop

"

lines. Arrange all lines so that they are not dangerous, put
white tape about the transformers, and see that the frames
are securely grounded. Now place spirit thermometers in the
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top of the transformer to read the temperature of the air escap-
ing from the coils. Use two thermometers for the primary
and two for the secondary windings, placing them about one
inch above and just over the ducts between the coils. Also
place two thermometers on the core to read the temperature
of the iron, one near the top and one near the bottom, and two
thermometers so as to read the temperature of the air escaping
from the iron. The transformers can now be loaded. With
the alternator running at proper speed the total exciting current
of the transformers should be read. In this way the secondary
voltage can be checked.

Air blast transformers are usually run at full load for 50
minutes without air, so as to heat them up and thus shorten
the heat run. Some transformers cannot be operated for more
than 20 minutes without air and they must be carefully watched
to see that they do not get too hot. After the air blast is put
on, it is usually necessary to keep the iron damper closed for

some time to allow the core to heat up, as the copper heats
much faster than the iron. The amount and pressure of air

required depends on the guarantees as to temperature and to
some extent on the voltage of the transformers. The large
amount of insulation on the coils of high voltage transformers
tends to retard radiation.

If transformers have "A" guarantees, that is, a maximum
temperature rise of 40° C. at normal load, and Fir>° C. rise after
25 per cent, overload for two hours, the air should be adjusted
to give about 35° rise on the copper and 40° rise on the iron.

If the iron seems too hot, increase the air pressure, partially

closing the top damper; if the copper is too hot, increase the
pressure and partially close the lower damper.

If the transformers have "B" guarantees, that is, at normal
rating, a maximum rise of 35° C. and after two hours at 50 per
cent, overload, a rise of 55° C, the air should be adjuste'd to
give about 30° rise on the copper and 35° rise on the iron. These
adjustments should be carefully made during the first hours
of the heat run.

When properly adjusted the transformers should run about
four hours at a practically constant temperature. Place the
thermometers for measuring the room temperature near the
intake of the blower so as to get the temperature of air delivered
to the transformers. Read all thermometers and take the
resistance on one winding of each transformer every hour.
Iron temperatures may be read while the transformers are
under load, as the frames are grounded. If primary leads are

brought out of the top of the machine, the voltage should be
switched off so as not to endanger any one; if the transformers,
however, are bottom connected these temperatures may be
read while they are under load.

If it can be avoided, do not change the position of ther-

mometers when taking readings. When ready to measure
resistances, shut down the blower, take off the load and measure
the resistances as rapidly as possible, so as not to allow the
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transformers to cool off. One minute per transformer should
be ample time for these readings. The rise by resistance is

calculated as follows:

t = Cold temperature of coil.

T = Hot temperature of coil.

Rt = Cold resistance of coil.

Rj = Hot resistance of coil.

T =(238+ 0^^---'S.

Dtiring the heat run a careful inspection should be made
for loose laminations. If anj^ transformers are found that
rattle or buzz, due to loose iron, they should be plainly tagged
and a chalk mark made on the core as near as possible to the
point at which buzzing was heard. A note should also be made
on the record sheet. The heat run and other tests should now
be finished, except the double and high potential tests which
must always be taken after any repairs.

It sometimes happens that the iron casings are loose and
rattle. Tighten up all the screws, and if this does not stop the
noise, strips of felt must be placed between the sheet iron casing
and the cast iron corner castings, cap and base. If this defect
is discovered during the first part of the heat run, it should be
repaired before the heat run is continued; if not, repairs will

be made after the heat run is finished. After such repairs
always apply full voltage at normal frequency to see if they
are satisfactory. If a motor-generator method cannot be used,
the copper and iron heat runs may be taken separately.

To make a short circuit heat run; short circuit the secondary
windings and apply normal current to the primary. When this

test is linished and the hot resistance is taken, open circuit the
primary, arranging the primary leads so that there is no danger
of any one being injured, and apply normal voltage at proper
frequency to the secondary until the iron temperatures are
constant. Finish up the tests as if the heat run were taken
by the motor-generator method. The same amount of air

will be required and the heating will be practically the same
as if both iron and copper were loaded at the same time.

At the end of the heat run measure all resistances carefully
and read the thermometers. Additional help should be obtained
from another testing stand in order that these resistances may
be taken rapidly. The same care should be used as in taking
cold resistances, and if any set of readings indicates a doubtful
increase of resistance, the readings should be checked, using a

different set of meters. If the work is properly conducted, ten
minutes is ample time to take a complete set of resistance
readings on fotir transformers. A careful inspection should
be made of all soldered joints to see that there is no undue
heating. In recording results be sure to properly identify the
coils; otherwise much confusion is caused in calculating results.

The temperature rise by resistance should be checked by
the head of the test or by one of his assistants before the next
test is started. When no overload is specified, the transformers
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must be run for 20 minutes at 50 per cent, overload current to
test soldered joints. This test follows hot resistances.

Overload Heat Runs
Engineering instructions always specify the overload tests

required. This test is ordinarily limited to two hours and is

taken as a continuation of the normal load heat run. All temper-
atures are taken during the normal load heat run, primary
resistance being measured hourly. All data is then ready for

normal heat run except hot secondary resistance, w^hich is

usually omitted until after the overload heat run. In this

way considerable time is saved which would otherwise be lost

in reconnecting secondaries and heating up to normal load
temperatures. Transformers with "A" guaraintees will be
run two hours at 25 per cent, overload, rise not to exceed 55°

C. These with "B" guarantees will be run two hours at 50
per cent, overload, rise not to exceed 55° C.

Transformers are sometimes designed to run continuously
at overloads, or may be guaranteed to operate at a certain

kw. output at some power factor less than unity. Overload
heat runs should be very carefully watched, particularly those
of short duration. Special attention should be given to the
length of the run, as the temperatures often rise very rapidly.

At the finish of the heat run, record all temperatures and measure
all resistances. The same air pressure should be used for the
overload as for the normal load.

INSULATION TESTS

Double Potential Test

Double potential is applied to test the insulation between
turns and between sections of the coils. Since it is impossible
to obtain double voltage on a transformer at normal frequency,
due to high density in the iron, the frequency must be increased.

Apply twice the normal voltage for one minute, followed by
one and one-half times normal voltage for five minutes. The
last test is taken in order to discover any short circuits that
might develop during the double potential test, and yet not
become apparent in the short time that the double potential

is applied. The primary bushings should be cleaned before
the test and the transformer should be guarded to prevent
accidents from any of the high voltage circuits. Any leakage
or buzzing should be noted.

In applying and taking ofi: the high potential, vary the
alternator field gradually; that is, do not open the field switch
with a jerk, as it is very likely to cause trouble. As soon as

this test is taken, make the proper comments on the record
sheet. In this test, as well as in the core loss and impedance
test, the alternator supplying the voltage should be operated
at as near normal voltage as possible, so as to avoid distortion

of the wave form.
In case a transformer breaks down, locate the defective

coil and mark it plainly. Then, in disassembling the machine,
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the coil can be easily found and the cause of the defect ascer-

tained, thus preventing a repetition of the breakdown.

High Potential Test

The application of a high potential to the insulation of a
transformer is the only method for determining whether the
dielectric strength is sufficient for continous operation. Mechan-
ical examination amounts to little and measurement of insula-
tion resistance is equally valueless, since insulation may show
high resistance when measured by a voltmeter with low voltage,
but offer comparatively little resistance to the passage of a
high tension current.

The insulation test which should be applied to the windings
of a transformer depends upon the voltage for which the trans-
former is designed. The voltage to be applied should always
be obtained from Standing Instructions, or from Engineering
Notices. In testing tetween the primary and the core or the
secondary, the secondary should be grounded for the following
reasons: In testing between one winding and the core, a poten-
tial strain is induced between the core and the other winding
which may be much greater than the strain to which the insvila-

tion is subjected under normal operation, and greater, therefore,

than it is designed to withstand. In testing between the primary
and the core, the induced potential between the secondary and
core inay be several thousand volts, and the secondary may thus
be broken down by an insulation test applied to the primary
under conditions which would not exist in normal operation.
During the test, all primary leads, as well as all secondary leads,

must be connected together. If only one terminal of the trans-
former winding is connected to the high potential transformer,
the potential strain may vary throughout the winding, and
at some point may even be greater than at the terminal at
which the voltage is applied. Under such conditions, the
reading of the electrostatic voltmeter or the arcing across the
spark gap affords no indication of the insulation strain. Indica-
tions, which are best learned by experience, reveal the character
of the insulation under test.

The charging current of a transformer varies with its size

and design. The current may be measured by means of an
ammeter, placed in the low potential circuit of the testing
transformer. It will increase as the voltage applied to the
insulation is increased. Inability to obtain the desired potential
across the insulation may be da.' to large electrostatic capacity,
or to the inability of the high potential transformer to supply
a large capacity current at the voltage desired. A breakdown
in the insulation will result in a drop in voltage indicated by
the electrostatic voltmeter. An excessive charging current
will flow and the insulation will burn if the discharge is con-
tinued for any length of time.

Spark Gap and Arcing Distances

For any test above 10,000 volts always use a spark gap,
setting it according to the sine wave curve of arcing distances.
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See Fig. 91. Use a new set of needles each time. Connect
both ends of the primary winding to one terminal of the high
potential transformer. Ground both ends of the secondary
to the core and frame, and connect to the other terminal of
the high potential transformers. Set the spark gap for the
voltage to be applied, and connect in the proper electrostatic
voltmeter. Be sure that everything is clear, then apply the
voltage, bringing it up gradually, until the gap arcs over. Then
decrease the voltage until the arcing ceases, and again bring



After all the tests have been made, remove all the shop
cables, placing them on the shelves provided. Put all the
fittings, such as cable couplings, doors, side plates and dampers
on the transformer. See that the dampers are closed. Look
over the record sheet carefully to see that nothing has been
omitted. If everything is satisfactory, the floor man should
be notified to put the transformer on the paint stand, unless
loose laminations have to be tightened. When the loose lamina-
tions have been repaired, normal voltage at normal frequency
should be applied to see that they are tight and do not buzz.
If the laminations are all right, apply the double and high
potential tests. If the transformer has loose laminations, omit
the insulation test until repairs have been made.

Air Readings

The method at present used is to read the velocity of the
air through a standard orifice by means of an air meter. Know-
ing the velocity and the area of the orifice the cubic feet per
minute can be easily calculated. In holding the large boxes
against the transformer, use a small piece of felt as packing
and be careful to allow no air to escape. The size of the orifice

should be noted, also the time the air meter is allowed to run.
Always record the corrected reading in cubic feet per minute.
The air readings are to be taken with the dampers in the same
position that they were during the heat run, and at the same
air pressure.

THREE-PHASE AIR-BLAST TRANSFORMERS

Special Tests

The order of tests on ABT and ABH types of transformers
is the same as for the AB type. The mechanical construction
of the coils is identical with that of the AB type; but as the
air paths through the iron are longer than in the single-phase
transformer, the air pressure required is slightly higher.

Cold Resistances

The general instructions given for the AB type apply to
three-phase transformers, but since the primary circuits are
opened for the heat run, the resistance of each set of coils should
be measured. If the secondary coils are permanently connected
in delta, measure the resistance between each set of lines, as
1-2, 2-.3, and 1-.3. If the secondary coils are arranged for

diametrical connection, measure the resistance of each set of

coils. Note on the record sheet how these readings are taken,
so as to avoid confusion in measuring and recording hot resist-

ances.

Polarity

The determination of polarity on three-phase transformers
requires much care. The diagrams allow a comparison to be



made of the various standard connections. Figs. 92, 93 and
94 are three-phase connections for three single-phase trans-

formers, and Figs. 95, 96, 97 and 98 connections of single three-

phase transformers.
In determining the polarity of ABT transformers see that

the primary and secondary coils are connected as shown. (See

Figs. 95 and 96.) Supply direct current to primary lines No. I

and No. 2 to give the proper deflection on the voltmeter. Now,
transfer the voltmeter lines to the secondary, connecting the
line that was on No. 1 primary to No. 1 secondary, and the
line that was on No. 2 primary to No. 2 secondary. Break the
primary current; if the polarity for this phase is correct, a

positive kick will be obtained. Repeat this process for the
two other phases and if they all agree with the first one, the
polarity is correct. A sketch should be drawn on the record

sheet, showing how the polarity test was made.
The polarity test on three-phase transformers also determines

whether there will be a change of rotation of phase in trans-

forming from one potential to the other. To determine the
polarity of ABH transformers, as shown in Fig. 96, supply
current to primaries 1-2 and take deflection on secondary 1-2;

this should show reversed polarity. With current on 1-3

primary the deflection on 3-4 secondary should be positive.

With current on primary, the deflection on 5-6 secondary
should be reversed.

Besides the standard connections, there are many special

connections which demand careful consideration. In determin-
ing polarity on special types, always have one of the assistant

heads of the section present.

Ratio and Checking of Taps

Whenever possible, a three-phase transformer should have
its ratio and taps checked on each phase separately. If this

is not practicable, care must be taken to see that both primary
and secondary voltages are read on the same phase. When
these measurements cannot be taken single-phase, three-phase
voltage must be applied. If the ratio appears to be wrong,
connect both windings in delta, apply full voltage to the second-
ary and read the exchange current in the primary delta. This
current should not exceed 6 per cent, of full load current.

Impedance

Connect the transformer according to Fig. 99 and follow
the same general instructions given for the AB type. Calculate
the current corresponding to the maximum primary voltage
of the transformer, unless the engineering notice requires a
,... , , „ . capacity in watts
different value. I^rimary current = rr-'^ r r-Ime voltageXv 3

Connect two wattmeters of the same capacity; see Fig. 99.

The ratio of the potential transformers or multipliers should
be the same. The algebraic sum of the readings of the watt-
meters will represent the impedance loss of the transformer.
The sign of the readings must be carefully noted since the
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reading of one wattmeter may be reversed. To test for this,

open line No. 1; if the reading for wattmeter No. 3 is positive,

the needle will drop to some value above zero. If the needle
drops off the scale below zero, the reading must be recorded as

negative. This process must be repeated to obtain the sign of

the other meter.
An impedance curve should be taken from 50 per cent, to

125 per cent, full load.

In making the short circuit test on ABH transformers,
each phase must be short circuited independently of the other.

In taking readings, hold the current constant in one line from
the testing table. Read the three-phase volts and the two watt-
meters. Hold the voltage constant across one phase and read
the current in the other phases.

Core Loss

In the core loss test, wattmeter readings are taken in the
same manner as in the impedance test. The same precautions

Secondary Short
Circuit.

rVWWS rVWW^ i-AAAM/S Primary

^^^ Wattmeter
\o/r /l'o.'5

Wattmeter
No. I

T/irse-phose Supply

Fig. 99

CONNECTIONS FOR IMPEDANCE TEST

must be observed in regard to fastening up the primary leads

so that there is no chance of danger. Take core loss curve from
50 per cent, to 125 per cent, normal voltage.

In ABH transformers, with the middle points of each phase
connected together to form a neutral for a three-wire direct

current system, some confusion may result as to the proper
method for measuring core loss. If the neutral connection is

broken (as is sometimes necessary for the heat run), the second-
aries can be connected in delta, and three-phase voltage applied.

This voltage is the same as the diametrical voltage, or that of

each phase. If the neutral cannot be broken, the secondaries

may be connected in Y, the neutral connection forming the Y
point. In this case the voltage corresponding to the normal

voltage of the transformer will be^^-^times the diametrical vol-

tage. It should be remembered that the middle set of coils
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should be connected so as to be reversed with respect to the
other two, in order to obtain the proper magnetic flux in all

parts o£ the core.

Hold the voltage constant and take readings as in impedance
test. There will be a slight unbalancing of the magnetizing
currents due to the unequal magnetic reluctances in the differ-

ent parts of the core. For this reason the alternator for core
loss tests must be operated at normal voltage so as to balance
the three-phase voltage as nearly as possible.

Parallel Rim
The parallel run checks ratio and polarity on a three-phase

transformer in the same way as on a single-phase transformer.
Connect the secondary circuits of the two transformers in

multiple, and the primaries as given in Fig. 100.

Connect between ^4 and A\ and try the fuse wire from B
to S'- If no spark is obtained, connect from B to B', leaving

Three-phase Voltage

^WWV^"^^ wwwv

Fig. 100

CONNECTIONS FOR PARALLEL RUN, THREE-PHASE

the first connection, and try the fuse wire from C to C. If

this is right, the parallel run test is satisfactory. The voltage
must be taken off before any connections are changed.

Heat Run
The method described for three single-phase transformers

is ordinarily used. If two or more transformers are to be run
simultaneously, connect the transformers in multiple on the
secondary side, and the primaries all in series. The same
general instructions for the heating on single-phase transformers
will apply—in fact, each phase of a three-phase transformer
must be treated as a single-phase transformer. Use as many
thermometers on one three-phase transformer as on three
single-phase transformers. A higher pressure is necessary to
force air through the ducts in the iron of the three-phase trans-
former than in the single-phase, and the damper must be care-
fully adjusted.
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In calculating the voltage reqtiired to supply the primary
current for the heat run, the following rule may be used: If

the primaries are connected in delta, multiply the impedance
voltage by three. If the primaries are connected in Y, multiply
the impedance voltage by \/3 . If overload is required, add 50
per cent, for 50 per cent, overload and 25 per cent for 25 per
cent, overload. If it is impracticable to open the primary con-
nection in order to take the heat run by applying three-phase

Primary U/WWr-LvWWV^ SVWW^

Secondary ^VW^ ^W^ [W/\J^

Primary

Secondary

L^^^ L/i^J
A A' A"

p/wv-t—WW—p/wv-|

To Three phase AlternatorB
To Three-phase
AlternatorA

Fig. 101

CONNECTIONS FOR HEAT RUN, THREE-PHASE

voltage to the secondaries and single-phase current to the
primary, the following method may be used.

Connect the transformers as shown in Fig. 101. Auxiliary
transformers A, A', A" are used to supply secondary voltage,
and transformers B, B^, B", used as series transformers, supply
the impedance voltage to the secondary circuits. The voltage
necessary to supply full load current is twice the impedance
voltage of one transformer. The impedance voltage is the same
percentage of the total voltage, irrespective of the circuit to
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which it is applied. The figure shows two three-phase alter-

nators, one supplying core loss and exciting current, and the
other the copper losses. When two alternators are used they
must run at nearly the same frequency, otherwise the super-
position of the impedance voltage on the core loss voltage will

impart a slight swing to the meter needles. Instead of the
three transformers B, B\ S", a three-phase transformer, or
an induction regulator may be used. If a regulator is used, all

the losses may be supplied from one alternator.

Overload Heat Run
Follow the same instructions as for single-phase trans-

formers.

Hot Resistances

The same method as in single-phase transformers.

Double Potential Test

If any repairs or alterations are required, such as making
primary delta or Y connections permanent, or connecting up
the secondary neutral, the double and high potential tests

should be omitted until everything is completed. If double
potential cannot be obtained from a three-phase alternator on
account of the high magnetizing current, the test can be made
on one phase at a time. Double potential should always be
followed by one and one-half potential for five minutes.

Air Readings

Air readings should be made as on AB transformers.

High Potential

The high potential should always be applied after all changes
have been made, such as tightening loose iron, connecting
primary delta or Y. The polarity should always be tested
after the delta or Y connection has been made and should be
checked with the sketch.

OIL COOLED TRANSFORMERS
The order of tests is the same as that for air blast trans-

formers. The transformer should, if possible, be filled with
oil at least four hours before starting the tests. If not, the
cold resistance, polarity, ratio, checking of taps and impedance
tests may be taken. Under no condition, however, should an OC,
OCT or OCH type transformer for over 10,000 volts be operated
at normal potential without being filled with oil, for since the
coils have only one taping the insulation may break down.

Cold Resistance

If the transformer has not been filled with oil, a thermometer
should be suspended inside the tank to measure as nearly as
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possible the temperature of the windings. If filled with oil,

record the temperature of the oil. Always use a spirit ther-

mometer to obtain the temperatures inside the tank. As the
leads are not brought out in the same manner as in the air

blast type, the circuits should be carefully checked with the
sketch before starting the tests.

Polarity

Take polarity in the same manner as in Air Blast Trans-
formers. Leads of like polarity are usually brought out directly

opposite each other.

Ratio and Checking of Taps

The ratio is taken and taps checked as on air blast trans-

formers, except that it is sometimes more convenient to check
taps on one transformer and then run the others in parallel

with it on the taps, as well as on full winding.

Parallel Run, Core Loss and Impedance

Are taken in the same manner as the air blast, except the
temperature of oil must be recorded instead of the coil tempera-
ture.

Heat Run
The methods and connections used are practically the same

as for air blast transformers, except that oil cooled transformers
should be started at an overload, so as to heat them up rapidly
and thus shorten the run. Where practicable, they should be
run with 50 per cent, excess ctirrent for two hours, and 50 per
cent, excess voltage for three hours. In some cases the overload
must be shortened, though occasionally a longer overload is

required. When normal voltage is applied, the alternator must
be operated at normal voltage.

During the heat run, a careful search should be made for

oil leaks in the tank and oil gauges. If the transformer has
been filled so full of oil that it is likely to overflow, draw off

some oil. The leads coming from the transformer must not
siphon the oil. In placing thermometers on the outside of the
tank, place one at the top, about the height of the oil line.

On very large transformers, place one near the bottom of the
tank, always using putty. As it is not possible to obtain
the temperature of the core, the oil temperature must be
carefully obtained. Wherever possible, place one thermom-
eter near the center of the transformer so as to measure the

temperature of the oil as it comes from the coils. The bulb
of the thermometer should be about two inches under the

oil. Place one thermometer in the oil about three inches from
the side of the tank.

Oil cooled transformers usually require a very long heat run,

varying from 6 to 15 hours, depending on their size. The heat
run should be continued until the temperature rise is less than
one degree in two hours. Do not make a short circuited heat
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run on an oil cooled transformer if it can be avoided. If unavoid-
able, make a short circuited heat run on the coils to constant
temperature; then take double potential for one minute, and
one and one-half potential for five minutes and one and one-
quarter potential for three hours.

Hot Resistances

Hot resistances should be measured as quickly as is con-
sistent with accuracy, since the transformers cool rapidly.

Overload Heat Run
Follow the same general instructions as given for AB trans-

former.

High Potential or Insulation Test

Many oil cooled transformers are built for 50,000 to 100,000
volts and require a correspondingly high insulation test. The
wiring from the high potential transformer to the transformer
to be tested should be arranged so that no one can possibly
make contact with it. It must be securely strung to prevent
it falling on any one.

The voltage applied is controlled either by varying the field

of the alternator supplying power to the low potential side of

the testing transformer, or, if the power is taken from the
constant potential shop circuit, by a single-phase potential
regulator. The spark gap should always be used, and, if the
power is supplied from a separate alternator or is controlled
by a potential regulator, a high resistance, consisting of two
or more glass tubes filled with clean water, should be placed in
series with the spark gap. This limits the flow of current across
the gap at the instant of arcing over, and prevents a sudden
discharge of the transformer windings.

The transformer windings act as the plates of a condenser.
If suddenly discharged, or brought to the same potential, the
insulation between adjacent turns may break down. The
same phenomenon occurs when the potential is suddenly
appUed to a transformer. To reach the interior windings, the
charging current must either follow the conductors, or break
down the insulation between adjacent turns. The end coils

are, therefore, all strongly reinforced to prevent short circuits.

The general instructions already given for high potential test

on air blast transformers also apply here.

Double Potential

On transformers built to operate at 50,000 volts or over,
the double potential should be the last test applied in order to
discover if any breakdown has occurred between turns under
the high potential test. The procedure is the same as for other
type of transformers.

OIL AND WATER COOLED TRANSFORMERS
Oil and water cooled transformers are identical in construc-

tion to the oil cooled, except that instead of being placed in
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corrugated tanks to radiate the heat, they are placed in smooth
tanks and have a cooUng coil immersed in the oil to carry away
the heat generated by the losses. The cooling coils are usually
made of wrought iron pipe, made up in coils of proper size by
the pipe manufacturers. In special cases, however, where salt

water is used for cooling, copper pipes are employed to avoid
the action of the salt on the cooling coils. In most transformers
these coils are placed in the upper half of the tank, but some-
times the cooling coils are made of flattened brass or copper
tubing, placed between the primary and secondary coils. In
large water cooled transformers with low secondary voltages,

the secondary winding is made of flattened copper tubing,

through which water circulates.

The tests on water cooled transformers are the same as for

other types, _ but special instructions are necessary for handling
the water. The oil in the transformer should completely cover
the cooling coils. The cooling coils are tested by the plumbers
to several hundred pounds per square inch, but they should
also be tested by the testing department at the water pressure
available. Allow water to flow through the coil until no air

is left; then close the overflow, allowing the pressure to rise.

Note whether there are any leaks; if not, close the inlet valve.

If the pressure drops rapidly, a leak is present. If the outside
plumbing and valves are tight, test the oil at the bottom of

the tank for water, by drawing some off in a test tube. If

water is present, it will settle to the bottom of the tube. If

water is found, the cooling coil must be taken out and repaired.

If the pressure, however, does not fall, leave the transformer
under pressure for two hours. After all the tests are finished,

the oil . should be tested for water. With wrought iron pipe
very little trouble is experienced.

Make all tests except the heat run according to the instruc-

tions already given on other types. In starting the heat run,

run at normal rating without water, until a rise of 20° C. by
resistance is reached. The oil should have a rise of about 15° C.

The ingoing water should be heated up to 20° C. by using a
steam heater. This is about the average temperature found in

practice. The water supplied by the water main is usually

much cooler than this. The water should be adjusted so as to

have 10° C. rise. Temperature readings should be made every
fifteen minutes, in order that the quantity of water may be
properly adjusted without loss of time. As soon as the trans-

formers have nearly reached constant temperature, the quantity
of water should be noted and a record made every half hour.

The water may be weighed or measured.
The amount of water required is estimated as follows: One

gallon of water will require about 2650 watts to raise it 10° C.

in one minute, or one gallon of water raised 10° C. in one minute
will carry away the heat generated by 2650 watts loss.

For a rough estimate use one gallon of water for each 2500
watts loss. A small portion of the heat will be radiated from
the outer surface of the tank. When the load is taken off the
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transformers for resistance measurements, always shut off the
water. Complete the tests as on other transformers, making
careful inspection for oil leaks. As the leads of many of these
transformers are brought out through the cover, care must be
taken, in making connections, to avoid dropping tools on the
porcelain bushings.

These transformers are usually made for very high voltages,
and are often filled with oil that has been specially refined.

The tank is exhausted of air, while the transformer is hot, and
the hot oil allowed to slowly flow in from the bottom of the
tank. To heat up the winding of these transformers, put one-
half the full load current through the primary winding, carefully
measviring the cold resistance. Take readings every half hour,
calculating the rise of temperature by resistance. When a
rise of 50° C. is reached, decrease the current to maintain the
temperature while the tank is exhausted of air.

In water cooled transformers with secondary coils made of

flattened copper tubing through which the water flows, the
amount of water flowing through each section should be
measured if all the sections are fed from the same water head.
If each section has a regulating valve, these valves should be
fully opened. Put on a low reading pressure gauge, hold the
pressure constant by means of the valve in the main pipe and
carefully measure the quantity of water from each section
for a given time. Record the pressure and quantity per minute
through each section. Never apply a pressure of over 10 pounds
per square inch to a transformer of this type, as there is danger
of opening the soldered joints. In taking overload heat runs,
always use the same amount of water as is done for the normal
load heat run.

Oil cooled and oil and water cooled transformers built for

voltages above 75,000 have special high tension leads which
are oil filled. These leads must be carefully filled with oil

before potential is applied to the transformer, and they must
be kept filled. They should be carefully watched for leaks.

TYPE K TESTING TRANSFORMERS
Type K testing transformers must be given all the tests

required on other transformers. The heat run, however, is

usually short, as the transformer is used only for intermittent
service. In the ratio test on the Type K transformer the
voltage must be applied to the high tension winding to deter-
mine the current ratio. If the voltmeter be connected to the
high tension winding, the ratio will appear low on account of

the drop in the high tension coil, due to the voltmeter load.

Long CommerciaJ Tests on Transformers

Long commercial tests consist of resistances, polarity,

ratio, checking of taps, impedance at normal amperes with watt-
meter, core loss at f normal and at normal voltage, parallel

run, heat runs at normal load and insulation tests. The same
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instructions given for special tests and heat runs apply for

long commercial tests, the only difference being that in the
long commercial tests, the impedance curve, core loss curve and
overload heat runs are omitted. Core loss is taken, however, at

J normal potential to act as a check on the core loss at normal
voltage. At f voltage the power factor is much better, and
gives a more reliable wattmeter reading. The watts core loss

obtained at f voltage multiplied by 1.62 equals the core loss

at normal voltage.

Short Commercial Tests on Transformers
Short commercial tests on transformers consist of all the

tests taken in a long commercial test with the exception of

the heat run. The instructions given in the long commercial
test apply to the short commercial test. Oil cooled transformers
should have oil left in them a sufficient time to ascertain if the
oil gauges or tanks leak. Cooling coils for oil and water cooled
transformers should be tested for leaks.

Efficiency Tests

The efficiency of a transformer is the ratio of its net power
output to its gross power input, the output being on a non-
inductive load. The power input includes the output together
with the losses, which are as follows: (1) The core loss, which
is determined by the core loss test at rated frequency and
voltage, and (2) the PR loss of the primary and the secondary
calculated from their resistances. As the losses in the trans-

former are affected by the temperature and the wave form of

the e.m.f., the efficiency can be accurately specified only by
reference to some definite temperat^lre, such as 25° C, and by
stating whether the e.m.f. wave is sine or otherwise. The
formula for efficiency may be written

:

Per cent, efficiency =
q^^^^^ ^ corflo'^s + PR loss

Regulation Tests

In transformers the regulation is the ratio of the rise of

secondary terminal voltage from full load to no load (at con-

stant primary impressed terminal voltage) to the secondary full

load voltage. Regulation may be determined by loading the trans-

formers, and observing the rise in secondary voltage when the
load is thrown off. This method is riirt satisfactory on account
of the expense of making the test and the small difference

between no load and full load secondary voltages. Much
greater reliance can be placed on results calculated from separate
measurements of reactance drop, resistance and magnetizing
current, than on actual measurement of regulation. The follow-

ing method is used by the General Electric Company:
Let IR = total resistance drop in the transformer expressed

in per cent, of rated voltage.
Let /Jsr = reactance drop similarly expressed.
Let P = proportion of energy current in load, or the power

factor of the load. Non-inductive load, P= 1.
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Let iy = wattless factor of primary current. (With non-
inductive load, IF= magnetizing current expressed as a decimal
fraction of full load current; with inductive load, 11' = wattless
component of load, plus magnetizing current.)

Secondary full load = 100
Secondary no load voltage = £

For non-inductive load _
£=V(100-I-P/R+ ir/AlH- (/-Y) =

For inductive load
£ =

V

(100 + PTR+ I

i

IXj^JPTX - WIR)

-

In each of these equations, the last expression within brackets
represents the drop "in quadrature."

The reactance drop expressed in per oent. IX =
\/(per cent, impedance drop)^— [IRy
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the conductivity of the iron, the thickness of the laminations
and the square of the frequency.

The method for separating the losses is as follows : Since the

hysteresis loss varies directly with the frequency and the eddy
current loss as the square of the frequency, by maintaining a

given density in the core and varying the frequency, data may
be obtained from which a separation curve may be plotted. The
voltage to be applied varies directly with the frequency at which
it is applied, thus 100 volts at 60 cycles becomes 200 volts at

120 cycles. Plotting watts per cycle as ordinates and cycles as

abscissEc, the curves shown in Fig. 102 are obtained. At least

four points should be taken to determine the curve. By com-
paring the losses at normal frequency and density, the quality
of the iron as well as that of the insulation between laminations
can be deduced.

The eddy current loss in the copper conductors of a trans-

former may be separated from the ohmic loss in the following
manner: The ohmic loss is independent of frequency, while
the eddy current loss varies with the square of frequency.
Hold the current constant and take readings of watts, volts

and speed. Plot watts loss as ordinates and cycles as abscissas,

and project the curve back to the zero line. At zero frequency,
the total loss will represent the true ohmic loss or PR. See
Fig. 103.

In very exceptional cases, short circuit tests are taken on
transformers to determine their behavior in case they are

accidentally short circuited in service. This test is obtained by
connecting one winding of the transformer to the power source,

which should be four or five times the capacity of the trans-

former, and short circuiting the other windings. The tendency
of the ends of coils to flare out due to the excessive magnetic
repulsion is the important point in this test. The test should
be short, as the current is from 15 to 30 times normal.

SERIES TRANSFORMERS

Series transformers designed to supply current for operating
meters and relays are usually known as Type S. They are
generally tested in groups of ten to twenty at a time. The
tests made are cold resistance on the secondary winding of

one out of every five: each transformer should have polarity,

ratio, heat run and insulation tests. To test the insulation
between layers, they are run for one minute at full load primary
current with the secondary open. The primary and secondary
windings must be carefully distinguished. In series trans-

formers the winding that is to be connected in series with the
circuit is called the primary, and the primary leads are nearly
always brought out through, much larger bushings than the
,SepOndary leads.
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Cold Resistance

When several transformers are tested at the same time,
a measurement of cold resistance on the secondaries need only
be taken on about one-fifth of the transformers in the group.
The primary resistance is too low to be measured accurately,
and this test is usually omitted. The same precautions must
be observed on these transformers as on a large transformer.

Polarity

Polarity should be carefully taken. If the polarity is not
.correct, trouble will be experienced in making connections
for polyphase meter circuits.



the standard to another transformer and bring the current up
to the reading previously noted or the check ammeter. When
correct, read the ammeter on the transformer in test; if this

reading agrees with the reading when the ammeter was on the
standard the ratio is correct. Proceed in this manner until all

the transformers have been checked with the standard.
New check readings are often necessary, due to ' unequal

heating of meters and lines. Record the number of the standard
transformer and readings on the standard, and the transformer
corresponding with it. Ratios should check within one per
cent. Keep all secondaries short circuited except those to
which the meter is connected. . A few transformers • of this

type are built with two sets of windings. Such transformers
should be tested as if they were two separate transformers.

To current 5upp/y

I Primaries Chech Standard
Wm^—^AM/v^—^wvw^—vww^

rAAAAAAi p/WWS rA/WWS rAWVS

Secondaries

Ammeters
Fig. 104

CONNECTIONS FOR RATIO IN SERIES TRANSFORMER

Heat Run
On a new design of transformer a heat run should be taken

at normal primary current, with the secondary short circuited
until constant temperature is reached, taking temperature rise

by resistance hourly on one transformer out of every five, and
thermometer temperatures on each one. When constant tempera-
tures are reached, the transformer should run for two hours at
the thirty minute load, which will be found stamped on the
name plate. On transformers that are duplicates of some
previously built, a, two hour heat run at the thirty minute load
is sufficient. Measure hot resistances on one out of five and
take thermometer temperatures on all. They should then be
run for one minute at the thirty minute load with the secondary
open to test the insulation between turns and between layers.

This corresponds to the double potential test on other trans-
formers.

The high potential test may be taken on several transformers
at the same tme. See that all secondaries and cases are properly
connected together. Series transformers used in connection
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with potential regulators have the same characteristics as
constant potential transformers and are tested as such.

POTENTIAL REGULATORS
Potential Regulators are built in three distinct types: MR

regulators, induction regulators, and BR regulators. There
are also several modifications of these types, each of which
requires special tests.

Tests

Few MR regulators are now built, the design having been
superseded. The tests are similar to those given to the I.R.S.

Complete tests on regulators consist of special tests and
normal and overload heat runs, and insulation tests.

Special tests consist of core loss curve, impedance curve
with wattmeters, boost and lower curves.

General tests consist of boost and lower at no load, core loss

at normal voltage and impedance at normal current with watt-
meters. Normal load heat run consists in operating the regulator
until it shows constant temperature at normal volts and amperes.

Overload heat run consists in operating the regulator until

it has reached normal load temperature, and then applying the
required overload for the specified time.

Commercial tests consist of general tests and a heat run at

greater than normal volts and amperes for a short time, to

show if the regulator is free from electrical and manufacturing
defects.

INDUCTION REGULATORS
The IRS, or single-phase induction regulator may be cooled

by air blast, it may be placed in a ribbed tank and be oil cooled,

or it may be oil and water cooled. Regulators of this type are
built for use with electric furnaces, and for the control of single-

phase lighting feeders. In the single-phase induction regulator,

the primary winding is placed in slots on the movable core or
armature. The secondary winding is placed in slots in the
stationary core. The regulator may be wound as two-pole,
four-pole, six-pole, or with any even number of poles.

The voltage induced in the secondary winding depends upon
the relative position of primary to secondary windings, the
primary being in shunt and the secondary in series with the
circuit to be controlled, the voltage of the circuit being increased
or decreased accordingly. Single-phase, as well as polyphase
regulators, have a distributed winding for both primary and
secondary, but the maximum pole face which can be covered
by an active winding in a single-phase regulator so as to produce
the best results, is approximately 60 per cent. In the neutral
position of the regulator, the secondary winding therefore
encloses an area on the primary core not enclosed by an active
primary winding, and the impedance 'would be extremely high
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if no winding were provided. The slots of the primary not used
for an active winding are, therefore, filled with a short circuited
winding so that, in the neutral position of the regulator, the
current forced through the secondary induces a current through
the short circuited winding, and which reduces the impedance.

The tests required are cold resistances, "boost" and "lower,"
core loss, impedance, heat run and insulation. Cold resistance
is measured as on transformers. The "boost" and "lower" test

is made at the full potential of the regulator. It therefore
requires care, as the magnetic leakage is greater at normal
potential than at a lower potential. Connections for this test

are shown in Fig. 105.

The volts prirriary and volts secondary should be read on
the same voltmeter by using a double-throw .switch. Throw
the switch to the primary and bring the voltage up to the
correct reading on the check voltmeter B. Throw the switch to
the secondary, bring up the voltage to that noted on the check
voltmeter and read the secondary voltage. Take these readings

Secondary
/VWWVV\A/VV\

F'r/mari,
/VWV

Fig. 105

CONNECTIONS FOR BOOST AND LOWER ON REGULATOR

at maximam "boost," neutral and maximum lower positions.

The turns of the handwheel from maximum "boost" to
neutral and from neutral to maximum lower should be counted
and recorded on the record sheet. The induced secondary
voltage must be added to the primary voltage at maximum
"boost" and subtracted from it at maximum lower.

Check the index plate on the handwheel to see if it is correct;

that is, see that the voltage is "boosted" when the index is

turned in the direction indicated by "Raise." In addition to
the boost and lower test, the induced voltage of the secondary
coil should be taken at maximum boost and maximum lower
with full voltage on the primary coil. This is to act as a check
on the boost and lower test. In taking boost and lower curve,

great care should be taken in obtaining points near the end of

the segment. About twenty points in all should be taken from
maximum boost to maximum lower, holding the primary
voltage constant and reading secondary volts at different

positions of the armatureV
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Impedance

Impedance is always measured on the secondary winding,
as it is impossible to force full load current through the primary
winding at the neutral position. In taking the curve, supply
full load current to the secondary, the primary being short
circuited through an ammeter, taking readings of watts second-
ary, volts secondary, and amperes primary at various positions

of the armature. At maximum boost position take an impedance
curve from 50 per cent, full load to 150 per cent, full load.

The full load point of impedance for general tests should be
taken at the maximum boost position, unless other instructions

are given. Always record the temperature.

Core Loss

On the IRS type of regulator with the permanent short
circuit on the armature, the core loss must be taken from the
primary winding. The power factor will be low due to the air

gap, hence considerable care must be taken in making the test.

Take a core loss curve at maximum boost from 50 to 150 per
cent, normal potential, also hold normal potential and take
readings at various positions of the armature, reading amperes
and watts primary. In taking single point core losses for

general tests, the armature should be in the maximum boost
position.

Normal Load Heat Run
The heat tests are usually made by pumping one regulator

back on another; they may, however, be loaded on water boxes,
or pumped back against a suitable bank of transformers. The
permanent short circuit on the armature introduces complica-
tions in the heat run, since at any position except maximum
boost and maximum lower, the short circuited coil carries some
current if the impedance voltage is supplied from the secondary.

The amount of current in the short circuited coil depends upon
the position of the armature. Hence, in taking a heat run,
connect the primaries of the regulators in multiple and apply
full primary voltage at the proper frequency. Ammeters should
be placed in each primary circuit. Connect the secondaries
in multiple through an ammeter. Place the armature of one
regulator in the maximum boost position and shift the other
until full load primary and secondary is obtained on the first

regulator. The other regulator will have full load secondary
current and a partial load primary, the short circuited winding
on the armature accounting for the current not appearing in

the pijjmary. Both regulators would generally pass on the
results of these heat runs. When special guarantees are required,
however, the heat run should be finished on the first regulator,

and then the second regulator should be run with the armature
in the maximum boost position.

Overload heat runs are usually taken as a continuation of

the normal load heat run. To shorten the heat run, the regulator,
if air blast, may be operated a short while without air; if oil
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cooled, it may be operated at an overload. If oil and water
cooled, it may be operated for a time without water. Careful
inspection should be made for oil leaks and other mechanical
defects.

Hot resistances should be taken in the same manner as in

transformers.
The insulation tests consist of double and high potential

and are taken in the usual way. The secondary coil, although
only a low voltage is induced in it, is in series with the circuit

to be controlled. It should, therefore, have the same potential

as the primary winding.

Operating Motor Tests

If the regulator is provided with an operating motor and
limiting switch, they should be tested during the early part
of the heat run so as to save rewiring after the heat run is finished.

The motor and limiting switch should be connected up accord-

ing to the proper sketch, and readings at normal potential and
frequency should be taken of the current with the motor discon-

nected from the shaft, with the motor operating the regulator
in both directions at no load, and at full load in both directions.

When the regulator is under full load, the motor should operate
it from one extreme position to the other. To keep load on
the regulators while this is being done, the handwheel of one
regulator need only be turned. The time required to travel

from one end of the segment to the other should be taken and
recorded. The limit switch should be adjusted so as to work
properly.

POLYPHASE INDUCTION REGULATORS
Induction regulators of the IRQ, IRT and IRH types are

used principally with rotary converters, but are well adapted
to control polyphase transmission circuits. As in the IRS type,

they may be either air blast, oil cooled or oil and water cooled.

The primary winding is connected in shunt and the secondary
in series with the circuit. In the polyphase induction regulator,

the voltage induced in each phase of the secondary is constant,

but by varying the relative positions of the primary and second-
ary, the effective voltage of any phase of the secondary on its

circuit is varied from maximum boost to zero and to maximum
lower.

Referring to Fig. 106 which represents graphically the

voltage of the three phases of a three-phase or IRT regulator,

AAA =the line voltage or the e.m.f. impressed on the primary.
This is shown by the large circle. Let BA, BA and BA equal

e.m.f. generated in the secondary coils, and constant with the

impressed e.m.f. This is shown by the three small circles on
the circumference of the large circle. BBB shows e.m.f. induced
in secondary coils directly in phase with the primary impressed
e.m.f. This is the position of maximum boost. Positions CCC
represent the neutral position, and DDD the maximum lower
position. EEE represents a position between neutral and
maximum lower.
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By changing the position of the armature with respect to

the field the secondary voltage may be made to assume any
phase relation with respect to the primary e.m.f.; it can be in

series with it or directly opposed to it. This movement of the
armature is obtained by means of a segment on the shaft which
meshes with a worm on the small operating shaft. The regulator

may be arranged for hand operation only, or can be motor
operated. Either a direct current or an induction motor may
be used. The motor is controlled by a small double-pole double-
throw switch, on the switchboard, to allow the voltage to be
raised or lowered as desired.

To stop the regulator on reaching the limits of regulation

when moving in either direction, a limiting switch is provided,

which opens automatically. If properly connected, this auto-

matic cut off, however, does not interfere with movement in

Fig. 106

REGULATOR DIAGRAM—THREE-PHASE

the opposite direction, which can be obtained by the double-
pole double-throw switch.

The winding of the primary and secondary is similar to

that of a Form M Induction motor. The primary is placed on
the movable core. For a three-phase or six-phase regulator it

may be Y or delta connected; for an IRH six-phase diametri-

cally connected regulator, the primary is connected diametri-

cally. The secondary or stationary winding is placed on the
stationary core, and is an open winding, each section or phase
being connected in series with the corresponding phase of the
line of which the voltage is to be controlled.

The tests required are cold resistance, "boost" and lower,

core loss, impedance, heat run, hot resistance, double potential

for one minute, one and one-half potential for five minutes,
and high potential test. If the regulator is motor operated,
the motor should be tested. This should be done during the
heat run to save rewiring. Air readings should be taken on the
air blast regulators.
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Cold Resistance

Before starting the tests, careftilly check all circuits. If

the secondaryjcoils have two studs on each end per phase, test

to see if the studs are connected in multiple or if each secondary
consists of two separate coils which are connected in multiple
by the cable lugs. If the regulator is six-phase IRH, test to
see if there are two primary circuits. On six-phase IRH's,
Fig. 107, primaries 1-3-5 should be one set, and 2-4—6 the other.

On an IRH regulator, 1 and 4, 2 and 5, and 3 and 6 should
give proper circuits. If each secondary circuit has two coils

that are connected in multiple, by the cable lugs, the top stud

7b Rotary
I a 3 d 5 e
I I I I I

12 2 4 5 6
To Transformer

Secondaries

Fig. 107

SIX-PHASE REGULATOR

on one side is generally connected to the bottom stud on the

opposite side, and vice versa.

Measure the resistance as' on a transformer. In recording
the secondary resistances, a note should be made of the place

on which the drop lines were placed. Take the resistance of

each secondary coil, and make a sketch showing the numbers
that have been given to the various circuits. Record the temper-
ature of each coil, or of the oil.
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"Boost" and "Lower"
The "boost" and "lower'' test is made at normal voltage and

frequency. On three-phase regulators, apply a balanced three-
phase voltage to the primary, using a three-pole double-throw
switch to transfer the voltmeter from the primary to the
secondary. (Primary and secondary here refer to the voltage
to be controlled, and the controlled voltage respectively.)
The Regulator must be connected as in service, the primaries
being in shunt, and the secondaries in series, with the circuit

to be controlled. A voltmeter should be placed across one
phase for a check. Fig. 108 shows the proper connections for

a three-phase "boost" and "lower" test. Adjust for the proper
voltage on the voltmeter that is used on both primary and
secondary, and note the readings on the check voltmeter.
Throw the three-pole switch to the secondary and read the
voltage on the corresponding phase of the secondary. Do this

for all three phases at maximum "boost," neutral and maximum
"lower." A curve of about 20 points should be taken on one phase.

The voltage balance should be taken at maximum "boost,"
neutral and maximum "lower." Count the number of turns of

the handwheel from maximum "boost" to neutral and from
neutral to maximum "lower" and record on the record sheet, to

check the mechanical construction. Maximum "boost" and
"lower" do not always come at extreme ends of segment. The
voltage readings should be taken at every turn of the hand-
wheel for a few turns from each end, to locate the maximum
positions. Check the index on the handwheel to see that it

indicates the proper direction for "boost" and "lower." If the
proper connections do not give the correct "boost," and "lower,"
the matter should be reported at once, as correcting crossed
leads on polyphase' regulators requires a- great deal of care.

The induced voltage in the secondary coil should be measured
and recorded, as well as the "boost" and "lower."

In some types of IRH regulators, the terminals of the
secondary coils are crossed instead of being directly opposite
each other. See Fig. 109. In such cases take care to properly
record the "boost" and "lower" and make a clear sketch showing
thearrangementof the secondary terminals. "Boost" and "lower"
may be taken on six-phase IRH regulators, as though they
consisted of two separate regulators; that is, the test may be
made on 1-3-5 and then on 12-4-6. Six-phase voltage must,
however, be applied and a set of six-phase "boost" or "lower" read-
ings must be taken to determine if the regulator is satisfactory.

Fig. 110 gives the method of obtaining six-phase voltage
which should be tested before proceeding. With the connec-
tions shown in Fig. 110, the voltages corresponding to the
six sides of a hexagon can be obtained by reading 1-2, 2-3,

3-4, 4-5, 5-6 and 6-1. Unless six-phase voltage is used, don't
try to make a "boost" or "lower" test. The induced secondary
voltage of each secondary coil should be recorded.

The "boost" and "lower" test on IRH, or diametrically
connected regulators must be made by applying a six-phase
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diametrically connected voltage, tested as previously described.
The transformer connections are shown in Fig. 111. A neutral
point is made so that six-phase voltage may be read. In taking
''boost" and "lower," read the diametrical voltage, carefully

checking the six-phase "boost" or "lower" and recording the
same as the diametrical "boost" or lower." Measure and record
the induced voltage across each secondary coil.

Core Loss

For low potential three-phase regulators, core loss is measured
in the usual way by applying normal potential to the primary
winding. For regulators of which the primary voltage exceeds
1100 volts, it should be taken from the secondary winding.
The voltage required is specified by the engineering depart-
ment.

For six-phase two-circuit primary regulators, one set of

core loss readings on lines 1-3-5 and another on 2-4-6 should

Fig. 109

REGULATOR—SIX-PHASE

be taken. Either set should give the correct core loss. For
six-phase diametrically connected regulators, core loss may be
determined by applying six-phase voltage and reading the
core loss in each phase and taking the sum of these losses. It

may also be taken by connecting the primaries in delta, revers-

ing one primary coil to maintain the proper distribution of

magnetic flux. Apply the rated primary voltage, and determine
the core loss by the two-wattmeter method. Another method
of determining core loss is by connecting the primaries in Y
and applying 1.73 times the rated potential. One coil must
be reversed for the Y connection, as is done for the delta con-
nection.

In a core loss test, record the voltage, exciting current and
wattmeter readings. The test must be made at the proper
frequency and the generator supplying the loss must operate
at norma) voltage. The magnetizing current will vary from 20
to 40 per cent., depending upon the air gap. A cxirve should
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be taken beginning at 50 per cent, normal voltage and increasing
to at least 125 per cent, normal voltage. Whenever possible,

neither potential nor current transformers should be used with
the wattmeter, in consequence of the very low power factor.

During the core loss tests the armature should be in the maxi-
mum " boost " position. A curve should also be taken by holding
normal voltage and varying the position of the armature.

Impedance

Impedance is usually measured by short circuiting the
secondary and applying sufficient voltage to the primary wind-
ing to give full load current. The impedance voltage varies

1
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coil must be short circuited on itself. On all other types, the
secondary is short circuited by connecting all the secondary
terminals on either side with a copper bar.

A curve should be taken from 50 to 150 per cent, full load,

with the armature in the maximum " boost " position. A curve
should also be obtained by holding full load current and vary-
ing the position of the armature. This curve should be very
carefully taken over one-half of the segment, to obtain the
maximum impedance.

Heat Run
Whenever possible, heat runs should be made with full

load, either by pumping one regulator back on another, or by
pumping back against a bank of transformers. The heat run

Fig. Ill

CONNECTIONS FOR SIX-PHASE BOOST AND LOWER

/

on two regulators of the same size and type is made by con-
necting the primaries in multiple through a dynamometer board.
One end of the secondary coil of the regulator is connected to
the end of the secondary coil of the other by short circuiting

bars. The other ends of the secondary coils of one regulator
must be in multiple with corresponding coils of the other regu-
lator. Normal voltage of the proper phase and frequency is

applied to the primaries of the two regulators. The hand-
wheel of one regulator must be turned so as to cause sufBcient
phase displacement of the secondary voltages of the two
regulators for full load current in the secondary winding.

In pumping back against a bank of transformers, the same
general method is used. The ratio of transformation of the
transformers should be about equal to that of the regulator.
The same temperature readings should be taken as on a trans-
former using a similar method of cooling. Carefully observe
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if there is any noise while under load. If humming is noticed
during the core loss test, the cable lugs connecting the two
secondary circuits in multiple should be removed to see if the
humming is caused by exchange current.

5/j<-/oha3s D/ometrica/
Voltage

Fig. 112

CONNECTIONS FOR HEAT RUN ON SIX-PHASE REGULATORS

Pig. 112 shows the connection for the heat run on two IRH
regulators. See instructions under Operating Motor Tests.

When the heat run is finished, measure all hot resistances

and finish the tests as.on transformers. In taking high potential
test between the

,
secondary windings, a very high charging
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current is necessary on account of the large electrostatic capacity.
The damper of the air blast regulator should be inspected for

proper operation. Oil cooled regulators should be inspected for

leaks. A pressure test should be made on the cooling coils of

water cooled regulators. IRQ regulators are seldom built.

They must have the same tests as the IRT types.

BR REGULATORS
Modern central stations employ alternating current

generators of large capacity, each generator usually supplying
two or more districts through independent feeders. One feeder
may serve a business district, while another fromi the same
generator may feed a residential district. As the compounding
required on any of the feeders depends on the amount of load
carried by the feeder, and as the load peak occurs at different

times in different (feeders, a device to regulate the feeder vol-

tages independently is necessary.
Type MR regulators cannot be built in sufficient capacities

to regulate all circuits properly. Type IRS may be used, but
the automatic BR feeder regulator has been expressly designed
for this work. Fig. 113 shows the circuits.

The automatic BR feeder regulator can change the line

voltage quicker and with a smaller power consumption than
other automatic types. The only moving part is a small and
light switch arm. The friction of a number of small switch
contacts constitutes the only turning resistance.

The moving part of the switch carries a series of fingers,

the majority of which are always in contact. See Fig. 114.

Each finger is connected to a corresponding stationary collector

ring by a brush, and the collector ring is connected to the line

through a preventive resistance. The resistances connecting
the fingers to the line prevent excessive exchange currents as

the fingers pass from contact to contact, and vary the line

voltage uniformly. The regulator transformer is oil cooled.

The tests required are: resistances, tap voltages or ratio,

core loss, impedance, heat run, insulation tests and checking
the clutch coil and limit switch circuits.

Cold Resistance

Measure the cold resistance of the primary winding, each
half of the secondary and of the iron grid resistances. To
obtain the resistance of each half of the secondary winding,
turn the switch to the extreme position and take readings.

Show the switch position by a sketch. Then throw the switch
into the other extreme position, and measure the other half

of the secondary winding.

Tap Voltage or Ratio

When the switch contacts are accessible, full voltage should
be applied to the primary winding, reading the voltage between
the steps on the switch. This test will show any wrong switch
connections immediately. Correct connection can also be
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checked by a polarity test on each step. If properly connected
all steps have the same polarity; that is, the voltmeter deflec-

tions are all in the same direction.

If the contacts of the switch are inaccessible, the step voltages

may be taken as follows: Throw the switch to the neutral
position, apply full voltage to the primary and connect the

^
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Fig. 114

BR REGULATOR

voltmeter across the secondary. When the switch is in the
neutral position, no secondary voltage will be obtained. Move
the switch one step and read the secondary voltage. Move
the switch to the next step. The reading obtained should
correspond to two steps in series. Continue until the switch
Mas reached the extreme position. Bring the switch back to
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the neutral, then test the steps on the other half. If the sections

of the secondary winding are properly connected to the dial,

the voltmeter readings should increase in equal increments.

Core Loss

Core loss may be determined from the primary, but is more
satisfactorily determined from the secondary. Throw the
switch to the extreme position and apply the rated "boost" or

"lower" voltage, reading watts input and exciting current at

the proper frequency. The per cent, loss and exciting current
will be about the same as for a Type H transformer of the
same kw. capacity. Throw the switch into the other extreme
position, and repeat the test.

Impedance

Supply current to the primary, with the secondary and iron

grid short circuited through an ammeter, the switch being in

one extreme position. Increase the primary current until

full rated current is obtained on the short circuited secondary
and read amperes, watts and volts primary at the proper
frequency. Throw the switch into the other extreme position,

and repeat. Impedance must be taken with the switch in

both extreme positions, as in either position only one-half of

the secondary winding is short circuited.

Heat Run

If two regulators are in test at the same time, they may be
"pumped back" on each other. If only one is in test, it may
be pumped back on a suitably arranged bank of transformers,
or be loaded on a water box. In the latter case apply voltage
to the primary, connecting the secondary to a water box,
adjusting until full load secondary current is obtained. The
switch must be in one of the extreme positions. Take and
record the temperature, also record the temperature of the
iron grid resistance.

Start the test at overload so as to shorten €he length of the
heat run. Finish as if testing on a transformer. Throw the
switch in the other extreme position, and run at 50 per cent,

overload current for one hour to test the other half of the
secondary.

Insulation Tests

Apply double potential for one minute and one and one-
half potential for five minutes. High potential tests are the

same as on a transformer. If the primary is connected to the
secondary inside the tank it is not possible to test between
the primary and secondary windings. If the clutch coils, relay

coil, and relay voltmeter operate on a circuit of 125 volts or

less, test with 500 volts between the winding and frame. The
tank and oil gauges should be inspected for leaks.
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STARTING COMPENSATORS
Compensators for starting Form K induction motors,

synchronous motors, and rotary converters are built for voltages

from 110 to 13,200 volts. The switching mechanisms con-

stitute the chief difference between the various forms. The
Form F has a double-throw oil switch. It is so connected that

when the motor is thrown on the line, the fuses are in circuit.

Figs. 115 and 116 show the wiring for Form F, quarter-phase

and three-phase compensators. The tests required are ratio.

Motor-*'

Connection
Board

Back Clip
Blocl^ Base

6 J Switc/i Cylinder

o 9 n n-| t-ront Clip

J J J J ' Block Base

Start

Finish

Start
Y Connection

Fig. 115

COMPENSATOR—THREE-PHASE

magnetizing current, heat runs when required, double potential

and high potential.
Comjjlete tests on compensators consist of commercial

tests, heat runs, impedance, and insulation tests. Commercial
tests consist of ratio taps, exciting current at normal voltage"

and insulation tests. Insulation tests consist in applying high

potential between windings and ground for one minute, opera-

ting the compensator at double potential for one minute, and
also at 50 per cent, above normal potential for five minutes.
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Ratio

Connect the line leads to the terminals on the side of the
testing stand. These terminals are connected in multiple by
bus bars at the back of the terminal board. Apply about 100
volts to the lines; throw the switch on the compensator in test

to "starting" position, leaving all others in the "ofif" position.
On the three-phase compensator read the voltages between
the taps; the lowest voltage tap is next to the core. Standard
compensators for motors up to and including 15 h.p. have

Quartsr-phass
A Ai A

Motor*

Connect/on
Board

Sack C//p
BJock Base

Start

Switch Cy//nc/er

Front Clip
B/ock Ba^e

Start

Fig. 116

COMPENSATOR—QUARTER-PHASE

40, 60 and 80 per cent, taps; those for niotors above 15 h.p.

have 40, 58, 70 and 85 per cent. taps. The ratios obtained
should agree to within 3 per cent, of the above.

In determining ratios see that both the primary and second-
ary meters are on the same phase. In checking the ratio of

Form F quarter-phase compensators, apply 100 volts to the
lines A and A (see Fig. 116) and read the voltage on the taps
between the motor lead B and the taps. These compensators
are tested single-phase.
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Magnetizing Current

Magnetizing current is measured at normal primary voltage,
the frequency being held constant. The alternator used should
operate at normal voltage. On 60 cycle compensators, the
magnetizing current should not exceed 20 per cent.; on 40
cycle compensators, it should not exceed 25 per cent., and on
25 cycle compensators it should not exceed 30 per cent, of the
full load current of the motor, assuming the latter to operate
at 80 per cent, apparent efficiency.

On compensators covered by engineering notices, and on
those not standard, the magnetizing current should be measured
at 20 per cent, above the normal potential as well as at normal.
In making this test, hold the volts constant across one phase,
and read the current in all three legs, then hold the current
constant in one leg and read the three-phase voltage. Instead
of holding xhe current in one leg, two voltmeters may be used,
using one to hold the volts constant and the other to read the
three-phase volts. As a high magnetic density obtains in the
core, see that the voltage and frequency are correct, since a
slight change in either will change the magnetizing current
considerably. Quarter-phase compensators are tested as if

they were single-phase.

Heat Run
Short circuit the motor leads and apply sufficient voltage

to the line leads to force the required current for one minute
through the coils. The value of the current required is given
in the card file. Thirty minutes must elapse between successive
heat runs on the same compensator. Place a thermometer on
the coils to obtain the temperature. After each heat run the
tap leads must be changed to the next tap.

On very large compensators it is often necessary to wait
several hours between heat runs. Otherwise the compensator
runs hot and smokes. The heat run cannot always be taken
on all legs at the same time on account of insufficient power.
In such cases, bare the Y connection, short circuiting the tap
to the Y.

On compensators not standard, or those covered by special

engineering notice, the impedance volts must be measured.
See that frequency is correct for this test. When the heat runs
have been finished, inspect the oil boxes for leaks. If they are
tight, empty the oil out and turn them upside down to drain.

Connect the top leads on the first tap, replace the oil boxes,
tape and insulate all the connections and replace the covers.

All cast iron oil boxes are tested for leaks by filling with oil

for 10 hoiirs. Pressed steel boxes are not tested and therefore
need not be removed from the compensator.

Insulation Test

The double potential must always be applied after the
compensator has been completely assembled and the taps
insulated with tape. Double voltage is applied to the line
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terminals for one minute, followed by 1 1 potential for 5 minutes,
the frequency being high in order to keep the magnetizing
current below the normal current of the compensator.

If the compensator is designed for high voltage, double
potential may be applied for one minute on the taps. The
high potential test is made in the usual way; all leads must be
connected together. Compensators up to and including .550

volts are tested with 2500 volts.

ROTARY CONVERTER REACTANCES
Reactances

Reactances are generally used in compounding rotary
converters. They are placed between the secondary of the
step-down transformer and the collector rings of the rotary.

The ratio of conversion of rotary converters, except those
of the split pole type, is practically constant for all field strengths.

Therefore, to increase the continuous current voltage, the alter-

nating current voltage must also be increased. In large systems,
with a number of substations fed from the same generating
station, any given substation voltage must be varied independ-
ently of the others. Several methods are possible; for lighting

systems an induction regulator is often employed. The step-

down transformers may be provided with a, dial switch, to

va.ry the ratio of transformation. These devices do not operate
automatically, whereas the compounding of a rotary converter
is automatic. The excitation of the shunt field is adjusted at

no load to a value which caxises the machine to take a small
lagging current. This lagging current flowing in the reactive
coil reduces the voltage at the collector rings below that at

the transformer terminals. As the rotary takes load the current
through the series field first reduces the wattless current through
the reactive coils and at higher loads forces a leading wattless
current through the coils. When the current becomes leading,

the voltage at the collector rings is higher than at the terminals
of the transformers.

Rotaries may be made to over compound; that is, increase
in continuous current voltage as the load increases.

Reactive coils are often placed in multiple with long distance
high voltage transmission lines to compensate for capacity.
Reactive coils are also used as dimmers.

Complete tests on reactive coils for rotaries consist of

measurements of resistance, reactive drop, and heat runs at

normal and overload, polarity and insulation tests. Reactive
drop is usually taken during the heat run. Reactive coils

have the same heating guarantees as the transformers with
which they operate.

Commercial tests consist of resistance measurement, reactive
drop, polarity, short heat run at overload, insulation.

For the heat run, connect the coils in Y and supply full

current at proper frequency. See that the meters are protected
from stray fields. The transformer cables should be kept
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close together, to prevent high impedance and unbalancing.
Heat runs on air blast reactances should be started without
air at normal load for about thirty minutes before the air blast

is put on. Oil cooled reactances should be started at overload
to shorten the heat run as much as possible.

In making heat runs on reactances designed for six-phase
circuits, connect the coils in series and make the heat run
three-phase. Reactive coils cannot be tested by the motor-
generator method, hence the test must be run from an al-

ternator capable of supplying full kilo-volt-amperes. If an al-

ternator of sufficient capacity is not available, use two in

multiple. They can be run as generators, but after the alter-

nators have been synchronized it is better to pull the breaker
of the driving motor of one of them. By proper adjustment
of the field current, the one running light will operate as

, a rotary condenser, by overexciting it.

In measuring reactive drop, take the volts across each coil,

holding full load current in one leg constant; then hold the
volts across one coil constant and read the current in all three

legs. Then take the drop across each leg, holding full load

current in each leg, and reading the volts drop. This also

must be done at 50 per cent, overload. The frequency must
be held constant while the drop is being taken, as the reactance
depends directly on the frequency. When the "reactive coil

has reached constant temperature at normal load, run two
hours at 50 per cent, overload.

When the heat run is finished take air readings and test the

insulation. The insulation tests consist of double potential

for one minute, and one and one-half potential for five minutes,
and high potential tests. The high potential test must be
applied between the winding and core, between the winding
and frame, and between the phases.

Resistance

Resistance is measured as on transformers.

Polarity Test

Polarity test is made by supplying, direct current to the
middle phase and noting deflection, then transfer the drop
lines to the corresponding terminals of the other phases and
note the kick on breaking the current in the middle phase.

On oil cooled reactances, take the temperature of the core,

oil and tank. Insulation tests are the same as for the air blast

types. Inspect the tank and oil gauges for leaks.

As all the other reactive coils, as type RE, are special,

special instructions are necessary for testing. In all cases
tests depend upon the conditions under which the apparatus
will operate.

TRANSFORMER CONNECTIONS
When considering transformer ratios, take the actual voltage

of either primary or secondary as one of the factors. Thus, if
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100 volts is the secondary voltage, the ratio should be con-
sidered as 1000 to 100 rather than 10 to 1. The ratio then tells

what voltage is safe to use on the transformer, and the wrong
potential is not likely to be impressed, which might burn out
the coils or injure the insulation.

In transformer combinations, see that the windings are not
overloaded. 60 cycle transformers when used on 25 cycles
should not be operated at more than 75 per cent, of the rated
voltage. In the following, transformers with two 1000 volt
primary coils and two 100 volt secondary coils are taken as
the basis.

Single-Phase Connections

Fig. 117 shows the connections for decreasing the voltage
10 per cent. Fig. 118 shows connections, for a corresponding
increase. Fig. 119 boosts from 2000 volts to 2100 volts. Fig.
120 boosts from 1000 volts to 1200 volts.

By changing the secondary connection of Fig. 120 the line

voltage can be lowered. The amount of current that this
arrangement will "boost" or "lower", depends only upon the ca-

pacity of the secondary. By using two or more transformers,
practically any voltage may be obtained. If a fine adjust-
ment is desired, the secondary and primary may be connected
as shown in Fig. 121.

Fig. 122 shows a step-down 2:1 compensator connection.
This may be used as a step-up 1 :2. Tl^ secondaries are con-
nected in multiple to reduce the impedance between the primary
coils. The above combinations are made when using one trans-
former.

Fig. 123 shows step-up 2000 to 3000. This may be used as
step-down 3000 to 2000 or 3000 to 1000.

Fig. 124 shows the connections for 2000 to 2500, as a step-
down 2500 to 2000, or 2500 to 500. These combinations employ
two transformers.

In compensator connections the capacity is governed by
the capacity of the coil in series with one side of the line.

By increasing the number of transformers, or by using
transformers with a. large number of coils, the number of combi-
nations may be increased almost indefinitely.

Three-Phase Connections

The straight three-phase, connections gives ,the following
ratios

:

Primaries Secondaries Ratio

Series Y Multiple delta 3460:100
Series delta 3460:200

" " Multiple Y 3460:173
" " Series delta 3460:346

Series delta Multiple delta 2000:100
Series delta 2000:200
Multiple Y 2000:173
Series Y 2000:346
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Six-Phase Connections

In transforming from three-phase to six-phase the double

Y, the double delta and the diametrical connections are used.

The double Y is shown in Fig. 110.

The double delta is shown in Fig. 128.

The diametrical connections are shown in Fig. 111.

In checking up double Y connections the neutrals should

be connected together so that the hexagonal voltage may be
obtained. This is also advisable on the diametrical connection
if transformers are used that have two coils in the secondary
winding, or have a 50 per cent, tap in the secondary. The
ratios of voltage are calculated in the same manner as is the

case for three-phase connections.

WWWWWV WVWWWW VWWWWW
l3

—\o

KaAAA-jVVVVVVjVVVVNaI

I'

Six-Phase A
Fig. 128

Three-Phase to Two-Phase Transformation

The "Scott" connection is used a great deal in transmi.ssions

and distributions. (See Fig. 129.) One transformer is called

the main, and the other the teaser. Two transformers are

required. They are made exactly alike, so that they can be
interchanged. The winding is provided with a 50 per cent,

tap and with taps so that 86.6 per cent, of the winding may be
used. Connections 1-2-3 are for the three-phase circuit. A' A
and B-B are the phases of the two-phase circuit. Reference
to the diagram explains the reason for using 86.6 per cent, of

the winding of one transformer, and the necessity for the 50
per cent. tap.
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STEAM TURBINES
Nomenclature

The steam turbine differs radically in construction from
any other prime mover and includes many parts heretofore
not familiar to steam engineers. If various names are used
for the same parts, imcertainty, annoying delays, and some-
times needless expense are likely to occur. Figs. 130 and 131
show the proper designation ot the principal parts of the Curtis

Steam Turbine manufactured by the General Electric Company.
By studying the cross section drawings of the turbine, they
can be used for machines having a different number of stages

and wheels per stage.

Explanation of Fig. 130

1 Upper bearing bracket
2 Middle bearing bracket
3 Upper bearing
4 Middle bearing
5 Middle bearing cap
6 Armature flange
7 Binding bands
8 Brackets (revolving field)

9 Stirrups
10 Field sleeve
1

1

Oil pan (upper bearing)
12 Oil deflector (upper bearing)
13 Armature coils

14 Base for generator
15 Oil pan (middle bearing)
16 Oil deflector (middle bearing).

Explanation of Fig. 131

1 Head
2 First diaphragm
3 Second diaphragm (nozzle diaphragm)
4 Third diaphragm (nozzle diaphragm)
5 Turbine shell

6 First stage nozzle
7 Second stage nozzle
8 Exhaust or condenser base
9 Wheel spider
10 Wheel disk—first

11 Wheel disk—second
12 First row of wheel buckets
13 Second row of wheel buckets
14 First diaphragm packing ring
15 Second diaphragm packing ring
16 Third diaphragm packing ring
17 Wheel spider
18 Wheel disk—first

19 Wheel disk—second
20 First row wheel buckets
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Fig. 130

HALF CROSS SECTION OF TURBINE AND GENERATOR
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21 Second row wheel buckets
22 Intermediates— tirst stage
23 Intermediates—second stage
24 Intermediates—third Stage
25 Intermediates—fourth stage
26 Shaft. '[

Fig. 131

CROSS SECTION OF TURBINE
The tests which are usually made on Steam Turbines may

be included in two classes, "Commercial Tests" and "Special
Tests."

Commercial Tests
In this test the turbine is run non-condensing. It is operated

at practically no load without using any definite steam pressure
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or superheat. The test consists of dynamic balance, operating
governor test at no load and emergency governor test.

In testing apparatus, such as steam turbine generators,
it is desirable to assemble the machine complete at the factory
and test, for proper assembly, satisfactory mechanical and
electrical operation, and, in some of the smaller sizes, for effi-

ciency. The Commercial Turbine Testing Department is

organized to do this. The testing apparatus is arranged as
simply as possible and is easily understood from the following
description

:

Oil, Steam and Exhaust Piping and Auxiliaries

Fig. 132 shows plan of turbine test and oil piping. All the
oil piping and part of the steam piping is located in a duct
that runs part of the way around the test floor. There are
four lines of oil piping; the step line; governor line; variable
pressure line and an auxiliary line in which water as well as
oil may be used for machines operating with water step bear-
ings. The step bearing, governor and water step lines are
supplied with taps at every test stand, where vertical machines
are tested. The variable pressure line has taps at the stands
in the back row only, and does not run in the duct at the front
of the test floor. The governor line has the upper bearings
and the governor hydraulic piped to it when a low pressure
hydraulic is used for the governor valves. The variable pressure
line is used when a high pressure (325 lbs. sq. in.) hydraulic
is used. The step Hne has all the oil step bearings piped to it

and the auxiliary line is used for the water steps.

The pressure used in the step line is 1150 lbs. per sq. in.; on
the governor line it is 120 lbs. per sq. in. It may be varied
on the other lines to suit the conditions required. A common
drain line is provided for all the oil returning from the machines.
It is located in the duct with the other piping and has drain
cups piped into it at each stand, where there are taps to the
other oil piping. The drain line oil empties into a drain tank
and strainer located in the duct near the office.

Steam is pip^ to the turbine test from the Power House
(Building No. 61). The steam main enters Building No. 60
from the steam duct in front of the building and is brought to
the test overhead, being supported by hangers on the posts
of the building. After entering the test, the main runs along
the gallery, then enters a duct and is brought around to the
front of the test floor. Taps are made to the main at each
test stand. The machines in ,the back row are connected to
the main in the gallery and those in the front row to risers

from the main in the duct. An electrically-operated valve lis

located in the steam main at the point where it enters the
test. This valve is placed here in case of emergencies and must
be used only as a last resort. This must be remembered as
the pressure pumps steam as well as that used on the test

floor are controlled by this valve.
Two exhaust mains are provided that can be used on any

stand on the test. They run under the gallery and across the
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test floor at the upper end of the test. The upper main leads
to the atmosphere or heating system, and all machines must
exhaust into it except those under load. The lower main con-
nects with the Worthington condenser that is located under
the gallery. Loaded machines are connected to this main.
The exhaust headers at each test stand connect to both mains.
A throttle valve is placed between the header and each main
so that the exhaust from a machine may be passed into either
the atmospheric or condenser mains as required. Drain lines,

corresponding to the exhaust mains, are located in the duct
and have permanent connections to the exhaust headers.
Throttle valves are placed in the taps to these lines so that
either one can be used on any machine. The atmospheric
drain must of course be used with the atmospheric exhaust
and the condenser drain with the condenser exhaust.

Auxiliary Apparatus

The condensing apparatus, oil pumps and accumulators are
known as auxiliary apparatus. A regular attendant is in charge
of the equipment, which must not be handled by any one else.

The condenser (6700 sq. ft.) is located in the duct under the
gallery about half way between the upper and lower ends of

the test floor. As already stated, it connects to the vacuum
line of exhaust piping. The small oil pumps are also located
in the ducts near the test office. Taking them in order from
the condenser toward the back of the building they are as
follows

:

(1) The exchange pumps (set of two pumps), which pump
the oil from the drains, tank and strainer in the duct to the
supply tank in the step pump pit.

(2) The auxiliary pump, in which either oil or water may
be used and which may be connected to the variable pressure
line, the governor line or the water step line.

(3) The governor pumps (two in the set), which supply
the governor line. The small accumulator, which is piped to
the governor line, is also located in the duct with the small
pumps. This accumulator reduces the pulsation in the. line

due to the stroke of the pumps and also holds a small reserve
of oil under pressure long enough to allow another pump to
be connected in case the one in use breaks down.

The step pumps and large accumulator are located in the
jsit at the lower end of the test. They supply the step bearing
line, and the large accumulator is used for the same purpose as
is the small one used on the governor line. The puill.p for the
variable pressure line is also placed in the pit with the step
pump.

Electrical Equipment
The switch boards on both the turbine and rotary converter

tests are used to obtain the proper connections for machines
on the turbine test. The letters by which these boajfds are
distingtiished are: A, High tension board, on rotary test. B,
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High tension board in gsiUery on turbine test. C", Exciter
board, located on the rotary test near the turbine exciters.
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Fig. 133

OIL PIPING OF A TURBO GENERATOR

D, Low tension board on rotary test. K, Low tension board
in gallery on turbine test. F, Low tension board in gallery
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on turbine test, wliich is also wired for the exciter fields and
the electrical control on water boxes.

Twelve A.C. electrical stands are used on turbine test which
are permanent. Xos. 1, 3, 5, , ,

<-) and 10 are located on the
floor at the front of the test, Xo. 11 on the staging for 750 kw.
vertical machines, and Xos. 2, 4, ti, S and 12 in the gallery.

c
Fig. 134

UPPER BEARING BAPFLER

These stands are equipped with three-phase wiring, that connects
with Board B, and with low tension wiring for the field circuits
that connects with Board E. The stands are also provided with
wiring for the exciter fields and water box control that connect
with Board F. Stands are designated by the letter 5.
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Preparing Machines for Test

When a machine is first given to the Testing Department,
the turbine only is assembled ready to run for wheel balance.

Before doing anything on a machine, the man in charge must
see that the clearances of the wheels have been taken and a

copy of the results given to the Test Office Look over the oil

Out/et Qpt/ona/,

Baff/erfr-a/ne Baff/erP/ag

"•-Cap

/Id/usting Scretv

Wire Gauze

B/oi^Off

Stra/'ner

^ P/pe, /n/et-^ ^ ^
Fig. 135

STEP BEARING BAFFLER

piping on the machine and see that it is connected by the proper
taps to the piping in the duct. Fig. 133 shows the oil piping
properly completed for a machine ready for generator tests.

A machine being tested for field balance must not have the

governor hydraulic connected. Long shaft machines (in which
the shaft goes through the upper laearing) are piped in the

same manner as for wheel balance. Short machines in which
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the wheels and shaft are the only parts of the revolving element
that are assembled during wheel balance, do not have the
upper bearing piped in, since the shaft does not run through
that bearing.

Bafflers

Bafflers must be placed in the oil line at every bearing.
Fig. 134 shows an upper bearing baffler, and Fig. 136 shows
a step baffler. The former is placed on the manifold and the
latter should be as near the step as possible and in a convenient
place for cleaning when required.

Fig. 135 shows the old style step baffler, which is widely
used. It is being replaced, however, by the newer type shown
in Fig. 136. This new type baffler has a plug with tapering
thread that allows a wide variation of adjustment to be obtained.
The drop across baffler and flow is given approximately in the
following table. The temperature of the oil is 50° C. or 122° F.



one-quarter the required flow is reached and let the steps and
pipes warm. This must be done since the oil will not di-ain

away from the step ' sufficiently rapid to prevent flooding,

when cold. The oil is kept at a temperature of 45° C. to 51°

C, and should warm up the bearing and drain rapidly. When
they are warmed, turn the oil on full (six turns of the valve)
and note the flow and pressure. A table of the flow and pres-

sure probable for various machine capacities is given below.
This table is calculated for machines that are complete.

RATING



Fig. 137

STEP BEARING
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Oil leaks in the step bearing and its piping occur occasionally,
but leaks more often occur in the upper bearings and piping.
These are easily remedied and, after once being corrected, no
further trouble will be experienced. Turn on oil slowly to the
upper bearing (one turn), and watch for leakage. All joints

Fig. 138

CARBON PACKING RINGS

and parts through which the oil flows must be watched care-
- fully for leaks. To detect leaks jiaint the oil jian and bearings

and the jriints in the pipe with whiting before tlie oil is turned
on. The smallest leak will then immediatelv be a|>parent as
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the whiting will discolor as soon as oil reaches it. When all

joints are made tight, the oil flow must be checked. Never
allow a machine to run with insufficient oil on the bearings.

Carbon Packing Rings

The carbon packing rings (see Fig. 138) should have enough
steam to lubricate and seal them in case vacuum is used. Too
mu(?h steam is injurious. The right amount will be indicated
by the escape of a little vapor from the drain that leads from
the carbon ring casing. Before starting a machine try the
trip rigging on the emergency throttle valve to see that it will

trip the valve easily. See Fig. 139.

Wheel Balance

Cold machines, in starting, should have enough steam given
to them to start revolving immediately. Otherwise the steam
may distort the wheels, due to local heating. As soon as a
machine starts to revolve, place the end of a wrench against
the wheel casing and rest the ear against the other end of the
wrench and listen for rubbing. If it sounds free, bring the
speed up to about 50 revolutions per minute and then shut
the steam completely off. Listen for rubbing as before and at
the same time notice whether the speed diminishes rapidly
or not. Friction on these machines is very low and, at slow
speeds, the windage is low also. Therefore, the speed will

not diminish very rapidly when the machine is running slowly,
providing everything is working right. A 500 kw. machine
(without field) will generally slow down from 50 r.p.m. to a
stop in about ten minutes, while a 5000 kw. machine under
the same conditions will take from one-half to three-quarters
of an hour.

It is not necessary to let the machine come to a stop to see
if it is running freely as any marked diminution of speed can
be noticed in a minute or two. Heat the machine up thoroughly
before bringing to normal speed, by allowing it to run at about
one-quarter speed for ten or twenty minutes (depending on
the size). When well heated, bring to normal speed (if the
balance permits) and note the balance as the machine approaches,
and after it. has reached normal speed. If the balance is good
enough to pass at normal speed, bring it up to 110 per cent,

speed and note balance. It should be as good at 110 per cent,

speed as at normal.
Some machines are in good balance when they come to

test, but more often they have to be balanced dynamically.
The best method for doing this is known as the "Cut and Try
Method." Paint the shaft with whiting and mark with a
pencil when the machine is up to speed. The pencil line will

appear heavier in one place which generally is opposite the
side that requires weight. Before explaining the method of

balancing, the method of numbering the balance holes should
be understood. It is impractical to mark the holes themselves,
as the steam would soon destroy the marking, so the following
method is used. See Fig. 140.
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A balance weight hole is provided in tlie wheels opposite
(or nearly opposite) the keyway in the u[)per part of the shaft.

i3ring this hole under the hole in the diaphragm, through which
the balance weights are adjusted, and mark No. 1 on the bearing
under the keyway. Revol\-e the wheels in a clockwise direction

(Fig. 14(1) and each time a lialance weight liolc comes under
the adjustment hole in the diaphragm, mark ami number it on
the bearing. This will ,gi\'c a couiUer-clock nmnbermg of the
holes themselves. In case there should be more than one keyway
in the shaft, the one used as an indicator must be marked.
The holes in the lK^ttom wheel are numbered so that Xo. 1

comes under Xo. 1 on the top:, Xo. _' under Xo. L', etc.

yVe/giAt /?o/es //? kv/?ee/

Fig. 140

MARKING OF BALANCING HOLES

The "cut .and try melhr>d " of l>alancing consists of a system-
atic "feel" for balance: A fair sized weight (say a l! in.) is

placed in a balance hole in the top wheel and the machine is

sped up and balance noted. The weight is then moved one-
quarter way around the wheel and the balance tried a.gain.

This process is continued until bolli top and Viottom wheels
have been tried. Then trials are made near the holes where
the best balance was noted. Sometimes a 1 in. weight is not
a good size for a trial weight, and jud,gment must be used by
the tester in respect to this. The per cent, balance on the
first shot trial will guide him in selecting a trial weight. A balance
record similar to that given below should be kc]jt

:
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GOVERNOR TESTS
Emergency Governor

This go\-ernor is known as Tyjie E and the forms are as
follows

:

Form A —Compression spring governor
Form B —Tension spring governor
Form C —Clock spring governor
Form D —Ring type governor

Form D is the only one now nsed, Vjut the others are found
on old machines. Type E Form D go\-ernor is shown in Fig.

141, in the normal position before operating. The dotted

Fig. 141

EMERGENCY GOVERHOR- RING TYPE

circle shows the position after it lias operated. The adjusting
plate 15 over the sfiring is threaded in the hole in the center

and screws out the spring stud 0. The thread is right handed,
so by turning the plate to the right more tension is given to

the spring and the speed at which the governor operates is

increased. The plate 1.5 is held in position by a lock screw 1(1

which goes through the top hole of the circle of holes in the

plate and screws into the spring support. This screw must
always be replaced after it has been removed, to make an adjust-

ment of the governor. The governor is set eccentric to the

shaft and the high point is at the spring support. The following

give the eccentricity of Typje E Form D governors.



Machine rating,

odd k\\\

son kw. } Not less llnai] n; in. ami not more tlian
fj,^

in.

1000 k\v.

2000 kw.
3000 kw. [ Not les.s than -f. in. and not more than ^ in.

5000 kvv. '

SOOO kw.

Fig. 142

EMERGENCY GOVESNOR CONNECTIONS

Fig. 14l' shows cmer.t;ency go\-ernor connections to the
emergenc)- ami throttle \-alve. This is the old t^'pe of valve
which is giving place to the more modern one shown in Fig.
139. This valve is, however, much used and, as the principles
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of the connections to the governor are practically the same,
the explanation given will answer for both valves. The governor
must be set to operate at ID per cent, above speed with an
allowable variation of « per cent. The trip rigging (if properly
assembled) cannot .get damaged when the governor operates.
It will close the valve immediatelv.

The rigging and governor must lie examined l^cfcirc the
governor is operated and again after it has lieen 0]'erated a

number of times. Any defects must be rejiortcd at once and
the necessary changes made. If the \'alve is working properly,

Fig. 143

TYPE M FORM C GOVERNOR
it will shut the steam completely off, ^\hen closed. To test

it for leaka.ge, close the valves on the machine and trip the

valve under test. Then open the drip between the vah'e
and the operating valves, and any leakage will be shown
by steam escaping from the drip

Operating Governor fMain)
The operating or main gOA-ernor is known as Type M governor

and the forms are

:
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Form A — Ball governor
Forrn B —.Compression spring
Form C —Tension spring

Form C is the latest form of Type M governor a,nd is shown
in Fig. 143, ntimbered corresponding to the following parts:

1 Governor bracket
2 Stud in frame
3 IVliddle plate
4 Top plate
5 Nut for lower end of stud
6 Nut for upper end of stud
7 Strap for stud
S Bolt for strap—with nut and lock washer
9 Fulcrum block
10 Guide roller block
1

1

Bolt for f^^lcrum and roller blocks
12 Guide roller with pin and cotters

13 Governor weight
14 Knife edge blocks with screw
15 Hook with screw
1 6 Plug for balance pocket
1

7

Yoke for links
18 Links
19 Universal joint

20 Lower governor plug
21 Upper governor plug
22 Governor spring
23 Key to tipper plug with screws
24 Adjusting nut for upper plug
25 Connection rod
26 Gimball transmission bearing
27 Ball races for Gimball bearing, upper and lower
28 Gimball pivot for box
29 Gimball pivot for beam
30 Bushing for pivots
31 Gimball ring
32 Beam
33 Dome—with bolts
34 Cover plate for dome
35 Bearing bracket for dome
36 Spindle for roller bearing
37 Roller for bearing
38 Bushing for bearing
39 Pin for attaching synchronizing connection to beam
40 Connection for synchronizing spring
41 Upper plug
42 Synchronizing spring
43 Traveling weight for synchronizing spring

44 Limit switch
45 Synchronizing motor
46 Worm for gear
47 Bracket for worm
48 Worm wheel



49 Ca]i for synchronizing spring

50 Synchronizing screw.

Fig. 144 shows the hydrauhc mechanism in connection

with the governor.
1 Governor beam
2 Governor connection and floating lever

.3 Floating lever

4 Differential connection to floating lever

5 Bracket and guide to pilot valve

(i Operating cylinder

7 Bracket for operating c\-linder

cS Cross head guide and lower cylinder head
(1 Cross head

Fig. 144

HYDRAULIC OPERATING MECHANISM

10 Connecting rod to cam shaft

1

1

Crank for cam shaft
12 Cam shaft

13 Cam
14 Bracket for cam shaft
1 r, Valve casing
Ifi Frame for controlling valve
17 Controlling valve lever
15 Sturl for spring supporting plate

10 Controlling valve spjring

20 Supporting plate
21 Plate for spring adjustment
22 Adjusting screw for sprin.g.
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Tests

Fasten a pointer No. 24 on the machine in some convenient
place where the pointer will be near the connecting rod (No. 23,
Fig. 144), or the rack that meshes with the cam shaft gear.
Paint the section opposite the pointer with a coating of whiting.
As the valves are opened and closed by moving the pilot valve,
make a mark on the whiting opposite the pointer as the first

valve begins to open and another mark when Jhe last valve
begins to close. Divide the intervening space, between the
two marks, into five equal parts, thus obtaining six marks.
Readings of speed must be taken as the marks pass the pointer
when the machine is brought above speed and again as it falls

below speed. A set of readings is thus obtained similar to the
following

:



r/rsl} S6c7^e

SecondSi!}(7^G

Tj^/rc/Sto'g'G

Fig 145

AUTOMATIC STAGE VALVES
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This, however, is changed, now and then, in special cases, and
no general rule can be given. If the regulation or speed of the
governor is not correct, it can be adjusted by varying the
tension on the main governor spring (No. 22, Fig. 143), or by
changing weights in the pockets of the governor weights (No. 16

Fig. 143).

Automatic Stage Valves

1 Casing for automatic stage valve
2 Valve and piston
3 Valve seat
4 Cylinder lining

5 Spring
6 Spring support
7 Adjusting screw
8 Cylinder head
9 Indicator rod

1 Indicator
11 Stuffing box
12 Gland for Part 11

13 Balancing piston
14 Piston ring for Part 13
15 Piston ring for Part 2

16 Drain pipe.

In the majority of four and five stage turbines, automatic
valves are provided which open additional second stage nozzles

at overload. Most of these valves are arranged as shown in

Fig. 145, so as to open by means of the pressure in the first

stage. These valves are balanced by springs and are so pro-

portioned that they open and close wthin a comparatively
small range of the first stage pressure. Pressure on the top

of the balancing piston is obtained by a connection to the spring

chamber. Leakage passes over to the second stage.

No rule can be given for the adjustment of these valves,

since different machines require different pressure distribution.

Each valve is provided with an adjusting screw and lock nut,

so that the valve can be adjusted and set to suit the conditions

required. If any valve sticks or remains partly open during

a wide variation of load, the economy of the machine maybe
seriously reduced. The valves must be adjusted to open and

close again, abruptly. Before leaving the factory these valves

are assembled on the testing stand and adjusted to suit the

operating conditions, as closely as possible.

The testing stand consists of a dummy casing and the

necessary steam and exhaust piping. Steam is admitted to

the chamber above the piston, the desired pressure being held

by a throttle valve in the steam line. The second stage pressure

required is held by throttling the exhaust, at the same time

admitting steam above the piston. The drain from the spring

chamber is open to atmosphere; it is provided, however, with

a throttle valve to control the pressure over the balancing

piston and the back pressure on the under side of the main

piston.
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When an automatic stage valve is assembled, the exhaust
pipe and also the drain must be wide open. Steam is then
admitted to the first stage and allowed to flow for a few minutes
to heat up the valves. The valves are then opened and closed
a few times to see that they work all right, and that there are
no blow holes in the casing. The exhaust is then partly closed
and the drain throttled until the back pressure required on the
under side of main piston is obtained. Then the first stage pres-
sure is gradually increased. The first stage pressure is read
when the valve starts to open and also when it is wide open.
The second stage pressure will of course rise to approximately
that of the first stage. When the valve is adjusted to meet
the required conditions the adjusting screw is fa.stened by
means of the lock nut. The valves are then taken apart, cleaned,
oiled and reassembled before shipment.

Special Tests

These tests are made with the turbine operating condensing,
and consist of dynamic tests, operating governor tests, under
load; emergency governor tests, water rate tests under the
required conditions of vacuum, superheat, steam pressure and
load.

Special tests are occasionally taken to check guarantees
made to the customer. Special tests are also sometimes made
to obtain engineering information on new or special machines.
In order to take care of this work, of which the principal test

is the efficiency or water rate test, the testing section in Building
No. 61 is equipped with apparatus especially arranged for

making these tests.

The load of steam turbines on which water rate tests are made,
is always obtained from the generator direct connected to them.
These generators are connected to batteries of water boxes of

sufficient capacity to dissipate the energy without excessive
heating. In the case of alternating current generators, the
energy is measured by wattmeters as already described. Where
direct current generators are in question, \'olt and ampere
readings are only necessary to determine the energy output.

Turbine casings must be drilled and piped so that pressures
can be read in each stage. The pipes furnishing steam for
sealing the carbon packing rings should be fitted with a calibrated
orifice, so that the amount of steam required to seal the rings
can be determined. This steam must not be deducted from the
total amount, it is only required as a check on the condition
of the rings during test. In making water rate tests, the exact
condition of the steam used, as regards pressure, superheat,
etc., must always be carefully determined. It is also important
to determine the condition of the steam within the various
turbine stages.

Before starting a water rate test good balance must always
have been obtained; the carbon packing rings must not show
excessive leakage and they must seal properly under vacuum.
The governor must give perfect regulation and show no tendency
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to hunt. All conditions affecting operation must be so made
as to insuie a successful and continuous run.

After the turbine has been connected to its condens_er aijd

has been started for the first time in the test stand, th^ propgr
vacuum cannot always be obtained. Some time, therefore, is

generally required to eliminate air leakage through condensers,
or turbine casings, and connection pipes forming the vacuum
chamber. In most cases the principal leakage occurs at th.e

connecting surfaces. To locate air leakage, apply a steam
pressure not exceeding 5 lbs. per sq. in. to the condenser and
connections, at .the same time noting if any water oozes from
the connections.

In doing this the turbine and condenser should first be
drawn full of air. The dry vacuum air pump is then shut down,
but the hot well and the circulating water pumps are kept
running. The step pressure should be off, the bearing oil on,

and all the controlling valves open. If the condenser is not

first filled with air, or only part of the valves are opened, the

steam pressure required may be sufficient to rotate the turbine.

The pressure should be applied very slowly, and when a pressure

of 3 in. or 4 in. of mercury is reached, all joints and possible

flaws in the castings should be gone over and leaks noted.

Leaks that cannot be closed by tightening the bolts, should

be subjected to a vacuum and the leaking joints then painted

with black japan that has been allowed to air dry iintil quite

thick. Fresh japan should not be used as it may either run

off or be drawn into the turbine through' the leak. Only known
leaks should be painted, since dry japan can only be rernbved

by burning off with a blow torch. Putty is of no use in stopping

a leak, as it will .soon dry and crack away from the iron, causing

a leak that is very hard to locate. "Smooth oh" mixed with

linseed oil may be used on a permanent joiiif, hiit as" .this joint

can only be broken, with a cold chisel and hamirier it should

only be sparingly used for temporary work. A bad leak may
be closed by caiilking with lead or solder, and afterward painting

with japan. A sriiall kerosene torch will aid the determination

of a leak as the blaze' will be deflected when carried near tH.e

leak.

Initial pressure is held constant by throttling down the

steam, at boiler' pressure, with a gate valve. Pressure is read

on a gauge located between the boiler and the emergency valve

and' as close to the latter as convenient. This pressure is known
as the "pipe pressure" and is recorded at two miniite intervals

during the test. The man holding this pressure should at once

notify the man in charge of the test if the pressure" cannot b,e

held constant.
Steam' coming from the boilers is highly superheated. This

is regulated by injecting a spray of water into the steam main

at a considerable distance from the turbine in order to get a

good mixture of the sfeam and water.' 'Where the superheat

required is high, its temperature is used in the tes.t, but when
dry steam is specified about 15° superheat is used which is
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afterwards corrected in calculating the water rate for dry steam.
This is done in order to insure the steam being dry; for if a
lower superheat is used the temperature is likely to drop to
the saturation point, where its condition cannot be determined
without a calorimeter.

The water for injection is taken from the condensed steam,
after it has been weighed. It is supplied at a pressure of 300
to 400 lbs. per sq. in. by a duplex pump equipped with a gover-
nor. The quantity of water is regulated by a hydrauUc valve,
and the temperature read on a specially calibrated Fahrenheit
Thermometer, located in a mercury filled thermometer well,

near the point at which the pipe pressure is read.
The thermometer well can be made out of a piece of J in.

iron pipe slightly shorter than the diameter of the steam main.
One end is plugged with a J in. iron pipe plug riveted in, and
the other end is screwed into a J in. x |- in. iron bushing. See
Fig. 146. Brass should never be used, as the mercury will

act on it and it may, therefore, blow out at any time. Before
inserting the thermometer it should be examined carefully to
see that the mercury column is not separated in the neck or
stem. If in this condition, the thermometer must not be used.
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Fig. 146

THERMOMETER WELL
Be careful to use a thermometer of sufficient range to prevent
the mercury column rising too far and breaking the bulb. The
thermometer should be removed from the well and returned
to its case when not in use.

Pressures

The pressures generally read (see Fig. 131) are:

Pipe pressure
Valve casing — I

1st stage bowls—II

1st stage shell—III
2nd stage shell—IV
3rd stage shell — V
Exhaust.

The location and reading of the pipe pressure gauge have
been described.

The valve casing gauge may be piped into the valve casing
anywhere above the controlling valves, but should generally
be on the end opposite to the steam entrance. This pressure
serves as a check on the pipe pressure and gives the drop of
pressure through the emergency throttle valve. Two minute
readings are taken.
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The bowl pressure is taken on the steam passage between
each of the controlling valves and the 1st stage nozzle. The
bowls are numbered in the order of their opening, the first

one to open being No. 1. The pressure on this bowl is read as

well as the pressure on the bowl on which the governor throttles,

both readings being recorded every two minutes. Knowing
the 'area of the nozzles open, the theoretical steam flow can be
calculated and used to check the flow recorded.

Stage shell pressures are read on each stage just below the

wheel and above the diaphragm for the next stage. The first

stage should be equipped with both a siphon and a quill, to

read either pressure or vacuum. If there are more than four

stages the second stage may need a similar equipment but
the lower stages only need a quill. The 1st stage pressure is

^iv.C

j6teamMa/n 1

/f'^t'\

Fig. 147

WATER COLUMNS ON GAUGES

read at two minute and the lower stages at four or six minute
intervals.

The quill for the exhaust pressure should be tapped into the

connection between the turbine and condenser close to the

exhaust opening of the turbine.

Gauges are used to read all pressures above atmosphere,
and they should always be calibrated with a dead weight tester,

both before and after test. Before shutting down, except in

case of an emergency, all gauges should be shut off to prevent

being subjected to a vacuum. If this occurs, the needle may
be drawn back against the stop pin so forcibly as to alter the

calibration. The calibration may also be changed by sudden

jars or by heating. To prevent the latter, all gauge piping
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must be eqviipped with a siphon, wliich is kept cool by applying
wet waste. If a gauge is allowed to heat uji, the solder in the
Bourdon spring will melt and ruin the gauge.

The water column on the gauges should be measured and
entered on the testing Record Sheet with the number of the
gauge. The water column is measured ir<'>m the top of the
siphon coil to the center of the gauge and recorded as + or- \\ C
in inches. (See Fig. 147.)

U tubes are used to read all vacuum and presstires of a

few inches. These consist of a thick glass tube with an J in.

bore bent in the shape of a U, and mounted in a wonden case

Fig. 149

carrying a brass scale. ("See Fig. 14.S,) The scale is graduated
in inches with the zero at the center and numbered each way.
to read at least Hi in. The tube is then filled with mercury.
The U tube is connected up through a heavy rubber tube.
The glass tube should be clean and free from water and the
connections should be free from air leaks. These may be detected
by turning the cock off, leading to the vacuum being mea.sured,
and noting if any perceptible fall of the column occurs. Both
columns should be read and added together. Never read one
and multiply by two. When the U tube is disconnected both
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columns should stand at the same level. When reading vacuum
the XJ tube may be left connected to the machine, but it should
be disconnected after each pressure reading, or the tube -will

gradually fill with water.
Absolute pressure gauges, are used only on the high vacuum

of the exhaust, to check the U tube. This is made of a thin

glass tube bent in the shape of a U with one end longer than
the other. The longer end is bent over and brought down
below the bottom of the U. (See Fig. 149.) The short leg of

the U and a couple of inches of the other leg is completely
filled with mercury, which is then boiled out and the top sealed.

The whole tube is then mounted in a wooden case carrying a

brass scale graduated in inches. The lower end is connected
to the vacuum to be mea.sured by a heavy rubber tube.

Normally the difference in the heights of the two columns
will be six to eight inches, but with a high vacuum on the lower
end they will tend to equalize. The upper column has an
absolute vacuum on it so that the difference in the height of

the two columns represents the difference between the vacuum
being read and an absolute vacuum, or the absolute back pres-

sure. The sum of the readings on the absolute gauge and the

U tube should check the barometer reading within less than
0.1 in.

The mercury in the end open to the atmosphere slowly

oxidizes and when this takes place the absolute gauge will

record a smaller back pressure than is actually present. The
gauge should be placed above the opening into the vacuum
space and the rubber tube kept free from loops or water may
lodge in it and be carried over on the top of the mercury when
the vacuum is broken. If this occurs, the gauge must be sent

to the laboratory and cleaned and refilled. The gauge must
always be kept in a vertical position and never laid down or

carried horizontally, or air will get into the sealed end. Turn
on to vacuum very slowly and never take it off suddenly, or

the mercury may break the sealed end.

Flow Tanks

After the steam has been condensed in the surface condenser
it is pumped from the hot well to the flow tanks where it is

weighed. These tanks should be of sufficient capacity to hold

the amount of steam condensed during six minutes. The)"" are

mounted one above the other. Both outlet pipes should be

equipped with quick closing valves which shut perfectly tight.

The upper tank is used as a reservoir, when taking weights

On the lower, which is mounted on a pair of platform scales.

To measure the amount of condensed steam, proceed as

follows: Close the upper tank outlet valve on an even six

minutes. Then close the lower tank outlet and balance the

scale. This reading is called "tare." The upper valve is then

opened, and closed after exactly six minutes have elapsed from
the first closing. After closing, the scale is again balanced,

and this reading is called "gross." The difference between the

"gross" and "tare" is the "net" reading which when multiplied
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by 10 gives the flow per hour. After taking the "gross'' reading,
the lower valve is opened and the water allowed to run to waste.
The valve is then closed and the "tare" again taken. This
cycle is repeated as long as the test continues, care being taken
to close the upper valve at exactly each six minute interval.

If the flow is extremely rapid, rcjidings may be taken at four
or even three minute intervals. Slight variations will occur
due to irregular pump or condenser action, but the average
of a number of readings will give accurate results with constant
conditions. At least nve readings should be obtained for each
load, or operating condition.

Before taking any readings, the scales should be carefully

inspected to see that the platform and the scale beam move
freely. The scales should be calibrated frequently. This can
be done by balancing the scales and then adding a 50 lb. standard
weight. These should be placed on each of the four corners of

the platform. The scales should be thoroughly overhauled
occasionally and all knife edges kept sharp. When not in use,

the weight should be taken off the knife edges, by throwing
the lever to the ofi^ position.

Tables

The meters required on the tables for testing three-phase
A.C. generators are: two wattmeters, three A.C. ammeters,
two A C. voltmeters, one D.C. ammeter and a D.C. voltmeter.
The wattmeters have a capacity of 5 amperes and 150 volts,

or 500 watts; the ammeters read to 5 amperes and the volt-

meters to 150 volts. The D.C. instruments are used on the
field circuit.

Each A.C. instrument is provided with a separate potential
or current transformer, of sufficient ratio to bring the reading
well within the scale of the meter. Five current and four
potential transformers are required. (See Fig. 150.)

One side of the current transformer secondary is grounded
and each circuit is provided with a single-pole single-throw
short circuiting switch, which must be used when the meter is

disconnected. The volts, amperes and watts are read, using
a separate transformer, to check the correctness of the load
and the power factor, which should be greater than 0.99; other-
wise the test cannot be accepted. The meters and transformers
should be calibrated frequently, and a copy of the calibrations
kept at hand for calibrating the load. A record of the number
and date of calibration of each meter, and the number, ratio

and date of calibration of each transformer used, should be
entered on each sheet of every test.

The tester reading the wattmeters is responsible for the
load, and, assisted by the man reading the ammeters, must
keep the phases as nearly balanced as possible. Readings
are taken at two minute intervals, at the former's signal. All
meter readings should be taken as nearty simultaneously as
conditions permit. The man reading voltmeters must hold
the voltage constant by varying the field, when the governor
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is operating, and must read and record volts field and amjjen
field, at four minute intervals.

A generator with an AQB rating reijuires one less currei
transformer and A.C. ammeter. On D.C. generators, two se'

of millivoltmeters, with shunts, and two voltmeters are use
to check the load. A great deal of trouble is often experience
in getting shunts that will check within 1 per cent., after the
have been heated. The readings must, therefore, be watche
very carefully. Field amperes and volts should be recorded £

four or six minute intervals.

Tests

The tests generally required are load curve and no loa

flow (water rate) with field excited and vacuum curves at variot
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WIRING CONNECTIONS FOR LOAD TEST

loads. Speed curves at maximuin load non-condensing ar

also rcc|uired. The following may also be required: Bci^

pressure curve; .superheat curve; shell pressure curves. Th
operating constants standard for the majority of machines ar

150 lbs ];ipe gauge pressure, 2.S in. exhaust, and (1° C. sujierheal

.\ny I'r all of these may be varied lii suit the opierating' condition
required.

In taking a load curve (water rate with load) with the govet

nor operating, the initial pressure, superheat and vacuum ar

held constant and at least three, and preferablv five, loads ar

used. These may be half, full and 50 per cent, overload wit

the quarter and l.;5 per cent, overload On maximum rate

machines, half, two-third and full load are commonly required

No load flow (water rate) is taken by taking off all the loai

1MI.S



and holding the normal voltage under the same steam con-
ditions. The readings taken and the time intervals are as
follows

:

Pipe pressure 2 minutes
Valve casing 2 "

1st bowl 2

Throttling bowl 2 "

Superheat 2 "

1st stage shell 2 or 4 minutes
2nd " " 4 or 6
3rd " " 4 or 6
Additional shells 4 or 6 "

Exhaust-vac. and abs 2 minutes
Packing steam exhaust and head if used . . .6 to 10 minutes
Temperature of all U tubes 10 minutes
Flow (water rate) 6

"

A.C. watts 1

A.C. amperes
\

2 "

A.C. volts
J

Field amperes and volts 4 minutes
D.C. amperes 1 o „ ^

D.C. volts 1
2mmutes

A- vacuum curve may he. run with or without the governor.
When .the governor operates, the initial pressure, superheat
and load are held constant and the vaquum varied. For a
short vacuum curve four or five points are taken at pressures
varying 1 in. If it is desired to carry the test to atmospheric
pressure, two or three of the higher vacuum readings are taken
close together and the pressure differences then gradually
increased to five or six inches at atmosphere. The same read-
ings are taken as on the load curve.

In running a vacuum curve without the governor, a number
of valves are blocked open to give approximately the desired
load at 28 in. vacuum. The speed is held constant by varying
the load and readings taken on the table, only when the speed,
initial pressure, superheat and vacuum are correct. They are
then taken at 1 minute intervals. All other readings are the
same. The field amperes are held at the constant value, which
gives normal voltage at normal speed. The water flow will

be constant at the given vacuum, so that the vacuum can be
changed as soon as a sufficient number of steady readings
on the table are obtained. Seldom more than four points
are taken, at 1 in. pressure differences.

This test and the speed curve are the two most difficult

water rate tests to make. Every man must work together,
or the speed will continually vary and no results be obtained.
The load should be varied in small increments and sufficient

time allowed for a corresponding change in speed. The field

amperes should be held absolutely constant as but a small
change in excitation produces a large change in the load, espe-
cially on high voltage machines.
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On a speed curve, the conditions are similar to that in a
vacutim curve without governor and the same precautions
apply. The speed is varied by varying the load, and field

amperes are held constant to give normal voltage at normal
speed If, however, at the higher speeds the voltage is too

high either for the safety of the windings or for the meters,
the excitation may be reduced sufficiently to enable readings
to be taken'.

Maximum load non-condensing may be taken from a point
on the normal load vacuum curve by a separate test. O ccasionally

back pressure curves above atmosphere are required.
If the turbine has no atmospheric exhaust openings the

back pressure test can be obtained only by throttling down
the air pump until atmospheric pressure is obtained at the

exhaust opening of the turbine. This produces a high temper-
ature in the condenser and is likely to cause leaks.

If, as is usual, the machine has atmospheric exhaust openings,

they cari be piped to the condenser through a gate valve, the
condenser exhaust being blanked off. With this arrangement
any desired back pressure may be held on the turbine, while
the condenser is working under a high vacuum. The condenser
is kept cool and there is no danger of damaging it or the air

pump. The readings are the same as for the load curve. The
load should be gradually increased until the last valve is practi-

cally wide open. If too much load is applied, the speed will

fall off when the last valve is wide open.
A bowl pressure curve is generally taken at full load, with

the governor operating. The range of initial pressures should
be as large as possible, in order to neutralize the effect of throt-

tling on any of the valves. All readings are taken in the same
manner as for a load curve.

A superheat curve is generally taken at two points, though
more may be taken, one at low and the other at high superheat.

The conditions and readings are the same as for the load curve,

with which it may often be combined to advantage.
A shell pressure curve is taken on those turbines that are

equipped with stage valves, or with a movable diaphragm
between stages.

This can generally be combined with the load curve. The
group of nozzles controlled by the stage valve should always
be wide open or closed tightly. They should never be throttled,

as this will invariably increase the water rate.
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MINING LOCOMOTIVES
The preliminary tests taken on Mining Locomotives consist

of the measurement of grid resistances, checking controller
wiring and checking up the parts with the Engineering Notice.

With the locomotive on the testing stand, the" breaker should
be set, resis'tarice placed in series with the motor to reduce the
current, the reversing le\-er turned to the series position and
the controller handle then turned to the first position. The
current should be adjusted to about 10 amperes and the grid
voltage drop measured between adjacent fingers on the con-
troller. If the drop does not check within 10 per cent, of tha;t

shown on the Standing Instructions for this type of controller

and grid, either changes have been made in the grids of they
are wrongly connected. The variation should be" reported at
once.

The locomotive should be operated on all points of the
controller, forward and reverse, both series and parallel, in

order to check the connections. Note if reversing lever indicates

the correct direction of travel. To check the multiple con-
nections the motors should be started in both directions but
since full voltage is impressed and the series motors are running
iL-ithout load the power should be thrown off as quickly as possible.

"With the controller in the full series position, the motors
should be given a bearing run for 15 minutes in each direction,
after which resistances should again be measured.

The brakes should be tested by setting them and turning
the controller until the motors are taking twice the current
required for the rated draw bar pull. This current is deter-
mined from the characteristic curves of the motors as shown
by Technical Report on that motor.

To determine the draw bar pull the locomotive is coupled
to a fixed point and the controller turned until the wheels slip,

the maximum current and voltage being recorded. By using
the characteristic curve of the motors on the locomotive the
tractive effort is found corresponding to the maximum current
desired. Then the draw bar pull of the locomotive r=r, x
Ri D

Where R^ = Gear ratio from characteristic curves
D = Diameter of wheels from characteristic curves
T^ = Tractive effort from characteristic curves
i?i = Gear ratio of motors of the locomotive
£>, = Diameter of wheels on the locomotive.

The value of the tractive effort should, of course, be corrected
for any variation in voltage of the locomotive from that used
in the characteristic curve.

Locomotives having chain-driven cable reels should be
tested for reel operation as follows: About 150 ft. of cable
should be unwound, the terminal connected to the power circuit
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and the locomotive operated until the length of cable is wound
on the reel. This procedure should be repeated several times
for each position of the shifting lever.

Locomotives equipped with motor-driven cable reels should
have a torque test made on the motor with lever and spring
balance at specified current inputs for different voltages. Resist-
ance should be measured of the motor and its rheostat, and
the reel should be operated a sufficient length of time to ascertain
whether the clearances and connections are satisfactory and
the bearings in good condition.

All questions on the Testing Record must be inteUigently
answered and any other data recorded that will assist in deter-

mining results from the test.

Cable reels should receive individual high potential tests.

The locomotive should be tested with high potential by applying
a high potential to the trolley in position.
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TRAIN CONTROL APPARATUS
Inspection and High Potential Tests

Before testing any apparatus, a careful inspection must be
made for any mechanical defects. Any part of apparatus that
will be subjected to a difference of potential, must be given a
high potential test, corresponding to that specified in the
engineering briefs.

AIR BRAKE APPARATUS

This includes valves, governors, strainers, cylinders, and
all other parts that make up the braking system of a car or
train.

Valves
Air valves are manufactured under the following type

letters: A, S, VL, E, and TE.
The A and S are motorman's valves, different forms of

which are used for straight air and emergency brake systems.
The VL is a pressure reducing valve used for automatic

air brake systems, and reduces the main air reservoir pressure
to a lower and constant pressure.

Type E includes all emergency valves. One of the most
important is the Form E, used with automatic air brake systems
in connection with the pilot valve located in the controller.

It exhausts the train pipe whenever the pilot valve is open,
thus applying the brakes to the car or train.

Magnet valves are included under the Type TE. They are
used for remote control. The Form B is used for operating
pantagraph trolleys.

Mechanical Inspection

Each valve is given a careful inspection to see that all the
pipe connections have good threads. In the Types A and S,

the fit of the handle should not be too loose. There should be
only enough clearance to allow it to be easily removed. The
handle should move over the different positions with compara-
tive ease and be removable only in the lap position.

Air Valve Tests

Every casting, which will be subjected to air pressure in

service, should be tested for porosity. This is done by immersing
the casting under pressure in water. Where this cannot be
done, cover the casting, under air pressure, with soap suds.

Water must be used in every case to determine the amount of

leakage, and all castings showing a continuous leakage must
be rejected.

After assembly, each valve should be subjected to an air

pressure and operated as near as possible at the service pressure.
All parts should then be again tested for leaks by immersing
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in water or by covering the part with soap suds, while under
pressure.

Valves with metal stem seats are provided with ground
stems The stem and hood are inspected before being assembled
on the valve body.

Governors

Governors automatically keep the air pressure of the braking
system within a certain range by opening and closing the coin-
pressor motor circuit.

Operating Test

Each governor is stamped with type letters and numbers;
the letters represent the style of the governor, and the numbers
represent the capacity and range at which it will operate. The
first number indicates the minimum opening pressure in pounds
per square inch. The second number denotes the maximum
opening pressure. The third denotes the variation in the o.penmg
and closing pressures. The tests are similar in all governors
and consist of connecting them to a source of compressed air,

the compres.sor motor circuit being wired through the governor
tested. Th,e governor should then be adjusted to open the
circuit at the minirnum opening pressure and close it as soon as

the pressure is reduced by an amount equal to the given pressure
range. It must then be tested for maximum opening pressure
and should again close when the pressure is varied through the
amount eq\ial to the normal range.

All parts under pressure should be examined for leaks.

Type ME 65-100-10 Form A Governor

This governor is designed for use with a large compressor,
the circuit of which is made or broken by a contactor or con-

tactors controlled by the governor. The test is similar to

that given above, except that the main circuit of the com-
pressor is broken by the contactors controlled by the governor
instead of by the governor direct.

Strainers

Strainers are used in air brake systems to catch scale and
small particles that would interfere with the operation of any
of the apparatus. They are tested with air pressure and exam-
ined for leaks.

CONTROLLERS
The R, K, C and T controllers comprise the principal types.

All others are modifications of the above.
The R and K types make and break the main motor circuit

within the controller.

The Type C controller makes and breaks a circuit which
operates ' contactors that open and close the motor circuits,

^ith a contactor box on each car and the control circuits
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connected in parallel, the motor circuits for a whole train can be
controlled with one controller.

Type T is used with induction motors, generally being used
to cut out re.sistance in the rotor circuit of Type M motors.

Inspection

The development or each cylinder and its fingers should be
examined to see that they check with the DS diagram. The
fingers should make good contact on the segments of the cylinder
and ill the order shown. Controllers having several "auxiliary
fingers in series should be tested to see that "these fingers make
and' break contact simultaneously. AH auxiliary releas_e knobs
should 'open the auxiliary contact fingers when released at any
position of the handle. The main cylinder and reversing cylinder
should interlock, so that the reversing handle cannot be thrown
when the controller is in any but the off position. 'When the
re.versing handle is in the removable position, the main cylinder
should be locked in fhe off position. All controllers should
receive a' careful inspection for mechanical defects. All cables
passing through the frame of the controller should pass through
an insulating bushing. There should be sufficient clearance
between points at different potentials and between all current
carrying parts and frame.

QEerating Test

AH controllers should be connected and operated under
service conditions as nearly as possible. Those controllers

which operate the main motor circuit should be connected
and operated with a motor or motors with the proper resistance
in circuit, to check the wiring and the blow-outs on the different

fingers. Carefully note whether the arc blows in the proper
direction and ruptures satisfactorily when turning the con-
troller to the off position. 'When the controller is not adapted
to motors used in the testing department, the complete develop-
ment and wiring of the controller should be carefully checked
with the DS diagram. Those built to operate contactors should
be connected to the latter and operated, noting the direction
the arc blows as in other controllers.

'When turning the controller to the on position, the auxiliary
finger or fingers should make contact first, and break last when
turning to the off position. "Where a separate blow-out is used
for the auxiliary fingers, it should be carefully tested. The
auxiliary fingers, whether fitted with a blow-out coil or not,

should break the total current of the controller in any position,

when the auxiliary release knob is released.

Automatic and SemirAutomatic Controllers

Several types of the C controllers have their cylinders
fitted with a spring and governor so that when the handle of

the controller is turned to the full on position, the spring is

wound up sufficiently to rotate the cylinder. The governor
shoiild be adjusted so that the cylinder will rotate in the specified

time. The governor is fitted with a small magnet coil which
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should lock and hold the cylinder in any position when the
specified current is passed through the coil.

PILOT VALVES
Many C controllers are fitted with pilot valves operated

by the auxiliary release knob. This pilot operates a valve for

an emergency operation of the brakes. They should be con-
nected to an emergency valve which should trip whenever the
auxiliary release knob is released. The reversing handle should
interlock with the valve in the ofl^ position, and should prevent
tripping of the emergency valve. The valve should operate
quickly without leakage when closed.

REVERSERS
Reversers used in Type M control are operated by solenoids

energized through the reversing handle of the controller. The
segments on the rocker are so arranged that a movement from
one extreme position to the other changes connections and
reverses the armature circuit of the motor.

Operating Test

The operating test consists of connecting the inductive
resistance specified between the first and third fingers, one side

of the shop to the third finger, with the other side connected
alternately to the two solenoid coils. Under these conditions
the reverser should operate quickly and throw completely over,

without rebounding. It should be operated on the difl^erent

voltages specified. The arc formed on the control fingers must
be blown outward from the fingers and should rupture immedi-
ately. This should be noted. The coil resistances should be
measured and should check within 10 per cent, of that specified

in the engineering briefs.

Spools for Supply Shipments

After the high potential test, the resistance of each spool
should be measured and should check within 8 per cent, either

way, from that specified in the engineering briefs.

MS SWITCHES
MS switches are used both in the main and control circuits.

They are provided with a quick break mechanism, and generally
with a magnetic blow-out.

Each switch should be examined for mechanical defects

such as broken or loose parts. The switch should work freely

and should not stick or bind in any position. It should make
good contact when closed.

Those switches designed to open the main current are given
a blow-out test, which consists of breaking a specified current
with the switch, in order to see that the arc is blown outward,
and ruptures satisfactorily.
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CUT-OUTS
Cut-outs for train control service are used to cut out the

control circuits of individual cars from the rest of the train, one
cut-out being placed on each car.

Besides seeing that the fingers make good contact on the
contact segments, all fuses should be "rung out" to see that
they are in good condition.

CONNECTION BOXES
Connection boxes are used as splicing junctions where the

wiring of the car is run through conduit. They consist of a
metal box containing connection terminals to which wires
may be easily connected or disconnected. They receive a
high potential test only.

MV TRIPPING SWITCHES
These switches consist of a series coil through which the

motor circuit is wired, and
,
a small control switch through

which the control circuit for the line contactors is wired.
The series coil operates an armature fitted with a calibrated

" spring similar to a circuit breaker, so that if an excess of current
is taken by the motors, the armature trips out the control circuit

switch, opening the contactors in the motor circuit. Examine
the compound box to see that it is not cracked or broken, and
that all flat headed screws are center punched other than the
removable screws used in fastening the cables.

The control switch should work freely and make good
contact when closed.

The switch should open when the lever is thrown to the
off position.

All MV switches are calibrated for three tripping points.
(See Engineering Briefs.) They are sent to the test for calibra-

tion without the cover. The armature should be held in the
operating position by means of a block of fibre or other non-
magnetic substance, viz.: as though, it rested against the cover.
Marks are made to determine the relative positions of the cap
of the calibrating springs for the difi^erent currents. The switches
are then returned to the shop for stamping and assembly of

cover, after which they are given a blow-out test, which consists
of breaking a small inductive circuit with the switch to deter-
mine the direction of the blow-out.

CONTACTORS
Contactors are used for making and breaking the motor

circuits on a car. They are operated by a solenoid fitted with
a plunger which actuates a lever carrying one contact tip, the
other tip is stationary, and fitted with a blow-out coil which
helps to break the arc between the tips.
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There are two distinct types of contactors: DB contactors
which are used for direct current work, and DBA contactors
which are used for alternating current work.

The DBA contactors have a laminated armature and an E
shaped laminated field with copper shading coils in the face of

the outside leg, to prevent humming when the contactor is

closed.

The different types are divided into groitps or sizes which
have different ratings. The type number refers to the rating.

The form letter denotes the style of interlocks or other mechan-
ical parts, and the form number the number of the spool that
should be used on the contactor.

Inspection

Each contactor should be examined carefully for mechairical
defects, such as broken arc chutes, cotter pins, loose screws of

bolts. Also note whether it bears the Mechanical Inspection
Department's stamp. The contact tips when closed should
make good contact over their full width. The copper shunt
should be free from sharp kinks or bends and should not rub
on any metal part having sharp or rough edges. When the
Contactor is open the springs should have sufficient tension or

compression to hold them in their proper place. All con-
tactors must operate freely, and must not stick or bind in any
position.

Operation Test—Type DB
Commefclal Tests

From the tables given in the engineering briefs, see that
the specification on the spool corresponds w-ith the stampitrg
on the name plate.

When hung in the proper position, the contactor should
pick up and wipe contact at or below the current values given
for the respective spools, care being taken that the contactor
wipes full contact, as sometimes the pick up current is taken
to be the same as that reqtiired for the wipe contact. To avoid
this error, note that the first upward movement of the plunger
only brings the contact tips together. This is called the pick
up. The next movement wipes the contacts over one another,
and also increases the pressure between them. The amount of

this movement should equal or exceed that given in the
Engineering Brief.

Measurement of Spring Pressure

Insert a, strip of paper or cloth between the tips, and put
enough current through the operating coil to fully close the
contactor.

Hang a spring balance from the screw heads holding the
tip on the finger, and note the pull required on the spring
balance to loosen the paper between the tips.
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Resistance Measurement of Spools

A The resistance of eacli coil is measured by taking a
pressure drop measurement. It should be within 8 per cent,
above or below the specified resistance.

Operation Test—Type DBA
The pick up and wipe is similar to that in the DB contactors,

As each DBA contactor, however, is connected directly across
the line, it is tested for the operating voltage instead of the
ciirrent. The voltage should be obtained by gradually raising
the field on the alternator.

The magnetizing current is measured at the proper frequency,
and should be taken with the armature fully closed.

The finger pressure should be taken as in the DB type, with
the exception that the spring balance is fastened to the upper
contact tip by a V shaped bar, one end of which slips under
the screw heads, allowing the pull to act at right angles to the
contact tips. See that the contactor wipes on the same voltage
at which it picks vip. It should do so, to protect the tips from
freezing (welding together) due to insufficient contact area.
The operating coil would also burn out, since with A.C. contactors
the current is high until the contactor is closed. After the
contactor has wiped, it should be perfectly noiseless.

SPECIAL TESTS
Contactor

The test sheet should contain the following data

:

Coil specification (No. of turns and size of wire). Cold
resistance and temperature of coil at which the cold resistance
is taken. Number of coils in series or multiple during test.

Finger Pressure

This test is made by holding the contact fingers at full

wipe position, attaching a spring balance to the screw which
holds the finger to the jaw by means of a small loop of wire.
A pull is then exerted through the spring balance until the
fingers separate sufficiently to allow a thin strip of paper,
placed between them, to be drawn out. The pull as recorded
by the spring balance is taken as the finger pressure. The
pressure of each finger should be measured separately.

With A.C. contactors in which the upper instead of the lower
jaw is movable, one end of a small lever is fastened to the
finger instead of the balance. With the balance placed on the
other end of the arm and with the fulcrum in the center, the
finger pressure can be obtained in the manner just given.

Minimum Pick Up and Wipe
A contactor is at "pick up" position, when the armature

is raised so that the fingers just make contact. At "wipe"
position the contactor is fully closed.
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On D.C. contactors the amperes, and on A.C. contactors
the volts are read. In either case the terminal voltage must
be just sufficient to pick up and wipe the contactor contacts,
when switched in circuit.

The "wipe" voltage sometimes is different from the "pick
up'' voltage. In such cases both values should be recorded.
To determine the wipe voltage, lift the armature mechanically
to the "pick up" position before closing'the switch.

On A.C. contactors, two additional tests, regulation of

alternator, and chattering and drop out voltage, are made in

connection with the minimum pick up test.

Regulation of Alternator

With the armature blocked open, read the speed and voltage
of the alternator both with and without the contactor in circuit.

Repeat with the contactor blocked shut.

Chattering and Dropout Voltage

With the contactor picked up and fully wiped, note the
minimum to which the voltage can be reduced before the con-
tactor becomes noisy, and also note the voltage at which the
contactor opens.

Saturation Curve

This curve is taken by reading volts, and watts if required,
for different values of current with the contactor held open,
closed, or at such air gaps as the special instructions may give.

Pull Curves on D.C. Contactors

This curve is taken by holding a constant current and
reading the pounds pull for different air gaps. The curve is

taken in either of the following ways:
First: By carefully adjusting the air gap, weighting down

the plunger, and holding the amperes constant while weights
are subtracted from the plunger until it picks up.

Second : By weighting down the plunger and holding the
amperes constant, while the air gap is gradually decreased
until the plunger picks up. The air gap is then measured.
A variation of this curve is sometimes made by holding a con-
stant air gap and varying the amperes and weights. In connec-
tion with the data for these curves, the length, diameter and
weight on plunger should be given; the length of plunger being
taken as the length from the butt end to the center of the hole
in the lower end.

Pull Curves on A.C. Contactors

The method of taking a pull curve on an A.C. contactor
is more complex than on a D.C. contactor. In either case the
pounds pull is dependent upon the ampere turns. In a D.C.
contactor, however, the amperes at any voltage varies directly

with the resistance of the coil and is independent of the plunger
air gap, whereas in an A.C. contactor the amperes at any voltage
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does not vary with the resistance, but with the impedance.
The reactance varies with the armature air gap. For this
reason it is not desirable to hold the amperes constant. If,

however, the voltage is held constant, an error will be caused
due to the resistance of the coil being increased by heating.

In tests where great accuracy is required, this error can be
eliminated and all contactors can be compared upon a common
basis by the following method

:

First: Measure the resistance of the coil cold.

Second: Holding the voltage constant at that value at
which the pull curve is desired, take an ampere air gap curve;
i.e., read amperes at various air gaps. This curve should be
taken as rapidly as possible to avoid undue heating of the coil.

Third: Take a check reading of the resistance to see if

the coil has been much heated. If the heating is slight, an
average of the two readings should be taken as the resistance
of the coil.

Fourth: The ampere air gap curve thus obtained should be
corrected for a temperature of 25° C. and replotted.

Fifth : Take a pull curve as given by the first method for

D.C. contactors, holding the amperes constant corresponding
to the different air gaps as obtained from the corrected ampere
air gap curve.

In cases where the cold temperature of the coil happens to
be within a few degrees of 25° C. the pull curve can be taken
directly, holding the voltage at the value at which the curve is

desired. Great care should be taken to prevent undue heating
of the coil. The current mvist be on only for a sufficient time
to obtain readings. At the completion of the test take another
check reading of the resistance to determine the heating.

Work Curve

This curve is taken by measuring the pounds pull necessary
to lift the plunger or armature at different air gaps, having
the complete operating mechanism of the contactor and spring
adjusted to give the finger pressure required.

Speed Curve

Speed curves are taken on contactors and relays to deter-
mine the time a contactor takes to close or to open.

For taking this curve, a special mechanism has been made
which operates as follows: The contactor is set on a special
stand and a mechanism is then fitted to the plunger of the
contactor so that a pencil attachment operates along a vertical
line. The pencil bears upon a sheet of sensitive paper which
is secured to a cylindrical drum, revolving about a vertical
axis. The drum is rotated by a small shunt motor operating
at a constant and uniform speed. Upon the periphery of the
drum contact fingers are fastened, which make and break the
circuit through the contactor coil at definite movements.
The contactor is then operated through a number of cycles,

and the mean curve is drawn. In this test the required voltage
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must be held across the coil without resistance in series, on
account of the inductance of the circuit.

Heat Runs
This test is very similar to the heat runs made on other

apparatus and consists in measuring the temperature of the
coil or other part at frequent intervals, both by thermometer
and resistance. It should be noted that, as the operating coils

are well wrapped with twine or other binding, thermometers
placed on the outside of the coils do not give a fair indication
of the temperature of the interior of the coil. For this reason
the temperature must be calculated from the rise of resistance.

To get these readings as accurate as possible, care should be
taken in measuring the cold resistance. All heat runs on coils

should be made with coils assembled in the contactor frame,
unless otherwise specified.

Life Tests

Life tests on contactors are made generally to determine the
effect of service on the wearing qualities of the various parts.

Before starting the test, the diameter of the hinge pins and
hinge pin bearings, the maximum air gap, finger pressure, and
all other parts of the contactor that will be affected by service,

should be carefully nieasured. During the test a daily record
should be kept oTthe numTaer of operations, and of the operating
failiires of any of the parts. At the completion of the tesf,

the parts measured at the beginning must be again measured
to determine the amount of wear.

FUSE BOXES
Commercial Tests

Fuse boxes are made of fibre or compound, and are fitted

with terminal blocks, in which ribbon fuses may be readily
placed.

The principal test is high potential, for the value of which
see Engineering Briefs.

Fuse Boxes With ^fagnetic Blowout

After the high potential test, a small fuse is placed across
the terminal of these boxes. A current is then passed of suffi-

cient capacity, and at sufficient voltage, to blow the fuse immed-
iately. This is done to determine the direction of the blow-
out.

FUSES—SPECIAL TEST
The test sheet should contain the catalogue number, ampere

rating and dimensions of the fuse, also the style of box or holder
in which the tests were made.

Before starting the test, carefully inspect the fuses for

defects, such as sharp bends, dents, burred holes, etc., discard-
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ihg those that are not perfect, unless the test is being made to
get an average curve on fuses from stock.

Test to Determine Rating

Connect a switch to the fuse box or holder, using a short
circuiting switch in multiple with both. If run off the shbp
circuit connect a water box in series. If run from the "booster,"
the current can be controlled from the booster field with a low
resistance grid in series with the booster armature.

With the series switch open, and the short-circuiting switch
closed, adjust the current to the desired value, and hold a:s

near constant as possible. Then close the series switch quickly
and open the short-circuiting switch, and note the time it takes
before the fuse blows by a stop watch. Test at least ten fus'es

at current values which blow them in fromi 2 to 4 min. Fuses
are rated to blow in 3 min. at 33J per cent. overloa.d. When a
number of fuses are blown, the holder is likely to. get very hot
unless care is taken to cool it between tests. Thermometers
should generally be placed on the fuse holder and the temper-
ature kept below 75° C.

Time-Current Curve

This test differs from the last only in the time taken to

blow. The fuses should be blown at the current values which
blow them in 10 seconds up to 3 minutes.

COUPLERS
In train-control work, couplers are used to make temporary

connections for the bus line, and control circuits between the
cars of a train. Two parts are included in the complete coupling;
the socket coupler. Type DA, and plug coupler. Type DC, which
fits into the socket coupler.

The contact terminals should be well fastened in the com-
pound base, and the cover on the DA coupler should be held
firmly closed by the spring.

Couplers without cables are simply given a high-potential
test, from the frame to each terminal, and between each terminal
and the adjacent terminal.

Sockets are placed at the ends of the car and cables run
from them to the connection boxes in the car. When the socket
is assembled with a cable, it is given the usual high potential

test, and then each terminal is rung out with a lamp circuit to

see that it is connected to the proper cable wire.

COETAGTOR BOXES
In the Type M or C control, instead of breaking the motor

circuits in the controller, as is done in the K control, the con-
troller operates a set of contactors assembled in a contactor
box, which open and close the motor circuits. One contactor
box is placed on each car, and the control circuits, besides
being brought to the controllers of the car, are taken to couplers
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at either end of the car, from whence they can be connected by
jumpers to other cars, and operated in multiple with them.
The whole train is thus controlled from one controller. This
control is manufactured either automatic or non-automatic.

In non-automatic equipments, the motorman has full

control of the acceleration of the car. In the automatic
equipments, however, he does not control the resistance (accelera-

tion) points. The automatic feature can readily be connected.
One end of the cable is left open which can be afterwards con-
nected to the connection boxes. The different wires are

designated by various colors. For the colors and nuinbers
corresponding see DS diagram.

Inspection

The stamping on each interlock should be carefully checked
to see that it corresponds with the interlock itself, and
the DS diagram. The terminal board and the terminals
on all wires should be clearly and properly stamped and all

wiring neatly done. The interlock rods should clear the back
frame of the box by at least J in. The name plate on each
contactor and on the contactor box itself should be checked.

Operation Test

Each contactor box is connected to a controller and reverser,

and operated so as to test all the control circuits. The main
or motor circuits are rung out according to the DS diagram.
The operating voltage for each set of equipments should be
obtained from engineering instructions. The contactors should
pick up and fully wipe on the minimum voltage, in the order
specified. During an operation test, see that the blow-out on
the interlock of the bridge contactor blows the arc downward
and properly ruptures it at the maximum voltage.

The circuit breaker control wires, if any, should be connected
through a closed interlock which opens on the first step.

Potential Relay

All automatic equipments having a potential relay should
operate at a voltage higher than that at which the relay picks

up. The relay should pick up at or below the minimum voltage
specified.

JUMPERS
A jumper consists of two coupler plugs connected by a

cable. It completes the circuits between cars.

After the high-potential test, jumpers are "rung out" to

see that the correct connections exist between the plugs.

CIRCUIT BREAKERS
There are two different types of railway circuit breakers,

the IB and MR, most of which have brush contacts. The
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main circuit cun-ent is carried by a brush, which is protected
from the arc when opening current by the auxiliary fingers.

The MR circuit breaker is closed manually by throwing the
handle to the on position, and may be tripped by throwing the
handle to the off position, thus operating as a quick-break
switch. It is also arranged to trip out automatically on over-
loads.

The DB circuit breakers are used in the Type M control.
They are provided with solenoids, for opening and closing,

which are energized through a switch in the motorman's cab,
the breakers themselves being under the car.

Inspection

All the cable terminals should be well fastened in the terminal
blocks to prevent being lost in transportation. The arcing or
secondary fingers should remain in contact, when opening the
circuit breaker, after the brush has opened contact by at least

i in. Both brushes and secondary fingers should make contact
over their full width. All auxiliary switches on the circuit

breaker should be examined to see that they make good contact
at the proper time. The copper strips composing the .shunt

should be free from kinks or sharp bends.

Calibration

Each circuit breaker is calibrated for three tripping points.

It is first tested for low tripping point, then for high point
and finally for the intermediate point. It is left at the latter

point, and the check nut is then set. Marks must be made
designating the relative position of the cap of the calibrating
spring for the different currents.

Blow-Out Test

Each circuit breaker is given 'a blow-out test in order to
determine the direction of the arc.

RELAYS
Railway relays can generally be classed under three heads:

Current relays, potential and transfer relays.

Current relays comprise all those which have their operating
coil in series with the circuit in which the current is to be con-
trolled ; the controlling circuits being wired through its contacts
and discs.

Potential Relays

Potential relays comprise those which have their operating
coil wired across the operating circuit, thus depending on the
voltage for operation. They are used where a certain value
of voltage is required for proper operation. The controlling

circuits of the apparatus are in series with the studs and discs,

which are always open unless the voltage is sufficient to operate
the apparatus.
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Transfer Relays

Transfer relays are used for transferring control circuits

from one apparatus to another, or to make different connections
on the same apparatus.

Operating Test

The relay should be able to break the specified amount of

current on the contact studs, and if provided with a blow-out
the arc should blow in the proper direction.

The operating coil should operate the relay under the con-
ditions specified in the engineering instructions. The discs
should make good contact on the studs, and the wiring should
be arranged in workmanlike fashion to prevent electrical or
mechanical breakdowns in operation.
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DIRECT CURRENT RAILWAY SIGNALS
The following is intended to explain the principle upon

which automatic block signals operate, and to outline the
requirements of the different pieces of electrical signal apparatus
manufactured by this Company.

'

Referring to Fig. 151, if a car or train occupies the track-

between the insulated joints /./. it shunts' the relay R. This
allows the armature to drop, opering the local signal circuit,

which, when energized, holds the dgnal in the clear position

as shown. With the .signal circuit opened at the relay, the
arm is returned to "danger" by the counterweight of the
semaphore spectacle. This arrangement is known as the
"Normal Clear" system.

Signals are also operated on the "Normal Danger" plan but
the circuits are more complicated than with the " Normal Clear,"

although the design of the apparatus is practically the same.

V

4P t=

Fig. 151

ARRANGEMENTS OF TRACK CIRCUIT AND CONNECTIOtR FOR NORMAL
CLEAR AUTOMATIC BLOCK SIGNALS

With the normal danger, the arm stands at "danger" until a

train is about three thousand (3000) teet from the signal, when,
the block being unoccupied, it will assume th.e "Clear" position

and so remain until the engine has passed. The arm will then

return to "danger," and so remain until the above operation

is repeated.
Signals are made in three forms, namely: The Lower

Quadrant Two Position, in which the semaphore blade moves
in a downward direction through a predetermined angle varying
from 60° to 90° from the horizontal or stop position; the Lower
Quadrant Three Position, in which the arm moves downward
to" the 45° position ("caution" indication), and from 45° to

the ffO° position giving a "clear" indication; and the Upper
Quadrant Three Position in which the' arm moves upward
instead of downward from the stop position.

With reference to the term "Caution Position" in a three

position signal, it might be well to explain that the signal

circuits are ~ so • connected that when a train passes out of a
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block, the signal al lis entrance will assume the "caution"
position, and when the train has passed out of the second
block it will assume the '.Ml° or "clear" position. This applies

to both Upper iir Lower Quadrant Three Position Sitmals,

(jperating on the "Normal Clear" jilan.

INSTALLATION OF SIGNAI, MECHANISMS
The mechanism is located either at the base of the mast

(Bottom Mast Tyjie) or at the toj. (To,, Mast Type).

Motor
Contact Lock/nff
Secton Sector

Opens at ^5
frorrf 3to^

^•-^C/osea'aS 60°
from stojD

Hi'gt?

/9es/star^cs

Loi^Resistance
5er/e5 Winc^/'n^

^ommutoton

PowerBattery

Track /?e/Qy

Fig. 152

CONNECTIONS OF M-114 RAILWAY SIGNAL

In the bottom mast typie, the signal mast is supjilicd witli

a Semaphore Bearing, sujiporting a spindle upon which the

Semaphore Spectacle is mounted, and the signal is either ptished

"clear" by an up-and-down rod of J in. piipe or pulled clear liy

a cable with suitable connections to the motor.
In the top mast type the Semaphore Spectacle is mounted

on the main shaft of the mechanism and is forced to clear when
this shaft is rotated by the driving motor.
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Auxiliaries

Besides the signal proper with its painted blades for day
indication and colored lights for night, there are many pieces
of auxihary appiaratus used in connection therewith.

The Switch Indicator is installed at a track switch and is

so connected that it will repeat the indication of the signal
protecting the block.

The Switch Box (or Switch Circuit Controller) is attached
to the switch point and equipped with contacts that will shunt
the track battery c>r open the signal circuit (frequently both),
thus throwing the protecting signals to danger when the switch
is open.

S£r/irsS/ot Co//NmmA

BrcAre Ccy7tact Sector-

Bra/ceContent /^/ngers-

S/yctnt F/e/ct-

SAtunt S/ct Co//

5/cpna/ S/xyft
MotorCor7tactSector
/ifoiorCorjtact-r^ri^iPr

Ser/es F/e/c/-t^^ ^ j

Trac/( or z jne /^e/ay

Battery
6 CiS//s Staraoe cr

/eCs//s Pr/rrx/ry

Fig. 153

CIRCUITS OF M-113 RAILWAY SIGNAL

The Tower Indicator for repeater) is located in the signal

tower and so connected as to repeat the indication of a certain

signal for the information of the operator.
The track and line relays are used to op)en and close the

signal and auxiliary circuits. These and many other devices
are required for the safe operation of trains controlled by Auto-
matic Signals, and a brief description of each is given under
its respective heading.

D.C. SIGNAL MECHANISMS
The construction and operation of the signal mechanism is

the same in both the Top and Bottom Mast Types, the f)nly
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difiference being in the mechanism case, external connections
and method of installation.

A complete signal mechanism consists of a water proof
case in which are contained a motor suitably mounted and con-
nected to the main driving or clutch wheel through a train

of gears, a "slot arm" niounted on the main shaft and carrying
the slot magnet and levers, a circuit controller and a liquid

dashpot or buffer, actuated by the main shaft.

The bottom mast case is supplied with a lug and bolts for

attachment to the pedestal and the top mast with suitable
sockets for mounting on the mast.

EXTRA CIRCUIT CONTROL
In addition to the necessary contacts for clearing the signal,

each mechanism is equipped with a number of extra circuit

closers used for interlocking the circuits of different signals;

for example, the control circuit of two signals might interlock
so that Signal No. 1 could not clear until No. 2 had assumed
the "danger" position.

SLOT ARM
The slot arm carries the necessary levers and slot coils that,

when energized, hold the levers in engagement with the pins
of the clutch wheel. It is mounted on a square section of the
main shaft and forces the signal arm to clear when the clutch
wheel is driven by the motor. With the coils de-energized and
the armature released, the slot arm is retvirned to the "danger"
position by the main shaft and the Semaphore Spectacle.

DASHPOT
The dashpot or bufTer, located at the back of the case, con-

sists of a cylinder, piston with check valve and rod, and suitable

connections for attachment to the signal case. The lower
portion is in the form of a ring and the necessary movement
of the piston in the cylinder is obtained by the rotation of an
eccentric fixed to the main shaft, within this ring.

The eccentric is so located on the main shaft that the max-
imum effect is reached when the arm approaches the stop
position.

OPERATION OF THREE POSITION SIGNAL
With the arm at danger (horizontal position) connections

are made between the power battery and signal in accordance
with diagram. Fig. 152.

With the connections made in this manner, when the track
relay is closed current will flow from the battery to the motor
sector, series and shunt winding of slot coil (the twu running
in multiple while clearing), to motor and through common
wire to Taattery. This moves the signal arm from "danger"
to "caution," breaks the motor circuit at "a," and the low re-

sistance series coils of slot magnet are cut out, leaving only the
high resistance lock or slot coils (usually 500 to lOOO ohms) in
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the circuit. When the Hne relay is closed, the above operation
will be repeated, except that the motor circuit will be broker,
at "h" with the arm in the "clear" or vertical position. This
applies to either Upper or Lower Quadrant Signals.

OPERATION OF TWO POSITION SIGNAL
The principle of this sit;nal is practically the same as that

of the three position typ>e, excepit that only two wires are required
for its operation, the connection lieing made as shown in Fig.
153.

Motor
Contact
Sector'

Low/fes/stanoe

Loc/f/r>g
Sector

PoiverSottery

Opens at ^S
'from stop

-f^C/osea'at 00°

I

from stop
///i^/' Pe^/stance
W/na'Jng

Vo/trneter

(M//. Ammeter
for checA'/ng
res/stance of
2/ot CO/'/s

Open wh//e
te^t/'n^ for
re/ease

Commutator

/!i>out /OOO
Ofrms

Fig. 154

DIAGRAM FOR TESTING D.C. SIGNAL MECHANISM

Inspection

Before testing, the signal mechanism must be well lubricated
and given about 1000 complete movements to see that all

parts are in good working condition. The mechanism should
be inspected to see that all parts are clean, that the control
fingers are making proper contact with the sectors, that the
motor brake is in good working order with proper air gap and
ample friction surface. The brush-holders must be free on the
studs and the brushes must make good contact on the com-
mutator, which should be slightlj' oiled. See that no metal
chips or fillings adhere to any part of the mechanism; also,
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that the insulation is free from aluminum paint, which is a

conductor; also see that the firoper air gap is maintained between
the armature and pole pieces of the slot magnet.

Connections should be made in accordance with diagram,
Fig. 154.

Fig. 155

TYPE M-114 G.E. TOP MAST SIGNAL

Test

Tile arm should return from clear to danger in about 4

seconds after the release of the lock armature. The current to

operate at 60° signal is about two amperes at 10 volts, and
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the time from danger to clear about 7 seconds, when the torque
of semaphore spectacle is about 30 foot pounds.

This torque, exerted by the counterweight tends to force

the signal arm to the danger position when the slot coils are
de-energized and the lock armature released. A signal should
clear aiid lock (hold clear) with about 6 volts when the resist-

ance of the slot coil does not exceed 600 ohms, and with about
7 volts when the resistance does not exceed 1000 ohms. After
having seen that the signal clears, locks, and returns to danger
position in the prescribed manner, the voltage across the slot

coils should be reduced by cutting in resistance until a release
point is reached.

This point should be carefully noted and in no case should
it be less than called for in the Engineering Instructions, as it

represents the factor of safety in the signal mechanism; for

should the armature hold until the e.m.f. is reduced to, say,

one volt, the counterweight would be very little if any more
than sufficient to release the armature.

If the signal requires more than the specified time or current
to clear, the trouble can be usually traced either to lack of
lubrication, dirt between the terminals of wiring connections,
or to undue friction of some part of the mechanism. If the
signal fails to lock properly at "caution" or "clear" examine
the magnetic circuit to see that the yoke fits the cores properly
and that the air gap of the armature is not exces.sive. If these
parts are properly assembled, put a milli-ammeter in the lock
circuit, clear the signal by hand, read volts and amperes, and
check the resistance to see that none of the coils or external
connections are short circuited. Care should be taken not to
clear the signal with the milli-ammeter in the operating circuit.

See that the spHt finger makes good contact with motor contact
sector before the pawl strikes the pins of the clutch wheel
when the signal moves from the clear to caution position. A
complete signal mechanism of the top mast type is shown in

Fig. 155. (M-114 Signal.)

MOTOR
The motor is series wound, and with no load takes about

one ampere at 1200 r.p.m. By reversing the brushes with
. holders, studs and wiring connections, the motor can be made
to rotate in the reverse direction. A friction brake for arresting
the movement at caution and clear and also for preventing the
gears from running backward after the motor circuit is broken,
is attached to the frame and released by a thin flat armature
bridging the pole pieces. This brake is applied by a spring.
When the motor current is cut ofif and the brake armature
released, the spring forces a shoe against a wheel or drum which
is keyed to the armature shaft.

Motor Test

The motors are tested before being assembled in the signal
case by joining the armature of two motors together by means
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of a flexible coupling, one running as a generator. Referring
to Fig. 156; Couple the motor to be tested to the "Generator,"
close the load switch, adjust the resistance until one ampere
flows through the armature at S volts, throw switch S,

note average of volts and amjjeres, and calculate efficiency by
the injjut and output method.

Before taking any readings, allow the set to run for a few
ininutes, see that the armature bearings are free, oil rings

rotate on shaft, brush-holder free on studs, and commutator
and brushes clean and not sparking.

Load dwitc/1

Rheestat LaadR^/stance

Fig. 156

TESTING DIAGRAM FOR MOTOR

SIGNAL RELAY—D.C. NEUTRAL
This is a Circuit Closing Device consisting of a magnet

with cores projecting through the top fir terminal board, an
armature to which contact hngers are attached for making and
breaking the circuit. When the coils are energized, the arma-
ture picks up, closing the "front" contact. When de-energized
the armature drops away, closing the "back" contacts. All

moving parts are enclosed in glass, so that they may be inspected
without breaking the seal. (See Fig. lo7.)

Track relavs (usuallv 4 ohms to S) ohms resistance) are

installed at each Automatic Signal to open the circuit as shown
in Figs. 151 and Iol'.

Line relavs (usuallv oOO to IIHIO ohms) are controlled by
the signal in advance, the opieraling coils being energized by
a line running through an extra circuit closer on the signal.
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\Yith a three position mechanism, it closes the circuit so as to

move the arm from caution to clear.

The track and hne relays are of the same type and are
identical in construction.

Fig. 157

RELAY

Test

Clieck Air Oup. See that the armature is running freely

in bearings, that the contact fingers are making even contact
with the proper break, and that all parts are free from dirt.

Mount on the testing stand and connect as shown in diagram,
Fig. 158. Send current through the coils, gradually increasing
it, until the initial current spjecified for a given resistance is

reached, then decreasing by means of a shunting resistance R,
without breaking the circuit, until the armature drops away,
and note the current. Then reverse the polarity, again increase
to the initial current; then reduce so as to drop away (note the
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point). Again increase the current, and reverse the operating
circuit, and note the current required to pick up the armature.

With either polarity, it should not pick up with current
in excess of that specified for the reverse pick up.

Find the resistance of the contact by running a small current
(about one amp.) through the contact points, taking the drop
between AA with a portable milli-voltmeter, M.

U^^//

J-.S-MJLJ/M. * T

fff)6VStffl

P
^^ Hnitial

.P'

-P'

y P-P/^/rUp

P-ff^t^^r^eP/ckU/;

Fig. 158

DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR TESTING SIGNAL RELAYS

SWITCH INDICATOR
This is a device which shows whether or not it is safe to

move a track switch.
It is usually installed in connection with automatic block

signals. It consists of a magnet with armature, to which is

attached the necessary levers for clearing the miniature arm
when the operating coils are energized. All moving parts are
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protected by a weather proof case, having a glass front as shown
in Fig. I'lVL It is mounted on a post near the switch, and the
operating coils are energized through a wire circuit which
extends two or more blocks and is carried through the front
contacts of all the track relays or through the normally closed

contacts on the signal mechanism.
A train within the limits nf this circuil would make the

line open at the relay or signal contacts, releasing the armature
and setting the blade at danger. (See Fig. 1011.)

Fig. 159

INTERIOR OF SWITCH INDICATOR SHOWING MECHANISM

The indicators are made to operate in either the Upper or
Lower Quadrant.

Some Forms are provided with auxiliar}' resistances, which
are cut in after the indicator is cleared, leaving only sufficient

current flowing in the coils to hold the blade at the clear posi-

tion. This resistance, which is shunted by means of a back
contact when the blade goes to the danger position, is usually
about twice that of the operating circuit. (See Fig. 101.)

Test

Connect six (6) to ten (10) volts, storage battery, into

circ-uit.

See that the armature piicks up (blade clears) with the
required voltage, releases (drops away) properly, and that the
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Fig. 160

FRONT OF SWITCH INDICATOR

shunt circuit contacts are well adjusted and clean. Check the
air gap and see that all wiring connections are tight, and that
the blade returns to the horizontal position when the armature
is released. Should the blade drop when released, either the
mechanical connections are too tight, the counterweight too

light, or the contact finger is not properly adjusted. An armature
failing to pick up, shows that the shunt contact is poor or the

air gap excessive. Put a milli-ammeter in circuit and check
the operating and total resistance

^ff/f^TUfiS

Fig. 161
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TOWER INDICATOR

This is similar in djieration lo llie Switch Indicator. It

is connected lo the signal system in the same manner, but
installed in the signal to\ver. It indicates the approach of a

train to the operator \dsiially al\\'a>'s and sometimes audibly,

either by bell or buzzer.

Auxiliar)' resislaiice is connected into the operating circuit

in the same wa\- as in the Switch Indicator, see Fig. 1611, except
when ei|uipi]ied with contacts to operate other signal devices,

in which case the resistance is omitted. The cover with glass

dial can be remo\-ed for inspection.

Fig. 162

TOWER INDICATOR

Test

This should be the same as for the Switch Indicator, except

for the front contacts with which the Tower Indicator is suppilied.

When so equipped, the contacts are tested in the same manner
as those of DX Relays, the specifications being changed to meet

the requirements.

SWITCH BOX
This device is designed to operate by a movement of a switch

point, and is usually installed about :i feet from the track. It

is provided with contacts for shunting the track relay when the
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switch is opened. Sometimes it is also supplied with a contact
for opening a signal circuit, thus throwing the arm to "danger"
on one or more signals. Fig. 163.

Test

See that the contacts are clean, and that they open and
close the circuits with the proper throw of the operating lever.

To check adjustment, connect a circuit through the points and
work the operating lever by hand.

MERCURY TIME RELEASE
This is a circuit closing device, consisting of a glass tube

containing mercury hermetically sealed, with platinum contact
points, projecting through the glass, connected to either side

of the case, the two parts being insulated by a fibre disk. One

Fig. 163

SWITCH BOX

line terminal is mounted on the support, and the other on the

frame, these being also insulated. The glass tube is secured

in the case, which is turned to the required angle by means of

a rack and pinion. When it is turned in a given direction

mercury flows from the large chamber to the smaller one through

a small hole, the reverse motion returns the mercury to the

large end of the tube.
This device is installed on an interlocking machine in a

signal tower. When the latch of the machine is raised, the

mercury is thrown away from the contacts, opening the circuit.

When returned to the normal position, the mercury flows through

the small hole, thus closing the contacts, of which the time can

be varied as required. With a release designed to close in 7

seconds, the time can be varied from about 4 to 10 seconds.

Fig. 164.
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Test

See that the external conneetions are eleaii, Liltach a light

circuit to the terminals, throw the release S(i that the mercury
is in the large end of the tuVie, return the rack i|uickly In the

normal position and note the tniie interval of closing.

Fig. 164

MERCURY TIME RELEASE
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CIRCUIT BREAKERS
Circuit Breakers are built for both A.C. and D.C. work and

are made in single-, double- and triple-pole type.

There are two distinct type of breakers, switchboard and
railway.

The switchboard breakers are chiefly of the brush type
with carbon tipped secondary. They are either hand, or solenoid
operated.

The railway type has no carbon secondary but a magnetic
blow-out.

All breakers, when delivered to test, must be inspected to
see that all screws and nuls, except those used for cable con-
nections, are tight, that no parts are missing, that they operate
freely and easily, and that they are positive' in action both in

closing and opening.
On switchboard breakers, the carbon brush must make

and break contact before the main brush.
The main brush must have sufficient spread to insure good

contact. The contact can be observed by closing the breaker
with a piece of paper between the stud and brush and comparing
the impression on the paper. With breaker closed strike the
handle several times to see that breaker does not jar out.

Each breaker is tested according to the Engineering Brief.

These tests consist of high potential, calibration, and, on new
types, heating tests. A blow-out test is also made on breakers
which have magnetic blow-outs.

Breakers are calibrated by passing the required currents
through them and setting the armature so as to trip at these
points. In calibrating a breaker first try for low point and see
that the breaker trips readily. Next try for high point. Never
mark low point until it is known that the high point can be
obtained. The high and low points must lie between the screws
which fasten the scale plate. " If the high and low points can
be obtained as given, continue the calibration by marking the
position of the adjusting screws on the scale plate for each
value of tripping current. If any trouble is experienced in

obtaining either high or low points, the breaker must be blue
tagged and returned to shop for changes.

Care must be taken in marking the scale plate. Hold the
marker fiat on the adjusting screw and make a mark about J
in. long, beginning at the edge of the plate. This mark must
be very distinct as it is the only guide the shop has in
stamping the plates permanently.

The breakers must be connected for test in a manner
similar to that in which they will be connected when assembled
on the switchboard, as the calibration of the breaker is affected
by the arrangement of the buses.

In calibrating A.C. breakers the frequency must be correct,
as the calibration is affected considerably by it.
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A heating test is made on the first few breakers of a new
type. These tests are made according to instructions from
the engineers.

A blow-out test is made by passing a specified current
through the breaker at a specified voltage and then opening
the breaker. The arc should blow out instantly and in the
proper direction.

Solenoid breakers are not calibrated nor do they have auto-
matic trips unless especially called for, in which case tests are
based on engineering instructions. They must receive the
same inspection as specified above. When built on requisition,
the specification of the operating coils must check with that
given on the Engineering Notice. The breaker is then operated
at the voltage specified in the Engineering Notice or on the
winding specification They must be operated a number of

times to see that they are positive both in closing and opening.
They are given a high potential test according to the Engineer-

ing Brief.

CIRCUIT BREAKER ATTACHMENTS
A low voltage release, a shunt trip or underload breaker

is often required. These are standard attachments and are
made up for various voltages and sizes of breakers. Low voltage
releases and shunt trips are furnished with resistances. By
varying the resistances, the devices are made to operate at
the specified voltage.

The tests on these devices are standardized by Engineering
Briefs, and consist of testing them for actual operation to meet
the specified requirements. They are also tested with the
individua.1 resistances to be used with them.

RELAYS
Breaker relays consist of an auxiliary piece of apparatus

used in connection with a circuit breaker or oil switch, which
is operated directly by the line circuit, closing or opening a.-

set of contacts in a secondary circuit, which in turn operates
the tripping mechanism of the main line breaker or .switch.

Relays are made for D.C. and A.C. circuits and are dis-

tinguished by types and forms.

Inspection

All relays are subjected to a mechanical inspection before
being delivered to test. They should, however, be inspected
when received, for missing parts, for good contacts at contact
points and for general workmanship and appearance.

Testing

All relays are tested under operating conditions as nearly
as possible; that is, the current carrying parts and operating
parts of relays themselves are tested to do the work required

when installed for service on a switchboard. D.C. relays
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are tested and calibrated at the voltage specified on Engineering
Briefs covering standard relays. Series relays are calibrated
at the currents corresponding to the coil specification, also

all other relays having "transformer windings," "series wind-
ings" or "current windings." The coil specifications are
generally specified on the Engineering Briefs, but in the case
of a special coil, special instructions are issued. A.C. relays
are usually designed to operate at 25 to 60 cycles and are so

tested unless otherwise ordered. All Time Limit relays are
tested with the specified current to see that the time limit

device operates properly and gives proper regulation.

Some relays, such as reverse current types, have resistances

connected in circuit with them. These are tested with their

individual resistances. High potential test is given on all

relays between contacts and frame. Relays with series windings
are given high potential between contacts and frame, coil and
frame, and, as per Engineering Brief, between coils where they
are wound for two phases of a circuit.

OIL SWITCH TRIP COILS
Oil switch mechanisms are automatic or non-automatic.

Automatic mechanisms have one, two or three trip coils, and
require calibration. They are often used in connection with
relays as stated in the paragraph on "Relay Testing." Coils

are made for "series trip" operation and "transformer" opera-
tion. Series coils are tested and calibrated according to specifi-

cation of coils as covered by the Engineering Brief.

Engineering notices and instructions state what coil is

to be used .

'

' Transformer '

' tripping coils are called for with
different calibrated points according to the service to which
they are adapted. These calibration points are peculiar to

the specifications of the coil and are covered by Engineering
Briefs.

ATTACHMENTS
Low voltage release attachments and underload attachments

are also adapted to oil switch service, and are tested in a similar

manner to those used for circuit breakers.

MISCELLANEOUS HIGH POTENTIAL TESTING
Arc panels, disconnecting switches, lever switches, fuse

blocks, expulsion fuse insulators, bus bar supports, trolley

shoes, strain insulators and turnbuckles, potential plugs, plug
switches for arc panels, wooden rods and wooden parts, for

oil switches are all given a. high potential test as specified in

the Engineering Brief.
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PORCELAIN INSULATORS
Insulators are of two distinct types; link insulators and

bushings.

The Link Insulators are those used for either strain or
suspension work and have holes, called cableways, for fastehing
the cables.

Bushings comprise all other kinds of porcelain insulators
which are cylindrical in form, and serve as conduits.

Inspection

Before testing, all insulators should be given a rigid inspec-
tion for mechanical defects, such as cracks, flaws, warping,
chipping and non-uniformity in color of glaze.

Methods Used in Applying High Potential

In applying high potential to porcelain insulators, they
are placed on a rack which holds twelve, and these are tested
together.

In the larger type requiring a special test, it will be found
advantageous to use two racks at once.

The Link Insulators have cableways on either side between
which the potential is applied.

This can be done by using two spiral springs which can be
pushed through the cableways and hooked upon themselves,
thus making the insulator take the same position as it does
in service.

In testing bushings, a pipe or spring is laid through the
center of approximately the same size as the hole. A piece
of metal foil or spring is then wound around the outside at the
middle point. The potential test is then applied between the
metal parts.

Routine Potential Tests on Insulators for Switchboard Department

Potential values, where called for, should be determined by
the needle gap and striking distance curve C-845. (See Fig. 91.)

This determination should be made under testing conditions
with the insulators connected to the transformer. (The capacity
currents taken by some insulators and the oscillating discharge
passing over their surface sometimes seriously affect the trans-

formation ratio.) Where arc over values only are specified,

the tester must see that the testing outfit and conditions will

not facilitate arc overs.
Insulators in production and not listed below should be

called to the attention of the Engineering Department.
Any insulators listed showing serious discrepancies from

the results of specified tests, without defects being apparent,
should be referred to the Engineering Department before
proceeding further.

Tests are called for by letters having theJfoUowing signifi-

cance:
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"A" Apply potential between central stud filling the
insulator bore, and the foil band around the outside o£ insulator.
Foil should be so located as to bring the maximum tax (stress)

through that section of the insulator which is under maximum
stress in service. If the outer surface is not completely glazed
foil should be placed on the unglazed surface.

"B" Includes "Blind" Insulators. Apply potential between
the stud and foil around the opposite end of insulator, the foil

being located to give approximately service conditions.
"C" Apply potential between foil located inside and

outside the insulator on the unglazed parts.
" D" Apply potential between spiral springs coiled in

cableways.
"A," "B," "C" and "D" tests consist of a fiash-over

voltage applied instantaneously and a 90" per cent, flash-over
voltage applied for 30 seconds.

TUBES
Wet process porcelain tubes must be tested at 20,000 v.

per each J in. thickness applied for 30 seconds between central

stud and foil covering the outside completely except at ends
where the foil is omitted to obtain the necessary striking dis-

tance.
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SWITCHBOARD INSPECTION
Switchboard inspection includes the inspection of controlling

apparatus for generators, motors, rotaries, transformers, etc.
As the inspection of this apparatus practically checks a
customer's needs for controlling his machines and various
circuits, and as it necessitates an inspection of details, such as
holts and nuts, terminals, resistances, supports for various
accessories, etc., the Inspector must make up the Shipping
Memorandum in full to cover every part and detail of switch-
board equipment, necessary to the customer.

Upon the Inspection Department, therefore, rests the responsi-
bility for seeing that the customer is sent every item he wants,
and every detail, such as bolts, braces, pipe, fittings, terminals,
screws, cleats and extra wire, etc., necessary to the actual
construction and installation of the board or panel. The
Department must also supervise the entire construction and
design with reference to electrical and mechanical faults,

adaptability for service, simplicity, appearance and reliability.

While the electrical appliances of different customers may
be the same, the switchboard and control equipment are dictated
largely by the customer's wishes, and the circumstances govern-
ing an installation are very seldom the same for any two equip-
ments.

In checking and inspecting switchboards and apparatus,
the Requisition and Instruction Sheets, of which the Depart-
ment has copies, are taken as the working basis. The Requisi-
tion is the ultimate authority as to the wants of the customer,
and the board must conform explicitly to the Requisition and
the attending Instruction Sheets, if any. The Engineering
Notice, issued by the Switchboard Engineering Department,
is an elaboration of the Requisition, and forms the basis upon
which the Draughting Department and shop construct the
board and furnish its equipment.

The Engineer in issuing the Engineering Notice works
from the Requisition and Instruction Sheets, and hence this
notice must be followed in getting the necessary apparatus
built by the shop. While the Engineering Notice should be
correct and is so considered by the shop, the duty of the
Inspection Department is to prove that it is correct. Thus,
the Department must check the Engineering Notice against
the Requisition and must question or prevent any deviation
from the Requisition pot covered by the Instruction Sheet.

An Inspector, entering the Inspection Department, must
first become thoroughly familiar with the system and routine
necessary in the work. A considerable amount of routine is

necessary, as every detail in reference to the inspection and
shipment of switchboards must be carefully recorded and filed.

All papers, such as Requisitions, Instruction Sheets, Engineering
Notices, change sheets, shop orders, etc., are filed in the Depart-
ment in folders marked with the requisition letters and number
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on the outside. Switchboard Drawings are similarly filed in

cabinets, and a card index is kept covering the same. Drawing
Lists are filed with the Requisition and other papers in the
folders, where they are made up explicitly for that Requisition.

Inspectors are assigned, by slip, to inspect certain Requisi-
tions by the Foreman or Assistant of the Department, and must
keep watch over the various boards while under construction
on the assembly floor. Before starting inspection, the Inspector
must immediately obtain the papers on the requisitions from
the file, signing for them on a sheet of paper, so that they can
be readily located by looking at the name on the signed record
which is substituted for the requisition papers. He must next look
over the Engineering Notice and Drawing List to see if any
part is missing. From these sources he can obtain the
entire list of necessary drawings from which the board is

built in the shop. These drawings can be obtained from the
files, or can be ordered from the Blue Print Department. He
next proceeds to "write up" the job, viz.: A pencil report
covering the entire order, which afterwards is used as a Memo-
randum of Shipment.

The Engineering Notice is first checked against the Requisi-
tion and Instruction Sheets, to see if the engineer has covered
all the items and equipment called for by the Requisition and
Instruction Sheets, and at the same time the Drawings are
checked against both the Engineering Notice and Requisition,
to catch errors, without having to inspect the Switchboard
itself. If discrepancies are found they must be taken up at

once with the Engineering Department, who will correct them
if possible before construction by the shop is begun. Devia-
tions from the Requisition, errors in the capacity of instruments
and apparatus, and errors in wiring, etc., include mistakes that
can be discovered by this method.

Numerous other points must be always noted, but since

every switchboard differs from every other it is impracticable
to give instructions to cover all cases. The Inspector must use
his intelligence and learn by experience.

When all the instructions in reference to the board are

clear and free from errors, the Inspector must list all parts of

the board in detail so that they can be identified when being
packed for shipment, and checked in the various packing cases.

It must be remembered that the list of material which the

Inspector makes out from the Requisition, Engineering Notice

and Drawings, must include every item to be shipped on that

order. Every part of any item must be listed separately in

case it is necessary to disassemble the material for shipment.

The Shipping Department has authority to ship only such

material as the Inspector lists on the report, no more and no less.

After the preliminary "writing up" is finished (which is

generally done before the completion of the board) , the Inspector

must check the board during erection, day by day, keeping
pace with the shop. He should, in this way, catch any faults

or defects that arise, at once, and must have them corrected
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by calling the Engineer's attention to them, covering the changes
required by note.

When the shop has completed the erection of the switch-
board and assembly of all apparatus called for on the Requisi-
tion, a report is made to the Inspection Office that so many
panels, or that the material on certain requisitions, are ready
for inspection and shipment. This information is recorded and
is transmitted to the Inspector who handles that Requisition.

Such notification requires that the board or apparatus
should be immediately and completely inspected by the Inspector
assigned, who, upon finishing his inspection, should send his
report to the "Final Inspector" who supervises the report,
and the construction, and makes the final check inspection to
catch any faults that may not have been discovered. After
the "Final Inspector" has gone over the board and approves
it as correct, the detailed report must be sent in at once to the
office for delivery to the Shipping Department.

In some cases it is not possible to obtain all the switchboard
accessories before the panels are ready for shipment. In this

case a "Shortage" list is issued by the Inspector, after having
been approved by the Shop and Instrument Laboratory. This
shortage must cover or indicate all material not shipped or
reported on the Requisition for which it is issued. When the
material is obtained by the shop, it is reported for inspection.

The Inspector then lists the material and inspects it, according
to the above routine (excepting final inspection), and reports
it to the Shipping Department as a shipment of " Shortage.

"

The pencil report, as given to Shippers, is typewritten, and
two (2) copies are returned to the Inspectors, one to be proof
read against the pencil report which accompanies it, and returned
with corrections to the Shippers, and the other copy for the
Inspector's file, which is also corrected by him.

After the completion of a Requisition, the papers are put
in order in the folder and returned to the file.

Name Plates are ordered by the Inspector from the shop as
soon as he is assigned to the job.

When the board is ready, from the inspection standpoint,
to report to the sbipi^ers, the Mechanical Inspector must be
notified to mechanically inspect it, after which he stamps the
name plate as his approval of the board. Electrical Inspectors
are likewise required to stamp all name plates, showing that
electrical inspection has been made. This is done as soon as
possible after the Mechanical Inspector has finished.

Controlling apparatus and protective devices are con-
tinually being changed, and improved and new ones devised.
An Inspector must keep in touch with modern practice on all

apparatus. Engineering Briefs and Advices embodying all

changes and improvernents must be kept up to date and on
file. All letters and notes issued from time to time must be
kept on file.

Supply shipments are handled in a similar manner to the
regular switchboard shipments, except that the material is
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not reported in pencil copy, but is typewritten in the Depart-
ment Office on regular shipment paper. Supply orders neces-
sitate accurate and close inspection, for while they, as a rule,

do not cover individually much material, there is more oppor-
tunity for mistakes both in Engineering and Inspection, owing
to the apparatus not being completely assembled.
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PROJECTORS
Inspection

All projectors are inspected before the final test, to see that

the drum is balanced, that no bolts, screws, nuts, or cotter pins

are missing and that the rating on the name plate is correct.

Adjustment

A great deal of the testing and adjusting on Electric Con-
trolled projectors is done during the construction of the oper-

ating mechanisms. The pilot motor coils are connected and
tested for polarity, after which they are returned to the assembler
for final connection. The motor is then wired to a controller and,
if connected correctly, the rotor will give twelve equal shifts

per revolution. After this test, the pilot and training motors are

assembled, wired and thoroughly tested to insure the wiring
being correct. Great care should be taken to see that all con-

Fig. 165

MEASUREMENT OF FOCAL DISTANCE

nections are correctly made and that the mechanism is assem-
bled properly, so that it will operate smoothly when assembled in

the projector.

When the projector is assembled it is run for some time to
see that it operates satisfactorily. The lamps are wired, adjusted
and run at the proper current and arc voltage, care being taken
that the gap at the circuit breaker in the feeding magnet circuit
is of proper length, also that the screws, limiting the motion of
the pawls, are set properly, after which the spring may be ad-
justed so that the lamp will operate at the voltage desired.

At the end of this test all lock nuts should be tightened and
a general inspection of the mechanism made to see that every-
thing is properly fastened. All projectors are given a night test
to see that the mirrors are correct. When the arc is placed at
the focus of the mirror, the beam should appear parallel and free

from dark spots, or halos.
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Method of Measuring Focal Length
The mirrnr ,4 is held up facinj:; some otjject B ap]jroximatelv

100 feet from the mirror and a jjiece of ground glass or a white
card C is then moved backward and for'ward near the focus.

When the focus is reached the image of object is very distinct.

The distance from the card to the center of mirror is the focal

length. (See Fig. 165.)

Generator for Projectors

Until recentl)' practically all jr

constant jiotcntial circuit willi a

)iectrjrs were rijjerated cm a

resistance in scries with the

Fig. 16b
HAND CONTROL PROJECTOR

arc as "ballast." A generator, Tx'pc DBR, has lieen designed
which gives practically a constant current at a varying arc

voltage. This machine eliminates the current rush at striking

arc.

Projector Rheostats

A rheostat or "ballast" is connected in series with the arc

when it is operated from a constant piotential circuit. The
object of this resistance is to i)revent fluctuations of the arc

current.
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Projectors are tilted Axith IViur t\-]>L'S of control, band control,

pilot house control and rope control.

The hand control projector is controlled liy handles on the

back of the projector case, there heini; a clamping wheel for

locking projector on the turn-tat'lc ami the right hand trunnion

arm. (See'Fig. U'li;.)

Fig. 167

PILOT HOUSE CONTROL PROJECTOR

The jjilot house control projector is controlled from the pilot

house bv a controlling gear extending through the roof, the

operation for both horizontal and vertical control being ob-

tained by the same handle. (See Fig. 107.)

The rope crjntrol pjrojector is controlled In' cables connect-

ing the controlling .gear to the projector. As the operation for

both horizontal and vertical control is done by the same handle,
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the control gear may be placed in the pilot house on the bridge
or on any other convenient place on board, (See Fig. 168.)

The electric control is employed for any distance from a few
feet to several miles. It consists of a controller, a cable, two
pilot motors, two training motors, two resistances and the
necessary gears and mechanisms. The controller consists of

two cylinders with operating handles, contact fingers and con-
tact receptacles being mounted in the frame. The controller is

a commutating device for changing the flux in the pilot motor
armature. The pilot motor is geared to a drum provided with
arms to actuate the reversing and resistance contact fingers for

the training motor when the pilot motor rotates. This drum is

also geared to the training motor through differential gearing

to drive the drum back to the starting position. This gives a
flexible control and the projector can be changed from one-third

of a degree to a full revolution of the turntable, as desired.

Fig. 158

ROPE CONTROL PROJECTOR

Projector Carbons

At present, one per cent, of all projector carbons are tested.

The carbons are placed in the proper lamp and burned tmtil con-

sumed. The kind of arc obtained should be noted; quiet or

noisy, steady or wandering; and whether there is much refuse

left in the lamp at the end of the run, also whether the carbons

burn in focus from start to finish.

Signal Apparatus

Keyboards

Keyboards must be wired and ever)' combination tried, care

being taken to see that the proper lamps light and that the con-

tact switch makes contact so that the lamps light simultaneously.
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An insulation test is made at 500 volts. The cables are con-
nected up to the keyboard and every combination gone through
to see that the connections are correct. The connections to the
receptacles should be inspected to see that there are no loose
ends of wire to short circuit or ground the receptacle.

Truck Light Controllers

Truck light controllers are wired and tested to see that the
proper lamps light and that the pulsator works correctly.

Diving Lamps
Diving lamps are tested under water, as specified in the

Government Specifications for the apparatus, to see that leakage
does not occur.
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OIL SWITCHES
Potential Tests

All FK, FP and FH switches are given a high potential test

between the current carrying parts and frame as stated in En-
gineering Brief.

Motor operated FH-2 and FH-3 mechanisms are wired up
to shop circuit and operated a, number of times. The tester

should see that the trip coil, motor and magnetic clutch operate
satisfactorily, also that the adjustment of the dog which acts as

a stop for the main shaft and counter balance springs is correct

as given in Engineering Brief.

Solenoid Operated Mechanism
Nearly all solenoids are tested without mechanisms. Thev

are tested for pick up and tripping as given in Engineering
Brief. Care should be taken to see that they operate between
the limits given. Check also the adjustment of the control and
indicating contacts.

Solenoids assembled with mechanism are tested at the
voltages given in Engineering Brief. Care should be taken
to see that the adjustment of the toggles, latches and
balancing springs is correct. A high potential test is applied

between all control circuits and frame as given in the En-
gineering Brief. The name plate shovdd be checked with the
tag on the switch to see that the rating and serial number cor-

respond.

Instructions for Testing

Type F, Form T oil switch insulators are given a high po-
tential test, as required by Engineering Brief.

Before the insulators are assembled on the metal parts, the
piston tube should be given 80 lbs. air test, to see that there are

no leaks in the tube castings or joints. The electrical operating
valves should be operated under 80 lbs. pressure, to see that they
operate freely. They should also be tested electrically while

binder air pressure. The tripping current of the valves is given
in the Engineering Notices. After the switch is assembled and
lined up, it is operated a number of times, with from 40 to 80
lbs. pressure, to see that it works smoothh^.

Air operated disconnecting switches are tested, to see that
they operate freely, and that they are free from leaks at an air

pressure from 40 to 80 lbs. Instilators are given a high potential

or arc over test.
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INDUSTRIAL CONTROL
GENERAL

This includes resistances, field and starting rheostats.
Each piece of apparatus must bear the Mechanical Inspec-

tor's stamp when delivered for test. Unless it bears this stamp
it must not be tested.

Before beginning the electrical test the apparatus must be
given a thorough mechanical inspection by the tester.

See that all movable parts work freely, that all contacts are
in good condition and that there are no loose bolts, nuts, etc.

Where beaded insulation is used, see that the leads are suf-

ficiently filled with beads so that they cannot be short circuited

by coming in contact with one another. All terminals must be
a safe insulating distance apart and from the frame. All con-
nections must be soldered. The stamping on the name plate
and terminal blocks must check with Dr. List, Eng. Brief
and D.S. sketch. Unless they so check, they must be sent
back to shop for the necessary changes.

All resistances and field rheostats are first given a high po-
tential test according to that specified in the Engineering Brief.

The resistance of each step is then measured, and must conform
to the conditions given in the Engineering Brief.

The resistance measurement will show arms reversed, inter-

changed, short or open circuited steps.

Remote control rheostats are operated by a ratchet wheel
and pawl movement actuated by solenoids.

Besides the tests specified above, the rheostats should be
operated to see that they are positive in their action and work
freely. Additional tests will be specified in the Engineering
Brief.

HAND OPERATED STARTING RHEOSTATS
Sta;rting Rheostats are divided into two classes, hand oper-

ated and self-starters. In addition to the general mechanical
inspection, the hand operated starters must be inspected to see

that the arm always returns to the off position except when
held in the running position by the retaining magnet. The
contact brush must make good contact.

It is then given a high potential test and its steps measured
as explained. The resistance of the retaining magnet must also

be measured.
The retaining magnet must be tested to see that it will

hold the starting arm in the running position with minimum
current passing through it, as specified in the winding specifica-

tion or Engineering Brief.

It must also be tested for release, at the voltage specified in

the winding specification.

After these tests, it must be connected to a motor arid given
an operating test at the voltage specified in the Engineering
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Brief. All overload devices should be carefully adjtisted and
tested as specified. Where contactors are used with controllers,

they must receive the same inspection as specified under "Test-
ing of Contactors."

Automatic Starters must be inspected for defective mechan-
ical parts, such as cotter pins and nuts. All contactors on these
devices must be operated by hand to see that their travel is not
obstructed by foreign material, and all auxiliary switches or

interlocks must be operated by hand, to see that they work
smoothly and freely, and that they have the proper movement
in relation to the movement of the contactors to which they are

attached. All interlocks which are closed, when the contactor
is open, must open when the contactor is closed, and all inter-

locks which are open, when the contactor is open, must close

when the contactor is closed.

All sliding levers which are attached to the dashpots must
be moved by hand, to see that they move smoothly and easily,

and that there are no burred or pitted places on the buttons on
the segments, across which the levers moves. See also that the
lever is properly resisted by its dashpot.

ALTERNATING CURRENT APPARATUS
Special conditions, such as operation at reduced voltage or

at over voltage, will be called for, either in the Drawing List or
Engineering Notice. Wire the panel to an alternator run-
ning at proper voltage and frequency. In the case of an auto-
matic compensator take taps on the compensator. (This is not
a test on the compensator but is a test on the wiring of the
panel. Therefore taps must be taken across the motor ter-

minals of the panel. Proper connections for obtaining reduced
voltages at these terminals can be made by closing the proper
contactors.) Then test the operation of the various dash-
pots and contactors and see that the cycle of operation checks
with what should take place, as shown on the wiring diagram.
Next adjust the dashpot, so that its period of retardation is that
which is called for by the Drawing List or Engineering Notice.

The dashpot must be finally adjusted with an adjusting screw
of such a length that the customer cannot increase the period
of retardation more than the limit given in the instructions.

Next connect to a motor rated with approximately the same
rating called for on the name plate of the panel. Start the motor
once every four minutes for an hour. Then check the operation
of the dashpot to see that it has not been changed by the test.

Also feel the various coils to see that their temperature has not
risen too much.

DIRECT CURRENT APPARATUS
Wire the device according to the wiring diagram given on

the Drawing List, to a source of proper voltage. Adjust the
dashpot to give the required period of retardation and leave the
adjusting screw of such a length that the customer cannot adjust
the dashpot to give a greater retardation period. Then connect
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to a motor rated approximately the same as that given by the
name plate stamping.

All devices which make use of current limit relays, or counter
e.m.f. relays, must be tested with a motor of the same rating as
that stamped on the name plate, unless permission to the con-
trary is given by the Designing Engineer.

On these panels measure the resistance of all circuits to see
that the circuit is complete, and also lo see that the resistances
have the proper value. These tests are very similar to the ones
made on the hand starters.

High Potential Test

All parts of the device, whether A.C. or D.C., must be given
a high potential test, as specified in the Engineering Brief or
Engineering Notice.

Electrical Operation of Contactors

Care should be taken when testing the contactors, to see that
they close completely.

Voltage Limits

All automatic devices, except counter e.m.f., should be able
to work properly at normal rated voltage and at 80 per cent, of
the normal rated voltage, unless other limits are specified.

Rheostats

Every rheostat is first given a high potential test according
to the Engineering Brief. The resistance of each step is then
measured and must conform to the conditions given in the En-
gineering Brief. The resistance measurements, mechanical and
electrical tests, must be followed as given in the beginning of

this section.

Automatic Rheostats

All Automatic Rheostats are connected to a motor, after the
resistance is measured, and given a severe operating test at the
voltage specified in the Engineering Brief.

Printing Press Controllers

The resistance is first measured in the usual way and a high
potential test applied at a voltage specified in the Engineering
Brief. The contactor should work freely and should make good
contact on the laminated brush, when operating at minimum
voltage. The contactor should not close with the series re-

sistance in, when operating at maximum voltage.

Shipment

When the apparatus is ready for shipment, the Testing De-
partment should see that all the apparatus covered by standard
Instruction Books or sketches has one securely fastened to the
operating handle, before it is delivered lo the Shipping Depart-
ment.
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VOLTAGE REGULATORS
Before setting the regulator on the test table the following

defects should be looked for: Improper stamping of name plate,

wrong stamping of resistance box, loose coils, loose magnet
frames, loose or inclined dashpot, bent switches and studs, wrong
A.C. cores; check air gap on relay, friction of relay armature,
relay contacts for alignment, relay numbering, loose screws,
loose terminals; see that different kinds of nuts and washers on
the same stud are not used, that compensating switches on A.C.
regulators are not stamped for wrong direction. Care should
be taken to see that the regulator hangs true after it is installed,

as any variation may cause trouble in operation. Each regu-
lator should be wired according to its own print, and no tests

should be made if the terminals are stamped wrongly or con-
nectors are on the wrong studs. The internal connections of

the regulator should be inspected for loose joints, improper con-
nections, or poorly soldered terminals. After the regulator has
been wired properly, the cores should be made to hang in the

center of the magnet spools, and levers should not have too
loose nor too tight a fit.

Internal Adjustments of Type TA 125 Regulators

Adjustment of springs and D.C. core of A-2, L, C-4-5-6 and
TD Form L.

The D.C. core should be pressed down on the block at the

top of the magnet and the lower core raised until both cores

touch, then the lower core is turned J turn and locked with
a set screw. This core must not be touched until spring 4 has
been adjusted to within 2 volts of the tripping point either way.
(See Fig. 169.)

Springs

Before adjusting lever 5, Fig. 169, core 11 should be raised

to its highest position and blocked, thus bringing the main
contact 30 to its lowest position, to prevent contact being made
between 19 and 30 while adjusting lever 5. This is necessary
since, if contacts 19 and 30 came together, the proper adjust-

ment of lever 5 could not be made. Springs 1 , 2 and 3 should
be loosened to their full extent, or taken out while ,

spring 4
is being adjusted. A gauge for adjusting lever 5 is always fur-

nished with the regulator.
To adjust spring 4, first see that the voltage on the exciter

to which the direct current control magnet 6 is connected, is

maintained at 65 volts. Then by taking the gauge between the

thumb and index finger at A (see diagram Fig. 169), place it

firmly against the bracket B and C and against the undenside of

the pivot sockets 7 and 8, as illustrated. Then adjust spring 4

by means of the small nut at the top of its adjusting screw, until

the under side of lever 5 comes even with the top of the gauge
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at 9. After this adjustment has been made, the exciter voltage
should be increased to 122 volts, and at exactly this point spring
4 should be overpowered by the magnet, and the cores 12 and
13 will come together. Should it require more or less voltage to
overpower the spring and bring the cores together, core 13 should
be either raised or lowered, and spring 4 readjusted until the
underside of lever 5 comes to the gauge as before.

The adjustment of spring 4, lever 5, and core 13 must be
repeated several times to insure their being correct, as proper
operation is of great importance. After the proper adjustment
has been obtained, the lock nut beneath the lever on spring 4

Fig. 169

MAIN CONTROL MAGNETS SHOWING PROPER POSITION OF LEVERS
WITH GAUGE IN POSITION

should be securely tightened, and the exciter voltage should
then be varied over its range again, and the adjustments checked.
Then screw 14, which holds stop core 13 in position, must be
securely tightened. This screw should be kept tight while the
adjustments are being made.

After these adjustments have been made, spring 1 should be
adjusted by raising the exciter voltage to 90 volts, and at this

point the spring should be under tension, bringing the small
head 15 on the spring stem in contact with the spring support
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16. After this has been carefully done, the lock nut below the
lever on spring 1 should be securely tightened and the adjust-
ment of spring 1 checked to see if it is correct.

Then spring 2 should be adjusted by increasing the exciter
voltage to 115 volts, when it will come into action. After ad-
justing this spring, the lock nut beneath the lever on spring 2

should also be securely tightened and the adjustment checked.
Spring 3 should then be adjusted by raising the exciter

voltage to 138 volts, this spring will then come into action in

the same manner as did springs 1 and 2. The lock nut under-
neath _ the lever on spring 3 should then be securely tightened
and the adjustment of spring 3 checked. When all adjustments
have been made, the magnet should overpower all four springs
at 170 volts.

The main contacts should then be set. Place the gauge in

position as before, holding 65 volts on the D.C. coil, remove the
block from the A.C. core and with both levers resting on the
gauge adjust the contacts one directly over the other, lower the
upper contact screw until they just make contact. Then lock with
the set screw.

Adjustment of Springs and D.C. Core of F and K Regulators

The F and K regulators have their own gauge blocks on each
regulator; thus the adjustments differ somewhat. The A.C.
core is raised as high as possible and blocked.

The D.C. cores are not brought together as in A-2. Swing the
D.C. gauge around until it nearly touches the lever, then fasten.

Springs 1, 2 and 3 should be taken out while adjusting No. 4.

Hold 60 volts on the D.C. magnet and bring the D.C. lever so

that the bottom is just level with the white mark on the gauge,
then trip . It should trip at 112 volts; if the trip is not correct use
the lower core, always keeping the bottom of lever even with
the gauge mark by means of spring 4. Repeat operations until

the trip is right, then lock the spring and core and try again.

After the trip is correct proceed with the A-2 spring test, using

80, 110 and 123 volts for springs 1, 2 and 3 respectively, with

a final trip of 170 volts.

Adjusting Main Contact

Remove block from A.C. core, swing both gauges under the

levers and tighten, then center the contacts one directly over
the other, lower the upper contact until it just makes contact,

and lock with set screw.

A.C. Magnet Core

The adjustment of the A.C. core is the same in all A.C. regu-

lators. If the alternating voltage varies through the specified

range of exciter voltage, it indicates an improper adjustment
of the A.C. core. To correct proceed in the following manner:
The exciter voltage should be varied from 70 to 125 volts by
means of the alternating field rheostat. If the A.C. voltage rises

or falls the A.C. core should be raised or lowered on the stem
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until a point is reached where neither rise nor fall is recorded.
If the A.C. voltage falls on increasing the exciter voltage from
70 to 125, the A.C. core should be lowered, and vice versa. Lock
nuts on the core should be firmly set.

Adjustment of Relays

The relay coils on A-2, C-4-5-6 and TD Form L regulators are
differentially wound, having two windings on each spool. The
holes in the three studs to which relays are connected number
outward from the base as follows: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. The
leads of the coils are brought directly opposite these holes and
should be connected: 3 and 5 to stud A, 2. 4, 6 and 8 to B, and
1 and 7 to C. These studs are lettered from the top downward
A, B and C. A wrong connection may exist with the relays
operating, though not properly. If so, the coils should be tested
for an open circuit or a reversed lead.

Relays F and K Type

The relay coils on these regulators are differentially wound.
The leads are numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 and are connected
to the lettered studs A, B and C-1 and 6 to A; 2, 3, 5 and 8 to
B, and 4 and 7 to C.

Adjustment of Relay Contacts on AH TA Regulators

The manner of adjustment is the same in all cases. Press
armature down on cap, set the contacts, one directly over the
other and 1/32 of an inch apart. Then connect the exciter field

boxes all in and close the relay switches. The voltage can then
be adjusted by means of the spring fastened to the armature.
This spring should be so adjusted that armature will float or
hold the specified voltage on the exciter armature, for ex-
ample, 45 volts on 125 volts exciter, etc.

Condensers

The condensers furnished with a regulator should be con-
nected in multiple if more thafi one is required.

Starting the Regulator
Adjustment of the A.C. Generator Field Rheostat

The following adjustments are made on a TA 125 volt regu-
lator with an exciter. Other values should be used for different

no load voltages. The resistance in the A.C. rheostat should be
entirely cut out unless, with no load on the alternating current
generator, less than 70 volts is required on the exciter to excite
the generator to give normal no load voltage. If it requires less

than 70 volts, sufficient resistance should be left in the generator
field rheostat to increase the exciter voltage to that amount.
This is important. For generators using 125 volt exciters an
excitation of 70 volts at no load is usually required to give
normal no load voltage.

In cases where several alternating current generators operate
in parallel, the adjustment of the field rheostat should be ob-
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tained on each. If any rheostat must be turned in order to get
70 volts on the exciter, they should all be marked so that they
can be turned to the proper point after the machines have been
paralleled. The setting of these rheostats should never be
changed except to move them slightly for eliminating cross cur-

rents between generators. Manipulating the alternating current
field rheostats will not vary the division of load between the
generators, which can only be obtained by varying the speed
of the prime movers.

It should be remembered that with the regulator operating,
turning the alternating field rheostat of any one of the generators
will very materially increase the exciter voltage. Therefore, this

should be avoided if possible.

Adjustment of Exciter Field Rheostat

Assuming that a 125 volt exciter is used, the best way to ad-
just the exciter field rheostats is as follows:

With compound wound or commutating pole exciters, full

load should be applied and the exciter field rheostat turned to

a point where the time required to reduce the exciter voltage
from 125 to 25 volts'is from 6 to S seconds. For shunt wound
exciters, the same adjustments should be made, only under no
load conditions. This can be done by loading the exciter with
one or more of the generator fields, or if preferred, a water box
may be used. After the proper point is found by repeated tests,

the rheostat should be marked so that it can always be kept in

this position when the regulator is in service.

For the standard exciter voltages given below, the exciter

field rheostat should be adjusted to reduce the voltage from
normal to 80 per cent, below normal, in 6 to 8 seconds with the
loads given above.

80 PER CENT.
BELOW

NORMAL VOLTAGE NORMAL VOLTAGE

60 12
90 18
125 25
250 50
550 110

In cases where compound wound or commutating pole exciters
are used, the exciters must not be adjusted to over compound.
It may be found in adjusting the exciter field rheostat that some
compound wound exciters, especially those running at slow
speed, will not drop their voltages to the above values with a
resistance of more than three times the resistance of the shunt
field circuit placed in series with them. It may be difficult in

such cases to reduce the exciter voltage to the limits given, in

the time specified. In such cases, it is advisable to adjust the
exciters to under-compound from 5 to 8 per cent. This means
changing the resistance of the compound shunt until the exciter
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voltage falls off from no load to full load from 125 to 118 volts
with 125 volt exciters and other exciter voltages in proportion.
This very materially reduces the percentage of the compound
winding. All exciters operating in parallel with it should be
adjusted in the same way. A much smaller amount of resist-
ance will then be required in the shunt field to get the adjust-
ments specified, in the exciter field rheostats.

In cases where more than one relay is used on the same
exciter, the exciter field rheostat is equally divided between the
number of relays. This should be done very carefully as an
unequal division will give a higher voltage on one relay than on
the other, and cause sparking.

Equalizing Rheostat

In most cases an equalizing rheostat is necessary in order that
the exciter load may be equally divided. The equalizing rheo-
stat, if needed, should be placed in series with the exciter field

rheostat. It must be used on the exciter that takes the greater
part of the load. Enough resistance should be turned in to
equalize the loads on the two exciters. The amount of re-

sistance necessary is usually very small, and, after the rheostat
is properly adjusted, it should require no further attention. If

there are three exciters used, a second equalizing rheostat will

probably be necessary. The regular exciter field rheostats are
of no use in equalizing the loads between the exciters as they
are constantly being short circuited by the regulator; therefore,
the predetermined amount of resistance should be cut in and the
equalizing rheostat used for load divisions.

Putting the Regulator in Service

With the connections and adjustments all properly made,
the regulator can be cut in and out of service without varying
the voltage. To put the regulator in service, first adjust the
exciter field rheostat until the main floating contacts of the
regulator just open. Then the rheostat shunt circuit switches
A, B, C or D may be thrown in and the exciter rheostat immedi-
ately turned to the predetermined marked point. If, on cut-
ting the regulator into service, it is found that the alternating
voltage is not exactly at the desired value, it may be adjusted
by means of the counterweight 25 or adjusting screw 28, or
both.

Putting in the Second Exciter

If, with one exciter running on the regulator, a second or
third exciter is required, the new exciter voltage must be made
to correspond to the voltage on the bus bars, by means of the
exciter field rheostat. When this voltage is correct, close the
main exciter switch to bus bars, then immediately close the
shunt circuit switches on the regulator, corresponding to the
new exciter. The exciter rheostat should then be turned to
the position marked, which reduces the exciter voltage 80 per
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cent, below normal. If the exciters equalize their load properly
no equalizing rheostat will be necessary.

The regulator may be cut out of service without disturbing
the voltage as follows:

Turn the exciter field rheostat out, until the relay contacts
cease vibrating and remain open. Then, rheostat shunt circuit

switches A, B, C or D may be opened, and the hand adjustment
of the voltage is obtained as before.

Shutting Down Exciters

If it is desired to shut down an exciter when two or more
are operating in parallel, first reduce the load on the machine
to be cut out as low as possible by means of the equalizing
rheostat, then open the main switch to the bus bars, after which
open the rheostat shunt circuit switches on the exciter to be
removed from service.

Line Drop Compensation

All A.C. regulators have a compensating winding on the A.C.
coil to overcome line drop and to maintain a constant voltage
on the lines at all loads. This may be obtained by three methods
as follows:

First, by a single-phase current transformer placed in the

heaviest lighting load circuit.

Second, by a special line drop compensator designed for use
on the regulator on long distance transmission lines.

Third, by pressure wires brought back from the center of

distribution and connected to the regulator. This, however, is

not considered good practice.

In every case the following should be noted: The current

transformer must be placed in one of the mains to which the

potential transformer is connected, or there will be practically

no compensating effect obtained owing to the current in the

potential winding being displaced 90° from that in the current

winding at unity power factor. This is true in 'either two- or

three-phase circuits.

When testing the regulator care should be taken to see that

none of the steps are reversed, and that each step gives the re-

quired rise in voltage. If the voltage falls, when putting on the

load with the dial switch A thrown on step 2, the compen-
sating winding is not opposing the potential. The leads from
the current transformer should then be reversed. With dial

switches on steps 1 and 4 there should be no voltage drop from
no load to full; if there is, the A.C. lever should be inspected for

binding, too much tension in dashpot, improper adjustment
of A.C, core or short circuited turns in the series winding. Current
transformers giving about 3 J amperes secondary should be used,

to compensate for about 15 per cent, line drop.
A potential transformer of not less than 200 watts capacity,

and having a secondary voltage of about 110 volts, should be
used in the circuit having the least fluctuating load.
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Type TD Form G
Adjustment of Field Rheostat

The voltage should be built up to normal by means of the
generator field rheostat. Then the field rheostat should gradu-
ally be turned in to a point that will reduce the generator voltage
about 35 per cent, below normal. To be sure that the voltage
always falls to this value, it is well to leave the field rheostat at
the point given above, and then close the 5-point switch which
closes the rheostat shunt circuit. If the reversing switches are
then thrown to the extreme position, either up or down, the
relay contacts will short circuit the rheostat and build up the
voltage.

J
As soon as this reaches normal, the rotary switch

Fig. 170
MAIN CONTROL MAGNET OF TD REGULATOR

should be immediately opened to see if the generator voltage
falls to the point corresponding to .35 per cent, below normal.
If it does, the field rheostat should be marked, so that it can
always be kept at this point when the regulator is in service.

Then, by closing the 5-point rotary switch again and leaving it

closed, the voltage should rise to 105 volts, and the regulator
will maintain this value constantly.

Should the voltage not be within one or two volts of 105
volts, it can be adjusted to this value by the adjusting screw,
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No. 1, Fig. 170. With a lead connected from No. 4 on the regu-
lator to any of the other binding posts on the resistance box,
the voltage should always come within one or two volts of the
values given in the table. A generator regulated with this

arrangement may either be shunt or compound wound.
If it is desired to compensate for line drop, the voltage ad-

justments given above should be taken without any current
flowing through the compensating winding. This will give the
no load voltage. Then the load should be put on and with cur-
rent flowing through the compensating winding, the voltage
should increase in proportion to the load, to maintain the de-
sired voltage. If the voltage, however, decreases with the load,

leads 1 and 2 on the regulator should be interchanged. Then,
it will be found that the slide on tlie German silver resistance,
the compensating shunt can be so adjusted as to compensate
for any line drop from 1 to 15 per cent.

Putting the Regulator In and Out of Service

To put the regulator in service without disturbing the
voltage, the rotary switch should be closed, and then the gen-
erator field rheostat turned to the pre-determined marked point.

To cut the regulator out of service, the field rheostat should be
turned out until the voltage is raised slightly. The relay of the
regulator will then stop working and the relay contacts will

open. The rotary switch may then be opened without disturbing
the voltage.

Locating Trouble

Should the voltage refuse to build up on closing the rotary
switch which closes the rheostat shunt circuit, first see that the
reversing switches are thrown to an extreme position, either up
or down.

Look for improper connections of the regulator, such as
connecting lead 6 to bus bar, and also of the rheostat shunt
circuit leads to rotary switch. The latter should be connected
so as to short circuit the generator field rheostat only, on closing

the relay contacts.

Look for broken connections on the back of the regulator.
Look for loose connections in the binding posts. See that

the screws fastening the leads in the binding posts are securely
tightened.

Should the voltage immediately drop on the generator on
closing the rotary switch, the connections to binding post 6 and
to rotary switch have been so arranged as to short circuit the
generator field instead of the field rheostats.

If a short circuit destroys the relay contacts on closing the
rotary switch, the lead 6 on the regulator and also the lead

connected to the rotary switch have been connected across the
line, giving full voltage across these contacts.

If the regulator operates properly, but with excessive arcing

at the relay contacts, first see that the condensers are all con-

nected in multiple, and properly connected to binding posts 7
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and 13. Second, see that a sufficient number of condensers is

used. See if there is not too much resistance turned in; that is,

more than enough to lower the voltage 35 per cent below normal.
Should the voltage be too high, see that the lead connected

to binding post No. 4 on the regulator is connected to binding
post on the resistance box, corresponding with the voltage it is

desired to run, as given in the tables. For example, for 230
volts, on a Type ,Tl3 250 Form G regulator, the lead connected
to the binding post No. 4 on the regulator should be connected
to the binding post 18 on the resistance box.

If the operation of the regulator is unsatisfactory after the
above matters have been tested, and it is certain that all con-
nections, etc., have been properly made, the adjustments of the
main control magnet and relay should be checked to see if they
are correct.

Heat Run
Sometimes heat runs are made on regulators to determine

heating on the different coils. The run on A.C. regulators is at

115 volts and on D.C. regulators at normal voltage, the length

of the run being three hours.

High Potential

High potential should be applied on all parts, to ground and
between coils. The potential between coils must not be instan-

taneously applied, nor must the circuit be suddenly broken.

The high potential terminals should be placed on the coil under
test, and the voltage gradually raised on the alternator to normal
and then reduced in the same manner until zero voltage is

reached, before removing the high potential cables.

Resistance Measurements

ileasurements should be carefully taken on relay coils, D.C.

magnet coils, A.C. magnet coils and resistance box.

The variation in resistance must not exceed that specified in

the Engineering Brief.
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MERCURY ARC RECTIFIERS
The essential features of this apparatus consist of an ex-

hausted glass vessel, containing mercury, having two working
anodes PP a cathode Q and a starting anode 5. (See Fig. 171.)

Operation

The wiring of the panel, and the adjustment of.4the circuit

breaker should be checked, taking care to see that the setting
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Fig. 171

CONNECTIONS OF LATEST DESIGN, SINGLE-PHASE MERCURY
ARC RECTIFIER

of the circuit breaker does not exceed the rated capacity of the
tube. Connect the starting load and starting anode resistance,

place fuses F and the rough regulating dial switch in the posi-

tion (the studs are all numbered) corresponding to the required
A.C. voltage. After making these connections close the A.C.
switch and the circuit breaker. Hold the starting switch in the
lower position and rock the tube gently by the handwheel con-
nected to the holder. This will make and break a mercury
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bridge between the starting anode S and the cathode Q which
will cause a slight flash, starting the rectifier. Under ordinary
conditions a single flash should be sufficient to start the tube,
but in cold weather, or when a tube is run at lower than rated
voltage, more than one shake may be necessary.

In cold weather hold the spring switch, in the lower or start-

ing position, for at least 30 seconds, so that the tube will be some-
what warmed before full load is thro\\-n on. When the hand is

removed from the spring switch, it will autoinatically move into
the upper position and transfer the rectified current from the
starting resistance to the load, it «'ill also open the starting

anode circuit.

If the load is a battery, with a higher voltage than that of

the rectifier, the tube will go out when the spring switch moves
to the load position. In this case, raise the voltage of the recti-

fier by moving do^\"n (counterclockwise) the fine regulation
switch; the tube will then start again. In case the desired cur-

rent is not obtained, the voltage should be further increased by
moving up (counterclockwise) the rough regulation switch, a
sufficient number of steps, until the desired current and voltage
are obtained. After once determining the position of the rough
regulation switch, regulation can be obtained from the fine regu-
lation switch.

Always note the following points: The positive terminal
of the storage battery must be connected to the positive ter-

minal of the panel. The tube must be handled carefully. The
setting of the circuit breaker should not exceed the rated ampere
capacity of the tube. A tube should never be used above its

rated ampere capacity, unless instructions are specifically given
to do so.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC TEST TRACKS

As the work on the General Electric Test Tracks is almost
entirely experimental a large number of the tests require
special instructions. The following rules, however, have been
issued relative to the operation of trains on these tracks, as well

as instructions for obtaining data, in testing apparatus.
No test should be started nor should changes be made in any

test without instructions from the office of the Supervisor of

Test Tracks.
All data should be recorded upon special record sheets and

supplementary column sheets, or upon the special form sheets
provided for that test.

All data sheets should contain the name of the man in charge
of the test, and date of test, while all supplementary column
sheets should also contain in the upper right hand corner the
number of the record sheet to which they belong.

Electric Locomotives

Special form sheets are printed for testing locomotives, which
should be carefully filled out. The procedure of testing is as
follows

:

1st. Inspect the locomotive carefvilly for any loose material
or refuse that may be in the cab and frame, including the
rheostat, controller compartments, and especially around the
motors, if the open gearless type is used.

2nd. Test the control circuit to see if everything operates
correctly and the contactors pick up in the proper order. The
latter can be determined from the D.S. print of connections.
(See Figs'. 173 to 175.) Inspect the wiring to see that all termi-
nals are properly soldered, tight, and secured with lock washers;
also that all parts of both the main auxiliary circuits are

properly insulated and that all wiring is so secured as to

prevent the insulation being cut from chafing.

3rd. Take the drop on grids. This may be done with a

storage battery and low reading voltmeter, or a shunt and
special meter may be connected in series with the line and the

drop read across the grids, by first setting the brakes on the
locomotive and then throwing the controller on the first notch.

In the latter method, the current should not be held on the
grid longer than is necessary to secure a reading, otherwise the
grids will heat excessively. A variation in resistance of 20 per
cent, is allowed from that given in the D.S. sketch.

4th. Test the air brake system and see that the safety

valve, air compressor governor, reducing valves, etc., operate
at the pressures called for in the Engineering Notices. The
brake rigging should be inspected to see that all cotter pins

and lock nuts are in place.

5th. Run the locomotive for a bearing test. If, at the end
of 10 or 15 miles on small slow speed locomotives, and 75 or 100
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miles on high speed locomotives, the bearings show no excessive
heating and the temperature is not increasing as the run con-
tinues, they may be passed. If, however, they get too hot the
packing should be removed and the box repacked with fresh
waste. It is sometimes found necessary to remove the bearing
and scrape it^; this, however, should not be done except by
order of the Supervisor of the General Electric Test Tracks or
his assistant. As soon as the bearings are in good condition
and run cool, the test should lie discontinued.
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then be hoisted by the two lugs opposite the axle bearings with
a two hook chain, and the motor placed on the axle without
axle linings. The motor can then be lowered in place, by
allowing it to revolve around the axle until the nose suspension
rests on the suspension bar. The chains can then be hooked
in the two lugs nearest the axle bearings and raised enough to
allow the axle linings to be put in place. The axle caps, gear
cover and strap fastening the motor to the suspension bar can
then be put on and the installation is complete.

Before the motors are put into service or the car run as a
trailer, the motor bearings and gears should be properly lubri-

cated.

Trolley Bases

Test sheets should contain the following data:
Number and size of spring (outside diameter, free length,

number of turns and size of wire) . Position of tension adjusting
screw during test. Length of pole from pivot to, center of
trolley wheel. Style of harp and wheel. Length and tension of
springs with pole, in horizontal and 45 degree positions.

Pull Curve

This curve is taken by measuring the vertical pull in pounds
at the center of trolley wheel for different heights of the wheel.
The "height" of the wheel is the vertical distance of the center
of the trolley wheel above its position when the pole is hori-

zontal. (For pantagraph trolleys the height is the distance of

the top of the pan above its position when locked.) In taking
this test a rope should be fastened about the wheel and readings
of pounds pull taken, both going up and coming do^^•n.

Service Heat Runs on Motors

These heat runs are made on motors under as nearly as
possible the same conditions as will obtain in service. By
making a number of heat runs under various conditions data is

obtained from which the thermal characteristics of the motor
are determined. These curves show the relation between the
ratio of distribution of losses (ratio between watts loss in field

and in armature) to the degrees (Centigrade) rise per watt loss

for the armature and for the field.

The instructions for the test include the following points:

(a) Weight of train.

(b) Line voltage to be held.

(c) Accelerating current required.
(d) Schedule (includes length of run, time power is on,

time of coasting, time of braking, and time of layover)

.

The following readings must be taken before starting the
test: Resistance of field, total and partial resistance of armature.

In order to facilitate the measurement of armature resist-

ance during the run, resistance readings are taken between
commutator bars half way between brushes. These bars should
be prick punched in order that all measurements can be made
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between the same points. The ratio between the partial resist-
ance to the total resistance is a constant from which the total
resistance can be calculated.

The following must also be taken during the test:
Air temperatures, velocity and direction of wind, readings

during test (taken every hour), field resistance, partial resistance
of armatures of alternate motors, temperature by thermometer
of field spools and frame, air temperatures.

During the run a record is kept of the schedule, direction of
wind, weather conditions and all points of any interest in
connection with the runs.

Records of the line voltage and amperes motor are taken
with graphic recording meters for a couple of runs in each
direction during the hour.

When the temperatures of the motors have become constant,
the test is stopped. Besides the regular hourly readings the
following temperatures are taken: Armature, core surface, and
conductors; commutator; field spools; frame.

These readings should be taken indoors in order to avoid
all draughts.

Wheel Slipping Tests

If this test is called for, the locomotive should be first

coupled to one or more cars upon which the brakes are set so
that it cannot move. The controller is then notched up step
by step until the wheels slip, readings of amperes and volts
line being taken on each step. After slipping the wheels the
locomotive should be moved forward about a foot, the track
well sanded and the test continued, starting with the controller
notch at which the wheels slipped unsanded. This test must
be made with the locomotive entire, an individual motor, or a
truck, as may be called for in the instructions. In every case
the wheels must rest upon a level piece of track.

Distribution of Potential Among the Motors

Connect as many motors in series as possible and take
readings of volts across each motor and amperes at the loads
specified in the Engineering Notice. Do this for all sets of motors
in series, one set at a time.

After these tests are completed, the locomotive should be
inspected, as called for on the locomotive record sheets. A
high potential test, as specified in the Engineering Notice,
finishes the test.

Train Friction

Train friction curves show the relation between the train

or car friction expressed in pounds per ton and speed in miles
per hour.

There are two methods by which car friction may be ob-
tained, coasting tests and free running.
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Friction from Coasting Curves

The test should be made on a straight and preferably level
track. The car is accelerated to a speed slightly greater than
the highest speed called for on the friction curve and allowed
to coast. Speed should be measured with a speed recording
instrument. Runs should be made in both directions.

From the rate of retardation at any point, the retarding force
is calculated which represents the total car friction at that speed.

Friction by Free Running
With the car running at constant speed, readings of speed,

volts line and amperes should be taken, preferably with graphic
recording meters. The input to the motors, minus their elec-
trical losses, gives the power absorbed in friction at a given
speed.

The test sheets shoiild contain the following data:
Weight of car or train.

Diameter of wheels and speed readings, where a graphic speed
recorder is used. If the free running method is used, the number
of motors, rating and gear ratio, must be given.

Operating Rules

The following rules govern employees of the General Electric
Company in the operation of cars or trains on the General Electric
Test Tracks: Every man must pass an examination on these
rules before being allowed to act as a conductor or motorman.

GENERAL NOTICE
The following rules govern employees of the General Electric

Company in the operation of cars or trains on the General Elec-
tric Test Tracks or elsewhere, when under the direction of the
Supervisor of the General Electric Test Tracks.

These rules take effect June 1.5, 1908, superseding all previous
rules or instructions inconsistent therewith. Special instruc-
tions may be issued by the proper authority.

G. E. EMMONS,
Manager Schenectady Works.

Approved

:

W. B. POTTER,
Eng. Ry. and Tract. Dept.

GENERAL RULES
No car or train must be taken beyond the yard limit without

a written train order. (See Fig. 176.) Shifting cars in the yard
is not included under this order, although the following rules
apply in all cases.

Every employee,- while on duty connected with the railroad,
is under the authority and must conform to the orders of the
Supervisor of the General Electric Test Tracks.
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There shall be an operator in charge of each car or train who
shall be responsible for the safe and intelligent operation of the
same.

Employees are required to take great care to prevent injury
to themselves and others, and are required to inform themselves
regarding the condition of equipment and the location of all

posts, signals, switches, etc., along the line, which might in any

General Electric Test Tracks
Train Order No

Schenectady, N. Y., -.-19-

Car No Time Given.

Motorman Conductor..-

Signed.

The blanks below must be filled out and

train order handed in as soon as run is com-

pleted.

Miles Run ...No. of Trips Run
Operation

Fig. 176

standard form of train order

way be dangerous to life or to the safe operation of the road.

Any defect should be immediately reported.
The Supervisor of the Test Tracks must be conversant with

the rules, and see that they are understood by his subordinates,
enforce obedience to them and report to the proper officer all

violations, and action taken thereon.
Every employee of this Company whose duties are pre-

scribed by these rules must be conversant with every rule. He
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must render all the assistance in his power to carry them out,
and immediately report any infringement of them to the head
of the department.

If in doubt as to the meaning of any rule or special instruc-
tions, application must be made at once to the proper authori-
ties for an explanation.

General Electric Test Tracks
Schenectady, N. Y., 19.—

This is to certifj' that I have this day ex-

amined Mr __ __.

regarding his knowledge of the book of rules and
I find him qualified to act as conductor or mem-
ber of train crew on the General Electric Test

Tracks.

Signed

STANDARD FORM FOR CONDUCTOR AND TRAIN MEN CERTIFICATE

General Electric Test Tracks
Schenectady, N. Y.,-. ..19.-

This is to certify that I have this day ex-

amined Mr
regarding his knowledge of the book of rules, the

handling of cars, and the operation of airbrakes,

and find him qualified to act as motorman on

the General Electric Test Tracks.

Signed

Fig. 177

standard form for motorman certificate

Employees are required to assist in keeping the premises in
a neat and orderly condition.

No employee will be allowed to absent himself from duty
without special permission from the supervisor.

Before men are allowed to act as conductors or members of
train crews where their duties will require them to give signals,
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they must pass an examination and be furnished with a cer-

tificate to show that they understand the book of rules. Before
acting as motormen they must have passed an examination and
be furnished with a certificate, to show that they understand the
operation of air brakes and the handling of cars. (See Fig. 177.)

Any car or train operated on the General Electric Test Tracks
by anyone not directly under and reporting to the Supervisor
of the General Electric Test Tracks, must have a pilot who will

have full charge and be held responsible for its movement, as if

he was running it himself.

All signals must be used strictly in accordance with the rules,

and every one must keep a constant lookout for signals.

Men operating trains will be held responsible for the viola-

tion of any of the rules 3.nd they must take every precaution
for the protection of their trains, even if cases arise not provided
for by the rules.

In giving signals governing movements of cars, the end of

the car at which the motorman is operating is considered the
head end.

In bringing cars into the car barn yards, a full stop must be
made just before starting down the grade into the yard, and
slow speed must be maintained while coming down the grade and
into the barn, with the car under full control all of the time.

Any work car or train operating on the track will be given
working limits. When coming to the barn after finishing work
it must run slow and under full control, and a careful watch must
be kept for signals.

When necessary to issue instructions regarding special con-

ditions, bulletins will be- posted on the bulletin board in front

of the office in the car barn. All men must keep themselves
informed in reference to these bulletins, and be governed ac-

cordingly.
Ignorance of these rules will not be an excuse for neglect of

duty. ,

In all cases of doubt or uncertainty the safe course must be
taken and no risks run.

Whistle Signals (From Motorman)

One long blast is the signal to apply hand brakes to stop.

Two long blasts is the signal to throw off brakes.

Two short blasts is the answer to any signal.

Three short blasts when train is standing is the signal that

train will back up.
Four long blasts is the signal to call in all flagmen.
Four short blasts is a call for signals.

Five short blasts is a signal to flagman to go back and pro-

tect rear of train.

Two long blasts followed by two short blasts is a crossing

signal or for a warning at places where people are likely to cross

the track.
The engine or car bell must be rung or whistle blown when

the engine or car is about to start.
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A train must not start until the proper signals are given.
When a signal (except a fixed signal) is given to stop a train,

it must be acknowledged by two short blasts of the whistle.
The unnecessary use of either the whistle or bell is pro-

hibited. They will be used only as prescribed by rule or law, or
to prevent accident.

Bell Cord Signals (from Conductor)

Two bells when train is standing is signal to go ahead.
Two bells when train is running is signal to stop at once.
Three bells when train is running is signal to stop at next

station.

GO AHEAD-
Fig. 178

-A MOTION UP AND DOWN

Three bells when train is standing is signal to back up.
Four bells when train is running is signal to reduce speed.
Pour bells when train is standing is signal to apply or release

air brakes.
Five bells when train is running is signal to increase speed.

Flag, Hand and Lamp Signals

(See Pigs. 178-183.)
Swung across the track is the signal to stop.
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Raised and lowered vertically is the signal to go ahead.
Swung vertically in a circle across the track when the train

is standing is the signal to back up.
Swung vertically in a circle at arm's length across the track,

when train is running, is signal that train has parted.
Swung horizontally in a circle, when train is standing, is

the signal to apply air brakes.
Held at arm's length above the head is the signal to release

air brakes.

V-1' "Vf^.

Fig. 179

STOP—A MOTION CROSSWISE WITH THE TRACK

Any object waved violently by anyone on or near the track
is a signal to stop.

Flags of the prescribed color must be used by day, and lamps
of the prescribed color by night.

Night signals must be displayed from sunset to sunrise.

When the weather or other conditions obscure day signals, night

signals must be used in addition.
A blue flag by day or a blue light by night displayed at one

or both ends of an engine, car or train, indicates that workmen
are under or about it. When thus protected it must not be
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coupled to or moved. Workmen will display the blue signals, and
the same workmen are alone authorized to remove them. Other
cars must not be placed on the same track so as to intercept the
view of the blue signal, without first notifying the workmen.

Placing Lamps or Flags

Any lamp or light at night on the track between the rails

signifies immediate stop.

Red signifies danger and is the signal to stop.

BACK UP-
Fig. 180

-A MOTION m VERTICAL CIRCLE

Yellow signifies caution and is the signal to go slowly.

Green signifies safety and is the signal to go ahead.

When running after dark each train or car must always be

provided with a head light on the forward end.

Train crews must see that their trains are supplied with a

portable telephone set and a red flag, while it is being operated

on the track.

When a train stops or is delayed, in cases where it may be

overtaken by another train, a flagman must go back immedi-
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ately a sufficient distance with stop signals, to insure full pro-
tection.

Two "Slow" boards placed at right angles along the track
reading on their faces "Reduce Speed to Miles per Hour"
will indicate the rate of speed at which the track may be used

/
/

/

1 \

\
\
\

Fig. 181

TRAIN HAS PARTED
SWUNG VERTICALLY IN A CIRCLE AT ARM'S LENGTH ACROSS

THE TRACK WHEN THE TRAIN IS RUNNING

between the boards. The rate of speed indicated on the Slow
boards must not be exceeded. The back of the Slow boards will

be marked "Resume Speed." Yellow lights will be suspended
by night from these boards.
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When the Semaphore is used, the arm in a horizontal posi-
tion by day, or a red Hght by night, indicates danger—stop. The
arm at an angle of forty-five (45) degrees, or a yellow light by
night, indicates caution. The arm in a vertical position by day,
or a green light by night, indicates safety—proceed.

Fig. 182

RELEASE AIR BRAKES
HELD AT ARM'S LENGTH ABOVE THE HEAD WHEN TRAIN IS

STANDING

Any semaphore placed along the track must be considered
in use, when the arm is in place, and all movements of cars or
trains must be governed accordingly, unless permission is given
in the train orders to disregard it.
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A white light by night on a fixed signal, or the absence of a
signal where a signal is usually shown, must be regarded as a
stop signal and the fact reported to the Supervisor.

Fig. 183

APPLY AIR BRAKES
SWUNG HORIZONTALLY IN A CIRCLE WHEN THE TRAIN IS

STANDING
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GASOLENE ENGINE TESTS

After the set has been assembled, the generator is run as a
motor to wear the engine bearings and smooth up the piston
and cyhnder surfaces. The engine is then piped up to the radia-
tor or cooling tank and the exhaust connected to a suitable
muffler or to a pipe leading out of the room, and the carburetor
is piped to a suitable gasolene supply.

The generator is connected through suitable switches, cir-

cuit breakers and instruments to the load. The ignition ap-
paratus should be tested for short circuits, and to see that the
connections are made to the right spark plugs in sequence at
the proper time.

The spark plugs should be tested, to see that there is no
leakage through the insulation, by placing mica between the
sparking terminals and then turning on the high tension current.

The valve timing of each engine should be taken by means
of a protractor level, placed on the crank cheek, or by a disc
marked off in degrees, fastened on the end of the crank shaft,

readings being taken in degrees when the valves open and close.

Diagrams are made from this data.

The engine, when first started, is run on no load for 4 or 5
hours, when preliminary adjustments are made in the position
of the spark and the gasolene throttle. Water, lubricating oil

and compression leakages are located and the action of each
auxiliary part of the set is independently inspected with a view
to finding any flaw affecting operation. In adjusting the gasolene
throttle the exhaust gases are a good indication as to whether
the proper fuel mixture is being used.

Dark colored dense smoke indicates that there is an excess
of gasolene in the mixture.

White dense smoke shows an excess of lubricating oil. Thin
blue, or nearly invisible smoke, indicates a normal mixture and
good ignition.

The cooling water passing into the cylinders should be about
60 degrees C. and the amount of water should be regulated so
that the outgoing water will be about 80 degrees C, in order to
obtain the best results.

The following give some of the more important points during
the test requiring record: Time of spark, position of main
throttle, position of gasolene throttle, amount of cooling water,
temperature of incoming cooling water, temperature of out-
going cooling water, amount of gasolene used, specific gravity
of gasolene, temperature of room, condition of exhaust gases,

proportion of hot and cold air in carburetor.

A careful record must be kept of the output of the machine
that is used as load; readings of amperes and volts armature,
amperes and volts field, and any load that the exciter may be
carrying must be carefully recorded. If there is a dfrect driven
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air compressor, note should be made as to the pressure that it

is pumping against, and the length of time that the governor
keeps it pumping.

The following dimensions should be obtained and recorded:
Diameter of piston, area of piston, length of stroke and area of

clearance, including the whole space above the cylinder at the

top of stroke.
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GRAPHIC RECORDING METERS
In order that data on the graphic meter records may be com-

plete and accurate, the following points should be observed:
1. Adjvist meter pens on their zero lines when the instru-

ment is horizontal.

2. The mark made by the time marker pens should be
distinct from the ruled lines and should generally come between
the first and second lines from the zero.

3. If it is not possible to obtain the exact exciting current
called for, the exciting current actually used should be marked
on the record as well as the correct vahie.

4. The time that the test commences should be marked on
each record.

5. In acceleration tests, approximately J in. spacing should
be allowed between the 5 second ticker marks.

6. The meter should be started 10 seconds before the record
begins, to allow the paper to be running at uniform speed.

7. There should always be a jog (mark) on the ticker marker
record to connect the various records together. In addition to

this a jog on the ticker record should be made when passing each
mile post. If a mile post jog is omitted, special note should be
made of the fact on the notes sheet referring to that test.

8. When starting a new roll three sets of check marks
should be made, with the paper at rest, to show the relative

position of the ticker, speed, and meter pens.

9. Check recording rrieters and indicating meters several

times during the test.

10. When a roll of paper is completed it should be stamped
on the back with a stamp provided for that purpose, and the
blanks filled in with the data called for.
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SPECIAL TESTS FOR ENGINEERING
INFORMATION

The special tests which are sometimes made on machines
for engineering information consist of potential curves on the
commutator of D.C. machines, oscillograph curves, running
torque curves, parallel operation tests, core loss separating tests,

and special controller motor tests. With the exception of parallel

operation and controller motor tests, all the above tests have
been previously discussed.

Parallel operation tests are made on different machines to
ascertain whether they will run in multiple. Each case usually
differs from every other, consequently it is impossible to discuss
the tests in detail. In general, for good parallel operation the
characteristic of the shunt generators should be the same.
Compound wound machines should have similar characteristics
and furthermore the series field should be connected through
an equalizer.

In order to insure good parallel operation of A.C. machines,
their characteristics and wave form should be similar. It is

absolutely necessary that the prime movers have good regula-
tion and that the angular velocity of the revolving parts should
not vary more than 2J electrical degrees during any part of a
revolution.

Special controller motor tests are sometimes made as follows

:

The machine to be tested is belted to a D.C. machine of proper
capacity, which should be run long enough under load to allow
the armature resistance to become constant. With the machines
at rest the controller is brought to the first position. With
the voltage and frequency held constant, the current and voltage
when constant in each phase are also read. Read also the speed
of the motor and D.C. machine as well as the D.C. output.
These readings should be taken on each step up to the running
position. With the machine decelerating the same readings
should be taken which should check with the acceleration

readings.
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MARINE GENERATING SETS
The Marine Generating Sets consist of vertical type double

acting steam engines direct connected to a multi-polar gener-
ator.

ENGINE
Single cylinder engines are used with generators from 2 J to

50 kw. capacity, and vertical tandem compound engines with
machines from 25 to 75 kw. capacity. The engines are standard
commercial machines. In addition the Company manufactures
for the Government cross-compound generating sets in capacities
of 16, 24, 32, 50 and 100 kilowatts.

Steam Pressiires

The ratings of the standard single cylinder engines are based
on a steam pressure of 80 lbs. non-condensing, with the ex-
ception of the 50 kw. engine, the rating of which is bised on 100
lbs. steam pressure. At 80 lbs. this set will carry 15 per cent,

overload for 2 hours, but it can be operated at pressures up to

120 lbs., either condensing or non-condensing. If higher boiler

pressures are used a suitable reducing valve must be placed in

the steam line to give the desired pressure. For steam pressures

of less than 80 lbs., single cylinder engines are fitted with large

cylinders, to operate at pressures ranging from 35 to 60 lbs.

The tandem compound engines are designed to operate eco-

nomically at 125 lbs. condensing, or 140 lbs. non-condensing.
The Navy standard cross-compound units are operated at

a pressure of 150 lbs. (for the 50 and 100 kw. sizes, and 100 lbs.

for the 8, 16, 24 and 32 kw. units) either condensing or non-
condensing. They are guaranteed to operate satisfactorily at

pressures either 20 per cent, above or below normal, except at

80 per cent, steam pressure, and under these conditions carry
full load, with atmospheric exhaust when but 90 per cent, load
on the generator is to be carried.

Unless otherwise advised by engineering instructions, all

engines must be tested at the pressures given in the following
tables. These tables are a complete list of all types of engines
manufactured

.

DIRECT CONNECTED GENERATING SETS WITH SINGLE-CYLINDER



DIRECT CONNECTED GENERATING SETS WITH SINGLE-CYLINDER
ENGINES, WITH FORCED SYSTEM OF LUBRICATION

Classification

MP 4- 7-550
MP 6-10-450
MP 6-15-400
MP 6-20-360
MP 6-30-306
MP 6-50-280
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Lubrication

Two systems of lubrication are used, gravity and forced.
In the gravity system all the main bearings of the engine are

lubricated from an oil reservoir attached to the engine (refer to
Fig. 185) ; each bearing being provided with an adjustable sight
feed for regulating the flow of oil. The waste oil collects in a
bedplate reservoir, from which it can be drained, filtered and
used over again. The bearings of the governor and valve
gear are lubricated by compression grease cups.

In the forced system the lubricant is passed under pressure
to the various parts of the engine by the mechanism shown in

Fig. 184. The base of the engine forms an oil tank to which is

attached a small plunger pump driven by an eccentric on the
shaft. The oil is forced through grooves in the main bearings,
drilled holes in the shaft connecting these grooves with the crank
pins. The oil is also forced to the wrist pins through the pipes on
the side of the connecting rods.

The passages in the crossheads pass the oil from the wrist
pins to the guides. After passing through the bearings the oil

is collected in the base, where it settles and is used over again.
The bearing caps must be set up tight and the main bearing
liners must be close to the shaft; otherwise too much oil

leakage will occur before reaching the last bearing. To prevent
the entrance of foreign matter a strainer is attached to the suc-
tion valve of the pump. When the crank chamber is inspected,
no waste, dirt or other matter must be allowed to enter and mix
with the oil. When cleaning the oil chamber, canvas ard not
waste should be used, since the latter clogs the strainer.

Only mineral oil should be used for lubricating. An oil con-
sisting of two-thirds red engine oil and one-third heavy cylinder
oil has been found to give good results. Since the oil passes
through the bearings repeatedly, it gradually loses its lubri-

cating properties, becoming thick and gritty. It should, there-
fore, be occasionally run through a filter and mixed with new
oil. The number of filterings required depends upon the oil

as well as the length of time the engine, operates.
The oil should stand about 2f in. above the suction and dis-

charge valve, and no water should be allowed to mix with it.

An oil pressure of about 15 lbs. should be maintained by regu-
lating the adjusting screw of the relief valve.

Valves

In all single cylinder engines, the plain plug piston valve is

employed without any expanding rings. These valves take
steam through the inner edges, and exhaust past the outer
edges. (On tandem compound engines the low pressure valves
take steam through the outer edges and exhaust past the inner
edges.) The travel of the valve is controlled by the automatic
governor; varying the c^lt-ofi from | to zero, depending upon the
load. Great care is used in grinding and fitting these valves to
their chambers, to obtain economical and satisfactory opera-
tion. The fit of these parts is most important.
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starting the Engines

Before steam is admitted to tlie cylinder see that the valve
moves freely by turning the governor wheel by hand. As the
expansion of the valve is much more rapid than the cylinder,
the cylinder should be allowed to warm up before full pressure
is applied. By allowing the set to come to full speed gradually,
no trouble will be experienced due to the valve ".seizing." The
engineer in charge of the section always prepares the engines
for test, including the adjustment of valves, governors, packing,
taking of indicator diagrams, care of indicators, piping, con-
densers and apparatus for weighing water when water con-
sumption tests are made.

Tests

Unless otherwise advised by the Engineering Notice covering
the particular requisition and engine, all single cylinder com-
mercial engines are tested for the following only

:

(1) Speed regulation.

(2) Steam consumption.
(1) The steam and back pressures and electrical load are

held constant. Then the speed variation is tested by suddenly
putting on or throwing off load when the conditions are con-
stant. The total variation between full and no load should not

exceed 3J per cent. A speed regulation of 3 per cent, is usually
obtained and at this value the stability of the governing mech-
anism is satisfactory. When adjustments are being made for

speed regulation, duplicate readings on the generator must be
obtained, and the voltage must be carefully noted to see if it

is affected by fluctuations in engine speed. If any voltage
fluctuation occurs, it must be reported to the engineer and the
proper correction made. With the engine exhaust connected
to the condenser the load must also be thrown on and off and the

speed noted, especially at no load, to see that the valve com-
pletely shuts off steam and that the engine does not "run away"
or "race."

(2) The performance of every engine must lie within the

limits given in the tables furnished the Testing Department
regarding steam consumption; the method of weighing the

condensed steam being exactly the same as employed on the tur-

bine test. The piping in the testing stand and valves is arranged
so that the exhaust steam from the engine can be passed either

to atmosphere or to the condensers. If the steam consumption
is excessive, the piston should be examined to see that the rings

are free in the grooves and that the)' have a good and even

bearing against the cylinder walls. If the rings are in good
condition the valve is probably too small in diameter and
allows steam to blow directly into the exhaust. In bad cases

there will generally be a considerable variation in speed as the

governor cannot control the speed, with leaking valves.

Poor steam economy is generally due to the above causes,

but lack of lubrication in the steam spaces, excessive friction
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in the stuffing boxes and bearings, or poor valve setting will
increase the amount of steam used.

Operation

During the operation of the set in test the following points
should be carefully noted:

(1) Trueness of governor ptilley.

(2) Concentricity of crank shaft with armature coupHng and
commutator.

OilPump £:ccentrrc

ToHPI^/l'e.

1 0//Pump

Fig. 184

LUBRICATING MECHANISM

(3) Absence of oil and grease throwing.
(4) Operation of engine in reference to quiet running.

(5) Proper alignment of all parts, especially the crank pin
and wrist pin boxe"s, and central position of piston with refer-

ence to the cylinder, clearance of oil deflector of armature shaft
from outboard bearing.

(6) Oil leakage around ends and at unions of Multiple Oiler,

and at points where supply pipes pass through column on
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gravity lubrication engine ; that the oil drips from supply pipes
into proper oil cups and channels, and in engines oiled under pres-

sure, the quiet operation of oil pump, and of the relief valve and
pressure gauge in the system; the proper return of the oil lifted

out by pump plungers (IJ in. holes are drilled around plunger
support and in the pump cover for the return of this oil to the
chamber)

.

(7) The operation and "hang" of throttle valve and align-

ment of handwheel in reference to the valve stem in engines
having the valve bolted to the cylinder.

(8) Absence of leakage in cylinder casting, due to porous
metal or other cause's.

(9) Fit of oil shields.

(10) Tightness and adjustment of cylinder relief valves.

These should be allowed to open at the proper, pressure, then
tighten the set screw in casing about one turn.

(11) Vibration.

(12) General appearance of entire set.

Governor

The governor is simpler than the various flywheel governors

using shifting eccentrics. It consists of a heavy flywheel A,

keyed to the shaft and carrying the governor weight B, pivoted

at C, and containing the eccentric pin D, which operates the

valve. (See Fig. 186.)

The governor connecting rod. Part 53. Fig. 185, transmits

motion from the governor to the valve, and is connected to
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eccentric pin D. The length of the valve stroke, therefore, de-
pends upon the distance of D from the centre of E. The amount
of steam admitted to the cylinder varies directly as the dis-

tance between the centres of D and E.
If the engine speed increases, then the weight B is moved by

centrifugal force toward the perimeter A, decreasing the dis-

tance of D from the centre of E and reducing the amount of
steam admitted to the cylinder. If the speed of the engine
becomes excessive, the distance of D from E is reduced to the
minimum and the steam is entirely cut off.

The motion of the fly-weight B is opposed by the spring F,
which is attached to the pulley and fly-weight. By increasing
or decreasing the tension of the spring, the speed may be raised
or lowered. The same effect will be produced by moving the
spring in the slot of the weight, moving it away from the ful-

crum increases the speed, and vice versa.

Unstable regulation- is due to too close an adjustment of

speed, and may be avoided by moving the speed attachment
away from the fulcrum. A leaking valve or insufficient lubrica-
tion of the fly-weight fulcrum will also produce the same effect.

If the lubrication is not sufficient the governor should be taken
apart and cleaned. Only the best of soft grease should be used
in the cup, and the governor should occasionally be taken apart
and cleaned to obtain the best results.

The governors of some of the forced lubrication engines are
enclosed by the engine column, and the bearing pin is lubricated
by oil under pressure from the oiling system as shown in Fig. 184.

Packing

In all single cylinder engines, up to and including the 30 kw.
size, the Garlock Spiral Packing is used in both piston rod and
valve stem stuffing boxes, and in the valve stem stuffing boxes
of all engines; the leakage being taken up by tightening the
brass nut on the box.

In the piston rod stuffing boxes of the tandem compound,
cross compound and of the single cylinder 50 kw. engine. United
States Metallic packing is used. Fig. 187 shows the "Double"
type which is commonly used, but in some machines the "Single
Junior" packing is employed. The general construction of the
two packings is similar.

The packings consist of vibrating cups A and A, receiving
the packing rings 1, 2 and 3. These rings are in halves and, in

assembling the packing, see that the joints are broken. The
vibrating cups rest upon rings B and B, which have a spherical
bearing, so that the packings will follow the rod in any position.

The steam pressure forces the packing down in the cups and
against the piston rod, thereby preventing steam leakage. The
coil springs C and C assist this pressure, at the same time holding
the packing in place and preventing the rings from following
the rod at the moment of reversal. If the packing has been
taken out for examination, the ground surfaces should be cleaned
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and freed from grit before reassembling. The box holding the
packing is drilled and tapped for a J in. waste pipe and [fitted

with a globe valve which should be always open.

Indicator Diagrams
When indicator diagrams are required, a stud is screwed into

the wrist pin of the connecting rod for driving the motion, con-

Copper- GosMeL

g i/yoste Pipe anc/ ]/ia/\^e

Fig. 187

PISTON ROD PACKING

necting through a link to a lever pivoted to the bracket 'on the
engine column. The motion for the indicator is taken from a
cord pin 'on this lever.

The indicator is a delicate instrument, and must be handled
with care and kept in good order. The piston springs should be
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frequently calibrated. Before attaching the indicator to an
engine, blow steam freely through the pipes and three-way cock
to remove any particles of dust or grit that may have accumu-
lated in them. After using the indicator it should be carefully
wiped and oiled. If any grit or other obstruction gets into
the cylinder of the indicator the diagrams will give wrong re-

sults. This trouble is easily detected and should be remedied
at once by taking out the piston, detaching it and cleaning with
naphtha or benzine. Then carefully oil it with clean watch
oil and replace. The piston must move perfectly freely in its

cylinder. To test this take out piston and spring, detach the
latter and replace the piston and piston-rod in their operating
position, then, holding the indicator in an upright position,

raise the pencil arm to its highest point and let it drop. It

should freely descend to its lowest point.

Before taking diagrams, steam should be admitted to the
indicator, and the cylinder allowed to become thoroughly heated.
Indicator springs are made in different sizes of steel wire, to
adapt them to different steam pressures. Springs are usually
made to the following scales: 8, 12, 16, 20, 30, 40, 60, 80, and
100 pounds per inch travel of the indicator pencil. This scale

is stamped on the spring. The spring used for indicating an
engine depends upon the maximum steam pressure used; a
spring should be chosen to give a diagram with maximum height
not exceeding 1| in. The diagram should not exceed 2J in. to
3 in. in length. The less the vertical and horizontal motions
are the slower the movement of the paper cylinder with a cor-

respondingly more delicate pencil tracing. The proper spring
required may be found as follows: Divide the boiler pressure,

expressed in pounds, by the desired height of the diagram, ex-
pressed in inches, and the result will be the spring required.
For instance, with a boiler pressure of 140 pounds gauge and a
diagram height of IJ in., then 140 -r-l| =80, is the number of

the spring required.

If too weak an indicator spring is used it will vibrate inside

the indicator cylinder at admission and cause a wavy line on
the card, hence the strength of the spring should be chosen with
due regard to this point. The indicator cord should have suf-

ficient tension on it to prevent any whipping action occurring
at the extreme point of the stroke. Hence sufficient tension
must be given to the rotary spring in the indicator to prevent
this action. If the tension on this spring is not sufficient, the
length of the indicator cards will vary; the higher the speed of

the engine the greater will the variation be.

The pressure of the pencil on the paper can be adjusted by
screwing the handle in and out. The line should not be heavy
as this will cause unnecessary friction. After the diagram has
been taken close the cock and take the atmospheric line ; then

disconnect the cord to avoid excessive wear on the drum.

The following notes should be made on the card and any other

data which it is proper to add

:
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Date Time
Requisition No. Dia. of rod
Kw. capacity Cylinder
Card No. Boiler pressure
Stroke Exhaust pressure
Clearance Revolutions per min.
Scale of spring Volts
Engine No. Amperes
Cylinder No. Pounds of water per kw. hr.

Dia. cylinder

A trifle more lead at the crank end of the valve should be
given at no load, as at three-quarters or full load the average
pressure on either side of the piston will be found to be practi-
cally equal, due to the angularity of the connecting rod. Various
adjustments will be necessary to obtain the best diagram and
operation of the engine.

General

An engine unit should not be considered mechanically nor
electrically perfect, until the tests have so proved. Testers
should familiarize themselves with every detail of design and
operation, thereby helping towards the production of the most
reliable piece of apparatus. After the inspection in the Engine
and Testing Department the unit is disassembled in the engine
section of the Shipping Department and thoroughly overhauled,
touched up and re-inspected, preparatory to final shipment.
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CALCULATION SHEETS
The following calculations, which have been made with the

sUde rule, are intended to illustrate the method used in connec-
tion with testing work. Every eflfort is made to avoid error

but this Company does not guarantee their correctness nor does
it hold itself responsible for any errors or omissions in these
sheets.

SATURATION ON A 500 KW., 600 V., 360 R.P.M., 60 CYCLE
3-PHASE GENERATOR

Volts
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CALCULATIONS OF DECELERATION CORE LOSS ON A 3000
KW., 2300 v., 10-POLE, 60 CYCLE, 3-PHASE GENERATOR

. Moment of Inertia is equal to 705,000= Wr'.
The normal speed of the turbine being 720, Si is taken equal

to 730 and S^ equal to 710.
Consider curve taken with no field on the machine. (See

Fig. 37.)

r, or time corresponding to Sj = 61.6 seconds.
7^2 or time corresponding to 52 = 82.4 seconds.
r2-ri = 82.4-61.6 = 20.8

^ - 2308„, 2(V-5„2) 2308,„ ,(S, + S2)(S,-S2)

2308 705000 X 28800 4700
X-

Substituting the value of Tj — T, in the formula

4700
on o ~ 226 = Friction and WindageKw. Loss

For the curve taken with 77.4 amperes field current
T2-Ti = 70.6-52.1 = 18.5

Kw. = YqTK = 254 = Core loss + Friction + Windage.

Curves taken with 103,129 and 142 amperes field are calcu-

lated similarly, and together with that taken at 77.4 ampere-
field include the constant friction loss and core loss. The two
losses can be separated.

Amps.



FIELD COMPOUNDING ON A 150 KW., 250 V., 6-POLE, 225
R.P.M., D.C. GENERATOR

6 BARS BRUSH SHIFT

Volts



SYNCHRONOUS IMPEDANCE ON A 500 KW., 600 V., 20-POLE
60 CYCLE 3-PHASE GENERATOR
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SPEED, TRACTIVE EFFORT AND EFFICIENCY OF A 100 H.P.

600 V. RAILWAY MOTOR

Volts I Amps.

600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600

Resistances at
Armature
Exciting Field
Commutating Field

Brush Contact

PR
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EXCITATION ON A lOff H.P., 2080 V., 6-POLE, 60 CYCLE
3-PHASE INDUCTION MOTOR

Volts



IMPEDANCE ON A 100 H.P., 2080 V., 6-POLE, 60 CYCLE
3-PHASE INDUCTION MOTOR

Volts
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Balance of Rotating Parts 102

Kinetic 102
Static 102

Ballistic Saturation 90
Belted Core Loss 94
Commutation Tests 108
Core Loss .* 92
Deceleration Core Loss 97
Drop on Spools 85
Field Compounding 100
Heating Tests 1 14
Input Output Tests Ill
Insulation Resistance 86
Load Tests, Equivalent 121
Motor Saturation 89
Observations and Comments during Operation. . . 103
Output, Maximum 100
Phase Characteristics Ill
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Subject Page

STANDARD TESTS, METHOD OP CONDUCTING '

—Cont'd
Regulation Tests, Speed—Voltage . . 108
Reporting and Correction of Defects

: . . .. 103
Resistance : 86
Saturation 88
Synchronous and Static Impedance ' 112
Wave Form-Potential Curves Between Brushes . . 114

SWITCHBOARD INSPECTION 337-340
SWITCHES, OIL 346
SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS 173-179

TESTS (SPECIAL) FOR ENGINEERING INFOR-
MATION 382

TESTS (STANDARD) METHOD OF CONDUCTING
(SEE STANDARD TESTS)

TESTS, RECORD OF (GENERAL) 80-81
TEST TRACKS (GENERAL ELECTRIC) .-, 362-378

Distribution of Potential Among the Motors 368
Friction 369
Locomotives (Electric) 362
Mounting Motors on Trucks •. 365
Pull Curve 367
Rules 369
Service Heat Runs on Motors 367
Signals 372-378

Bell Cord 373
Hand or Lamp 373, 375
Lamp or Flag 373, 375
Whistle : 372

Train Friction 368
Trolley Bases 367
Wheel Slipping Tests 368

TESTING EQUIPMENT (See Equipment)
TRAIN CONTROL APPARATUS 303-316

Air Brake Apparatus 303
Air Valve Tests 303
Governors 304
Mechanical Inspection 303
Operating Test. .

.

' 304
Strainers 304
Type ME 65-100-10 Form A Governor 304
Valves 303

Circuit Breakers 314
Blow Out Tests 315
Calibration 315
Inspection 315

Connection Boxes ,....: 307
Contactor Boxes 313

Inspection 314
Operating Test 314
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Subject Page

TRAIN CONTROL APPARATUS—Cont'd
Contactors 307

Commercial Tests 308
Inspection 308
Measurement of Spring Pressure 308
Operation Test 308, 309
Resistance Measurement of Spools 309
Special Tests 309

Chattering and Drop Out Voltages 310
Finger Pressure 309
Heat Runs 312
Life Tests 312
Pick up and Wipe, Minimum 309
Pull Curve on A.C. Contactors 310
Pull Curve on D.C. Contactors 310
Regulation on Alternator 310
Saturation 310
Speed Curve 311
Work Curve 311

Controllers 304
Automatic and Semi-Automatic Controllers . . 305
Inspection 305
Operating 305

Couplers 313
Cut Outs 307
Fuse Boxes 3V2

Commercial Test 312
With Magnetic Blowout 312

Fuses 312
Tests to Determine Rating 313
Time Current Curve 313

High Potential Tests 303
Inspection 303
Jumpers 314
M. S. Switches 306
M. V. Tripping Switches 307
Pilot Valves 306
Potential Relays 314
Relays 315

Operating Test 316
Potential 315
Transfer 316

Reversers 306
Operating Tests 306
Spools for Supply Shipments 306

TRANSFORMERS. . . . ; 204-265
Air Blast 204

Single-Phase 204
Air Reading 223
Arc Distances ' 221
Checking Taps 208
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Subject Page

TRANSFORMERS- Cont'd
Cold Resistances 205
Core Loss 213
Double Potential Test 220
Exciting Current 213
High Potential Test 221
Impedance 210
Insulation Test 220
Normal Load Heat Run 216
Over Load Heat Run 220
Parallel Run 214
Polarity 206
Ratio 206
Spark Gap 221
Type AB 204

Three-Phase (Air Blast) 223
Air Reading 229
Checking Taps 224
Cold Resistances 223
Core Loss 226
Double Potential Test 229
Heat Run 227
High Potential Test 229
Hot Resistances 229
Impedance 224
Overload Heat Run 229
Parallel Run 227
Polarity 223
Ratio 224
Special Tests 223

Compensators (Starting) 255
Heat Run 257
Insulation Test 257
Magnetizing Current 257
Ratio 256

Connections 259
Single-Phase 261
Six-Phase 264
Three-Phase 261
Three-Phase to Two-Phase 264

Oil Cooled (Transformers) 229
Cold Resistance 229
Core Loss 230
Double Potential Test 231
Heat Run 230
High Potential Test 231
Hot Resistances 231
Impedance 230
Insulation Test 23

1

Overload Heat Run 231
Parallel Run 230
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Subject Page

TRANSFORMERS—Cont'd
Polarity 230
Ratio and Checking of Taps 230

Oil and Water Cooled (Transformer) 231
Polyphase Induction Regulators 242

Boost and Lower 246
Cold Resistances 244
Core Loss 247
Heat Run 249
Impedance 248

Potential Regulators 239
BR Regulators 252

Cold Resistances 252
Core Loss 254
Heat Run 254
Impedance 254
Insulation Tests 254
Tap Voltage 252
Ratio 252

Induction Regulators 239
Core Loss 241
Impedance 241
Normal Load Heat Run 241
Operating Motor Tests 242

Polyphase Induction Regulators 242
Boost and Lower 246
Cold Resistance 244
Core Loss 247
Heat Run 249
Impedance 248

Tests (Regulator) 239
Reactances, Rotary Converter 258

Polarity ...:.. 259
Resistance 259

Series Transformers 236
Cold Resistances 237
Heat Run, 238
Polarity 237
Ratio 237

Special Engineering Tests (Transformers) 235
Special Tests 204
Tests 204
Type K (Testing) 233

Efficiency Tests 234
Long Commercial Tests 233
Regulation Tests 234
Short Commercial Tests 234

TURBINES, STEAM 266-300
Automatic Stage Valves 290
Auxiliary Apparatus 27

1

BafHers 275
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Subject Page

TURBINES, STEAM—Cont'd
Carbon Packing Rings 279
Commercial Tests 268
Electrical Equipment 271
Field Balance 282
Flow Tanks 296
Governor Tests '. 283

Emergency 283
Operating 285

Tests 288
Nomenclature 266
Piping (Oil, Steam and Exhaust) and Auxiliaries. 269
Preparing Machines for Test 274
Pressures 293
Special Tests 291
Step Bearing 276
Tables, Testing (Turbine) 297
Tests (General) 298
Wheel Balance 279
Wiring and Field Balance 282

VOLTAGE REGULATORS (See Regulators)
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